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Editors' Overview 
John M. Curtis & Aaron Sydor 

Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada 

Introduction 
It has been more than ten years since the implementation of the North 

Arnerican Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and fifteen years since its precursor, 
the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (Canada-U.S. FTA), came into force. For 
Canada, those two agreements were important, and hotly debated, turning points 
in its trade and in its economic policy more generally. 

The Canada-U.S. FTA was the first major bilateral trade agreement for 
two countries that were founding members of the post-war multilateral system and 
regarded it as the cornerstone of their respective trade policies. The expansion of 
that agreement to include Mexico, five years later, was significant in that it was 
the first major free trade agreement between the "rich north" and "poor south", a 
highly innovative initiative at the time and still controversial in several sectors of 
society in each of the countries involved. 

Part 1:A Look Back 
A considerable amount of analysis has taken place evaluating the effects 

of the Canada-U.S. FTA and the NAFTA from a Canadian  perspective. Harris, in 
the opening chapter, provides an overview of this work. In economic terms, 
Canada is a small open economy, therefore free trade agreements, he argues, must 
be primarily seen as economic agreements with the goal of improving the standard 
of living for Canadians. Although the popular press often engage in job cnunting 
exercises in order to evaluate the impact of a trade agreement, this is a fool's 
errand. As Harris points out, trade agreements, although potentially shifting the 
composition of production and employment and thus temporarily dislocating 
workers, have no impact on employment levels in the long run. Rather, trade 
agreements improve economic efficiency through a better allocation of resources; 
they contribute to increased competition; they provide access to a greater variety 
of goods and services; and they improve productivity through greater innovation 
and economies of scale. 

Evaluating the Canada-U.S. FTA and NAFTA in this context, Harris 
provides a review of the literature. He finds that the two agreements did result in 
an adjustment in employment and output for the sectors most affected. While 
domestic macro-economic policies, including the Bank of Canada's move to a low 
inflation environment and the govenunent's fiscal tightening, were primarily , 
responsible for the protracted downturn of the early 1990s, the Canada-U.S. FTA 
did play a role in the downturn and provides a cautionary tale for policy 
coordination. The lasting impacts of the agreement, however, are of greater 
interest. Hanis argues that the Canada-U.S. FTA and NAFTA did indeed have a 
significant and positive impact on the Canadian economy. The estimates of the 
direct impact on Canadian exports range from a low of 10 percent to a high of 
over 50 percent. Increasing trade, however, is not the goal of a trade agreement. 
Citing work by Trefler (1999) Harris shows that the Canada-U.S. FTA produced a 
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productivity gain of 0.6 percent per year within the manufacturing sector and 3.2 
percent per year for those sectors most affected (Those that experienced a drop in 
average tariff rates of more the 8 percentage points) for the years examined. It is 
these gains that improve the standard of living of Canadians and allow for 
Canadian-based businesses to compete successfully in the global marketplace. 

Through his analysis, Harris also identifies areas for further work. One 
such area is the impact of trade  agreements on the access to increased variety of 
products. Trade theory predicts that, through the creation of a larger market and 
with greater competition, the number of varieties of goods and services available 
to consumers increases. This greater variety of products allows producers to meet 
individual tastes and thus improve the standard of living for those involved. 
Difficulties in measuring product varieties, however, have led to few quantitative 
estimates of the impact of free trade agreements on the variety of goods available. 
In chapter 2, using data on trademarks, Chen finds that not only did the Canada-
U.S. FTA increase the variety of products available to Canadians by 60 percent 
per year, but also because of the size difference and a positive relation between 
the size of a market and the number of varieties available in that market, Canada 
benefited more in terms of number of new products available as a result of trade, 
gaining access to three times as many new varieties as did the U.S. This finding 
has important implications for smaller countries entering into trade agreements 
with larger partners. 

In his analysis, Chen argues that scale effects from the Canada-U.S. FTA 
have been surprisingly small. As a result, much of the gains from trade, in his 
opinion, have come from the increase in the variety of products traded. In chapter 
3, Acharya evaluates the various theoretical motivators for trade, including scale 
effects, in the context of the NAFTA. According to his findings, for most 
industries, a number of factors play a role in determining the composition of trade. 
He fmds that economies of scale play the most important role in industries that 
require significant capital expenditures and also involve product differentiation, 
and are therefore limited to only a few industries such as the Aerospace and 
Automotive industries. Relative abundance of either capital or labour (as per the 
Heckscher-Ohlin theory) and technological advantage (as per Ricardian theory), 
on the other hand, were important for most industries to some degree. These 
results are useful for policy-makers evaluating the potential benefits and 
adjustment costs of trade liberalization 

Gu and Rennison examine, in the subsequent chapter, the impact of trade 
on skills and wages within Canada. The authors find that, somewhat surprisingly, 
despite Canada having one of the highest rates of post-secondary educational 
attairnnent among the OECD, this does not appear to be a source of comparative 
advantage for Canada as one might expect. Canada's skill content of exports was 
not substantially different from that of imports and only somewhat higher than the 
business sector average. Further, they find that there has not been a significant 
change over time. The authors provide a number of possible explanations for this 
result including that our primary trading partner, the U.S., has an even higher 
skills profile, particularly in university education. 

Capital intensity, on the other hand, does appear to be a source of 
comparative advantage for Canada, with the capital intensity of exports exceeding 
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imports by 53 percent_ Linked to this, labour productivity in the export sector was 
found to be not only twice as high as the over-all business sector but also growing 
twice as fast. It is therefore not surprising that wages were also, on average, eight 
percent higher in the export sector. 

Included in the NAFTA, were side agreements on labour and the 
environment. Kirton, in a chapter devoted to one of those side agreements 
evaluates the effectiveness of the environmental side agreement (the North 
American  Agreement on Environmental Co-operation or NAAEC) in meeting its 
objectives from a Canadian perspective. He concludes that the agreement has, for 
the most part, lived up to its objectives, although meeting some more successfully 
than others. 

Part 2: The Way Forward 
Part 2 moves away from a historic evaluation of the impact of the 

Canada-U.S. FTA and the NAFTA for Canada to be more forward looking. While 
titled "The Way Forward", this analysis does not re flect the intentions or policy 
directions of the govenunent of Canada as such; rather, the chapters in this part 
explore some possible scenarios that have been put forward for deeper integration 
with North America. 

One such scenario has been that of a conunon currency being instituted 
within North America. While interest in this forrn of closer integration has 
subsided somewhat, the debate was based on the premise that operating different 
currencies within and integrated North American production system imposes 
wmecessary costs and frictions. It is within this context that Laidler examines the 
issue of increased cooperation in monetary policy between Canada and the U.S. 
providing an assessment of the entire spectrum of altemate monetary orders from 
increased exchange of information up to and including a common currency. 

Professor Laidler acknowledges that there may be efficiency gains to be 
had from increased monetary integration resulting from reduced frictions to trade. 
Separate and floating currencies, however, also allow for a cushion in adjusting to 
shocks, and Canada and the U.S. still have significantly different industrial 
structures that face separate shocks. Probably the most convincing argument put 
forward by Laidler, though, is the simple fact that for any cotnmon currency 
arrangement, U.S. cooperation would be required and this does not seem likely at 
this point in time, especially as it relates to cooperation in setting policy or in 
sharing seignorage revenues. Without this cooperation, Canada would be required 
to give up a significant degree of policy control and revenue which would 
substantially reduce, if not eliminate, any potential efficiency gains. 

It has been argued that, short of a conunon currency, better coordination 
of monetary policy could achieve similar gains. This could potentially include a 
greater sharing of information to a dual goal for monetary policy of price stability 
and exchange rate stability. Professor Laidler shows, however, that there is 
already a relatively high level of information sharing at both formal and informal 
levels and it is difficult to see what additional gains can  be achieved on this front. 
As for dual goals for monetary policy, Laidler argues quite convincingly that 
attempts to influence the exchange rate have been largely ineffective in the past 
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He also suggests that having two goals for monetary policy would only make its 
operation less transparent and thus less effective. 

Rao and Sharma, in "International Competitiveness and Regulatory 
Framework: A Canadian Perspective" explore the role of regulations in 
contributing to Canada's much cited innovation and productivity gaps with the 
U.S. Using data from the OECD and the Institute for Management Development 
(IMD), they show that Canada has a more restrictive regulatory environment than 
the U.S. in a number of areas including product market regulations and labour 
market regulations. Using a very simple reduced form equation for their 
estimation, the authors fmd that two areas of regulation in particular, intellectual 
property rights and restrictions to foreign direct investment, explain about one-
third of the gap in R&D intensity and 55 percent of the labour productivity gap 
between Canada and the U.S. Even if one questions the precise estimates of these 
regulations on innovation and productivity performance, the sheer size of these 
impacts deserves greater attention by researchers and policy makers. 

Blair, Downs and Ndayisenga build on the theme established by Rao and 
Sharma and examine the potential gains from a specific regulatory reform: 
cooperation between Canada and the U.S. for human drug approvals. The authors 
suggest that increased cooperation with the U.S. would allow for economies of 
scale in drug approvals, resulting in shorter delays for drug approvals without 
requiring additional resources. According to their analysis, speeding up drug 
approval times by 6 months would contribute to increased output of 2.4 percent as 
well as employment of 4.1 percent and R&D of 2 percent for the human drug 
industry in Canada. Reducing delays by 12 months would essentially double these 
gains. Possibly more importantly, however, speeding up time to market would 
increase the availability of new drugs to Canadians; reducing health care costs and 
improving the quality of life of Canadians. The primary obstacle, as the authors 
note, would be that of accountability in the system. 

Beaulieu and Emery, in the next chapter, examine whether there is any 
benefit to increasing the geographic diversification of Canada's trade, particularly 
exports. As has already been noted, even prior to the Canada-U.S. FTA, Canadian 
exporters were heavily dependant on the U.S. as a market. This, as would be 
expected, increased after the agreement, pealcing with 87 percent of Canadian 
merchandise exports going to the U.S. in 2000. While the authors note that some 
risks increase with this concentration, especially those that stem from national 
economic power such as trade, national fiscal and monetary policy, the U.S. is not, 
in fact, one market. Rather, it is 300 million plus individual consumers, many 
different levels of government with many different interests and objectives. 
Possibly most importantly, the authors point out that Canada-U.S. trade is the 
summation of many individual argents making their own export, investment and 
consumption decisions. 

Having noted this, Beaulieu and Emery ask whether, through some 
coordination of activities, would it be possible to make Canadians better off by 
diversifying trade? Specifically, they test whether incomes in Canada have 
become more volatile as a result of an increased concentration of exports on the 
U.S. and also, through a more diversified export pattern, would it be possible to 
reduce the volatility of incomes in Canada. On both accounts they conclude that 
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neither did the increased reliance on the U.S. as an export market increase income 
volatility nor would it be possible to reduce current levels of volatility through 
increased geographic diversification of export markets. Furthermore, they suggest 
that history has shown that policies designed to diversify trade simply do not work 
and by interfering with market system can result in lower incomes for Canadians 
without significantly impacting on income stability. 

Kunimoto and Sawchuk examine the issue of rules of origin and the 
potential benefits of less restrictive rules of origin within NAFTA. They illustrate 
that NAFTA rules of origin are the most restrictive of any major free trade 
agreement and therefore there may be not insignificant gains to be had from 
reducing their restrictiveness. Rules of origin are necessary to the operation of any 
preferential trade agreement as they allow the benefits of the agreement to accrue 
to its members and allow signators the ability to maintain different tariffs to non-
members (as opposed to a cormnon extemal tariff and a defacto customs union). 
The cost of maintaining rules of origin can therefore be interpreted as an upper 
bounds to the gains from their elimination as they can not be eliminated 
completely. The authors place the costs of the status quo at about 1% of GDP. 
They also report a declining use of NAFTA which peaked in 1998, but have since 
fallen to 50% of Canada-US bilateral trade. This, the authors conclude, is largely 
as a result of the shrinking gap between MFN and NAFTA rates. 

Papadaki et al examine the economic impact of two policy shocks using a 
CGE model. The first scenario involves the creation of a Canada-US customs 
union with a common extemal tariff for both c,ountries set to either US MFN rates 
or the minimum rate of either Canada or the U.S. which the authors refer to as 
scenarios la and lb respectively. In each of the two scenarios, the authors find a 
minimal impact for either country at an aggregate level. At a more detailed level, 
the impact for some sectors that had been protected by high tariffs is more 
significant, such as; the Agricultural and Forestry, Food Beverage and Tobacco, 
Textiles, and Clothing industries. 

The second scenario explored involves the elimination of all "unobserved 
trade costs". The authors make no distinction between the possible sources for 
these costs and interpret their results as the upper bounds for the potential gains 
from complete Canada-US economic integration. As would be anticipated, the 
expected gains from this experiment are quite significant, producing a welfare 
improvement in the range of 6-7% of GDP as well as a substantial increase in 
two-way trade flows. 

Papadalci et al, also provide a useful comparison of computable general 
equilibrium (CGE) ex ante predictions for the Canada-U.S. FTA and the NAFTA 
based on a variety of assumptions. Early models, based on the assumption of 
constant retums to scale and perfect competition, showed modest gains for 
Canada. Later models, however, relaxing these assumptions and expanding the 
models to include such things as capital mobility, showed much larger gains. 
Comparing these predictions to the ex post results summarized by Harris, one 
might conclude that the early CGE models provided the lower bound to the 
impacts while later models provided an upper bound. Furthermore, while all of the 
CGE models consistently underestimated the impacts of the two agreements on 
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trade flows, the simplest assiunptions may have come the closest to measuring 
impacts for GDP and welfare. 

Conclusions 
After ten and fifteen years respectively, we are now confidently able to 

say that the Canada-U.S. FTA and NAFTA did indeed have a significant and 
positive impact on the Canadian economy. They contributed to Canadian 
productivity growth which will allow Canadian-based companies to compete 
effectively in international markets and improved the standard of living for 
Canadians. 
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The Economic Impact of the Canada-U.S. FTA 
and NAFTA Agreements for Canada: 

A Review of the Evidence 
Richard G. Harris 

Simon Fraser University 

Introduction 
Canada entered into a free trade agreement with the United States on 

January 1, 1989 after a lengthy debate and considerable dispute as to its ultimate 
effects. That agreement, the Canada-US Free Trade Agreement, was extended in 
1994 to include Mexico with the North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA). For Canada these trade agreements represented both a substantial 
opening of Canadian  markets to foreign competition, together with a number of 
provisions on services and investment which generally increased the importance 
of markets and international competition within the Canadian economy. One of 
the principal reasons that countries enter into regional free trade agreements is to 
secure long-term economic benefits and to provide a business environment in 
which investment and commerce can effectively contribute to the well-being of its 
citizens. While there may be exceptions to this, such as when countries enter trade 
agreements for humanitarian or national security reasons, in the absence of 
significant expected economic benefits it would be unlikely that governments 
would willingly give up instruments of national economic control. The history of 
the free trade debate is that the benefits of trade far outweigh any presumed loss of 
control over the national economy by forgoing protectionism. 

The world is an imperfect place, however, and regional trade agreements 
are not perfect arrangements. In a world of complex overlapping jurisdictions, 
different national histories, and the realistic political constraints on governments' 
ability to change domestic laws and institutions, all trade agreements are a 
complex set of rules reflecting compromise. The NAFTA and the Canada-U.S. 
FTA moved all three countries some way towards free trade but, as all are aware, 
protectionism and departures from the general principle of national treatrnent are 
still common. Not surprisingly, therefore, these agreements are routinely criticized 
on a range of criteria from economic to political to social. The purpose of this 
paper is not to review those complaints but to step back and ask what can be said 
after more than 15 years (more than 10 years for the NAFTA) about the impact of 
these agreements on the economy and economic outcomes in Canada. Did these 
agreements deliver substantial economic benefits to Canadians? The impact of 
international trade agreements does not take hold overnight. Generally their 
impact is only felt after a number of years. However, after 15 years we  have a 
fairly good idea what the impact has been. There are a large number of studies 
covering a range of economic outcomes on the ex post impact of the FTA and 
then NAFTA. While there are gaps in the research, the overall picture is clear. 
These agreements had a major positive economic impact on Canada. 
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This chapter proceeds to make this case by first documenting the current 
state of trade in the economy, and provide some indication of its overall 
importance. Section two lays out the basic facts on the current state and structure 
of the Canadian economy. The basic point of this section is to highlight the 
extraordinary degree to which the Canadian economy is integrated into the global 
economy. In order to understand how Canada got to where it is now, and the role 
of the Canada-U.S. FTA and NAFTA agreements. Section three provides a 
historical overview of the economic development of Canada and the role of 
international trade agreements after World War II. The bulk of the study is 
contained in section four, which is a review of academic and goverment research 
of the impact of these trade agreements on a range of economic outcomes. These 
include trade volumes and patterns, foreign direct investment, employment, wage 
and income distribution effects, productivity gains, effects on competition and 
consumers, and the impact on the long-run growth prospects of the economy 
through increased international flows of knowledge and diffusion of technology. 
Most studies are Canadian or NAFTA focused, relying on data covering the first 
ten years after the agreement. In addition, when necessary, related international 
evidence is used. The bulk of the evidence is quantitative but some is qualitative. 
Section five of the study deals specifically with the issue of market access and 
dispute settlement. Use of unfair trade laws by the national governments within 
NAFTA was not eliminated by these agreements, despite the economic merits of 
doing so. An enhanced dispute settlement process was the resulting compromise. 
As such, it represented an improvement over the status quo at the time, but how 
effective it would be in increasing security of market access was only to be 
determined with experience. In section five we review that experience and look at 
evidence on what its impact has been. Section six concludes with an overall 
assessment. 

Trade and Investment in the Canadian Economy: an Overview 
Canada is a nation that is heavily dependent upon trade to sustain 

incomes and living standards. A few numbers put this in perspective. In 2004, 
Canada's exports and imports were $928.5 billion—this is an average trade 
volume of $2.5 billion per day, or about $29,000 for each and every Canadian. 
Canada's GDP was approximately 1.29 trillion dollars that year. Therefore trade, 
measured against GDP, is about 72.0 percent of GDP. This number has risen fairly 
steadily over the decades, but accelerated sharply between 1991 and 2000. In fact, 
the ratio of trade to GDP for Canada rose 34 percentage points over that nine year 
period, more than double the increase over the preceding three decades peaking at 
85.2% in 2000. 

Canada, by virtue of geography and history, trades a great deal with the 
United States. In 2004, the US was the market for 78.8 percent of Canada's 
exports. As a much smaller country, what is perhaps more extraordinary is the 
importance of Canada as the largest trading partner for the US. In 2004, Canada 
took 19.2 percent of US exports, and Canadian-produced goods and services 
accounted for 15.8 percent of total US imports. Canada's trade with other 
countries is important, although an order of magnitude smaller, with the E.U. 
accounting for 9.3 percent and Japan 2.7 percent of Canadian trade in 2004. 
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Canada has a substantial trade surplus with the United States, reaching 
$93.9 billion in 2004 - a very large number when judged against total trade 
volume for example. It is important to recognize, however, that whether a country 
has surplus or deficit on its trade account has little to do with the state of trade 
liberalization between countries, but is more accurately a reflection of relative 
macroeconomic conditions between countries. 

International trade allows countries to specialize both at the industry 
level and at the detailed individual product level within specific firms. At the 
broader level, Canada's exports, in order of importance in 2004 were; Automotive 
products (21.2 percent), Machinery and Equipment (19.5 percent), Industrial 
products (17.5 percent), Energy (16.5 percent), Forestry (9.7 percent), Agriculture 
and Fishing (7.2 percent) and Consumer goods (3.7 percent). It is interesting, 
however, that two-way trade in similar goods (at least at the broad level) is an 
important feature of modern trade. Canada's three largest imports are also 
Machinery and Equipment (29.2 percent), Automotive products (21.7 percent) and 
Industrial products (20.4 percent). 

Similar to goods trade, increased specialization together with 
globalization has brought about larger transactions in services such as travel 
services, transportation services, commercial services (which includes accounting, 
legal, insurance, architecture, engineering, and management consulting), and 
government services. Canadian exports of services in 2004 were $62.3 billion, or 
12.7 percent of total Canadian exports of goods and services. Imports of services 
were $73.5 billion in 2004, or 16.8 percent of total Canadian imports of goods and 
services. Interestingly, the share of the United States in Canada's two-way trade is 
smaller for services (57.3 percent) than for merchandise (75.9 percent). Also, 
services trade, while rising as a share of Canadian GDP, as it is for all the 
advanced countries, has fallen somewhat as a share of total trade throughout the 
1990s, further highlighting the boom in goods trade. 

The openness of Canada to trade parallels closely the importance of 
Foreign Direct Investment (FD1) in the economy, both inward and outward. In 
2004 the stock of inward FDI was $357.5 billion. Of that, $232.0 billion (64.9 
percent) was accounted for by US firms. The stock of outward FDI by Canadian 
firms was $399.1 billion of which $224.4 billion (56.2 percent) was in the US 
economy. Globally, FDI has grown more rapidly than has trade, as in the case of 
Canada. Two-way FDI carries with it many benefits as will be discussed in due 
course. 

These statistics only partially convey the importance of international 
trade to Canadians at the beginning of the 21 e  century. Economic models and 
theories can be used to ask questions such as "how will a fall in exports of 10 
percent impact on Canadian employment?" or "how will Canadian  living 
standards adjust if Canada were to withdraw from NAFTA?" The reality is, 
however, that these questions cannot be answered with any great quantitative 
precision. At one level, the export-import numbers suggest that, to a first 
approximation, one in five jobs is "export dependent" in Canada. This simply 
reflects an accounting of how much of current aggregate demand, or total 
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spending in the economy, is accounted for by exports.' However, in another sense 
this vastly understates how dependent Canada is on trade. The structure and the 
entire organintion of the Canadian economy is crucially dependent on trade and 
on its integration with the United States. 

It is important to remember that the real purpose of exports is to 
import—i.e. to consume what you do not or cannot produce. The level of income 
in a country reflects both the efficiency with which your resources are used to 
produce the goods exported, and the relative value or price of goods exported 
versus those imported. As a small country, Canada produces a small share of the 
range of technologically advanced goods in the world. In a world of much reduced 
trade most of those goods would not be available, and it would be folly to think 
that a small country could undertake the investments necessary to produce even a 
fraction of those. Thus our access to computers, books, MRI machines, 
commercial jet aircraft and the Intemet reflects the ability of Canadians to sell 
other goods in international markets. 

Trade Liberalization and the role of Trade Agreements as Economic 
Instruments 

While very large economies such as the United States have historically 
had good economic growth while trading relatively little, this is emphatically not 
the case for Canada and virtually all smaller industrial economies. In general, 
international trade has conferred enormous benefits on modem nations, and the 
history of economic progress has been coincident with the intemationalization of 
the world's economy. While there have been periods in which, for a variety of 
reasons, nations and regions within have sought to become self-sufficient, trade, 
or more generally exchange between geographically distinct regions, is generally 
thought to be one of the principal driving factors behind the industrial revolution 
and economic advance over the last two centuries. Canada's fortunes are ample 
testimony to these forces. Canada began as a colony that exported raw materials to 
Europe, and imported finished goods. By the mid 1 9th  century, the industrial 
revolution had taken hold in the United States and was beginning to see early 
signs of development within central Canada. After confederation in 1867, the 
nation continued to export natural resources and agricultural products, but began a 
period of development by using trade protection to promote development of an 
indigenous manufacturing sector. Canada was not unique, and with the exception 
of Britain, most countries had highly protectionist regimes covering their 
manufacturing sectors, and in some cases agriculture and natural resources. 

However, the costs of trade protection and its negative impacts on 
economic development became more widely appreciated by the end of the le 
century and a period of limited trade liberalization covering manufactured goods 
began. This process came to a brutal halt in the 1920s, and with the beginning of 
the Great Depression the modem world saw a dramatic shrinkage in international 
commerce as countries pursued beggar-thy-neighbour policies of trade 
protectionism. High rates of unemployment, falling incomes, and general 

See Cameron and Cross (1999) for one such calculation. One has to net out imported 
inputs necessary for exports to do this calculation. 
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economic misery were the consequence. It would be fair to say that the lessons 
learned from the Great Depression serve today as the intellectual and political 
foundations upon which the modem system of a rules-based international trading 
system evolved. Post World War II, the multilateral international trading system 
was fostered with the established of the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs 
(the GATT) subsequently replaced by the World Trade Organization (the WTO). 
The last 50 years has seen a steady erosion of trade barriers, and subsequently 
barriers to investment Within the last 20 years, two important developments 
occurred. First, there were deeper regional trade integration agreements, of which 
the Canada-US Free Trade Agreement (FTA) and its successor the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), are important examples. Regional 
integration agreements (RIAs) have become more common as volumes of trade 
between close neighbouring nations accelerated, and frameworIcs for covering 
these close economic ties became easier to negotiate among a few parties, rather 
than the more cumbersome multilateral process under the WTO. In the 1990s this 
process accelerated dramatically; in 1989 there were seven major RIAs--by 1998 
there were 84. The other development has been the gradual inclusion of 
developing countries within the GATT-WTO system. As imports from developing 
countries have surged, however, fears of low wage competition have become 
probably the single most important concern for those opposed to either WTO-led 
multilateral liberalization or in many cases regional integration agreements. There 
remain some sectors in which trade protectionism remains the rule rather than the 
exception. These include agriculture, textiles, footwear and clothing. 

The results of trade liberalization have been nothing short of spectacular. 
Trade flows since 1950 have grown by more than a factor of 25 while output 
increased by only a factor of 7.2. International trade has similarly grown steadily 
in importance to Canada since the end of World War II. These increases in trade 
have occurred for a number of reasons, including changes in the cost of transport 
and communication, the end of the Cold War, economic and political 
developments in developing countries, and the success of market oriented 
domestic reforms in a number of countries, which contributed to a greater 
receptiveness to openness. Nevertheless it is universally recognized that policies 
by govenunent towards reducing barriers to trade and investment have played a 
major role in these developments. Canada steadily liberalized its trade in the series 
of GATT rounds, taking a number of important unilateral initiatives. One of the 
more important developments within Canada was the 1964 Auto Pact between 
Canada and the US which led to the subsequent growth in two-way trade in autos 
and auto parts between the two countries. 

Trade liberalization carries with it substantial national benefits. The case 
for "Free Trade", an ideal state in which there are no policy impediments to trade, 
is also the basis for the more practical objectives of international agreements 
which liberalize trade. These benefits generally fall under the following headings: 

a) Greater efficiency from the pursuit of national comparative advantage. 
This basically says that a country should produce what it is best at, and import  
goods that it is (relatively) inefficient at producing. For the world as a whole, the 
use of market signals is the method by which a more efficient world allocation of 
production occurs. 
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b) Increased competition. More open markets increase the level of 
competition faced by domestic producers. This lowers prices to consumers, 
improves product quality, and removes monopolistic distortions in the economy. 

c) Greater variety in goods consumed, and greater efficiency through 
specialization in goods produced with economies of scale and product 
specialization. 

d) Productivity gains. Opening markets to international trade promotes 
innovation, better use and adoption of improved organizational and technological 
methods, and incentives to shift more generally toward best practice methods, and 
facilitates the transfer of knowledge between countries. 

The liberalization of foreign direct investment helps in the achievement 
of similar gains. Liberalizing FDI or alternatively removing restrictions to foreign 
investment is motivated in general by the pursuit of greater gains in efficiency, 
competition, and productivity enhancement. Most FDI has been liberalized 
through unilateral policy decisions or bilateral agreements specific to investment. 
The OECD reports that the 1990s saw over 800 such agreements. Many, if not 
most, of the Regional Integration Agreements which cover trade also, however, 
contain specific provisions covering the liberalization of FDI—this was certainly 
true in the case of the FTA and the NAFTA. 

Despite the general case "for" trade and investment liberalization there 
are a number of economic arguments which have been advanced that suggest 
more open international markets, or more specifically more imports, are not 
always a good thing. Two of the most important arguments are: a) the possibility 
that trade liberalization can create unemployment or permanently destroy jobs, 
and b) the possibility that income inequality is increased as a consequence of freer 
trade. These potential "negatives" played a very prominent role in the debate on 
NAFTA and to a limited extent in the FTA debate. Both of these will be dealt with 
in this chapter. 

The bulk of trade liberalization in the more recent past has occurred in 
the form of Free Trade Areas or Custom Unions—or more generally Regional 
Integration Agreements (RIAs). VVhile there has been a great deal of discussion 
about the WTO since the completion of the Uruguay Round of the GATT in 1994, 
there has not been another substantial round of multilateral trade liberalization. 
Much of the hostility towards trade agreements in Canada has focused explicitly 
on the FTA and NAFTA. On purely economic grounds, multilateral trade 
liberalization is generally preferred to preferential trade liberalization because 
there is scope for an RIA to potentially hurt both some member and non-member 
countries through its trade diverting impact. A RIA is not therefore necessarily 
trade liberalizing, if the net result is less trade than occurred before the agreement. 
A RIA, by giving preference to member countries, at the expense of non-
members, might reduce trade between member and non-member countries. There 
is a large debate as to how important these effects are, and in the case of NAFTA 
we will review the evidence on the important question of trade diversion costs and 
impacts on third parties. The World Bank, in its comprehensive study on RIAs 
called Trade Blocs, comes to the general conclusion that the need for deeper 
integration on a regional level implies that RIAs are here to stay and if anything 
will increase in importance. They generally endorse a concept called open 
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regionalism. While too lengthy to elaborate here, the basic prerequisites for an 
RIA to qualify as promoting open regionalism are that: a) it does not lead to 
serious trade diversion effects, b) it permits deeper integration between members, 
c) it preserves the effects of previous liberalizations and provides credibility for 
any subsequent extensions of the RIA, and d) it "support[s] a liberalizing dynamic 
within member countries and the world trading system as a whole."2  In practice 
most RIAs fall short of this ideal. 

There are other complex political and social arguments with respect to 
the impact of recent trade agreements—in particular RIAs. These include issues 
such as: a) the impact on the environment, b) the impact on labour standards, c) 
the delivery of social services and other important public goods such as education 
and health, and d) potential undermining of the multilateral trading system. 
While important, these are not the subject of the current study which is focused on 
the economic impact of FTA-NAFTA on the Canadian economy. With the 
exception of the last issuè, which is a fairly trade specific issue, the other issues 
can be raised with respect to almost any international agreement including those 
covering taxation, health and sanitary measures, defence, water supplies, etc. 

The national interest case for governments to sign binding treaties 
covering trade and investment rests ultimately on the fact that these agreements 
are essential to sustaining the current level of income and employment in the 
economy, and providing a framework which is best suited to promoting future 
economic growth. They can be viewed in economic terms as a general extension 
of the rule of law and use of binding contracts in commercial relations. 
Governments that sign trade agreements voluntarily limit the application of 
national policy instruments that impact on trade. Most important are restrictions 
on the use of subsidies, tariffs and other non-tariff barriers to trade such as 
technical standards. While this represents a "loss" in national sovereignty in that 
the set of instruments governments may use to impact on the economy has been 
reduced, the case "for" is based on the evidence that the net impact is beneficial. 
This is not to argue that all RIAs are beneficial. Those which are poorly designed 
or give rise to strong trade diverting effects could actually lead to a decline in 
national economic welfare. Nevertheless, as discussed in the following sections, 
the available evidence strongly confirms the hypothesis that on economic grounds 
the FTA and its successor NAFTA have had an overwhelming positive impact on 
the Canadian economy. 

The Economic Impact of FTA and NAFTA on Canada 
In this section, we review a number of studies which look at various 

impacts of FIA and then NAFTA on the Canadian economy. It is first important 
to highlight a number of important factors that were impacting on the Canadian 
economy during a period in which economic adjustinent to  FIA-NAFTA was no 
doubt also ongoing. Two primary features stand out in this regard: The first was 
the prolonged economic slowdown in Canada between 1990 and 1992 but from 

2  See World Bank (2000), Trade Blocs, page 106. There yet is little agreement as exactly 
how to operationalize these principles. 
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which a true recovery was not witnessed until 1996; The second was the U.S. 
economic boom that lasted for most of the 1990s. 

At about the same time that the FTA was to enter into force, the Bank of 
Canada announced a significant change in policy direction towards achieving 
"price stability" (Crow 1998). At about the same time, faced with large deficits 
and a growing debt, fiscal policy in Canada was also tightening. The result was to 
cause real interest rates in Canada to exceed those in the U.S. by, on average, 
more than three percentage points between 1988 and 1996 leading to the 'made-
in-Canada' recession of the early 1990s. While the U.S. also suffered a mild slow-
down in 1991, the recovery south of the border was much more rapid and was 
followed by many years of rapid economic growth and productivity 
improvements. Not unrelated to these events was the depreciation of the Canadian 
dollar from 89 cents US in 1991 to 62 cents in 2003. It is within this context that 
the Canada-U.S. FTA entered force on January 1st, 1989. 

The main studies used herein are concerned with the impact on Canada, 
Canada-U.S. or all three NAFTA countries. There are a very large number of 
NAFTA studies which focus just on the US economy that are not reported unless 
they bear directly on an issue being discussed. The studies are divided into those 
focused on: a) trade creation and trade diversion effects, b) foreign direct 
investment, c) productivity, d) scale and specialization e) jobs and wages, f) 
product variety and other consumer effects, and g) dynamic effects on innovation, 
R&D and international technology diffusion. Ideally one would like to explicitly 
identify the impacts of the trade agreements on the welfare of Canada, Mexico, 
the United States and other countries. This is often done through the use of 
applied general equilibrium models which are widely used to evaluate the ex ante 
effects of trade agreements. However, thus far they have not been used for ex post 
evaluations of NAFTA. Existing ex post studies focus on specific channels of 
influence without taking an overall view on the net welfare impact. 

Trade Creation and Trade Diversion 
As noted in the introduction, the growth in trade volumes between 

Canada and the United States in the 1990s had been quite strong—extraordinary 
relative to the past history of Canada-US trade. But, for increased trade volumes 
to have a welfare enhancing impact, it is important to distinguish between trade 
creation and trade diversion. The preferential reduction in tariffs within a regional 
integration agreement (RIA) will induce buyers from one country who are 
members of the RIA to switch their demand towards supply from partner 
countries, at the expense of both domestic production and imports from non-
members. The former is trade creation and occurs when a high cost domestic 
source of supply is replaced with a lower cost international source. In some cases 
trade diversion occurs. This is when a low cost foreign source of supply is 
replaced with a higher cost source from some country that is a member of the 
RIA. Trade creation is beneficial, but trade diversion may be costly. 

The net impact of trade creation benefits less trade diversion costs on 
national income may be positive or negative, depending on the costs of alternative 
sources of supply and on trade policy towards non-member countries. Simply 
looking at shifts in trade volumes, the best of all possible worlds is when trade 
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between all countries rises--both members and non-members of the RIA. 
However, some substitution of trading partners is a predictable effect of an RIA; 
these shifts do not necessarily result in trade diversion. 

Three studies exist which attempt to control for the impact of the trade 
agreement through detailed comparisons of the sectors for which NAFTA resulted 
in significant trade liberalization as measured by tariff reductions in comparison 
with other sectors in which trade was already liberalized or, for practical purposes, 
barrier free. They also look at trade with non-NAFTA partners as another set of 
benchmarks. The first study was by Schwanen (1997) and the second by Clausing 
(2001). Schwanen (1997) looks at Canada-US trade from 1985 to 1995 with a 
focus on total bilateral trade across 18 product groups. Schwanen found that in 
those sectors in which the FTA liberalized trade, Canada-US bilateral trade 
volumes grew by 139 percent versus 64.5 percent for those not liberalized. He 
excluded autos and crude oil trade in these calculations because both of these 
sectors were not significantly impacted by the FTA. This calculation strongly 
suggests that the growth in trade (total trade creation) between Canada and the 
United States was strongly linked to the FTA. To check on this explanation, he 
then examines Canada's non-US trade. Bilateral trade with countries other than 
the US, in the FTA liberalized sectors, grew by 34.7 percent compared to growth 
of 53.6 percent in those sectors not liberalized by the FTA. The comparison 
suggests that the FIA  worked in those sectors in which liberalization was 
significant. Note the latter numbers do not provide conclusive evidence on the 
trade diversion effects of the FTA since they only show that trade with all 
countries grew, although the fact that the liberalized sectors grew faster for the 
FTA members, but slower for non-members may indicate some trade diversionary 
effects. Schwanen also does a comparison of pre- and post-FTA data using 1981- 
88 as the pre-period. He finds that there was a greater acceleration in the FIA  
liberalized group than the non-liberalized group. This was true for both exports 
and imports, but the effect was greater for exports. 

Claus  ing (2001) takes a similar approach but used much more detailed 
US trade data. She examines US imports in approximately 8000 10-digit 
commodity groups as classified by the Harmonized Classification System using 
US census data from 1989 to 1994. She constructs a partial equilibrium supply 
and detnand model and derives a reduced form expression for the change in US 
imports from Canada as a function of the initial Canadian import share in the US 
market, the level of US tari ffs against Canadi an  imports, and time diunrnies to 
control for cyclical, exchange rate and other macroeconomic factors. Her results 
were quite striking. She found that the elimination of US tariffs had a statistically 
significant, positive, and large effect on imports from Canada. Each one 
percentage point reduction in tariffs is associated with a 9.6 percent increase in 
imports from Canada. For the United States, her estimates imply that total imports 
from Canada were 26 percent hig,her owing to  FIA  than  they would have been 
otherwise. In terms of the growth of US imports from Canada between 1989 and 
1994, this implies that over half (54 percent) of the $42 billion increase in US 
imports from Canada was due to the FIA.  

The Clausing (2001) study is also notable in that it is the only one 
available which used detailed product line comparisons to explicitly check for 
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trade diversion within the US due to more liberal trade with Canada. She does this 
by estimating an equation which explains US imports from countries other than 
Canada as a function of tariff liberalization of the US with Canada, average tariff 
liberalization with other countries, the initial share of Canadian  imports, and time 
dummies to control for macroeconomic effects. If the Canada-US trade agreement 
were trade diverting from the US perspective, one should find that reductions in 
US tariffs on Canadian imports actually lowered imports from other countries. 
What she found was that in all cases, the coefficients on the variables indicating 
tariff liberalization on Canadian  goods were statistically indistinguishable from 
zero. There was no discemible relationship between the extent of tariff 
liberalization on Canadian produced goods and import growth in the US from 
countries in the rest of the world. 

A more recent study by Romalis (2005) uses a similar approach to 
Schwanen and Clausing but estimates demand and supply elasticities on trade 
volumes and prices using six-digit HS classifications. He finds that the Canada-
U.S. FTA increased bilateral trade between Canada and the U.S. by 5.35% while 
NAFTA resulted in a 24% increase in trade between Canada and Mexico. 
However, Romalis also found that there were minimal impacts from either trade 
agreement on welfare due to the small reduction in prices largely being offset by 
reduced duties collected. Furthermore, contrary to the findings of Clausing, 
Romalis finds support for some trade diversionary effects under both the FTA and 
NAFTA. 

A second category of studies use the gravity model of international trade 
to impute the impact of the FTA-NAFTA for Canada. The main variables used to 
explain trade are GDP levels, real exchange rate variables, and distance between 
country pairs. The popularity of this approach is primarily explained by the 
relative ease with which one can  obtain the data necessary to implement a 
statistical model of bilateral trade. One estimates the model across a number of 
countries over time and adds a dummy variable intended to pick up the 
introduction of the trade agreement. Since the estimation includes countries both 
in and out of the agreement, the potential variation between these groups ought to 
help explain the added effect on trade that can be attributed to the existence of a 
RIA after controlling for the other variables. This approach has yielded almost no 
consistent results. Coefficients are highly unstable, insignificant, and often of the 
wrong sign, and very sensitive to the data period chosen. However if one has to 
conclude, almost all these studies find no impact of FTA-NAFTA on trade 
volumes. The major problem with this particular approach is the high degree of 
correlation between a number of macro variables and the introduction of the FTA, 
as has already been discussed. Estimating a model ex post over this period, most 
studies find that US income and the exchange rate changes "explain" most of the 
growth in Canada-US trade. The variable capturing the introduction of FTA-
NAFTA actually does very little to add explanatory value. Other problems, as 
discussed by Frankel (1997), include the small number of observations and the 
fact that GDP and trade are both endogenous to the overall economic system. 
Examples of this type of approach include Frankel (1997), Krueger (2000), Gould 
(1998) and Soloaga and Winters (2000). Acharya, Sharma and Rao (2001) pursue 
a variant of this approach but are even more limited in that they look only at 
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bilateral Canadian-US trade by sector and thus have no non-NAFTA countries for 
purposes of comparison. They estimate a time series model of Canadian expo rt 

 growth to the US from 1980 to 1998, finding that growth in Canadian exports to 
the US is largely explained by US income and the depreciation of the Canadian 
dollar. Their estimates suggest that of the total increase in exports, only 8 percent 
is due to the FTA. A close examination of their parameter estimates reports a US 
income elasticity for Canadian exports of 2.7—a highly implausible number. The 
results largely follow from the limited manner in which the impact of FTA-
NAFTA are imputed. 

Some of these studies focused on the issue of trade diverting effects of 
NAFTA from a US perspective including Canadian trade. Both Krueger (2000) 
and Soloaga and Winters (2001) are largely concemed with this issue and both 
focus on the US-Mexico aspect of NAFTA. Krueger claims to fmd no evidence of 
trade diversion and Soloaga and Winters find some mild evidence of trade 
diversion within NAFTA—largely these effects hinge on a shift towards Mexican 
produced goods at the expense of goods from East Asia. 

A recent variant on the trade diversion argument has found its way into 
the Canadian policy debate following the release of John McCallum's (1995) 
study on international versus interprovincial trade using pre  FIA  data. It is well 
known that, subsequent to the FTA, there was a substantial increase in 
international trade, while there was a mild decline in interprovincial trade. From 
1988 to 2000 interprovincial trade declined as a percentage of GDP from 27 
percent to around 20 percent. Is it the case that "trade diversion" has occurred 
within Canada so that north-south Canada-US trade is replacing east-west 
interprovincial trade as a consequence of FIA?  There are two points to make 
about this type of trade share shift analysis. First, and most important, the fall in 
the share of interprovincial trade cannot be trade diversion in the traditional sense. 
Trade diversion, which is income reducing, only occurs if a low cost source of 
imports is replaced with a high cost source of imports. In the absence of internal 
tariffs on trade between provinces, if a province shifts its source of imports from 
another province to a source outside of Canada, it cannot result in trade diversion 
There remains, however, the possibility that trade patterns shift and that clearly 
seems to have occurred in the data. Not surprisingly, the removal of barriers on 
international trade, with no barriers to interprovincial trade, led to an increase in 
international relative to interprovincial trade. Helliwell, Lee and Messinger (1999) 
use a gravity model to infer the extent of the shift in trade. Their estimates suggest 
that in 1996 interprovincial trade would have been 13 percent higher if the pre-
FTA trade structure had remained in place and Canadian and US GDP by state 
and province were the same as actually existed in 1996. In the case of Canada, the 
latter assumption is highly implausible given the income creating effect of trade 
with the US that occurred over that period. 

Foreign Direct Investment 
The impact of trade agreements on FD1 flows and stocks remains in 

general a contentious area. Unlike trade, the impact of increased outward and 
inward FDI is theoretically ambiguous with respect to its ultimate effects on 
economic performance. There are a variety of potential channels at work when a 
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free trade agreement comes into place. Inward FDI could rise or fall depending 
upon the location effects of the trade agreement. Canada could be a more desirable 
place for foreign firms to undertake production for both domestic and export 
purposes as trade barriers are reduced, with the implication that increased trade 
and inward FDI occur simultaneously, or are complementary to one another. On 
the other hand, a reduction in trade barriers could lower FDI in some sectors if 
firms no longer need to locate within the Canadian  market in order to serve 
Canadian demand. In the latter case, FDI and trade would be viewed as substitutes 
as trade barriers are removed. With NAFTA, firms can produce from a US or 
Mexican base and then export to Canada. With respect to outward FDI there are 
similar tradeoffs from the point of view of Canadian multinational firms. 
Canadian outward FIN may transfer low-wage, low-skill production to other 
countries, and at the same time increase the production of high value-added goods 
to be exported, thus causing an increase in high-paying, high-skill jobs in Canada. 
Thus, it may be that higher outward FDI in one industry causes exports to inc-rease 
in other industries. Even if one finds the intra-industry relationship between trade 
and FDI to be one of substitutes, they may be complements when considering 
inter-industry links. Some outward Canadian FDI may also simply reflect the 
attempt by Canadian firms to avoid trade harassment in the US market. On 
theoretical grounds, there are no strong a priori expectations as to the effect of 
FTA-NAFTA on FDI patterns other than an expectation that two-way flows 
would rise. 

Given that there is potential two way causality running between trade and 
FDI, one would in principle like to know what aspects of the agreement might 
have spurred additional FDI in the absence of trade liberalization. The Canada-
U.S. FTA included a number of provisions which reduced discrimination against 
bilateral foreign direct investment, including the extension of rights-of-
establishment and national treatment. A range of prominent sectors, such as basic 
telecorrununications, was excluded from coverage under the investment 
liberalization provisions of the Agreement and Canada's existing foreign 
investment screening procedures were left in place (Globerman and Walker, 
1993). Nevertheless, the thrust of the investment provisions of the FTA was 
clearly to expand the legal scope for bilateral direct investment. Moreover, the 
inclusion of a relatively robust dispute resolution procedure arguably reduced the 
risks of either government acting in a discriminatory manner towards investors 
from the other country. 

Independent of its relationship to trade liberalization, there is quite a 
large literature which establishes that FDI promotes competitiveness through 
increased innovation, technology transfer and international knowledge spillovers 
(Caves, 1974; Globennan, 1979; Blomstrom and Persson, 1983; Blomstrom and 
Wolff, 1989; Xu, 2000). Some of these studies will be reviewed later in this 
chapter when the growth and dynamic effects are discussed. The literature on 
these effects however is largely international in nature; no specific FTA studies 
deal with the issue directly. 

There are also relatively few studies which attempt to isolate the impact 
of the FTA-NAFTA on FDI patterns or relate them to shifts in trade patterns. But, 
those that do, generally come to similar conclusions. Schwanen (1997) looks at 
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the period from 1989 to 1995. He noted that while the level of FDI in Canada was 
increasing, Canada's relative share of global FDI was falling due to an explosion 
of FDI elsewhere. He also notes there was a trend toward Canadian FDI going to 
destinations other than the U.S. Similar results are found in a case study of three 
regional integration agreements. Magnus Blomstrom and An  i Kokko (1997) look 
carefully at the Canada-U.S. FTA. They suggest that the effects of liberalizing 
investment on Canada would be expected to be modest at best. Looking at the data 
from 1983 to 1995 they conclude that bilateral direct investment has increased 
since the early 1990s. However, before that, the relative importance of bilateral 
direct investment changed erratically, and it is difficult to discern a consistent 
pattern in FDI flows that would clearly be related to the FTA. Inward direct 
investment from countries other than the United States exhibits no consistent 
pattern over the period studied, although the largest inflows took place between 
1988 and 1990, right after the implementation of the FTA. However, like 
Schwanen, they note an increasing share of Canadi an  outward FDI going to places 
other than the US after 1990. They argue that the profitable opportunities 
encouraging a redirection of Canadian direct investment outflows were not related 
to FTA, although it may have played an important role in that it guaranteed access 
to the US market, so that available FDI resources within Canadian firms could 
instead be utilized to establish Canadian presence in other markets. 

More recently, there have been some econometric studies which take up 
these issues. Globerman and Shapiro (1999) estimate capital inflovvs to Canada 
and capital outflows from Canada for the period 1950-1995. The dependent 
variables used are FDI in Canada and Canadian FDI abroad, with explanatory 
variables including Canadian GDP, GDP abroad (US and UK), relative costs 
(Canada-US, Canada-UK), exchange rates, investment climate (investment to 
GDP ratio in Canada), Canadian imports and exports. They estimate two 
equations, one for inbound foreign investment into Canada (FDI) and one for 
outbound foreign investment from Canada (ODI). The results suggest that FIRA 
(the Foreign Investment Review Act) had little influence on either FDI or ODI. 
On the other hand, trade liberalization agreements (NAFTA,  FIA)  had 
statistically significant impacts on gross FDI and ODI flows with a net bias 
toward ODI. 

Hejazi and Safarian (1999) analyze the impact of outward (inward) FDI 
on the economy, specifically on trade (imports, exports) using a gravity model of 
bilateral trade. Using bilateral trade and FDI data between Canada and 35 other 
countries over the period 1970-96, the paper establishes that trade and FDI are 
complementary. 3  The results indicate that outward (inward) FDI increases exports 
(imports) and the size of the impact of inward FDI on imports is one-third that of 
outward FDI on exports. Over the period 1970-1996, the stock of inward FDI was 
larger than the stock of outward FDI. The ratio of the stock of inward FDI to GDP 
fell from about 30 percent in 1970 to 20 percent in the early 1990s and increased 

3 i study also looks at more detailed industry level links between trade and FDI for 
Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom and Japan. They find overall that outward 
FDI and exports are complementary rather than substitutes. For inward FDI they find that 
inward FDI tends to increase imports. 
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to about 25 percent in 1996. The ratio of the stock of outward FDI to GDP 
increased from about 7 percent in 1970 to 22 percent in 1996. That is, in 1996 
Canada had about the same stock of outward FDI as inward FDI. They make no 
attempt to link these results directly to NAFTA. However, the timing suggests that 
FTA and NAFTA were at least partially responsible for these trends, and the news 
is certainly not bad. Generally, greater outward FD I tends to encourage exports 
and thus is trade creating. This type of result is now more common in the 
international literature. A recent OECD study by Fontagne (1999) using a large 
data set on FDI flows within the OECD finds complementarity between trade and 
FDI. He concludes that for each additional dollar of outward FDI around two 
dollars of additional exports are created. It appears therefore in the modem period, 
outward FDI has become a powerful trade creating mechanism. 

Jobs, Wages and Employment 
The argument that trade should be limited because imports destroy jobs 

is probably the oldest and most frequently advanced in public policy debates on 
trade and globalization. The argument was heard both in the public debate leading 
up to the FTA and in the NAFTA debate. It played a much larger role in US 
public discussion on NAFTA than was the case in Canada, however, likely due to 
the closer proximity to Mexico. Given the export-oriented nature of the Canadian 
economy, it may also be the case that most Canadians are aware that exports 
create jobs. In the short to medium run, following a shift in trade policy, it is 
possible a trade deficit or surplus may arise, and thus jobs created by exports may 
be more or less than offset through jobs destroyed by increased imports. But in the 
long run these ought to balance out. Most economists argue that movements in the 
rate of employment and unemployment have far more to do with macroeconomic 
factors and shifts in labour force participation rates than they do with trade policy. 
To quote trade historian Douglas Irwin: 

In fact, the overall effect of trade on the number of jobs is best 
approximated as zero. Total employment is not a function of 
international trade, but the number of people in the labour force. 
(Irwin 2002, page 71) 

Nevertheless there are a large number of studies in the US that attempted 
to isolate, using various methodologies, the short to medium run impact of 
NAFTA on US jobs. One study, Hinojosa-Ojeda et al. (2000), looks at the impact 
in the US labour market of imports from Canada and Mexico over the period 1990 
to 1997. Looking just at imports, they estimate that job losses within the US due 
to imports from Mexico would be 299,000, and would be 458,000 for imports 
from Canada. That is an average of 37,000 jobs per year for Mexican imports and 
57,000 per year for Canadian imports. As they observe, considering that the US 
economy creates over 200,000 net new jobs per month and causes the separation 
of about 400,000 workers per month from their jobs, the small relative share of 
potential job impacts from this trade is apparent. This type of argument, however, 
does not carry as much weight in Canada when a much larger share of the 
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economy is exposed to international trade. One has to deal more directly with the 
issue of the relative magnitudes of job creation and destruction. 

In Canada, it is generally clear from evidence in the 1990s that increased 
trade exposure of the economy has driven a great deal of job creation, for 
whatever reasons those trade increases occurred. A central question is whether 
employment gains in export-oriented and related sectors compensate for 
employment losses in industries facing import competition, or altematively 
whether jobs are reallocated from the tradables sectors—notably tnanufacturing-
toward non-tradable sectors such as services. It is first worth pointing out that a 
large number of jobs in Canada depend on exports. Gera and Massé (1996) found 
that the expansion of exports accounted for around 75 percent of new jobs (1.4 
million) between 1971 and 1991. A Statistics Canada study (1999), estimates that 
in 1995 around one in five jobs in Canada was directly or indirectly related to 
exports. On balance, the available evidence suggests that the net impact of trade 
on employment has been positive. Gera and Massé (1996) found that, despite the 
negative employment impact of imports, trade accounted for 23 percent (719,000) 
of net new jobs in Canada between 1971 and 1991. Hoveever, during the second 
half of the 1980s, trade had a small net negative impact on employment. 

As in the last section in which the question is more specifically focused 
on the impact of a particular trade agreement on jobs, it becomes more difficult to 
make a definitive assessment. In the 1970s and 1980s, there were a large number 
of studies on the labour market adjustments required by trade liberalization. The 
OECD (1989) conducted a number of studies on the employment effects of trade 
liberalization and summarized the evidence available at that time. It concluded 
that the net impact of trade liberalization on employment is in general small 
relative to that occurring for other reasons, such as technological change. It is 
commonly argued that trade amongst OECD countries can be characterized as 
intra-industry (i.e. trade in similar products). Adjustment in this case involves 
shifting employment and other factors of production within a firm to new 
production lines, or shifts within an industry. As the bulk of trade liberalized 
under the FTA was characterized as intra-industry rather than inter-industry trade 
it was argued that labour adjustment under the FTA would be less of a problem. 

The emergence of the deep and long recession that began in 1989 led 
many to associate job losses in the recession with the implementation of the FTA. 
What is apparent is that the recession and the FTA simultaneously led to large 
pressures for structural adjustment in the economy. There are a number of 
Canadian studies which look at the impact of the FIA on employment through a 
comparison of high and low protection sectors. 

a) Gaston and Trefler (1997), argue that the FTA was not the primary 
cause of most of the job losses in the Canadian manufacturing sector during the 
1989-1993 period. According to the authors, FTA tariff cuts account for no more 
than 15 percent of employment losses. They find that most of the employment 
losses vvere due to the recession of the early 1990s, which they attributed to the 
Bank of Canada's fight against inflation, a consequence of which was high 
domestic interest rates and a strengthened Canadian dollar. 

b) Schwanen (1997) argues that the FTA did not contribute to Canada's 
employment problems in the early 1990s in any significant way. Sectors most 
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sensitive to the FTA do not appear to have fared worse than manufacturing as a 
whole. Moreover, he argues that the poor employment performance of some 
sectors was primarily due to factors other than the FTA—for example, import 
competition from non-US sources (leather and electronics products), the recession 
(construction materials), or long-term decline not related to trade (fish products, 
shipbuilding). 

c) Trefler (1999) fmds that the FTA reduced employment in 
manufacturing by about 5 percent over the 1988-1996 period while industries 
exposed to large tariff cuts experienced relatively large employment declines of 
about 15 percent over that period. 

d) Beaulieu (2000) distinguishes between skilled and less-skilled workers 
using production and non-production works as proxies for each group 
respectively. He finds that the FTA lowered employment among less-skilled 
workers but had no impact on skilled workers. 

Another aspect of trade liberalization that has received a lot of attention 
is its potential impact on the distribution of income and wages. There is a school 
of thought that argues that the rising inequality between the skilled and unskilled 
in OECD countries is due to increased competition from low wage unskilled 
labour in developing countries. The available evidence suggests trade is not the 
answer, and most analysts have come to the conclusion that technological change, 
which is biased against employment of low skilled workers, has been the major 
cause. Slaughter (1999) provides a useful summary of this debate. 

In Canada, the trade and wages debate, as it is known, has been quite 
muted. This is for the simple reason that Canada has not experienced the same rise 
in skill premia that occurred in the United States and other countries although the 
same general trend has been observed here. In the case of the FTA, the argument 
was clearly less relevant as opening up Canadian markets to US imports was a 
case of opening up the economy to high wage, not low wage competition. On the 
other hand, the FTA might have hastened a process of structural change that was 
under way, leading to job losses or wage losses for unskilled workers. Total 
manufacturing employment in Canada declined from 2,130,000 to a low of 
1,786,000 (or 16.1 percent) between 1989 and 1993. Job losses among production 
workers was larger in percentage terms than among non-production workers. 
However, manufacturing employment, in absolute size, has actually increased 
since then and surpassed 2,300,000 in 2002. As noted by Curtis and Sydor 
(2005), Canada has been one of the few industrialized countries to have increased 
total manufacturing employment over this period and trade has played an 
important role in this. 

There are only a few studies on the link between the FTA and the relative 
wages of low-skilled workers in Canada. These focus on the manufacturing sector 
only and offer somewhat conflicting evidence. Some find a positive impact of 
trade on the relative wages of low-skilled workers in Canada. For example, Trefler 
(1999) finds that the FTA increased the wages of production workers relative to 
non-production workers in manufacturing. Gu and Whewell (2000) report that 
imports to Canada are in fact more skilled-labour-intensive than Canadian 
manufacturing exports and suggest that increased trade has not hurt the wages of 
unskilled versus skilled workers. In contrast, Baldwin and Rafiquzzaman (1998) 
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find a direct link between increases in the wage premium of skilled workers and 
changes in trade intensity. Sectors where import competition increased the most 
(labour-intensive, product-differentiated and natural resources sectors) also saw 
the largest increases in the wage premium of non-production workers. However, 
these results are not directly comparable to those above, as the authors examine 
changes in relative wages at only a sectoral level and do not provide evidence for 
manufacturing as a whole. 

Schwanen (1997) finds some evidence that, in the immediate post FTA 
period, manufacturing wages grew faster those sectors that had previously been 
open while sectors newly exposed to the FTA did not fare as well. Beaulieu 
(2000), on the other hand, while finding an effect on employment finds no 
evidence of any impact on earnings for either skilled or less-skilled workers. 
Townsend (2004), using micro-level data and controlling for worker's 
characteristics such as education and experience, explores a number of questions 
relating to the impact on workers of the FTA. He finds that relative wages fell in 
those industries faced with the deepest tariff cuts, and tended to be low-end 
manufacturing workers. Lemieux (2005) explores a slightly nuanced version of 
this question asldng whether wages rates in Canada and the U.S. have converged 
post FIA. He finds that wage rates between the two countries were quite 
comparable in 1984 but have diverged to some degree since then, most notably in 
the wage premium associated with higher education rising much more in the U.S. 
than in Canada. 

On balance, one could conclude that the FTA contributed mildly to job 
losses in Canada in the early 1990s, but the overall effect was relatively modest 
and was likely off-set by employment gains elsewhere in the economy. Similarly, 
while there may have been some skill bias in wages resulting from the FTA, this 
effect too was not overly pronounced and likely relatively small compared to other 
changes ongoing in the economy at the time. 

Productivity 

The productivity effects of the FIA have been the most controversial of 
the ex post FTA results after employment. Many ex ante studies of the FTA, 
including my own (Harris 1984), suggested the FIA  could significan' tly raise 
productivity in Canadian industry through a variety of channels—improved scale 
economies, longer production runs, improved resource allocation acro'ss sectors 
due to better exploitation of comparative advantage, and increased competition 
due to more open markets. The debate on productivity effects was given a'clded 
impetus by an increase in the labour productivity gap between Canada and the US, 
which accelerated after 1994 as discussed by Bernstein, Harris and Sharpe (2002). 
From 1977 to 1994 the Canada-US gap in output per hour in manufacturing 
averaged 14 percent. Since 1994, however, Canada's relative gap has risen 20 
percentage points from 12 percentage points in 1994 to 32 percentage points in 
2001. Output per hour in Canadian manufacturing fell from 88 percent of the US 
level in 1994 to 68 percent in 2001. Clearly productivity did not increase as was 
expected, but worse, it actually declined in the latter part of the 1990s. The 
determinants of productivity growth are quite complex, and the story of the late 
1990s is as much about the acceleration of US productivity growth and the US 
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technology boom as it is about the situation in Canada after the introduction of 
free trade. The debate on the situation in the late 1990s has tended to cloud what 
more direct evidence is available on the impact of the FTA on productivity. The 
studies that do attempt to isolate the impact of the FIA  generally indicate that it 
was a positive impact on productivity. 

Trefler (1999) is the most detailed study on the productivity effects of 
FIA for the manufacturing sectors during the 1989-96 period. The impact of tariff 
cuts is estimated for manufacturing as a whole and for the most affected industries 
(the industries faced with tariff cuts greater than 8 percent). The data covers the 
years 1980-96 and is mostly at the 4-digit SIC level (213 manufacturing 
industries). He looks at the average annual change of average labour productivity 
in each industry over the pre-FIA  period and over the FIA  period. The analysis 
includes as explanatory variables the differences over the two periods for the 
following variables: (i) the average an nual change of the preferential tariff 
concession extended to the US (the difference between the Canadian tariff against 
the US in each industry and the Canadian tariff against the rest of the world in 
each industry, and (ii) a control variable for supply-demand changes and 
technological changes. He estimates the change in the growth of productivity due 
to the FIA  tariff concessions in the manufacturing as a whole and in the most 
protected industries (tariff cuts larger than 8 percentage points over the FIA 
period analyzed, 1988-96). The tariff cuts raised labour productivity at a 
compound rate of 3.2 percent per year (out of 3.5 percent) for the most impacted 
industries and at 0.6 percent per year (out of 2.5 percent) for manufacturing as a 
whole. The study strongly supports the view that high rates of domestic protection 
contributed to large productivity losses relative to the situation with free trade. 
Even the aggregate numbers are significant. Cumulating the estimated  FIA 
effects over the eight-year period, total productivity in manufacturing would have 
been 5 percent less by 1996 without the FIA  than with it. 

Acharya, Sharma and Rao (2001) estimate the impact of intra-industry 
trade, inter-industry trade, firm size, capital intensity, and the FIA on the level of 
labour productivity using data on 84 Canadian manufacturing industries with 15 
years of data (from 1984 to 1997). Their results suggest that increases in intra-
industry trade raised labour productivity. Employment per establishment is 
positive and significant, indicating that the larger the size of the firm, the higher 
will be labour productivity. Both of these effects are consistent with the view that 
scale and intra-industry adjustment were the major sources of adjustment 
precipitated by the FIA—to be discussed in the next section. Nevertheless, having 
controlled for these variables, they find that the FTA had a significant and positive 
impact on labour productivity levels in Canadian manufacturing. Their parameter 
estimates imply that the FIA  raised labour productivity in 1997 by about 18 
percent relative to what would have occurred without the FIA.  However, given 
their identification of the FIA  with a post 1988 dununy variable, it is possible the 
attribution is overstated. On the other hand, the fact that they control for both the 
level of intra-industry trade specialization and firm size, suggests they may have 
understated the total impact of the  FIA on productivity. 

The above studies do not attempt to isolate the factors by which more 
liberalized trade raises productivity. In the next two sections, we consider studies 
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which look at the issue in more detail and try to isolate some channels through 
which this might occur. It is important to remember, however, that productivity 
growth is a complex process determined by the interaction of many different 
factors. While the evidence suggests that the FTA contributed positively to 
productivity growth in the manufacturing sector, there are clearly a number of 
other factors at work. Nevertheless, as Trefler (1999) notes, it is remarkable to 
find govemment policies which yield productivity benefits of this magnitude. 

Specialization and Scale 
Of the possible sources of increased productivity that come from 

increased openness, and one of the most debated prior to the FTA, was the 
potential for firms to achieve greater scale and more efficient specialization across 
product lines. A long history of analysis of Canadian industrial development had 
suggested that Canadian producers were generally too small and operated plants 
that were too diversified with relatively short production runs.4  The strong gains 
in productivity in automotive plants which were achieved by product line 
rationalization after the 1964 Canada-US Auto Pact were suggestive of v‘hat 
might occur under free trade with the United States. At the same time, studies on 
European integration had suggested that trade liberalization in manufacturing was 
largely precipitating adjustment within industries leading to increased Ultra-
industry trade and increased intra-industry specialization. Intra-industry 
specialization implies countries specialize within industries in particular product 
niches. Economies of scale and specialization are the technological factors which 
drive this type of specialization when markets open to greater international 
competition. Opening the Canadian market to competition on a priori grounds 
should have induced this type of specialization after the FTA. There are two 
factors mitigating against this type of efficiency gain: very large transport costs, 
and industries that are heavily reliant on natural resource inputs. If either of these 
forces is strongly present, then intra-industry specialization is less likely. What 
impact did FTA have in this regard? 

By and large, the studies generally are indicative that the specialization 
and scale effects that were predicted have subsequently taken place. One factor 
which may well have significantly slowed the adjustment process in inta-industry 
specialization, as suggested by some commentators, was the depreciation of the 
Canadian dollar during the 1990s. Exchange rate depreciation would tend to 
provide import competing manufacturing with an increased margin of protection  
as tari ff  walls came down. This exchange rate protection effect veould certainly 
have reduced the incentives for Canadian producers to make the type of 
adjustments in the organ ization of plants that the intra-industry specialization 
argument would have suggested, and thus delayed the adjustment process to free 
trade with the United States. 

Head and Ries (1999) document that the scale of the average 
manufacturing firm increased by 34 percent from 1988 to 1994. The number of 
establishments over the same period declined by 21 percent. In contrast, from 
1980 to 1988, output per plant increased by 3 percent. These numbers probably 

4  See Eastman and Stykolt (1967), Harris (1982) and Wonnacott and Wonnacott (1967). 
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overstate the scale growth post FTA because of undercounting in the Statistics 
Canada data of small firms. Head and Ries argue these increases were largely to 
due to US tariff reductions and not Canadian tariff reductions. Gu, Sawchuk and 
Whewell (2002) look at the dynamics of this process by focusing on increased 
firm turnover as the source of FTA-induced productivity benefits. Tariff 
reductions expose firms to increased global competition, which tends to drive out 
the less efficient firms, giving rise to increased firm turnover. The decline in the 
number of less-efficient firms in the economy contributes to overall productivity 
growth. To test the importance of the above two explanations for productivity 
growth, they examine whether the reduction in Canadian tariffs since the 
implementation of the FTA has had a significant effect on firm size, firm entry 
rates, and firm exit rates using a database that provides comprehensive coverage 
of firms across 81 manufacturing industries from 1983 to 1996. They suggest that 
while there was no evidence that the that FTA-related tariff cuts led to an increase 
in average firm size in Canadian manufacturing, they did find two interesting 
impacts of tariff reductions. First, tariff reductions forced the exit of the least 
productive manufacturing firms. Second, they found quite robust evidence that 
that the FTA tariff cuts had a positive and significant effect on the exit rate of 
Canadian manufacturing firms. Their calculation shows that the tariff cuts in the 
FTA period increased the exit rate by 0.7-2.0 percentage points for the most-
affected industries. It appears, therefore, that trade liberalization was having a 
strong rationalization effect. 

One of the difficulties with these studies is that firm size, their measure 
of scale, does not correspond to what most pre-FTA industry studies focused on, 
which was production runs on individual product lines within plants. The reason 
most authors used value of firm shipments as an output measure was simply data 
availability. Recent efforts by Statistics Canada have rectified the situation; there 
are now new data sets which allow specific examination of product line 
specialization within plants. Baldwin, Beckstead and Caves (2001) use 
longitudinal data on all plants in Canadian manufacturing over the period 1973- 
1997. They are also able to match plants to firms so they can distinguish between 
plant level and firm specialization across detailed product groups. Their findings 
are striking.  They  find that there has been a general increase in specialization of 
both firms and plants. But the most significant trend was within plants in a given 
industry—what they refer to as "commodity specialization". Commodity 
specialization at the plant level emerged late in their data period, around the time 
of implementation of FTA. Moreover they also find that plant specialization 
increased most in those plants that moved most strongly into export markets. 

But in contrast to firm-level diversification, the decrease in plant 
level diversification has a discontinuous break around the time of 
the Free Trade Agreement between Canada and the United States. 
Product line specialization increased dramatically just before the 
FTA and this increase continued well into the 1990s. As a result, 
product-run length within plants increased dramatically over the 
period before and after the FTA. The evidence shows that product 
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specialization increased more than industry level specialization in 
the late 1980s. (Baldwin, Beckstead and Caves 2001, p. viii) 

The study then goes on to check whether this break in specialization 
patterns can be specifically related to trade liberalization. They find a strong 
relationship between the export  intensity of a plant and its specialization. Plants 
that export more of their sales are likely to be more specialized. They also find 
that during the transition period from the late 1980s to the early 1990s, those 
plants that increased their expo rt  intensity increased their plant specialization. 
The timing is strongly suggestive of the proposition that the FTA induced the 
rationalization within plants. To date, this is the only study available on the issue 
of product line specialization but it is strongly suppo rtive of the arguments 
advanced by economists prior to the FTA on the likely impact. Overall, these 
effects should have raised plant level efficiency and ultimately should be reflected 
in plant level productivity data. The data on industry level productivity discussed 
previously suggests this is exactly what has occurred. 

A different perspective on the specialization issue is provided by intra-
industry trade statistics. These types of indexes attempt to show whether intra- or 
inter-industry trade specialization has any particular pattern, and its likely effects. 
Both history and theory suggest that the FTA should have increased intra-industry 
trade (usually identified in the literature as IIT). Three studies have looked at this 
issue. Harris and Kherfi (2000), Andressen, Harris and Schmitt (2001), and 
Achayra, Sharma and Rao (2001). Harris and Kherfi found evidence of general 
increases in intra-industry trade from 1988 to 1995. Loolcing at productivity 
dynamics over the pre and post 1988 period, they found that increases in Total 
Factor Productivity were significantly and positively affected by intra-industry 
specialization. 

Achyra, Sharma and Rao (2001) compute a different specialization index 
using trade flows with the US for 84 manufacturing industries for 15 years of data 
from 1983 to 1997. They confirm that intra-industry trade (IIT) increased relative 
to inter-industry trade over the period by a factor of approximately two. They 
undertake to try to explain the growth of intra-industry trade by a few variables 
but their results are generally inconclusive. However, both they and Trefler (1999) 
are unable to detect a significant FTA effect using time dummy variables as an 
FIA  proxy. 

Andressen, Harris and Schmitt (2001), using much more detailed trade 
data, argue that the overall trends on intra-industry trade are sensitive to the index 
used. By some methods, IIT rose and by others it remained relatively stable over 
the period. Two significant problems occur within the aggregate trends. First is the 
importance of the auto industry where IIT was quite high prior to the FIA.  The 
second problem is the role of resource prices and comparative advantage trade. 
The aggregate trends include resource trade and are sensitive to shifts in natural 
resource prices such as fluctuations in oil prices. One could argue that since there 
was no predicted impact on specialization within these sectors they should be 
excluded when judging the specialization effects of the FIA.  When one removes 
these sectors, the increase in IIT is much greater. On balance, however, one would 
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have to say there is no definitive proof that the FTA was responsible for these 
developments although the timing is suggestive. 

Variety and Price of Goods and Services 
Trade liberalization has as one of its major benefits lower prices for 

consumers and increased availability of goods and services. Lower trade barriers 
and more open markets both induce firms to lower prices and to increase the range 
of products supplied. Despite these widely recognized benefits, it has proven 
extremely difficult to quantify these effects. Even the most basic price impacts on 
consumers remains an area in which the absence of reliable data has made 
progress in this area almost impossible. 

There are a couple of studies which at least bear on the issue. Head and 
Ries (2001), using some estimates of demand price elasticities in conjunction with 
actual tariff and import data, calculate the loss in consumer welfare that would 
come from imposing 1988 level Canadian tariffs on US imports in 1998 (by which 
time all such tariffs had in fact been removed) for each 3-digit industry. Summing 
across all manufacturing industries, they find the tariff imposition on imports from 
the US would cost Canadian consumers C$7.86 billion in lost surplus. This is 4.1 
percent of their 1998 expenditures on US-made manufactured goods. They note 
that this loss would be partially offset by increases in govemment duty revenue of 
C$6.56 billion. Thus, the net benefit to Canadians of implementing the FTA tariff 
reductions appears to be C$1.29 billion. This works out to about $40 per person 
per year. 5  

The availability of new goods and services is also potentially a major 
source of increased consumer welfare. While putting a dollar number on this 
benefit is difficult to quantify, there has been some effort on identifying the extent 
to which the increase in NAFTA trade is associated with trade in new goods. A 
study by Russell Hillberry and Christine McDaniel (2002), using very detailed US 
trade data, decomposes the growth in the value of US trade between its NAFTA 
partners from 1992 to 2001 into price, volume and a "variety of good" effects. 
This latter effect looks at the change in trade values due to trading more or fewer 
goods as classified in the Harmonized Tariff Schedule. Of their measured 35 
percentage point increase in US exports to Canada, 3.4 points of these represent 
trade in new goods as measured in the HTS schedule. The interpretation of this 
number is that Canadian imports from the US would have gone up by 3.4 
percentage points holding the price and quantity of other pre-existing trade 
constant due to the export of new varieties to Canada. This would be viewed as a 
gain to consumers in Canada. 

This study also provides some evidence on price effects. They report that 
on average, using the goods traded in 1993, inflation adjusted real prices of US 

5  This of course is only one of many effects that real consumers experience as a result of 
the FTA. This ignores, for example, change in the incomes of consumers dealt with under 
the productivity issue, and changes in the supply price of both domestic impo rted and 
exported goods. The pro-competitive effects of the FTA may well have reduced prices to 
consumers on a range of domestically produced goods for example although there is no 
evidence on this in existing studies. 
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exports to Canada fell by 7.1 percent over the period 1992 to 2001. One cannot 
necessarily attribute these price reductions to the Free Trade Agreement other than 
to note that had trade volumes been at levels that existed prior to the FTA the 
beneficial impact of these price reductions to Canadian consumers would have 
been much less. Ironically, US import prices on goods coming from Canada 
actually went up 9.7 percent over the same period. Econornists refer to the relative 
difference between changes in export and import prices as the terrils of trade. This 
study seems to suggest that using the goods that were initially traded in 1993, the 
Canadian  ternis of trade with the US improved significantly (9.7+7.1=16.8 
percent). Further research, however, on this issue would be required to measure to 
what extent the FTA-NAFTA would be responsible for these effects. 

Innovation, International Spillovers, and Technology Transfer 
In this section, the "dynamic gains from trade" arguments will be dealt 

with. These are the growth enhancing effects of trade and trade liberalization 
which operate through a set of mechanisms related to the international diffusion of 
technology, innovation, and the production and use of new knowledge. There is a 
very large literature associated with these potential channels running from trade to 
economic growth, most of them focused on international comparative experience. 
The most numerous studies in the area document an empirical statistical 
relationship running from trade and economic openness to growth. 6  At a practical 
level, it is often difficult to distinguish between the impact of trade and trade 
agreements on productivity levels and the impact on growth rates of productivity, 
which are the primary determinants of the growth in living standards. Most of the 
productivity issues referred to earlier in this chapter implicitly are concerned with 
the impact of trade on productivity levels. Generally we think of increased trade as 
raising the level of income or productivity, but not necessarily having a permanent 
impact on the growth rate. Evidence on the "dynamic gains from trade" comes 
from three sorts of studies: i) the impact of the level of trade (measured relative to 
GDP on growth of per capita incomes, ii) the role of imports and FDI  in  
facilitating the international diffusion of technology or what are known as R&D 
spillovers, and iii) the impact of exports on productivity growth. In each case, the 
literature tends to be fairly general, that is covering a wide range of countries, and 
does not relate specifically to the NAFTA case. 

Evidence linking trade and economic growth, as measured by changes in 
per capita incomes, comes primarily from comparison of growth across a large 
number of countries in the post-war period known as the country-growth 
regression literature. The majority of these studies find strong evidence linking 
openness to economic growth—countries that have degrees of openness or lower 
barriers to trade tend to have higher growth rates of per capita income. Other 
important variables in these studies include investment, levels of education, and 
the starting level of income. One of the major problems, however, is that 

6  Levine and Renelt (1992) is the most frequently cited study in this area. There are 
literally dozens of other growth regression studies v■ hich document this link. Harris (2002) 
discusses these and their interpretation for a country such as Canada u hich is both open and 
high income. 
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investment and trade are very highly correlated across countries and therefore it is 
difficult to disentangle the separate effects of trade and investment on income. 
Secondly, there is another problem in distinguishing cause and effect; trade affects 
income and income affects trade, especially in smaller countries, holding trade 
policy constant. Ideally one would like to measure the impact on income of 
exogenous or policy induced changes in trade. More recent research has attempted 
to correct for this ambiguity by looking at sources of variations in trade not due to 
income. In a study by Frankel and Romer (1999), they focus on that portion of 
trade which is driven by geography and therefore not by income. Redefining what 
they call geographically determined trade, they find a very large impact of this 
type of trade on per capita income leveLs—a one percentage point increase in the 
trade share or openness ratio, raises income by between one half and two percent. 
This is a very large effect. To put this in perspective, since the Canadian trade 
share has risen from about 0.50 to 0.80 or 30 percentage points since the inception 
of the FTA in 1988, this parameter estirnate would suggest Canadian per capita 
income increases due to trade over the period would be anywhere between 15 and 
60 percent! From 1989 to 2001, GDP per hour worked in Canada actually grew at 
an annual rate of 1.54 percent, or 21 percent over the entire period. No doubt some 
of that increase can be attributed to the increase in the trade share of the Canadian 

 economy. Unfortunately these types of studies only provide a general indication of 
the direction of trade on income, and the variation across countries is likely to be 
large. The dynamic gains from trade have probably been substantial but measuring 
them with any precision is not possible. 

Any one small country produces only a small share of the world's 
leading edge technology. Growth in Canada depends crucially on the diffusion of 
technology developed abroad to Canada. It has long been argued that trade 
facilitates or is an important mediator of the pace at which international 
technological diffusion occurs. There is a large set of studies which attempt to 
measure these "technological spillovers" and the role that trade plays. This was 
first done by measuring the impact of R&D expenditures undertaken in one 
country on productivity growth in another country. For example, Coe and 
Helpman (1995) and Coe, Helpman and Hoffmaister (1997), construct an index of 
total Icnowledge capital in each industrial country, and assume that trading 
partners get access to a country's stock of knowledge in proportion to their 
imports from that country. They find that access to foreign knowledge is a 
statistically significant determinant of the rate of total factor productivity growth 
within a country. The most obvious interpretation of this finding is that 
technological knowledge is diffusing from one country to another. The estimated 
effects are very large. In a widely-cited study, Keller (2001) estimates that 
diffusion from the G-5 countries to nine other small OECD countries contributed 
almost 90 percent of total effect of R&D on productivity growth. When one 
accounts for the fact that trade patterns impact on whose R&D knowledge flows 
to whom, the potential role for trade to increase productivity growth becomes 
important. These results imply for example that Canada, as a large trader with the 
US, benefits from US R&D. Bayoumi, Coe and Helpman (1999) estimate the 
cumulative effect of permanently increasing the share of GDP devoted to R&D by 
0.5 percent in selected countries and then looking at the macroeconomic effects 
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over a 75-year period. In the case of the United States, for example, this would 
amount to about a 25 percent increase in R&D spending. Their simulations show 
this would produce a 6.8 percent increase in Canadian  output. 

In a related study that pertains directly to Canada, Keller (2001) looks at 
the role of distance, trade, FDI and language similarity as a propagation 
mechanism for international technological diffusion. Looking at distance effects, 
he fmds that the average value of a dollar of US R&D in Canada is 78 percent of 
the value of a domestic dollar of Canadian R&D. Given that US R&D spending is 
about 40 times that of Canada, this explains the importance of US technological 
development to Canadian growth. However, he then goes on and attempts to 
measure the impact of other mediation channels—the combined roles of trade, 
FDI flows, and language similarity—on technological diffusion. The level of 
technology is approximated in an industry by the level of total factor productivity. 
The contribution of each OECD countries' own R&D on Canadian productivity 
growth is estimated. Keller then, measures the strength of bilateral technology 
diffusion across different country pairs by showing the share of a sender country 
in a given technology recipient's total technology inflows relative to distance. He 
finds that for many comities the distance effect on diffusion can be better 
explained by a combination of trade, FDI, and language factors. In the case of 
Canada, he estimates that 69 percent of total world technology diffusion to 
Canada originates from US R&D, while the share originating in the UK for 
example is much lower, equal to 13.5 percent. The combined results show that 
distance and low trade volumes reduce technological diffusion spillovers 
dramatically. The clear implication of these results are that: (a) Canada depends 
heavily on technological diffusion from the US, (b) bilateral increases in trade and 
FDI increase the magnitude of the impact of R&D conducted in other countries on 
Canadian productivity growth, and (c) given Canada's lack of proximity to other 
major industrial countries, there are no serious alternative countries as sources of 
technological spillovers. To the extent that FTA-NAFTA led to grolVth in trade 
and FDI, one can therefore conclude Canada's access to global technological 
spillovers increased as a direct consequence of these trade agreements and 
productivity growth subsequently benefited. 

L,astly, there is a large literature on exporting and productivity. While 
there is general agreement that trade and growth seem to be related, more specific 
hypotheses have been tested with respect to the role of exports in contributing to 
productivity growth. Generally, the evidence on international data appears to be 
mixed. In a study on US productivity, Bernard et al. (2000) found that exporting 
did not explain productivity growth but that productivity growth seems to explain 
exporting. But in a large number of other cases it seems to go in the opposite 
direction. What Canadian evidence we have on this issue is more positive. 
However, most of it pertains specifically to data covering the early 1990s. It is 
therefore difficult to distinguish the transitional impact on productivity due to a 
shift towards export orientation from what might ultimately be longer-term growth 
effects. Gu and Whewell (2000) and Baldwin and Gu (2002), for example, found 
evidence that export-producing industries and firms experienced faster 
productivity growth following the FTA. 
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In conclusion, we can be sure there were undoubtedly dynamic growth 
effects from FTA and NAFTA. The Franlcel-Romer estimates are probably an 
upper bound on this number, but even considerably more modest magnitudes 
suggest considerable growth benefits have been derived from these agreements. 

Market Access and Dispute Settlement 
In the debate leading up to the Canada-US free trade agreement, much of 

the public and business attention was focused on trade disputes which had taken 
place with the United States during the early and mid 1980s. Canadian firms 
became concerned with the increasing application of US domestic trade law with 
respect to anti-dumping, countervailing duties, and the use of "safeguard" import 
relief measures. Given that the US even then accounted for over 70 percent of the 
market for Canadian exports, it seemed that the economic risk to Canada posed by 
US protectionism was substantial and any reduction in this risk would be of great 
economic value. Canadian negotiating objectives were the complete elimination of 
these trade risks from US unfair trade law; the initial objective was to replace both 
Canadian and US laws on unfair trade with an agreement for common rules on 
subsidies, and a common antitrust policy on predatory pricing. The US, however, 
was not willing to go this far and the end result was the establishment of a 
binational dispute resolution process. Most of these arrangements are in place in 
Chapters 19 and 20 of the NAFTA agreement. Together with the reduction in US 
tariff and non-tariff barriers to Canadian imports, these were the parts of the 
CUSFTA which were intended to increase market access. Achieving more secure 
and predictable access to the US market for Canadian firms was a major objective 
of the Canadian government in signing the Canada-US free trade agreement. 

There are also a number of investment provisions in Chapter 11 of the 
North American Free Trade Agreement covering investment, which are analogous 
to those covering goods and services. Their intention was to create more 
favourable and secure access on the part of any NAFTA based business wanting 
to invest in each of the three partner countries. Under the agreement, countries are 
obliged to accord national treatment and most favoured nation (MFN) treatment to 
foreign investors. This chapter also includes a dispute settlement mech anism. The 
chapter is unique as 'the first comprehensive international trade treaty to provide 
to private parties direct access to dispute seulement as of right' (Trebilcock and 
Howse 2001, page 355). The overall effect was intended to increase investment by 
reducing barriers, eliminating discriminatory behaviour by governments against 
investors, and generally to create expectations of regime and rule stability with 
respect to investment in all three countries. 

Given the close interaction between trade and investment, those aspects 
of the agreement which tended to reduce uncertainty of future government 
interventions in either trade or investment flows are generally viewed by 
economists as having contributed to an increase in effective market access. 
Measuring the impact of these provisions though is considerably more difficult 
than, for example, measuring the impact of tariff reductions. 

At one level, given the volume of trade between Canada and the US, one 
would certainly expect trade disputes. Between 1989 and 1994, there were a total 
of 57 disputes under Chapter 18 (5 cases) and Chapter 19 (52 cases) of the 
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Canada-U.S. FTA. The Chapter 19 (AD-CVD) disputes affected around US$ 7 
billion in trade (the ltunber dispute accounted for almost US$ 6 billion). On 
average during this period, the United States and Canada traded US$ 185 billion 
annually. Therefore, disputes affected less than 4 percent of two-way trade. 
Under the NAFTA, between January 1994 and 2001, there were a total of 96 
disputes (including Mexico) under Chapter 11 (12 cases), Chapter 19 (80 cases), 
and Chapter 20 (4 cases) of the NAFTA. The Chapter 19 dispute cases involving 
Canada and the United States between 1994 and 1999 affected US$ 11 billion in 
trade out of an average annual trade of over US$ 303 billion—again under 4 
percent of total trade! These figures suggest trade disputes, while important, 
appear to be relatively minor against the backdrop of the volume of overall trade. 
Nevertheless, these disputes are politically very visible and legitimacy of the 
overall trade agreement is clearly heavily impacted by perceptions as to the 
efficacy and fairness of the process. The single largest "failure" has been the 
ongoing Softwood Lumber dispute between Canada and the United States. 

Economic evidence on either the impact or effectiveness of dispute 
resolution mechanisms is relatively scarce. Most of the literature on these issues is 
either legal or political in nature. There are a couple of studies, however, which 
provide some insight as to the significance of both trade disputes, and the value of 
reducing the number of disputes. Jones (2000) looks at the data covering 
antidumping (AD) and countervailing duty (CVD) unfair trade cases in Canada 
and the United States from 1980 to 1997. In the pre-Canada-U.S. FTA period he 
notes that US firms filed an average of 2.8 AD cases per year against Canada, 
while in the post CUSFTA period AD filings dropped to 1.6 percent. This 
occurred despite a dramatic increase in the level of imports going into the US 
from Canada. Furthermore, the annual share of filings against Canada as a 
proportion of all filings dropped from an average of 7.4 percent to 3.9 percent 
between the two periods. Jones notes that the upshot of Chapter 19 is that it has 
changed the expectation of future benefits that US firms achieve by filing an 
unfair trade petition, and possibly altered the way in which US agencies 
administer US trade law. Of the 62 panel reviews up to November of 1998, 33 
involved challenging US government agency decisions and 29 challenged 
Canadian govenunent agency decisions. Of the 33 challenges to US decisions, the 
panels affirmed 6 of the original decisions, 10 were withdrawn or terminated, and 
8 resulted in partial remands that did not result in overturning the original agency 
determination. However, in 7 of the unfair US trade cases, the dispute panel 
decisions resulted in significant changes relative to the initial agency 
determination. Looking at a statistical analysis of the data, Jones used the number 
of cases filed mutually as the variable to be explained and controlled for a number 
of macroeconomic variables (exchange rate, unemployment etc.), a dummy 
variable to control for the steel industry in 1992, when there was a concrete joint 
effort by the US steel industry to file complaints against all steel supplying 
countries, and some dummy variables to capture the Canada-U.S. FTA. The 
results were estimated separately for AD and CVD cases, as well as jointly. In the 
case of AD actions, the Canada-U.S.  FIA variable was highly significant. The 

7  These estimates are drawn from a variety of sources. 
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estimated coefficient indicated that the FIA  reduced AD filings in the US against 
Canada from 5.9 to 4.1 annually. In the case of CVD, he finds the impact of the 
Canada-U.S. FTA appeared only after the first Chapter 19 decisions came out 
against the US. Correcting for this, he finds the Canada-U.S. FTA reduced CVD 
filings against Canada from 4.3 to 2.4 per year. He emphasizes it was clear in this 
case that US firms filing unfair trade actions were only impacted significantly 
after a "demonstration effect" on the effectiveness of the panels. Jones concludes: 

In summary the results suggest a robust inverse relationship 
between the introduction of Chapter 19 and unfair trade petition 
filings. The impact of chapter 19 appears to have been 
relatively quick, beginning soon after the introduction of the 
CUSFTA or after the first panel decisions, leading to a uniforrn 
shift in diminished filing incentives. (Jones 2000, page 155) 

The evidence, therefore, is that the Canada-U.S. FTA and NAFTA 
significantly reduced the incentives for US firms to file unfair trade petitions 
against Canadian firms exporting to the US market. Was this of significant value? 
The data suggests that, even given the relatively small trade volumes subject to 
trade disputes, this may be the case. Unfair trade laws are thought to have two 
effects. First, if the petition is successful, they result in the application of duties 
and a reduction in imports. However, even if they are not successful, the simple 
act of filing has an important trade harassment effect. As noted by many trade 
scholars, one of the principal values to domestic firms having access to unfair 
trade laws is the ability to harass actual and potential competition. A study done a 
number of years ago Staiger and Wollack (1994) found that the mere investigation 
launched under an AD action tended to sharply reduce imports the year after the 
filing. This tends to have a deterrent effect in that those firms impacted either 
reduce their imports in anticipation of being harassed, or raise their prices. It is 
only recently that economists have quantified these effects. 

Prusa (1992), (1997) conducted two important studies on these issues in 
the case of the application of US unfair trade law on the effectiveness of AD 
actions. Using a data set based on the line-item tariff codes identified in the cases 
documentation, he examines the imports from both countries named in the petition 
and those countries not subject to the investigation. Several important finding 
emerge: 

First, AD duties substantially restrict the volume of trade from named 
countries, especially for those cases with high duties. His best estimates imply that 
imports fall by 50 percent in each of the three years following an affirmative 
finding. Actions that are settled reduce imports by 60 percent. Second, AD actions 
that are rejected still have an important impact on named country trade, especially 
during the period of investigation. Third, there is substantial trade diversion from 
named to non-named countries and the diversion is greater the larger is the 
estimated duty. Because of the diversion of imports, the overall volume of trade 
continues to grow--even for those cases which result in duties. 

Prusa's work shows that actual and potential market restricting effects of 
AD actions on countries impacted is very substantial. While there is no 
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comparable work on CVD cases the economic logic is the same. In conjunction 
with the work of Jones, the two sets of results suggest that the reduction in the 
application of unfair trade laws against Canada in the US market has had a 
substantial impact on Canada's exports to the United States. Unfornmately one of 
the negative aspects of preferential trade has come into play. Prusa's results on 
trade diversion suggest that undoubtedly suppliers from Canada and Mexico have 
had their sales increase in response to AD actions against non-NAFTA suppliers. 

In sununary, the evidence that exists suggests Canada has received 
substantial benefits in terms of increased trade through the dispute settlement 
process covering Chapter 19 actions. Other than the case studies on the legal 
aspects of Chapter 11 disputes, there is no economic evidence available. As of 
July 2002, there have been 23 cases under Chapter 11 and only 5 have led to 
arbitral decisions. The relatively small number of cases simply makes a statistical 
analysis of the impact of the chapter on investment flows impossible. As noted 
earlier, the overall impact of NAFTA on FDI has been positive. The economic 
value to resolving disputes more effectively constitutes one of the factors 
contributing to the larger bilateral FDI flows within NAFTA. 

Conclusion 
The overall impact on Canadian prosperity of the Canada-U.S. FTA and 

the NAFTA has been significant. In virtually all domains in which economic 
measurement is possible—trade flows, investment, employment, consumer 
benefits, productivity growth, improved competition in product markets and 
reduced exposure to protectionist actions in the US export market —there have 
been important measurable and positive impacts of this agreement. 

Nations sign trade agreements first and foremost to secure economic 
benefits. There is virtual universal agreement among economists that a stable rules 
based trading system is the foundation on which international commerce has 
expanded and contributed to a remarkable period of rising world prosperity. For 
smaller and medium sized countries such as Canada, growth through international 
integration has become increasingly important. Moreover as Canada has shifted 
from the extraction of natural resource products to a manufacturing exporter, 
global market access has become a crucial determinant of Canadian employment 
and living standards. Since the end of World War II, Canada has secured its access 
to global markets as a participant in a number of multilateral, bilateral and 
regional agreements covering both trade and investment. In most instances, these 
agreements have been trade liberalizing. Undoubtedly the most important of these 
agreements were those under successive rounds of the GATT up to and including 
the Uruguay round and the FTA. Given the very large importance of the US 
market, however, the landmark Canada-US Free Trade Agreement stands out as 
the most significant in terms of its direct positive economic impact on Canada 
within the last two decades. 
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Introduction 
This paper assesses the variety effects of trade liberalization in the 

context of the Free Trade Agreement between Canada and the United States. 
Since the Canada-U.S. FTA was implemented 15 years ago, a large body of ex 
post empirical analyses has emerged to study the resulting economic impact. 
Most of these analyses follow the standard welfare interpretations of trade, 
seeking the expected relative price and quantity changes following upon the 
Canada-U.S. FTA. \Vhile relative price and quantity changes are likely the 
primary benefits of trade liberalization, liberalization also yields gains by 
enhancing consumers' and producers' access to new varieties in each country, 
which is also important to a nation's welfare. Unfortunately, there are few 
available studies that allow the strength of such an argument to be evaluated on 
empirical grounds in the Canada-U.S. FTA context. This paper attempts to fill this 
research gap by presenting the latest empirical evidence on the variety gains that 
accrue from trade liberalization under the Canada-U.S. FTA. 

There has been vvell-established literature on the role of "variety" or 
"product differentiation" in international trade. Much of this literature is 
motivated by the observation that large volumes of intra-industry trade take place 
between countries with similar factor endowments, while the traditional factor-
endowment-based explanation of trade predicts large inter-industry trade between 
countries with different factor endowments. The monopolistic competition trade 
model, or the so-called "love of variety" approach, which was introduced in 
Krugman (1979, 1980) and Helpman (1981), and consolidated in Helpman and 
Krugman (1985), represents one of many intellectual efforts to address this 
empirical puzzle by emphasising product differentiation and economies of scale as 
alternative sources of trade. They have successfully shown how product 
differentiation and increasing returns to scale in production could give rise to trade 
between similar countries in the absence of comparative advantage. 

The product differentiation explanation of trade claims that many 
varieties of a product exist because producers attempt to distinguish their varieties 
from rivals' in the minds of consumers in order to achieve brand loyalty, or 
because consumers demand a veide spectrum of varieties. Although countries 
without substantial cost differences are not specialized at the industry level in 
international trade, they are, nevertheless, specialized in the different varieties of a 
product within the same industry, resulting in intra-industry trade. Product 
differentiation, reinforced by brand-specific economies of scale, gives rise to large 
volumes of trade between similar countries. 

The product differentiation explanation of trade suggests a completely 
different empirical framework for assessing the impacts of trade liberalization. In 
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the world of comparative advantage, gains from trade would be evaluated in terms 
of increases in allocative efficiency arising from the reallocation of resources 
across industries, while in the product differentiation framework, gains from trade 
would be reflected in the availability of new varieties following upon trade 
liberalization. With the opening of trade, each country increases its exports of 
varieties to other countries, at the same time, it faces competition from foreign 
varieties produced by foreign firms. As a result, a country under free trade is 
expected to produce fewer domestic varieties due to foreign competition, but it 
would have a wider range of available varieties through imports. In addition, there 
is a price effect associated with trade liberalization and increases in competition, 
which lowers the price for each variety, thereby increasing consumers' and 
producers' affordability and access to new varieties. Consequently, the sum of 
varieties under freer trade would exceed the number of varieties available before 
the opening of trade (Feenstra, 2001) 1 . 

Product differentiation typically involves brand-specific economies of 
scale. However, Helpman (1998) downplays the significance of economics of 
scale, because product differentiation might limit the scope for economics of 
scale. As the number of varieties increases, the output of each individual variety 
necessarily falls. He stresses that what matters is that there exists economies of 
scale, not their size 2. Feenstra also finds that several country empirical studies fail 
to find any significant scale effects following upon trade liberalization (Feenstra, 
2001)3 . Feenstra argues that if the elasticity of dernand for product varieties is 
constant, consumption of each variety is likely to fall under free trade because 
individuals are spreading their expenditures over more product varieties. Under 
such a circumstance, firms' scale will not change at all, though the number of 
varieties consumed will increase due to increasing imports. 

In the context of the Canada-U.S. FTA, extensive policy discussions in 
the half-century or more leading up to the Canada-U.S. FTA argued that Canadian 
firms would benefit from unrestricted access to the U.S. market. It was believed 
that the Canadian market was too small to allow manufacturing industries to 
operate at a minimum efficient scale. hideed, this was the principal reason that 
Canada entered into a free trade agreement with the U.S. in 1989. However, with 
more than a decade since the Canada-U.S. FIA  has been in effect, the expected 
scale effect has not been borne out empirically. Head and Ries (1999) examined 
the impact on the plant scale in the six years following the Canada-U.S. FTA, 
using plant level data for a sample of 230 Canadian industries. They found that 
tariff reduction in the U.S. increased the Canadian plant scale by 10% on average, 
but this was largely offset by an 8.5% reduction in plant scale due to the 
reductions in Canadian tariffs. On balance, the Canada-U.S. FTA had only a 
marginal impact on scale. This disappointing result suggests that economists 

I  Feenstra, Robert C. (2001) "Advanced International Trade: Theory and Evidence", 
Princeton University Press, forthcoming. Chapter 5. 
2  Helpman, Elhanan (1998) "The Structure of Foreign Trade", NBER Working Paper 6752. 
3  See Head, Keith and John Ries, (1999) on Canada, Tybout and Westbrook (1995) on 
Mexico, and Tybout, de Melo and Corbo (1991) on Chile. 
4  Head, Keith and John Ries, (1999) "Rationalization Effects of Tariff Reductions", Journal 
of  International  Economics, 47(2), April, 295-320. 
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might have misunderstood the nature and dynamism of North American trade. 
Given the fact that bilateral trade between Canada and the U.S. has been 
dominated by trade in differentiated products within the sarne industry (this will 
be explained below), access to new varieties is perhaps a more important source of 
gains from trade than the scale effect. 

There have been some empirical studies emerging in the past decade 
which attempt to establish the link between changes in trade policy and an 
increase in the availability of new varieties from the perspective of consumer 
welfare. Many of these studies argue that growth in the availability of new 
varieties is more valuable to economic welfare than growth in quantity. Romer 
(1994) shows that lower tariffs increase demand for foreign varieties, allowing 
more of them to enter the local market, and sell enough units to cover local fixed 
costs; as a result, welfare gains would be 10% of GDP, compared to 1% of GDP 
in more standard models, in response to a 10% tariff reduction on all imports5. 

Russel Hillberry and Christine McDaniel (2002), using very detailed U.S. 
trade data, identified the extent to which the increase in NAFTA trade was 
associated with trade in new varieties. They decomposed the growth in the value 
of U.S. trade with its NAFTA partners from 1992 to 2002 into price, volume, and 
variety effects. The latter effect was measured by the change in trade values due to 
trading more or fewer goods as classified in the Harmonized Tariff Schedule. 
They measured the increase in US exports to Canada as 35% and the increase in 
Canadian exports to the US as 69% between 1993 and 2001. Of the 35% increased 
US exports to Canada, only 3.4 percentage points of these represented trade in 
new varieties. They concluded that most of the post-NAFTA changes in U.S. trade 
patterns were increases in the quantity of goods traded in HS lines that were 
already traded in 1993. They found only a marginal variety effect6. 

\Vhile most of available empirical studies of what variety gains might 
follow from trade liberalization uses gowth in the number of the HS lines with 
positive trade as an indicator of increases in variety,  a paper by Haveman and 
Hummels is an important exception to this. They calculated the number of 
exporters from whom the importer purchased that good for each importer and 
good, and then expressed this as a ratio over the total number of exporters in that 
good. If an importer did not purchase a good from any exporter, the ratio is zero. 
Their calculations showed that importers purchased a very small fraction of 
available varieties. The zero values represented fiilly 22% of the distribution. 
Conditional on importing the good from at least one exporter, they found that, in 
nearly half of these cases, importers bought from fewer than 10% of available 
exporters. Indeed, the most common situation was that countries traded a 
particular 4-digit HS good with only one partner. Haveman and Hununels 
suspected that the fraction of available varieties that were actually imported was 
even lower than their figures suggested, because they did not have direct evidence 

5  Romer, Paul (1995) "New Goods, Old Theory, and the Welfare Costs of Trade 
Restrictions," Journal of  Development  Economics, vol. 43, 1995, pp. 5-38. 
6  Hillberry, H. Russell and Christine A. McDaniel (2002) "A Decomposition of North 
American Trade Growth since NAFTA", International Economic Review, Many/June 
2002, U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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on the full set of varieties produced. Based on their findings, they concluded that 
the existing trade models such as the monopolistic competition model might 
considerably overstate either the extent of product differentiation (incomplete 
specialization) or the degree to which consumers value that differentiation 7. 

Caves (1981) has made an important observation about product 
differentiation. According to him, product differentiation does not necessarily lead 
to greater intra-industry trade. If product differentiation is due to the complexity 
of the characteristics of the product, it should stimulate intra-industry trade. On 
the other hand, if product differentiation has a strong information component, 
requiring substantial advertising by the firm in order to inform customers of its 
product's uniqueness, language and cultural barriers to advertising in a foreign 
country might make product differentiation a hindrance to intra-industry trade s. 

Most of what is available in the literature to date involving the 
measurement of the variety effects of trade liberalization suffers a fimdamental 
weakness: HS lines considerably underestimate the number of varieties traded 
across countries. For instance, there are many car models produced in North 
America and imported from abroad, but only one HS code that covers them all. A 
full examination of the variety of trade requires evidence on the full breadth of 
varieties produced. 

This study contributes to recent empirical literature on trade in varieties 
in the following two areas. First, it uses the World Intellectual Property Office 
(WIPO)'s cross-country trademark registration statistics to measure recent trends 
in global trade in variety. It confirms Haveman and Hununels' suspicion that 
nations are trading far fewer varieties than commonly supposed, and there is a 
strong "home bias' in the global production and consumption of differentiated 
products. It also finds evidence that supports Caves' hypothesis that languages and 
culture constitute important barriers to trade in differentiated products, while at 
the same time trade liberalization helps to facilitate trade in varieties. Second, this 
study uses the Canadian Intellectual Property Office's and U.S. Intellectual Patent 
Office's trademark databases to track bilateral trade in varieties between Canada 
and the U.S. at detailed industrial levels to determine whether the Canada-U.S. 
FTA has enhanced each country's access to varieties. 

The paper is organized as follows: the following section will set the stage 
for the analysis by outlining the economics of trademarks, section three will 
describe global trade in varieties from the early 1980s through 2002 using WIPO's 
cross-country trademark registration statistics. Section four will present the 
econometric results, while the theoretical framework that underpins the 
econometric estimation is included in the appendix. Section five will outline the 
changes in North American trade pattern, the variety gains under the Canada-U.S. 
FTA, and the industry-level regression analysis detailing the variety-enhancing 
effect of the Canada-U.S. FTA. The final section will summarize the results. 

7 Jon Haveman and David Hummels (1999) "Alternative Hypotheses and the Volume of 
Trade: Evidence on the Extent of Specialization". 
8  Caves, Richard E. ( 1981), " Intra-Industry Trade and Market Structure in the 
Industrialized Countries", Oxford Economic Papers, 33 (July):203-223. 
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Why trademarks? 
Before presenting the detailed trademark statistics, one needs to know 

what trademarks are. Why are trademarks being used in this context in the first 
place? And, do the trademark statistics match what the differentiated product trade 
model describes? 

According to the Canadian Intellectual Property Office's definition, a 
trademark is a word, a symbol, a design, or a combination of these features to 
distinguish the goods or services of one person or organization from those of 
others in the marketplace. Trademarks come to represent not only actual goods 
and services, but also the reputation of the producer. As such, they are considered 
as valuable intellectual property. A registered trademark can be protected through 
legal proceedings from misuse and imitation9. 

In general, a trademark performs the following four main economic 
functions: 

1) A trademark is one means of achieving product differentiation. 
As Chamberlin (1947) explained a half century ago, a product is differentiated if 
any significant basis exists that helps a consumer to distinguish the goods or 
services of one seller from those of another, leading to a preference for one variety 
of the product over another. Such a basis could be found in certain characteristics 
of the product itself, such as exclusive patented features; trademarlcs, trade names; 
peculiarities of the package or container; or singularity in quality, design, colour 
or style'''. 

2) By distinguishing the source, origin, and quality of particular 
products from other similar products, the trademark protects the public against 
confusion and deception, as well as the trademark owner's trade and business and 
the goodwill that is attached to the trademark. The rationale for patent protection 
is quite different from that of a trademark. Patents are granted to encourage 
inventions by private enterprises or individuals, and to encourage prompt and 
adequate public disclosure of a new technology. Unlike patents and other 
intellectual properties, the trademark is the only instrument in the differentiation 
process that receives specific legal protection for unlimited time. Registrations are 
usually valid for a limited time period, but trademark holders have the option of 
renewing their registrations. 

3) A trademark gives market power to the businesses that own 
them. In the case of patents, a grant of a monopoly for a certain period of time is 
in itself an indicator of market power, while in the case of trademarks, the market 
power of a specific product is achieved through the development of brand loyalty. 
Brand loyalty constitutes a barrier to the entry of new competitors into the market, 
making more difficult not only actual but also potential c,ompetition. 

4) A trademark is a prime instrument in advertising and selling 
differentiated products. Although advertising need not be brand specific, the 
advertising effort is chiefly concentrated on the promotion of a particular 
trademark. Trademarks tend to proliferate among those products such as apparel, 

9  Canadian Intellectual Property Office (2002), -A Guide to Trade-Marks". 
1°  E. H. Chamberlin, The Theory of  Monopolistic  Competition: A re-orientation of the 
Theory of Value, 5th ed. (Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1947, p.56 
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cosmetics, and toilet preparation products for which the advertising effort is 
highest and most persuasive. They are a basic element in the persuasive content of 
advertising messages aimed at influencing consumers' purchase behaviour. In 
addition, brand specific advertising is an important factor in the creation of market 
power. High levels of advertising create an additional cost on any new entrant into 
the industry. If, at the same time, economies of scale exist in advertising, new 
entrants not only have to reach the average level of advertising existing in the 
industry, but they also have to achieve a high volume of sales to enjoy all the 
benefits from the advertising expenditure. 

Overall, the economic rationale of having trademark protection is to help 
the business achieve product differentiation, to protect the trademark owner's 
business from unfair competition as well as the public against confusion in the 
market place. In reporting the bill that became the United States Federal 
Trademark Act of 1946 (Lanham Act), the Senate Conunittee on Patents pointed 
out the fimdamental basis for trademark protection: 

Trademarks, indeed, are the essence of competition, 
because they make possible a choice between competing articles by 
enabling the buyer to distinguish one from the other. Trademarks 
encourage the maintenance of quality by securing to the producer the 
benefit of the good reputation which excellence creates. To protect 
trademarks, therefore, is to protect the public from deceit, to foster 
fair competition, and to secure to the business community the 
advantages of reputation and good will by preventing their diversion 
from those who have created them to those who have not. This is the 
end to which this is directed!' 

Because of the nature of trademarlcs, the trademark registration statistics 
offer more information on the availability of varieties than any other statistics that 
have been used in empirical studies to date. Each trademark represents a unique 
variety, which distinguishes itself from others by its own designs, technologies, 
concepts, or ideas. In addition, the registration statistics contain other useful 
information for research and analysis such as the registration number, industrial 
classes, the name and address of the applicant, the owner of the trademarlc, the 
nationality of the owner, the date of registration, etc... 

However, several problems are encountered in interpreting the trademark 
registration statistics published by the WIPO: 

1) The registration statistics adequately capture the number of new products 
being introduced into the market, but they fail to reflect the number of trademarks 
withdrawn from the market. Since the cost of registration is relatively low, many 
firms prefer to renew the existing registrations to prevent others from using them, 
even though these trademarks are no longer being used. Therefore, using the stock 
number of registrations would significantly inflate the actual number of varieties 
in the market. 

II  J.T. McCarthy, op.cit, vol. 1, p. 54. 
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2) Some counties' registration statistics include both new registrations and 
renewals; as a result, their figures are higher than those that separate new 
registrations from renewals. 

3) Some countries such as Canada, the U.S. and many other English-
speaking countries allow multiple-class applications in the sense that one 
registration can be applied to several industrial classes, (for instance, a Disney 
trademark can be used for a T-shirt as well as for a cup, while a T-shirt and a cup 
belong to different classes of industries), while other countries, such as Mexico, 
allow only single-class applications. Consequently, the number of trademark 
registrations in Mexico could be higher than those in Canada, but in reality, new 
products introduced in Canada are not fewer than those in Mexico. 

4) The standards for accepting trademark applications vary by country. In 
Canada and other advanced industrialized countries, the ratio of registrations over 
applications is about 50 percent; while in many less developed countries, that ratio 
is more than 90 percent. As a result, registrations in some less developed countries 
are substantially higher than in many industrialized countries. 

5) With respect to cross-country registrations of tradernarlcs, a problem 
might arise in so far as there are cases where corporations that are actually 
controlled by foreigners might appear as national entities. Under these 
circumstances, the trademarks registered by these corporations appear in the 
statistics as nationally owned. However, the underestimation of the ownership of 
trademarks by foreigners is not likely to be a serious distortive factor because the 
current international legislation is not biased against foreig-n registrations and 
generally the owners of trademarks prefer to have them registered in their own 
names. 

Because of these reasons, the trademark registration statistics should be used 
with caution. Nevertheless, the cross-country trademark registration statistics still 
provide rich and useful information on global trade in varieties. The following 
will present some stylized facts of trade in varieties in the global and North 
American context using the WIPO's cross-country trademark registration 
statistics. 

North American trade in variety in a global context 
Table 1 reports average annual new trademarks for selected source 

countries (including the U.S., Canada, the U.K., Japan, Getman, Spain, 
Switzerland, China, and India) in a list of host countries for the period between 
1990 and 2000. Wherever the cell points to, the source countries refers to average 
annual domestic registrations in these countries. For instance, the average annual 
new trademark registrations by U.S residents in Canada between 1990 and 2000 
were 4,647, while the corresponding figure for U.S. residents in the U.S. was 
73,686. Similarly, the average annual new trademark registrations by C,anadiins 
in the U.S. were 2,535, while the corresponding figure for Canadian domestic 
registration was 8,416. 

The second to last row sets out the average annual trademark 
registrations stunming over all host countries by source country. For instance, the 
average annual trademark registrations by U.S. finns in all host countries were 
3,051 between 1990 and 2000, while the similar figures for Canada and the U.K. 
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were 205, and 688, respectively. The last row is the ratio of the average annual 
registrations in all host countries over the average annual domestic registrations. 
This ratio indicates the extent of "home bias" in the production of varieties. For 
instance, the average annual trademark registrations in foreign countries by U.S. 
firms accounted for only 4 percent of domestic registrations in the U.S. between 
1990s and 2000, while the corresponding figure for Switzerland was 12.8 percent, 
and for China was 0.1 percent. 

Table 1. Annual Average Cross-Country Trademark Registration, 1990-2000. 

U.S. CanadaU.K. 	Japan Germany Spain Swiss China India 

China 	3625 125 685 	1952 1905 	255 956 	77102 30 
India 	307 5 	108 	91 	140 	12 	62 	5 	4565 
Japan 	6193 188 	1077 	131073 1430 	171 755 	97 	7 
Korea 	3145 84 	496 	1840 710 	56 425 	38 7 
Canada 	4647 8416 311 	336 	379 	64 200 	37 7 
Austria 	874 28 	253 	134 	2127 	154 873 	30 	3 
Finland 	968 23 	287 	129 	1279 	107 433 	25 	2 
France 	5092 209 1069 	810 	4504 	879 2039 92 7 
Germany 2592 99 	826 	567 	22958 	276 1091 69 8 
Ireland 	1235 20 	952 	115 	755 	124 240 	14 	3 
Italy 	3415 91 	1120 	692 	2258 	385 1203 	93 	9 
Norway 	1297 30 	399 	158 	1624 	151 492 	32 3 
Portugal 	1884 39 	770 	287 	2198 	1101 920 	62 	4 
Spain 	2748 61 	943 	472 	1291 	53172 598 	60 	5 
Sweden 	1264 36 	393 	185 	1392 	123 479 	27 4 
Swiss 	1561 53 	414 	235 	2231 	188 5301 	44 	3 
UK 	5266 278 23142 1028 3083 	385 1167 77 32 
Australia 4008 171 	1028 	582 	724 	74 417 	47 	12 
N.Z. 	2604 82 	717 	304 	435 	38 296 	36 	13 
Brazil 	1985 45 	295 	252 	466 	85 272 	16 	6 
Argentina 5957 133 968 	558 	1118 	564 810 	32 	9 
Mexico 	6448 174 464 	356 	757 	360 462 	30 5 
USA 	73686 2535 1556 	1285 	1887 	296 722 	110 39 
Av. For 3051 205 688 	562 	1486 	266 678 	49 	10 
Reg. 
Ratio of For. 
Over Dom.4.1 	2.4 	3.0 	0.4 	6.5 	0.5 	12.8 	0.1 	0.2 
Reg. (%)  
Source: Author's calculation based on WIPO's Industrial Property Annual Statistics 
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Examining Table 1, several interesting trends stand out, and each is 
discussed in turn below: 

1) The data strongly confirms Haveman and Hummel's suspicion 
that nations are trading far fewer varieties th an  is commonly supposed. Importers 
purchase only a very small fraction of available varieties from foreign countries. 
There is a strong "home bias' effect in the production of varieties. This is even 
after taking account of natural and policy barriers to trade such as language, 
distance, and regional preferential trade arrangements. For instance, between 1990 
and 2000, the annual average domestic registrations in the U.S. were 73,686, 
implying about 73,686 new products, concepts, and ideas were introduced into the 
U.S. market annually during that period. However, over the same period, the 
annual average registrations by US residents in Canada, the U.K. and other 
English speaking countries (asstuning English-speaking industrializing countries 
are more likely to accept U.S. varieties than other countries) were around 4-5000, 
which was 5-6% of average domestic registrations in the U.S. 

This trend is not unique to the U.S. It applies to other advanced 
industrialized countries as well. By way of illustration, the animal average 
domestic registrations in Japan  between 1990 and 2000 were 131,073, but the 
average Japanese registrations in foreign countries over the same period were only 
1,285 in the U.S., 1,028 in the U.K., and 567 in Germany. In Germany, the annual 
average domestic registrations were 22,958, but the registrations by German 
residents in the U.S. were 1,887; and 3,083 in the U.K., and 4,504 in France. 

Switzerland, hovvever, is an exception. Relative to other countries, 
Switzerland's varieties are widely accepted in many parts of the world, 
particularly in its neighbouring countries. As indicated at the last row of Table I, 
Switzerland was leading the industrial countries in terms of exports of varieties; 
its foreign registrations accounted for 12.8 percent of domestic registrations, 
compared to 6.5 percent for Germany and 4.1 percent for the U.S. 

2) Nations that share the same language exchange more varieties 
between them. For instance, English-speaking countries traded more varieties 
among themselves than with non-English-speaking countries. The same is the case 
for Spanish and Gennan speaking countries. This lends support to Caves' 
hypothesis that if product differentiation has a strong information component, 
requiring substantial adve rtising, countries that speak the same language and share 
the same culture would be more likely to trade their varieties among themselves. 
On the other hand, for the countries that are not part of language and cultural 
traditions, language and culture constitute a barrier to trade in differentiated 
products. 

3) Trade in varieties is more likely to take place in less distant 
economies. The distance effect of bilateral trade is one of the clearest and most 
robust findings in empirical trade literature. With respect to trade in varieties, 
distance matters perhaps even more than trade in quantity. Table 1 shows that 
nations that shared the common border were trading far more varieties than those 
located far apart. 

4) Higher income countries tend to trade more varieties between 
themselves than with lower income countries. A possible explanation is that 
higher income countries are the producers of most of the varieties in the world, 
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and their rich consumers can afford, and are willing to pay more, than poor 
consumers for the first unit of each variety. 

Low-income countries expo rt  far fewer varieties than high-income 
countries. As indicated in Table 1, trademark registrations between low-income 
and wealthy industrialized countries were very asymmetric. For instance, the 
annual average trademark registrations by U.S. residents in China and India were 
3,625 and 307, respectively, while the corresponding registrations by Chinese and 
India residents in the U.S. were only 110 and 39, respectively. This implies that 
despite rapid export growth from China and India to industrialized countries, and 
rising skill levels in these two countries, their exports were driven more by the 
increases in the quantity of trade, than by the increases in the variety of trade. The 
bulk of their exports to rich countries represented "process trade", outsourced by 
industrialized countries that own the intellectual properties of the products. China 
and hidia manufactured these products without developing their own products, 
concepts, and ideas, or creating their own brand royalties in rich countries. 

5) Nations that have formed regional trading arrangements tend to 
trade more varieties among themselves. Trade liberalization is playing a 
facilitating role in global trade in varieties. Lowering tariff barriers increase 
demand for foreign varieties, allowing more of them to enter the local market, 
thereby increasing the range of products supplied in the domestic market and 
enhancing consumers' access to foreign varieties. 

6) Canada is not a heavyveeight in global trade in varieties. 
Between 1990 and 2000, the annual average registrations by Canadian residents in 
all foreign countries were 205, compared to 3,051 for the U.S., and 1,486 for 
Germany, and 688 for the U.K. Further, Canadian foreign registrations are almost 
exclusively concentrated in the U.S. market with U.S. registrations totalling 2,535, 
compared to only 278 registrations in the U.K., and 209 registrations in France. 
The U.S. is the single largest supplier of differentiated products in the world. Its 
annual average trademark registrations in foreign countries totalled 3,051. 

The picture painted above suggests that the product differentiation 
model, which is based on the very strict assumptions of complete specialization 
and identical consumer's preferences, is not what one observes in a real world. 
Consumers' preferences for different varieties are far from identical. Product 
differentiation is strongly influenced by language, distance, culture, and historical 
ties. A theoretical framework that is developed by incorporating some of these 
elements discussed above is included as an appendix. The empirical investigation 
on the determinants of global trade in variety is presented below. 

Estimation results 
The gravity-type equation that is presented below is derived from the 

theoretical model explained in the Appendix. The equation attempts to investigate 
the determinants of global trade in variety, and it is specified as follows: 

In 	=  i7 In yi + 712  In yi +773  In py1 +774  ln pyi + 775  In  Di.,  + 716  tu + 

+777  Lanu + ;78 Ø.  +779  Of + eu 	 (I ) 
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The variables are defmed next Subscripts i and j represent the source and target 
country, respectively. 

ve  is the munber of tradernarlcs registered by country i in country j, 

yi  represents source country i's GDP, 

yi  represents the target country j's GDP, 

pyi  is source country i's per capita GDP, 

pyi  is target country j's per capita GDP, 

Di4i  is the distance between the source country i and the target 

country], using Haveman's bilateral distance calculationn, 

t is  a binary dummy variable, which is unity if both source and target 

countries belong to the same regional trade agreement and zero 
otherwise, 

Lan
41 

is a binary dununy variable that is unity if two countries have a 

common language and zero otherwise, 

Oi  is the source country fixed e ffect, representing a country's 

propensity to export its varieties abroad. It equals to one if the country 
is exporting and 0 otherwise, 

0./  is the target country fixed effect, representing a country's 

propensity to import the varieties from its trading partners. It equals to 
one if the country is importing and 0 otherwise, 
c is  the stochastic error term, representing other influences on cross-

country trademark registrations. 

The dependent variable, trademark registrations by non-residents in the 
regression analysis, are taken from the WIPO's Industrial Property Annual 
Statistics for the following 33 countries: Argentina, Australia, Bulgaria, Brazil, 
Canada, Switzerland, China, Czechoslovalc, Germany, Denmark, Spain, Finland, 
France, the U.K., Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, India, Italy, Japan, Korea, 
Mexico, Norway, New Zealand, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Sweden, Russia, 
Turkey, the U.S., and South Africa. This is the cross-section regression. The 
numbers in the registrations are armual averages for the entire period of 1990- 
2000 so as to eliminate the yearly fluctuations, as registrations often fluctuate with 
business cycles and merger and acquisition activities. GDP and population data 
are taken from the Penn World Tables. 

Table 2 reports the estimation results of (1). The estimation results 
confirm several observations mentioned earlier. First, the estimated coefficients 
for both source- and target-country GDP are significant and positive, with the 

12  http://www.macalesteredukesearch'economics/PAGE/HAVENIAN/ 
Trade.Resources/TradeData.html 
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source-country GDP effect dominating. The statistical significance of both source-
and target-country GDP effects suggest that the size of the economy matters: 
"larger" economies supply and demand more varieties than "smaller" ones. 
"Larger" economies specialize in everything, while "smaller" countries specialize 
in a few things. 

Second, source-country per capita GDP is estimated to have a significant 
and positive effect on the cross-country registrations of trademarks. This is 
consistent with the conventional wisdom that wealthy industrialized economies 
have a comparative advantage in producing brand-name differentiated products; 
as such, they are the main suppliers of differentiated products in the global 
market. On the other hand, it is surprising to see that per capita GDP for target 
country is negatively correlated with registrations as wealthy industrialized 
countries are expected to have a high propensity to import the differentiated 
products from abroad due to the income effect. The possible explanation for this 
result is that several low-income countries started to introduce new trademark 
registration systems into their countries during the 1990s in compliance with the 
new Trade-related Intellectual Property Agreement concluded at the Uruguay 
Round trade negotiations, resulting in a surge in foreign trademark registrations in 
these countries. 

Third, the estimated coefficient for distance has the expected negative 
sign, which indicates that trade in variety is more likely to take place between less 
distant economies. The estimated coefficient for the "language" dummy is 
significant with a positive sign. This confirms Caves' hypothesis that product 
differentiation has a strong information component; countries that share the same 
language and culture are more likely to appreciate the uniqueness of their own 
products, and more likely to develop the brand-name loyalty for their own 
products. Regional trade agreements are estimated to have a significant and 
positive impact on cross-country trademark registrations, suggesting that trade 
liberalization is contributing positively to global trade in variety. However, the 
estimated effect of "regional trade liberalization" appears far smaller than that of 
"language". The estimated coefficient for "language" is 0.8 compared to only 0.22 
for "regional trade liberalization". This raises a question as to how effective trade 
liberalization is in facilitating global trade in variety. However, caution should be 
taken in interpreting these regression results since many regional trading partners 
share the same border and language; as such, the distance and language effects 
might dilute the effect of trade liberalization. 

Fourth, with respect to the source-country fixed effects, several source 
countries are estimated to have a relatively high propensity to export their 
varieties, most notably the U.S., Germany, France, the U.K., Switzerland, and 
Italy. The estimated fixed country effects range from 2.529 for the U.S., 1.913 for 
Germany, to 1.5061 for Italy. On the other hand, India, China, and Mexico have 
fewer varieties available for their foreign customers. The source-country effects 
for Australia, Canada, and Finland are statistically insignificant. 

The overall target-country effects appear weaker than the source-country 
effect. The economies of the U.S., Australia, China, and the U.K. are relatively 
open to foreign varieties, while India and Brazil are relatively restrictive with 
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Parameter t-statistics Estimates 

Constant 	-14.03528 	-9.832357 

y. 	0.365454 	8.532996 

Y.; 	 0.245630 	5.788625 

Lan. 	0.802707 	7.921156 

O i  Australia 	0.144272 	0.953675 

0;  Brazil 	0.293154 	1.757711 

O i  Canada 	0.124041 	0.803184 

SwiUerland 	1.574166 	10.54413 

Ø . China 	0.485852 	12.42470 

Germany 	1.913054 	1030381 

Spain 	1.096261 	7.122069 

O i  Finland 	-0.217976 	-1.533044 

1.847351 	10.61162 

1.532777 	9.135715 

0.087257 	5.580154 

1.506131 	9.066492 

0.682604 	3.296985 

0.610631 	4.030031 

0.405210 	2.617597 

2.528950 	11.54231 

Parameter Variables t-statistics 
Estimates  

PYi 	0.706213 	20.05190 

PYi 	-0.105936 	-3.013511 

Dis 	-0.541819 -16.90024 

	

0.217310 	2.736747 

Çbi  Australia 	0.722609 	4.786037 

Of  Brazil 	-0.549002 -3.240389 

Çbi  Canada 	-0.237624 -1.543223 

Of  Switzerland 0.025581 	0.171540 

Çbi  China 	0.700212 	3.514917 

Gennany 	0.035565 	0.192720 

Çbi  Spain 	0.178654 	1.164607 

Oi  Finland 	-0.224229 -1.576640 

Of  France 	0.531485 	3.038636 

Of  UK 	0.422334 	2.528291 

Of  India 	-1.985353 	-9.890453 

Çbi  Italy 	0.302856 	1.831600 

Of  Japan 	0.356332 	1.734706 

Çbi  Korea 	0.177119 	1.172584 

Çbi  Mexico 	0.233299 	1.511967 

Of  US 	0.638620 	2.938193 

Variables 

Çb i  France 

Ø.  UK 

Oi  India 

O i  Italy 

O i  Japan 

Korea 

Mexico 

US 

, 

øi 

, 

respect to foreign varieties. The target-country effects for Canada, Switzerland, 
Germany, Spain, Finland, Korea, and Mexico are statistically insignificant. 

Table 2. The Determinants of Global Trade in Variety 

R 2  =0.85 	N=1105 
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The variety gains under the Canada-U.S. FTA 
To have a better picture of the variety-enhancing effect of trade 

liberalization, the following uses the Canadian Intellectual Property Office's and 
U.S. Intellectual Patent Office's trademark databases to track bilateral trade in 
variety between these two countries at the detailed industrial level over the past 
several decades. The advantages of using these two countries' trademark data are 
twofold: 1) these two countries have better-quality trademark registration 
statistics, and they have very similar trademark registration and enforcement 
systems; 2) by focusing on these two countries' registrations statistics, one could 
further isolate the trade liberalization effect by removing the language and 
distance effects from the regression analysis, as these two countries share the 
same border, culture, and language. 

Changes in Canada's merchandise trade pattern 
Prior to examining the variety effects of the Canada-U.S. FTA, it might 

be helpful to highlight the changes in the bilateral trade pattern between Canada 
and the U.S. in past decades. During this time, the bilateral merchandise trade 
pattern between Canada and the U.S. experienced profound changes. The most 
significant was the rapid expansion of Canada's exports of differentiated products, 
resulting in a steady rise in the share of differentiated products in Canada's total 
merchandise exports to the U.SI3. As illustrated in Figure 1, the share of 
differentiated products in Canada's merchandise exports reached 70 percent in the 
late 1990s, up from 50 percent in the early 1980s; while the corresponding share 
of homogenous products fell to 14 percent from more than 20 percent over the 
same period. The increases in Canada's exports of differentiated products to the 
U.S. were partly attributed to the 1965 Auto Pact between Canada and the United 
States. However, from the mid-1980s onward, a noticeable trend emerged; the 
significant expansion of Canada's exports of non-auto differentiated products to 
the U.S. The share of non-auto differentiated products in Canada's total exports of 
differentiated products to the U.S. increased to nearly 60 percent in the late 1990s 
from just above 40 percent in the mid-1980s, while the corresponding share for 
auto products went down to nearly 40 percent from 57 over the same period. The 
rising exports of machinery and equipment were largely responsible for the shift 
in the composition of Canada's exports of differentiated products to the U.S. (See 
Figure 2). 

On the imports side, the U.S. has always been Canada's main supplier of 
differentiated products. Imports of various types of differentiated products from 
the U.S. consistently dominated Canada's merchandise import pattern, accounting 
for 85 percent of total Canada's merchandise imports from the U.S. This trend has 
changed little over the past several decades. 

13  Merchandise trade data are grouped into three categories according to the classification 
by Rauch (1999). These groups are: (1) homogeneous, which refers to products traded on 
organized exchanges; (2) differentiated, which refers to products that are "branded"; and 
(3) referenced, which refers to those that are "in-between", whose prices are often quoted in 
trade publications. 
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Chart 1. The Changing Composition of Canadian Merchandise 
Exports to the U.S. (percent) 
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Chart 2. Canada's Exports of Differentiated 
Products to the U.S. (percent) 
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The changes in the bilateral merchandise trade pattern described above 
indicate that while homogeneous products remained significant in Canada's total 
exports to the U.S., the recent surge of Canada's exports to the U.S. was almost 
exclusively explained by increased exports of differentiated products, particularly 
non-auto differentiated products. This fact underlies the need to use the product 
differentiation framework to explain and understand the nature and dynamism of 
bilateral trade between Canada and the U.S. Access to more varieties and 
enhancing the levels of product differentiation are the key benefits of the Canada-
U.S. FTA. The following will use Canadian and U.S. trademark statistics to verify 
this hypothesis. 

The variety gains under the Canada-U.S. FTA 
Tables 3 and 4 present average annual new trademark registrations by 

U.S. residents in Canada and corresponding registrations by Canadians in the U.S. 
by product over the periods of 1980s-90s. As shown in Tables 3 and 4, the 
increased access to different varieties of differentiated products following upon 
trade liberalization was a distinguishing feature during the Canada-U.S. FTA 
period14. By way of illustration, the average annual new trademark registrations 
for differentiated products by U.S. residents in Canada rose from 4,342 in the 
1980-89 period to 7,018 in the 1990-02 period, an increase of 2,676 annually. This 
can  be compared to an increase in annual registrations of 61 for homogeneous 
products and 581 for referenced products over the same period. Similarly, the 
average annual new trademarks registered by Canadians in the U.S. for 
differentiated products increased by 1,432 between the 1980s and 1990s, 
compared to only 46 for homogeneous products and 316 for referenced products. 
The figures based on the number of registrations per billion dollars of imports 
show a similar picture: one billion dollars of Canadian imports of differentiated 
products from the U.S. contained 97 new trademarks (if the auto products were 
excluded, that figure increased to 126), compared to 25 for homogenous products; 
similarly, there were 38 varieties embedded in every billion dollars of Canadian 
exports of differentiated products to the U.S. (if the auto products were excluded, 
that figure rises to the 55), compared to only 5 varieties for homogenous products. 
These figures confirm that trade in homogeneous products is driven by changes in 
quantity within a narrow set of varieties; while trade in differentiated products is 
determined by changes in the number of varieties. The actual traded quantities for 
each variety could be relatively small. Given the fact that the recent surge of 
Canada's exports to the U.S. was driven mainly by exports of differentiated 
products, examining the gains from variety—the increased numbers of Canadian 
varieties sold in the U.S. and the availability of U.S. varieties sold in Canada will 
feature prominently in the remaining analysis of this chapter. 

14  Trademarks are registered based on the product classification. When the product 
classification is converted into the industry-based classi fication such as North American 
Industry Classification System (NAICS), the total number of registrations summing over all 
industries might be larger than that of original registrations as both Canadian  and the U.S. 
allow multiple-class registrations, which means that one trademark could be registered 
under different industries. 
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Goods 

Services 

Total 

8820 	3319 

2402 	1472 

11222 4791  

60.3 	92.3 	96 

158.4 	31.5 	76 

74.5 	123.8 90.6 

5501 

930 

6431 

Change  
46 
316 
1432 

1338 
1794 
637 

2431 

1122 
265 
1387 

2916 
902 
3818 

Table 3. The Annual Average Trademark Registrations by U.S. Residents in 
Canada and Canada's Imports from the U.S. by Product, 1980-02  

1980-89 90-02 
Homogeneous Products 185 
Referenced Products 974 
Differentiated Product 4342 
Differentiated Product 
without Auto Products 4041 

246 
1555 
7018 

Imports Number of 
(Can$ Trademark 

Growth Billion) per Billion 
Change (%) 	(90-02) of Imports  

61 	333 	10 	25 
581 	59.7 	9.8 	158 
2676 	61.6 	72.5 	97 

6550 	2509 	62.1 	51.9 	126 

Source: Author's calculation from the 
of Economics Analysis. 

data listed at the CIPO trademark database, and the U.S. Bureau 

Table 4. The Annual Average Trademark Registrations by Canadian 
Residents in the U.S. and the U.S. Imports from Canada by Product, 1980-01 

1980-89 90-01 

Homogeneous Products 48 	94 
Referenced Products 	210 	526 
Differentiated Product 864 	2296 
Differentiated Product 
without Auto Products 804 	2142 
Goods 
Services 
Total 

Growth 
(%) 

 97.2 
151 
165.6 

166.5 
166.5 
240.6 
175.3 

Number of 
Imports trademark 
(U.S$ per billion 
Billion)  of imports  

5.4 
31.9 
38.1 

38.8 
94 
13.2 
107.2 

173 
16.5 
60.3 

55.2 
31 
68.3 
35.6 

Source: Author's calculation from the data listed at the U.S 1PO trademark database, and the U.S. 
Bureau of Economics Analysis. 

Tables 3 and 4 also show that Canada's access to U.S. varieties was 
almost three times more than v‘hat the U.S. obtained from Canada. During the 
1990s, the average annual trademark registrations by U.S. residents in Canada 
amounted to 11,222, compared to 3,818 by Canadian residents in the U.S. The 
number of varieties embedded in every billion dollars of imports was also much 
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higher in the case of Canada's imports from the U.S. versus U.S. imports from 
Canada. For instance, Canada's imported 91 varieties for every billion imports 
from the U.S., compared to 36 for every billion U.S. imports from Canada. This 
asynunetric pattern of registrations was particularly pronounced in the case of 
differentiated products. Canada obtained 126 varieties for every billion dollars of 
imports of differentiated products from the U.S.; on the other hand, Canada 
provided only 38 varieties in every billion dollars of exports of differentiated 
products to the U.S. The asynmietric pattern of registrations suggests that the size 
of the market matters with respect to the availability of varieties. The number of 
varieties is likely greater in large economies, both for consumer and intermediate 
goods, as larger markets allow more units for each variety to be sold in the local 
market to cover fixed costs. Large economies specialize in everything, while 
smaller countries specialize in a few things. As such, when trade is liberalized, a 
medium-size country like Canada would gain more by expanding its trading 
relationship with the U.S., not only because trade liberalization gives Canada an 
opportunity to expand the volume of trade, but also because it enhances its access 
to varieties that are more available in large economies. 

Across industries, those in which Canada has had the most increase in 
variety from the U.S. were those that experienced the most rapid technology 
changes, and those in which many new ideas, new concepts, and new products 
proliferated. These industries, including computer and electronic products, 
chemical products, as well as machinery, topped the new trademark registrations 
by U.S. residents in Canada. Food, apparel, and toilet preparation products that 
were subject to heavy advertisements to influence consumers' purchase behaviour 
also saw heavy new registrations (See Table56). 

Table 5. Annual Average Registrations of Trademarks by U.S. Residents in 
Canada, 1980-02  

NAICS Industries 	 1980-89 1990-02 Growth (%)  
334 	Computer & Elec. Products 463 	981 	111.8 
339 	Miscellaneous Manu. 	587 	868 	47.8 
325 	Chemical Products 	641 	864 	34.7 
311 	Food 	 364 	572 	57.2 
333 	Machinery 	 392 	571 	45.6 
332 	Fabricated Metal Product 	391 	571 	46.0 
323 	Printing 	 275 	561 	103.8 
336 	Transportation Equipment 301 	469 	55.5 
315 	Apparel 	 282 	465 	64.9 
326 	Plastics & Rubber Products 288 	444 	54.5 
Source: Author's calculation from the data listed at the CIPO trademark database. 

Canada's leading exports of varieties to the U.S. were also found in the 
same category of industries as in the case of the U.S., though the number of 
Canadian registrations in each category was fewer than the corresponding U.S. 
registrations in Canada (See Table 6). This result is consistent with what the 
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product differentiation model predicts, trade in differentiated products between 
similar countries often takes places in the same industry, which results in intensive 
intra-industry trade. However, it is important to note that although the number of 
Canadian registrations in the U.S. was trailing U.S. registrations in Canada, 
average annual Canadian registrations in the U.S. reported stronger growth in the 
1990s, increasing by 175 percent over the 1980s, outstripping U.S. registrations in 
Canada that grew by 75 percent over the same period. The growth of Canadian 
registrations in the U.S. was particularly pronounced in the computer and 
electronic product industry, which increased by 239.6 percent over the 1980s. 
This was followed by the apparel industry that increased by 193 percent, and by 
the plastics and rubber product industry that increased by 170.5 percent 

Table 6. Annual Average Registrations of Trademarks by Canadians in the 
US, 1980-02 

NAICS Industries 	 1980-89 1990-02 Growth (%) 
334 	Computer & Electronic Products 116 	394 	239.6 
339 	Miscellaneous Manufacturing 	112 	266 	137.9 
325 	Chemical Products 	 85 	207 	144.7 
311 	Food 	 78 	198 	152.5 
332 	Fabricated Metals 	 81 	196 	140.6 
333 	Machinery 	 78 	191 	146.7 
323 	Printing 	 69 	175 	152.5 
326 	Plastics & Rubber Products 	58 	158 	170.5 	" 
315 	Apparel 	 53 	156 	193.8 
336 	Transportation Equipment 	61 	153 	153.1 
335 	Electrical Equipment 	52 	131 	151.4 
Source: Author's calculation from the data listed at the U.S  IN)  trademark database. 

To examine the variety effects of the Canada-U.S. FTA, Table 7 presents 
the Canadian ad valorem duty rates for its imports from the U.S. and the 
corresponding U.S. rates for U.S. imports from Canada by product during the 
Canada-U.S. FTA period. Overall, the Canadian rates were higher than the U.S. 
rates before the Canada-U.S. FTA. Throughout the 1990s, the overall duty rates 
for Canadian merchandise imports from the U.S. fell by 2.92 percentage points, 
while the U.S. duty rates fell by a one-percentage point. Across products, duty 
rates for resource-based homogeneous goods were low even before the Canada-
U.S. FTA in both countries. Thus, progressively reducing or eliminating tariffs for 
differentiated and referenced products was the focus of trade liberalization under 
the Canada-U.S. FTA. Between 1989 and 2001, the Canadian tariff rates for 
imported U.S. differentiated products fell by 2.88 percentage points (If auto 
products were excluded, the rate fell by 3.92 percentage points). Similarly, the 
U.S. tariff rates for imported Canadian differentiated products declined by 1.26 
percentage points (if auto products were excluded, the rates fell by 2.19 
percentage points) over the same period. Overall, these tariff changes occurred in 
parallel with the broad changes in the bilateral trade pattern between Canada and 



the U.S. since the Canada-U.S. FTA came into effect--the rising share of 
differentiated products, particularly of the non-auto differentiated products in total 
Canada's exports to the U.S. The tariff reductions at the both sides of the border 
stimulated greater trade in differentiated products between the two countries, 
reflected in the increases in the volume and varieties of trade of differentiated 
products. 

Table 7. Canadian and the U.S. tariff ratios by Products, in selected years  
Differentiated 

Homogeneous Referenced Differentiated without Auto Total  

Can US 	Can US 	Can US 	Can US 	Can US 
1989 1.66 0.72 	4.99 0.92 	3.01 1.34 	4.08 	2.26 	3.03 1.10 
1995 0.57 0.27 	1.18 0.37 	0.70 0.43 	0.93 	0.57 	0.74 0.39 
2001 0.01 0.02 	0.06 0.04 	0.13 0.08 	0.16 	0.07 	0.11 0.06 
89-01 -1.65 -0.70 	-4.93 -0.88 	-2.88 -1.26 	-3.92 	-2.19 	-2.92  -1.04 
Source: Authors calculations from the data listed in Statistics Canada 

Tables 8 and 9 presents the links between Canada-U.S. FTA tariff 
reductions and changes in trademark registrations between the two countries at the 
detailed industry level. Table 8 reports that the industries that had the deepest 
Canadian tariff reductions during the Canada-U.S. FTA period had the strongest 
growth of imported U.S. varieties. For instance, compared to the 1980s, industries 
such as beverage and tobacco, apparel and textile products that had the Canadian 
tariff reductions by a range of 10-25 percent reported, a 69.7 percent increase of 
average annual U.S. registrations in Canada during the Canada-U.S. FTA period. 
This was compared to a 59.2 percent increase for the industries with 1 - 10 percent 
tariff cuts, and a 57.2 percent increase for the industries with 0-1 percent tariff 
cuts. 

A similar but more pronounced trend can be found in Canadian 
registrations in the U.S. During the Canada-U.S. FTA period, in the industries that 
had 1-10 percent U.S. tariff reductions, the average annual registrations of 
Canadian trademarks in the U.S. increased by 160.6 percent over the 1980s. This 
was followed by a 144.2 percent increase for the industries with the U.S. tariff 
reductions of 0.1-0.99 percent, and a 56.4 percent increase for the industries with 
no tariff changes (See Table 9). It appeared that Canadian registrations were more 
sensitive to the tariff reductions in the U.S. than U.S. registrations to the tariff 
reductions in Canada. 

Services trade is considerably more restricted than goods trade. As a 
result, bilateral registrations of service trademarks were far smaller than those of 
goods. For instance, the average annual goods registrations by U.S. residents in 
Canada during the 1990s was 8,820, more than triple their service trademark 
registrations. The Canadian registrations of service trademarks in the U.S. relative 
to their registrations in goods were of a similar order. 
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Table 8. Changes in the Annual Average Registrations of U.S. Trademark in 
Canada and in the Canadian Tariffs on Imports from the U.S. by industry  

Trademark 	 Tariffs 
Growth 

NAICS Industry 	 1980-89 1990-02 (%) 	1989 2001 Change 

312 	Beverage & Tobacco 	84 	146 	73.4 	38.97 14.08 -24.89 

315 	Apparel 	 282 	465 	64.9 	19.09 1.17 	-17.92 

313 	Textile Mills 	 119 	190 	59.2 	14.25 0.25 	-14.00 

314 	Textile Products 	 98 	176 	80.5 	13.93 0.73 	-13.20 

337 	Furniture" 	 74 	138 	86.4 	11.99 0.26 	-11.73 

Subtotal 	 658 	1116 	69.7 

316 	L,eather Products 	 183 	317 	73.7 	9.82 	2.42 	-7.40 

323 	Printing 	 275 	561 	103.8 	7.37 	0.09 	-7.28 

335 	Elect Equipment & Appliance 265 	412 	55.2 	6.55 	0.20 -6.35 

326 	Plastics & Rubber 	 288 	444 	54.5 	5.94 	0.13 	-5.81 

339 	Miscellaneous Manufacturing 587 	868 	47.8 	4.97 	0.21 	-4.76 

322 	Paper Products 	 216 	364 	68.1 	4.48 	0.01 	-4.46 

325 	Chemical Products 	 641 	864 	34.7 	4.54 	0.10 	-4.44 

332 	Fabricated Metal Products 	391 	571 	46.0 	4.45 	0.14 	-4.31 

327 	Non-metallic Mineral Products 131 	196 	49.2 	4.03 	O. i 	0 	-3.93 

321 	Wood Products 	 133 	207 	56.2 	3.30 	0.06 	-3.24 

311 	Food 	 364 	572 	57.2 	3.20 	0.09 	-3.11 

331 	Primary Metals 	 92 	113 	22.8 	2.82 	0.02 	-2.81 

333 	Machinery 	 392 	571 	45.6 	2.29 	0.05 	-2.24 

334 	Computer & Elect. Products. 	463 	981 	111.8 	1.74 	0.02 	-1.72 

' Subtotal 	 4422 	7042 	59.2 

324 	Petroleum & Coal Products 	82 	108 	32.7 	0.60 0.01 	-0.59 

336 	Transportation Equipment 	301 	469 	55.5 	0.62 	0.14 	-0.48 

114 	Fishing, Hunting & Trapping 	1 	2 	90.0 	0.06 	0.00 	-0.06 
, 	, 

212 	Mining (except Oil and Gas) 	2 	3 	80.3 	0.01 	0.00 	-0.01 
' 115 	Support for Agri. & Forestry 	2 	4 	92.5 	0.00 0.00 	0.00 

221 	Utilities 	 11 	26 	148.9 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 

211 	Oil &  (las Extraction 	 1 	4 	187.5 	0.00 0.00 	0.00 

Ill 	Crop Production 	 2 	3 	36.4 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 

113 	Forestry & Logging 	2 	4 	73.9 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00
i  

210 	Other Mining 	 4 	9 	128.1 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 

310 	Other N1anufacturing 	 15 	33 	122.5 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 

Subtotal 	 423 	664 	57.2 
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Table 9. Changes in the Average Annual registrations of Canadian 
Trademarks in the U.S. and U.S. Tariffs against the U.S. Imports from 
Canada 

Trademark 	 Tariffs 
Growth 

NAICS Industry 	 1980-89 1990-02 (%) 	1989 2001 Change 

315 	Apparel 	 53 	156 	193.8 	10.87 0.39 	-10.48 

313 	Textile Mills 	 26 	56 	113.0 	9.34 0.06 -929 

316 	Leather Products 	 32 	86 	170.2 	6.67 028 -6.39 

314 	Textile Products 	 17 	48 	1803 	4.80 0.44 -4.36 

326 	Plastics & Rubber Products 	58 	158 	170.5 	3.66 0.03 -3.63 

325 	Chemical Products 	85 	207 	144.7 	2.88 0.10 -2.78 

337 	Furniture 	 19 	56 	194.3 	2.56 	0.00 	-2.56 

339 	Miscellaneous Manufacturing 112 	266 	137.9 	2.61 	0.05 -2.56 

335 	Elect Equip. & Appliance 	52 	131 	151.4 	2.66 0.17 	-2.49 

332 	Fabricated Metal Products 	81 	196 	140.6 	2.42 0.09 	-233 

311 	Food 	 78 	198 	152.5 	2.39 	0.14 	-2.24 

327 	Non-metallic Mineral Prod. 	23 	69 	197.4 	1.79 0.02 	-1.76 

111  	Crop Production 	 1 	2 	80.0 	1.63 	0.01 	-1.61 

333 	Machinery Manufacturing 	78 	191 	146.7 	1.56 0.06 -1.50 

312 	Beverage & Tobacco Products 28 	63 	127.4 	1.27 0.01 	-1.26 

334 	Computer & Electronic Prod. 116 	394 	239.6 	1.22 0.02 	-1.19 

331 	Primary Metals 	 24 	44 	83.1 	1.09 	0.01 	-1.07 

Subtotal 	 831 	2165 	160.6 

324 	Petroleum & Coal Products 	18 	37 	107.1 	0.87 0.06 	-0.81 

321 	Wood Products 	 36 	78 	116.8 	0.44 0.01 	-0.43 

322 	Paper Products 	 44 	113 	159.6 	0.40 0.00 -0.40 

114 	Fishing, Hunting & Trapping 1 	1 	40.0 	0.35 	0.00 	-0.35 

323 	Printing 	 69 	175 	152.5 	0.34 	0.01 	-0.33 

211 	Oil & Gas Extraction 	1 	2 	114.3 	0.25 	0.00 	-0.25 

336 	Transportation Equipment 	61 	153 	153.1 	0.30 	0.10 	-0.20 

Subtotal 	 230 	561 	144.2 

113 	Forestry & Logging 	2 	3 	100.0 	0.00 0.00 0.00 

212 	Mining (except Oil and Gas) 2 	4 	75.0 	0.00 0.00 0.00 

110 	Other Agr, For. & Fishing 	1 	2 	120.0 	0.00 0.00 0.00 

115 	Support Activities for Agr. 	1 	2 	50.0 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 

210 	Other Milling 	 3 	3 	27.3 	0.00 0.00 	0.00 

213 	Support Activities for Mining 2 	2 	0.0 	0.00 0.00 0.00 

Subtotal 	 10 	15 	56.4 
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Industry-level regression analysis 
The disaggregated industry-level trademark statistics allow one to test 

whether the observed trend in bilateral trademark registrations are systematically 
related to the tariff reductions that occurred over the Canada-U.S. FTA period. 
The following panel specialization will be estimated: 

In Ifuk  = cr: + fltk  + 	+ 	 (2) 

The variables are defined next. The subscript i represents host country, Canada or 
the U.S., and t represents year. Superscript k denotes the type of products, namely, 
homogeneous, referenced, and difTerentiated products. Vi, is the number of 

trademarks registered by source country at the host country i in year t. a ik  are the 

industry fixed effects, and flik  are the year effects.  r, host country i's tariff' 

rate for the product k in year t. Et*, is the stochastic error tenn, representing other 
influences on bilateral trademark registrations. 

Equation (2) is applied to Canadian and U.S. data separately, and is 
estimated for each of three groups: differentiated products, referenced products, 
and total products for the period of 1980 and 2002. Homogenous products are 
excluded from the estimation since the product differentiation model is only 
applied to differentiated products, 

Table 10 reports the estimated effects of Canadian tariff reductions on 
Canada's imports of U.S. varieties for three product groups: differentiated 
products, referenced products and total products. Differentiated products had the 
strongest variety-enhanced effect with the estimated tariff coefficient coming to — 
0.1023; this was followed by total products of —0.0601, and referenced products of 
—0.0307. This result is to be expected as trade in homogeneous products is driven 
by changes in quantity within a narrow set of varieties; while trade in 
differentiated products is driven by changes in varieties with a wider range of 
selections. Table 11 confirms the same trend based on U.S. data. The estimated 
coefficient for U.S. tariffs on U.S. imports of difTerentiated products from Canada 
was -0.1018, while that for total products and referenced products were —0.0765 
and —0.0417, respectively. Overall, the variety-enhanced effect of tariff 
reductions was slightly higher in the case of the U.S. imports from Canada relative 
to Canada's imports from the U.S. The estimated tariff coefficient for the U.S. 
total imports of Canadian varieties was -0.0765, compared to the corresponding 
Canadian figure of —0.0601. This is consistent with what has been discussed 
above, based on Table 6, that gives an account of stronger growth of Canadian 
registrations in the U.S. relative to U.S. registrations in Canada during the 
Canada-U.S. FTA period. 

To control the effect of business cycles, in particular the recession in the 
early 1990s on the imports of varieties, the estimation of (2) includes a fixed time-
effect represented by a dwnmy variable "90". For the Canadian data, the estimated 
time-effect had the expected negative signs. They were significant for both total 
products and referenced products, but were less significant in the case of 
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differentiated products (negative and significant at the 10 percent level). This 
implies that business cycles, or economic downturns in Canada, had a negative 
impact on Canada's imports of varieties for both homogeneous and referenced 
products from the U.S. But, in the case of differentiated products, Canada's 
imports of variety appeared less sensitive to economic downturns. The estimated 
time-effects were even weaker in the U.S. data as reported in Table 11. The 
estimated time effects for both total products and referenced products were 
negative but significant only at the 10 percent level, while that for differentiated 
products was statistically insignificant. 

The estimation results reported at Table 10 also takes account of strong 
industry-effects, re flected in large and positive estimated coefficients for 
computer, chemical, food, and apparel industries. This is consistent what has been 
reported in Table 5, that Canada had the most variety gains from the U.S. in the 
sectors that experienced the most rapid technology changes and the sectors that 
were subject to heavy adve rtisements. The estimation results based on the U.S. 
data also report the similar strong fixed industry-effects in the industries of 
computer, chemical, food, and apparel products. 

Table 10. The estimated effects of Canadian tariff reductions on U.S. 
trademark registrations in Canada by product  

Total imports Differentiated products Referenced products 

Tariffs 	-0.0601 	-0.1023 	 -0.0307 
Apparel 	0.7751 	0.7014 
Chemical 	1.2661 
Computer 	1.276 	1.0613 
Electrical prods. 	0.5363 
Fabricated medal 0.8367 
Food 	 0.8726 	0.7104 
Plastics 	0.6111 
Printing 	0.7788 	0.5991 
Textile products 	-0.2955 	 0.1721 
Transportation 	0.5407 

90 	 -0.2451 	-0.1153* 	 -0.315 
N 	 311 	198 	 86 
Adjusted R-square 0.5325 	0.3968 	 0.8936 
* Statistically significant at the 10 percent level. 
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Table 11. Effects of U.S. tariff reductions on Canadian trademark 
registrations in the U.S. by_product  

Total imports Differentiated products  Referenced  products 

Tariffs 
Apparel 
Chemical 
Computer 
Electrical prods. 
Fabricated medal 
Food 
Machinery 
Plastics 
Printing 
Textile products 
Transportation 
90 

	

-0.0765 	-0.1018 	 -0.0417 

	

0.8363 	0.9496 
0.9391 

	

1.508 	1.5497 

	

0.552 	0.6236 

	

0.9163 	0.9823 

	

0.9423 	1.0081 
0.8249 

0.6023 	0.6044 
0.1951 

-0.2542* 

78 
0.844 

0.2309* 	0.1836** 

273 	171 
Adjusted R-square 0.5085 	0.7425 
* Statistically significant at the 10 percent level. 
** Statistically insignificant. 

Conclusions 
Nations are trading far fewer varieties than is commonly supposed, and 

there is strong "home bias' in the global production and consumption of 
differentiated products. This is true even after taking account of language, 
distance, and regional preferential trade arrangements that are commonly seen as 
major factors explaining global trade and production patterns. 

Language, trade liberalization, distance, and per capita income matter in 
the context of global trade in variety. Nations that share the same language and 
culture are more likely to trade their varieties among themselves. This is because 
product differentiation often has a strong information component, requiring 
substantial advertising by the firrn in order to inform customers of its product's 
uniqueness. Low-income countries produce far fewer N'ariettes than high-income 
ones. This implies that the recent export expansion from China, India, and other 
low-income countries to industrialized countries was mainly driven by "process 
trade" or "outsourcing" by firms in industrialized countries with little contribution 
of intellectual property from these low-income countries. 

Trade liberalization has contributed significant variety-enhancing effects 
to both Canada and the U.S. The underlying premise is that there are fixed costs to 
importing a variety, so that tariffs limit the imports of varieties by shrinking the 
market for each variety, while free trade expands the size of the market and 
enhances access to varieties by lowering the fixed costs of importing a given 
product from other countries. 
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Canada's access to U.S. varieties was three times more than what the 
U.S. obtained from Canada. This asymmetric pattern of exchange in varieties 
suggests that the size of the market matters with respect to the availability of 
varieties. When trade is liberalized, a medium-size country like Canada gains 
more by expanding its trading relationship with a larger one than vice-versa, not 
only because trade liberalization gives Canada an opportunity to increase its 
volume of trade, but also because it enhances Canada's access to varieties that are 
often more available in large economies. Under the Canada-U.S. FTA, Canada has 
increased its annual access to U.S. new varieties (goods) by 60 percent, or average 
annual gains of 3,319 new varieties during the period of 1990-2002. 
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Appendix: The theoretical framework 
Consider a representative consumer's utility in country j is portrayed by a 

CES utility function with a preference that is allowed to vary across countries. 
Consumers in country j maximize 

(Al) 

subject to the budget constraint 

EPygy 

(A2) 

Here qe  is country j's imports of all varieties from country 1, pe  is the price of 

country i products for country j consumers, yi  is the country j's normal income, 

Ci) is a parameter, 0-  is the elasticity of substitution between varieties, and ay  is 

the preference intensity of country j's consumers over the varieties produced by 
country i. The preference parameter varies across countries according to the 
similarity (or differences) in cultures, languages, distances, and preferential trade 
arrangements between nations as discussed above. Ifj country consumer's 
preference over the varieties produced by country i is high, a larger share  off  

country consumer's income (higher ae  ) will be spent on those varieties; 

othenvise, a smaller share spent on those varieties. By allowing cite  varying 

across countries, this preference structure accommodates that fact that impo rters 
value and therefore will purchase only their preferable varieties. 

The first-order condition that satisfying maximization of (Al) subject to (A2) is 

111(X' 1-I to7fletfe l  --  A pe , 

(A3) 

Here  A  is the marginal utility of income and '11  = Ecoafge. Rearrange 

the terms in (A3) to give 
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q!I = 
efl_.)[aePujX/3-" 11Y/3  

af 
(A4) 

Multiple both sides of (A4) by pii , sum up the condition for all varieties, and 

make use of the budget constraint to give 

co p..r 
,

) cy)  

Ii =  (,1)Xfl--DEHL 	fl  
• 	 a.. y  

(A5) 

Substitute (A5) into (A4) to yield j country consumers' demand for the varieties 
produced by country i, 

[mite

',  1-e  

au  
q, - 	 jl-cr 1./ 

CO I. pi  
E ' 9  , 	au 

(A6) 

Here, pi  denotes the exporter's supply price, and te  is the importing country's 

tariffs. Thus, pe  = tepi . Following Deardorff's approach (1998), namely, using 

the market clearance to solve for the coefficient coi  while imposing the choice of 

units such that all supply prices equal to one and then substituting into the import 
demand equation, one will get, 

( ty/ fer  
MY; /au = 
Y. PiP; 

(A7) 

where y», is normal world income, Pi  is the price index of  country j,  given by 
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Y. ay 
(A8) 

Further, assuming the consumers' preference,  au ,  is influenced by languages and 

distances, 

In cite  = 	In de + pe  In 

(A9) 

(A7) can be rewritten as, 

ln cte  = c + In  y1 + ln  yi + (1— cr)ln - (1 — o-)p, ln de - 

(1— a-)p2  ln/u  

-(1 — a) ln - (1—cr)1n Pi  

(A10) 
Assuming the same quantity for each variety imported by country j, the number of 
varieties can be obtained by dividing (A10) with the standard quantity for each 
variety, this will give rise to 

In ve  = c + ln y, + ln yi  +(1— cr)Inte - (1 — o-)p, lnde - (1— cr)p2 lnle  

-(1— o -)ln - (1— cy) in Pi  
(A11) 

where c is a constant, and ve, is the number of varieties that country j  imports 

from country i. Using the source-country fixed effect, 0, and the target-country 

fixed effect, 0i , to capture the multilateral resistance terms P, and Pi  as 

Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) suggested, one gets the following equation, 

Inve = c +1n yi +ln yi + (1— a) In y (1 — a)p, 	(I — cr)p2 ln lu  

-(1 — cr)In - (1— o - )ln 
(Al2) 

(Al2) forms the basis for the econometric estimation used in Section 4 to 
investigate the determinants of global trade in variety. 
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Specialization in NAFTA Pa rtner Countries: 
What Factors Explain the Observed Patterns? 

Ram C. Acharya 
Industry Canada 

Introduction 
There are three principal theories of why countries trade: the Ricardian 

model, the Heckscher-Ohlin model and increasing returns to scale.' In the 
Ricardian model, comparative advantage comes from technological superiority; 
countries concentrate output in those sectors in which they have a technological 
advantage. Hecicscher-Ohlin (HO) theory, on the other hand, suggests that all 
countries have access to the same technologies, and comparative advantage comes 
from the relative abundance of factors. Hence, countries relatively rich in capital 
or other resources will have output mixes shifting in favour of those sectors that 
use these abundant resources intensively. The increasing returns to scale model 
suggests that trade could talce place even if the economies have identical tastes, 
technology and factor endowments, since economies of scale would generate 
comparative advantage and strengthen the tendency to specialize. 

There is a considerable amount of research which empirically tests the 
importance of these theoretically established reasons in explaining trade flows. To 
cite a few of them, Leamer (1984), Harrigan (1995) and Bernstein and Weinstein 
(2002) estimate the relevance of the HO model using trade and production data. 
Bowen et al. (1987), Trefler (1993, 1995), Davis et al. (1997) and Harrigan (1997) 
use models where technological differences across countries are introduced, 
thereby incorporating both Ricardian and HO aspects. Davis and Weinstein (1999, 
2003) assess the relative importance of comparative advantage and increasing 
retums in accounting for production structure and trade. Recently, Antweiler and 
Trefler (2002) developed a methodology for estimating returns to scale using a 
data set consisting of a large number of countries. 

Researchers have realized that for a model to be realistic, it should be 
able to integrate all key determinants of trade and specialization into a single 
coherent framework. However, both in theory and empirical work, this realization 
has not met with much success. As far as the study of specialization is concemed, 
Leamer (1997) is the only paper that combines two variables, the Ricardian and 
the HO, in determining specialization in OECD countries. Due to data limitation, 

I  The other potential reason, the supply by oligopolists in each others' markets, as 
developed by Brander (1981), is not considered a significant factor for trade. All these 
theories are based on the supply side of the economy. The demand side, difTerences in 
tastes, can also lead to trade, but has only rarely been analyzed as a source of comparative 
advantage (an exception is Markusen, 1986 and Hunter and Markusen, 1988). 
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however, he has to make some compromises. First, his model does not directly 
incorporate an HO variable. For this purpose, Leamer op. cit. uses a common 
country factor as a proxy for all industries, instead of a more direct measure such 
as factor endowment and intensity. Second, he does not allow for effects other 
than the Ricardian and the HO to play any role in specialization. Third, his model 
is a cross-country examination with one year of data and hence cannot capture the 
dynamics of change over time. 

In order to fill this gap, this paper incorporates all theoretical 
determinants of trade to evaluate specialization that has taken place in North 
America (Canada, the United States and Mexico) from 1980 to 2000. It 
decomposes the relative importance of Ricardian, HO, increasing returns and trade 
policy in determining the specialization patterns in 23 manufacturing industries. 
By doing so, it indirectly evaluates the conjecture made by Leamer (1993) more 
than a decade ago that economies of scale may play an important role in the 
regional division of manufacturing between Canada and the United States, 
whereas the factor proportion effect would capture most of the effect for Mexico. 

The North American market consists of the world's most productive and 
capital intensive country (the United States), a relatively poor labour intensive 
country (Mexico), and Canada in between these two extremes. The huge 
differences in productivity, factor proportion and market size among these three 
countries make North America a good laboratory to study the relative importance 
and mutual interaction of these factors in setting up specialization. Furthermore, at 
the time of signing of Canada-United States Free Trade Agreement (FTA) in 1988 
and the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) among Canada, United 
States and Mexico in 1993, it was considered that these agreements would lead to 
more specialization in production. NAFTA was also supposed to be a facilitator in 
technology transfer from an advanced to a less advanced partner country. This 
paper sheds light on whether these expectations have been realized. 

The results show that the level of specialization in NAFTA countries has 
increased for some industries and decreased for others, but there is no discernable 
trend for many industries. On balance, the overall specialization is slightly up. 
Obviously, some industries are more concentrated than others. The most 
concentrated industries are the building of ships and boats, leather products and 
aircraft and spacecraft, whereas the least concentrated industries are rubber and 
plastics, electrical machinery and chemicals. On average, high-tech industries are 
more concentrated than others. Further, all the high-tech industries are over-
represented in the United States and most of them are under-represented both in 
Canada and Mexico. The prediction is that at least in one high-tech industry, 
office accounting and computing machinery, the United States might capture an 
even larger share over time. 

Somewhat counter-intuitively, for the last two decades Canada has 
remained the least specialized country in North America. The regionalization 
index shows that in terms of employment structure, Canada and the United States 
have become more similar (diversified) over time, whereas both of them have 
become more dissimilar (specialized) to Mexico. Interestingly, the United States 
has a larger than expected size of all five high-tech sectors, whereas Canada 
barely maintains its share in only one high-tech industry. 
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Out of 23 industries, the Ricardian variable (revealed labour productivity 
advantage) has a significant role in explaining specialization in 21 industries, the 
HO variable (capital-labour ratio) in 17 industries and the increasing returns to 
scale variable (R&D intensity) in eight industries. Food and beverages, textiles, 
chemicals and miscellaneous manufacturing are the only Ricardian sectors. The 
value added of the first three industries is predicted to become concentrated in the 
more productive country, whereas miscellaneous manufacturing is predicted to 
locate in the less productive country. For the other eleven industries, the Ricardian 
variable determines specialization along with the HO variable. They include 
industries like machinery and equipment, metal, wood, pharmaceuticals, 
petroleum, apparel and rubber and plastics. Except apparel, the Ricardian effects 
reveal that all of them tend to locate in the country with higher labour 
productivity, whereas the HO effect states that all of them tend to locate in the low 
capital intensive country. 

The locations of the production of leather and motor vehicles are driven 
by both Ricardian and increasing returns variables. Leather tends to be 
concentrated in a highly productive and less R&D intensive country, whereas 
motor vehicles tend to be concentrated in the highly productive and high R&D 
intensive country. Electrical machinery, the only industry where the Ricardian 
variable has no effect, is a HO and increasing returns to scale sector, indicating 
that having higher productivity and a higher capital-labour ratio is the reason for 
concentration in this industry. For all the remaining five industries, which 
contribute more than a quarter of value added in total manufacturing in NAFTA 
countries, the production location is determined by all three factors. These five 
industries include three of the five high-tech sectors, namely aircraft and 
spacecraft, radio, television and communication equipment, office accounting and 
computing machinery. The other two industries in this category are pulp, paper, 
printing and publishing and tobacco products. The prediction is that these five 
industries tend to be over-represented in a country m. ith high productivity, low 
capital intensity (except office accounting and computing machinery) and high 
R&D intensity. 

Even though the specialization patterns in NAFTA countries are driven 
by all three factors, the role of the Ricardian variable is more important not only in 
tenns of number of industries in which this variable is significant, but also in 
ternis of the value added that these industries contribute. The predominant role of 
Ricardian effects suggests that technological differences are substantial among 
NAFTA countries. It also suggests that if there is a convergence of productivity 
levels, it is rather slow. Otherwise, there should not be such a significant  impact of 
the productivity variable in determining production locations in the two decades 
of data. 

Results show that the role of NAFTA is not very important in 
determining specialization. NAFTA affected specialization in only three 
industries, raising it in one industry (refined petroleum) and reducing it in two 
industries (motor vehicles and radio, television and communication equipment). ° 

Since the Ricardian and HO effects generate somewhat opposite effects 
in countries with very different factor endowments and technology, the findings of 
interplay of these two effects in many industries suggest that the adjustment in 
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Export Orientation Import Penetration 
1990 	1995 	2000 
13.2 
36.2 
11.1 
10.2 

21.5 
52.7 
16.8 
43.3 

17.4 
50.2 
13.6 
39.6 

1990 	1995 	2000 

16.4 	21.1 	26.5 
37.4 	49.5 	52.6 
14.5 	18.0 	22.6 
15.6 	39.0 	46.4 

NAFTA 
Canada 
U.S. 
Mexico 

North America was moderate, as was the pace of specialization. There probably 
was some technology transfer and wage increase in the less developed countries as 
the Ricardian model would indicate; there probably was a bit of wage pressure on 
unskilled workers in more developed countries and some advantage of 
specialization in all countries as the HO model would predict. The role of 
increasing retums to scale in shaping the North American manufacturing sector is 
important mostly in the high-tech sectors. Among eight industries where the 
increasing returns to scale variable is significant along with other variable(s), five 
are high-tech and medium-high tech industries. 

NAFTA Trade and Specialization 
Both export orientation and import penetration of the manufacturing 

sector in all three NAFTA countries have increased over time (Table 1). In 2000, 
together these countries exported more than one-fifth of their manufacturing gross 
production and imported more than one-quarter of their consumption, an increase 
of about ten percentage from a decade ago. Among them, Canada is the most open 
economy, with about 53 percent of its manufacturing production (consumption) 
exported (imported) in 2000. 

Table 1. Manufacturing Trade Orientation of NAFTA  Countries (Percent) 

Source: OECD, Structural Analysis (STAN) and Bilateral Trade (BTD) databases. 
Note: Export orientation is defined as the share of exports in gross production and import penetration is 
defined as the share of imports in consumption, which in turn is calculated as gross production less 
exports plus imports. The trade data in the OECD database are in U.S. dollars, and gross production 
data for Canada and Mexico were converted to U.S. dollars using average annual market exchange 
rates for national currencies. 

The detailed account of intra-NAFTA trade is provided in Table 2. Looking across 
the first row, it is clear that in 1990 the share of NAFTA countries in Canada's 
total manufacturing exports was about 80 percent (79.2 percent for the United 
States and 0.5 percent for Mexico), which increased to 88 percent in 2000. 
Similarly, NAFTA countries' share of U.S. exports increased from about 30 
percent in 1990 to about 38 percent in 2000. The fastest intra-region export 
growth occurred for Mexico from 76 percent in 1990 to 92 percent in 2000. As a 
result of this intra-regional export growth, 55 percent of NAFTA countries' 
manufacturing exports were destined to their own markets in 2000. On the import 
side, the intra-regional integration is less pronounced. For NAFTA as a whole, the 
share of NAFTA partners in its total manufacturing imports increased from 33 
percent in 1990 to about 41 percent in 2000. 
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Table 2. Share of Intra-NAFTA Trade in NIanufacturing 	(in  Percent) 
2000  
Canada U.S. Mexico NAFTA 

1990 
Canada U.S. Mexico NAFTA 

Exports 
Canada 
U.S. 
Mexico 

NAFTA 
Imports 

Canada 
U.S. 
Mexico 

NAFTA 

- 	79.2 	0.5 	79.7 

	

22.2 	- 	7.5 	29.7 

	

1.2 	75.1 	- 	76.4 

	

16.4 20.5 	5.7 	42.6 

- 	66.9 	1.3 	68.2 

	

18.1 	- 	5.1 	23.1 

	

1.1 	66.8 	- 	67.9 

	

14.0 	15.3 	4.1 	33.4 

- 	87.6 	0.5 	88.0 

	

23.3 	- 	14.4 	37.7 

	

2.1 	90.2 	- 	92.3 

	

15.7 29.9 	9.6 	55.2 

- 	66.9 3.5 	70.4 

	

17.7 	- 	11.1 	28.7 

	

1.8 	79.3 	- 	81.1 

	

13.1 	19.5 	8.6 	41.2 
Source: OECD, Bilateral Trade Database (BTD). 
Note: For the export part of the table, the country as column heading indicates the source, and the 
country as row heading shows the destination. Hoviever for the import part, the country as column 
heading indicates the destination, whereas the country as row heading indicates the sources. 

The increase in the shares of intra-NAFTA exports in three countries' 
exports by more than 12 percentage points and of imports by 8 percentage points 
in a period of one decade is a reflection of a deeper product market integration 
that is taking place among these three countries. Of course, the degree of 
integration varies a great deal by industry. For example, in 2000 the share of intra-
NAFTA imports in total NAFTA imports ranged from 72 percent in pulp, paper, 
printing and publishing to only 16 percent in pharmaceuticals. Now the question 
is, how has this increased integration affected the specialization  pattern? This 
subject is discussed in the rest of this section. As in Leamer (1997), spCcialization 
is measured using revealed comparative advantage (RCA), after correcting for 
country size and for industry size using the following formula: 

( 1) 	
[ye  Avi  - v . 

'RC .= 	 , AY 	1V J AV i )] 
where  v = value added in industry i for country j, vi  = Ei  V ij  = total NAFTA 

countries' value added in industry i, v = v, = total value added in country j 

andv = E E vi . = total NAFTA value added. 2  

As in Leamer, we use the rest-of-NAFTA and rest-of-industry value added instead 
of total NAFTA and total manufacturing value added to correct for country-size 

2  We have used value added data rather than trade data to compute RCA. We could have 
used gross production data rather than value added. Again, if the proportion of intermediate 
inputs used in gross output is not very different among countries (which we assume to be 
the case), the relative RCA among countries will be the same  whether we use gross 
production or value added data. 
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effects, which spreads the magnitude of RCA.3  The results on the extent of 
specialization using value added data by country and industry for two tùne periods 
(1980-1981 and 1999-2000), are given in Table 3, where industries are ordered 
based on international system of industrial classification (ISIC) codes. The 
detailed list of ISIC codes and industry names is given in Appendix 1. We have 
used data for 23 manufacturing industries, most of them at the 2-digit level, with 
three industries at the 3-digit level, and one industry at the 4-digit leve1.4  

The revealed comparative advantage of the first industry for Canada in 
1980-1981 is 1.31, meaning that Canada had 31% more value added in the food 
and beverages industry than would have predicted based on the size of this 
industry in NAFTA and the size of Canada. Based on RCA in 1999-2000, the only 
sectors that are larger than expected in Canada are wood products with RCA of 
2.26 (2.26 times or 126% larger than what is expected), railroad and transport 
equipment (89% larger than expected), basic metals, motor vehicles and trailers, 
and pulp, paper, printing and publishing. During this period, the biggest negative 
RCA for Canada is in office and computing machinery, with RCA of 0.23 (a size 
of only 23% of what is predicted based on country and industry size). The other 
two very small sectors in Canada are pharmaceuticals, with RCA of 0.33, 
followed by refined petroleum, with RCA of 0.52. 

For the United States, some of the larger than expected sectors are the 
building of ships and boats, aircraft and spacecraft, tobacco, radio TV and 
communication equipment, pharmaceuticals, machinery and equipment, refined 
petroleum, electrical machinery and apparatus, fabricated metal and office and 
computing machinery. The aircraft and spacecraft industry is twice as large as 
expected, and miscellaneous manufacturing is 2.17 times larger than expected. 5  
The relatively smaller sectors in the United States, to name a few, are leather 
(RCA of 0.34), food and beverages (RCA of 0.5) and motor vehicles and trailers 
(RCA of 0.56). 

3  The control of industry and country effects in the formula does not alter the value of RCA 
from more than one to less than one or vice versa from the RCA if it were calculated using 
the regular formula without any correction. What the correction does is that it raises 
(lowers) the value of RCA in those industries which would have RCA greater (smaller) 
than one if calculated using the regular formula. In other words, the correction increases the 
range of RCA. 
4  The industry-wide data on value added in national currencies were converted to U.S. 
dollars by using GDP purchasing power parity exchange rates given by the OECD. This 
implicitly assumes that relative prices are the same in different industries; to the extent that 
they are not, output comparison will be distorted. The use of PPP for GDP will 
overestimates the value of the industries whose relative prices are falling and underestimate 
the value of those whose relative prices are rising. 
5  Miscellaneous manufacturing is predominantly medical, precision and optical 
instruments. In addition, it also includes furniture and fixtures, recycling and other 
manufacturing which are not included elsewhere. Hence, the result for the United States is 
driven by its unusually high share of value added in medical, precision and optical 
instruments. 
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. 	 . 	 .  Table 3. Specialization by Country and Indust 
Canada 	 U.S. 	 Mexico 

1980- 	1999- 	1980- 	1999- 	1980- 	1999- Industry 
1981 	2000 	1981 	2000 	1981 	2000  

Food and beverages 	 1.31 	0.99 	0.52 	0.50 	2.28 	2.81 

Tobacco products 	 0.64 	0.72 	1.79 	1.97 	0.52 	0.36 

Textiles 	 0.68 	0.65 	0.57 	0.66 	2.71 	2.34 

Wearing apparel 	 1.32 	1.49 	0.75 	0.65 	1.27 	1.45 

Leather products 	 1.04 	0.73 	0.39 	0.34 	3.69 	4.91 

Wood products . 	 1.60 	2.26 	0.63 	0.65 	1.44 	0.78 

Pulp, paper, print & publishing 	1.70 	1.42 	0.94 	1.19 	0.50 	0.35 

Refined petroleum 	 0.47 	0.52 	1.28 	1.44 	1.11 	0.92 

Chemicals excl pharma 	1.02 	0.79 	1.02 	1.21 	0.95 	0.89 

Pharmaceuticals 	 0.63 	0.33 	1.10 	1.73 	1.20 	0.88 

Rubber and plastics 	 1.05 	1.18 	1.01 	1.08 	0.94 	0.71 

Other non-metallic mineral 	1.02 	0.76 	0.55 	0.62 	2.42 	2.40 

Basic metals 	 1.11 	1.69 	1.02 	0.64 	0.87 	1.28 

Fabricated metal 	 0.96 	0.97 	1.40 	1.38 	0.52 	0.53 

Machinery and equipment 	0.76 	0.87 	1.77 	1.64 	0.42 	0.41 

Office account & computing 
0.22 	0.23 	6.03 	1.31 	0.15 	' 1.39 mach. 	 ï 

Electrical m. and apparatus 	0.78 	0.70 	1.27 	1.13 	0.82 	1.09 

Radio, TV & commu. 
0.95 	0.67 	1.23 	1.85 	0.72 	, 0.47 equipment 

Motor vehicles and trailers 	0.97 	1.56 	0.75 	0.56 	1.62 	1.74 

Building of ships & boats 	1.67 	0.71 	1.21 	2.88 	0.16 	0.06 

Aircraft and spacecraft 	0.77 	1.02 	2.55 	2.00 	0.11 	0.09 

Railroad and transport equip. 	2.07 	1.89 	0.42 	0.88 	2.33 	0.53 

Nliscellaneous manufacturing 	0.53 	0.59 	2.34 	2.17 	0.37 	0.38 

Note: In the manufacturing sector, there are altogether 23 industries at ISIC 2-digit level. Among them, 
we took 16 industries as they are; combined two 2-digit industries (ISIC 21: pulp, paper and paper 
product and ISIC 22: printing and publishing) into one. We also combined other three 2-digit industries 
(ISIC 33: medical, precision and optical instruments; ISIC 36: manufacturing not elsewhere mentioned 
and ISIC 37: recycling) into another and called it miscellaneous manufacturing. Furthermore, we split 
one 2-digit industry (1SIC 24: chemicals) into two (24: chemicals excluding pharmaceuticals, and ISIC 
2423: pharmaceuticals) and another 2-digit industry (ISIC 35: other transport equipment) into three 3- 
digit industries (ISIC 351: building and repairing of ships and boats; ISIC 353: aircraft and spacecraft; 
ISIC 352 plus ISIC 359: railroad equipment and transport equipment). This leaves us with the total of 
23 industries as the sample for the study. The number in parentheses behind the industry name in the 
table represents the ISIC code. 

For Mexico, the larger than  expected sectors are leather products (almost 
400% larger than expected), food and beverages, non-metallic minerals, textiles, 
motor vehicles and trailers, apparel, office accounting and computing machinery, 
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Number of 
Technology industries 
Classification 
High-tech manufactures 	5 
Medium-high-tech 5 
manufactures 
Medium-low-tech 6 
manufactures 
Low-tech manufactures 	7  
Total 	 23 

Number of larger than 
expected industries in 

1999-2000  
Canada 	U.S. 	Mexico 

1 	5 	1 

2 	3 	2 

2 	4 	2 

3 	2 	4 
8 	14 	9 

Share in 
value 

added in 
1999-2000 

100 

24.7 

26.4 

20.2 

28.7 

basic metals and electrical machinery. On the other hand, Mexico has only 9 
percent of its expected size of value added in the aircraft and spacecraft industry.6  
Mexico has an even lower share of expected size for the building of ships and 
boats. 

Table 4. Country Distribution of Concentrated Industries by Technology 
Definition 

Note: In the column entitled "number of industries", the number reported is based on our scheme of 
aggregation rather than on the ISIC industry count that falls into a certain classification. For example, 
based on ISIC codes there are six industries in medium-high-tech manufacturers. However, since we 
have aggregated ISIC 352 and 359 into one industry in this study, we count the industry number as five 
not six. Also note that in Table 3, the ISIC 33 is aggregated with ISIC 36, and 37 and we count the 
aggregate of  33,36 and 37 as high-tech, as ISIC 33 is a predominant sector in tenns of value added. 
In terms of ISIC codes, the four categories of technology classification consists of following industries: 
High-tech manufactures: 2423, 30, 32, 33 and 353 
Medium-high-tech manufactures: 24 excluding 2423, 29, 31, 34, 352 and 359 
Medium-low-tech manufactures: 23, 25, 26, 27, 28 and 351 
Low-tech manufactures: 15-22, 36 and 37 

Based on the data in Table 3, we present the country distribution of specialization 
by the OECD's technology classification in Table 4. The first column provides the 
four technology classifications, and the second column lists the respective ISIC 
codes for industries which fall under each category, the names of which can be 
read both from Table 3 and Appendix  I.  

The five high-tech manufacturing industries which contribute more than 
a quarter of manufacturing value added in NAFTA are concentrated in the United 

' In Canada, out of 23 industries, the RCA remained larger than one in six industries in both 
periods. RCA changed from being greater than one to less than one in five industries and 
vice versa in two industries. For the remaining 10 industries, Canada's RCA was lower 
than one in both periods. For the United States, there were 13 industries whose RCA was 
geater than one in both periods. There was only one industry each which changed from 
being greater than one to less than  one and vice versa, while the remaining eight industries 
had RCA less than one. In the case of Mexico, the RCA was greater than one in six 
industries in both periods. For four industries, the RCA changed from greater th an  one to 
less than one, whereas for three industries the case was reversed. The remaining 10 
industries had RCA less than one. 
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States. Canada's shares in all these sectors are far smaller than expected (ranging 
from 23 percent to 79 percent), except in aircraft and spacecraft, in which Canada 
just maintains its share. Mexico has larger than  expected value added in office 
accounting and computing machinery (39 percent larger than  expected), which 
comes at Canada's cost. 

Industry and Country Specialization 
Based on the results given in Table 3, we compute cumulative industry 

specialization indices across NAFTA countries which are reported in Table 5. 
These indices are value added weighted averages of the absolute values of the 
RCA. The industry specialization index is computed using the following formula: 

si  = 1og 2 RCA  w , 	 where w = Ey /EE 
V Y 

The weight is country's share of total value added in NAFTA.7  
What is clear from Table 5 is that some industries have highly 

specialized production patterns, while others are more uniformly distributed. The 
most highly concentrated industry in 1999-2000 is the building of ships and boats, 
followed by leather products and aircraft and spacecraft. On the other hand, the 
least concentrated industries are rubber and plastics, electrical machinery and 
chemicals. The index for the most concentrated industry (building of ships and 
boats) is almost three times higher than that of the least concentrated, rubber and 
plastics. The industries with low specialization indices are the ones that are 
distributed more or less sytrunetrically relative to the size of the country. 

710 compute the specialization index in Tables 5 and 6, we converted the 
specialization index in Table 3 into base 2 logaritlunic function (log 2 forms), then 
computed the weighted index and converted it back to level form to report in this 
table. Since we have to weight RCA in three countries to arrive at the industry 
cumulative index for NAFTA, the results differ depending on whether RCA value 
is used in level form or in log 2 form. And for the weighted average of this nature, 
log 2 form is a better form to adopt because it allows equal chance for, each 
country to influence the index whether the country has larger than or smaller than 

 expected size of industry. That is not the case if RCA is used in level form. For 
example, suppose that in a particular industry two countries have RCA = 2 and 
RCA = 0.5 in level forms. If we convert it into log 2 forms, they will have RCA = 
1 and RCA = —1 respectively. Now in the weighting scheme, if we use the level 
fonn, the country with RCA = 2 will dominate the results, whereas if we use 
absolute value of log 2 form, both countries will have equal chance of affecting 
the cumulative specialization index. Leamer (1997) justifies the use of log 2 
forms. The similar rationale applies for computing the country cumulative index. 



Table 5. NAFTA Snecialization by Indust 
Value added using PPP 

exchange rates 	Specialization index 

	

Total 	Share 	Per 	with value added 
(billions) 	(%) 	worker 	weights 

(S'000)  

	

1999- 	1999- 	1999- 	1980- 	1988- 	1999- 

	

2000 	2000 	2000 	1981 	1989 	2000  
Rubber and plastics 	71 	3.9 	53 	1.01 	1.06 	1.11 
Electrical machinery and 

	

47 	2.6 	54 	1.27 	1.34 	1.15 apparatus 
Chemicals excl. 

	

125 	6.7 	133 	1.02 	1.15 	1.21 pharmaceutical 
Pulp, paper, printing, 	194 	10.7 	67 	1.14 	1.17 	1.30 publishing 
Railroad and transport 

	

10 	0.6 	61 	2.38 	1.98 	1.31 equip. 
Fabricated metal 	 125 	6.9 	64 	1.40 	1.34 	1.39 
Refined petroleum 	40 	2.4 	210 	1.31 	1.26 	1.43 
Office and computing 

	

41 	2.1 	135 	5.90 	3.83 	1.46 machinery 
Wearing apparel 	 26 	1.4 	27 	1.32 	1.28 	1.54 
Basic metals 	 67 	3.6 	78 	1.05 	1.70 	1.54 
Wood products 	 57 	3.0 	47 	1.57 	1.25 	1.57 
Textiles 	 39 	2.1 	36 	1.78 	1.54 	1.58 
Machinery and equipment 	134 	7.5 	58 	1.77 	1.93 	1.65 
Other non-metallic mineral 	55 	3.0 	69 	1.78 	2.11 	1.65 
Pharmaceuticals 	 69 	3.9 	189 	1.13 	1.13 	1.75 
Motor vehicles and trailers 	165 	9.0 	99 	1.33 	1.52 	1.75 
Radio, TV & commu. 

	

146 	8.4 	101 	1.23 	1.92 	1.84 equipment 
Food and beverages 	188 	10.0 	71 	1.89 	1.92 	1.96 
Tobacco products 	 22 	1.3 	449 	1.78 	1.60 	1.97 
Misc. manufacturing 	129 	7.3 	58 	2.33 	2.45 	2.16 
Aircraft and spacecraft 	56 	3.0 	92 	2.64 	4.58 	2.22 
Leather products 	 6 	0.3 	32 	2.48 	2.81 	2.91 
Building of ships & boats 	8 	0.4 	41 	1.38 	2.02 	3.14  
Total manufacturing 	1,820 	100.0 	72.2 
Source: OECD, STAN Database 
Note: The data are in U.S. dollars using purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rates. The list of 
industries is sorted by the specialization index of 1999-2000 (the last column) from least to most 
specialized. 
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Figure 1. Specialization and Total NAFTA Value Added, 1999-2000 
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Figure 2. Specialization and NAFTA Productivity, 1999-2000 
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It is also obvious that the relative ranking cf specialization across 
industries is changing over time. For example, in 1980-1981 the most specialized 
industry was office and computing machinery, whereas in 1988-1989 it was 
aircraft and spacecraft, and yet in 1999-2000 it was the building of ships and 
boats. Also in some cases, we see that the RCA of an industry fluctuates without a 
clear trend. There are 13 industries whose RCA in 1988-1989 rose (fell) from the 
level in 1980-1981 and fell (rose) in 1999-2000. The reversal of specialization 
patterns implies that there is a continuous restructuring going on across industries 
in NAFTA countries. Therefore, the results might be misleading if one relies only 
on few years of data. This is one of the reasons why data for 21 years (1980-2000) 
in the econometric study in Section 4 has been used. 

We can employ data in Table 5 to study the relationship of specialization 
with total value added and labour productivity. The association of the 
specialization index and total NAFTA value added by industry is shown in Figure 
1. The plot shows that there is no association between these two variables, w hich 

254 
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is a comforting result, especially because a negative relationship would suggest 
that the specialization index is very much influenced by the level of data 
aggregation. 

Even though looking at the endpoints on the left hand side, suggests that 
there is a negative relationship, that is not the case for most of the industries. For 
example, the third smallest industry, railroad and transport equipment, is the fifth 
least specialized industry, whereas the second largest, food and beverages, is the 
sixth largest specialized industry. 

The relationship between specialization and labour productivity shown in 
Figure 2 is slightly negative. This could be suggestive of the fact that the labour 
productivity differences among NAFTA countries might be larger for those 
industries whose overall labour productivity levels are low compared to those 
whose labour productivity levels are high. Put differently, technological catch up 
or convergence is probably faster in sectors with higher labour productivity levels, 
so that productivity differences are not very effective in affecting RCA in these 
industries, thereby keeping their specialization index low. 

Next, we compute the country specialization index using the following 
formula: 

s = E1og2 IRcA,1 wi , where wi  =  

The weight is industry is share in NAFTA. The results for the country 
specialization index are given in Table 6, where we have also provided total value 
added and the share of value added for all three countries based on two different 
data sources. The first set of results presented under the coltunri heading "at the 
two-digit level" use the same data source that we have used so far in this paper, 
the OECD's STAN database. According to this data, Canada and Mexico have 
comparable manufacturing sizes, and they have gained shares over time. 

The results for the specialization index show that Mexico is the most 
specialized country, with an index of 2.06 in 1999-2000; Canada is the least 
specialized one, with the United States in the middle. Since the specialization 
index could be sensitive to the level of data aggregation, the country specialization 
index using ISIC 3-digit data with 59 manufacturing industries is also calculated. 
The results are reported under the column heading "at the 3-digit level" in Table 
6. Since the historical data are not available at this level, the index was computed 
only for the years 1997 and 1999. As the data on 2-digit and 3-digit levels use 
different sources, these two estimates are not perfectly comparable. However, 
comparing the results allows us to make a point that even at 3-digit level, Mexico 
is the most specialized country, followed by the United States and then Canada. 

It is clear from Table 6 that all three countries became more specialized 
in 1999-2000, compared to the situation in 1980-1981. However, all of them had 
reached a higher level of specialization previously, in 1988-1989. To understand 
the dynamics of specialization over time, Figure 3 plots specialization indices 
(based on 2-digit data) in the three countries for 21 years. The country 
specialization rose in the 1980s and started falling in the 1990s but did not fall all 
the way to the level from where it had started in the early 1980s. Put differently, 
the three NAFTA countries grew dissimilar in the decade of the 1980s, raising 
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their specialization level, but reversed this trend in the 1990s by becoming more 
similar (diversified) in their production structure. 

Table 6. Specialization by Country  
At the  two-digit level 	At the three-digit level  

	

1980- 	1988- 	1999- 
1997 	1999 

	

1981 	1989 	2000  
Canada 	45,735 	82,779 	157,799 	150,887 	183,531 

Value added 	U.S. 	619,849 	998,788 	1,500,802 	1,825,688 	1,962,644 
in billions of 
U.S.S 	Mexico 	49,670 	88,410 	161,584 	83,503 	89,792 

Canada 	6.40 	7.08 	8.67 	732 	8.21 
Share of value 	U.S. 	86.67 	85.37 	82.46 	88.62 	87.78 
added  (%) 	Mexico 	6.93 	7.56 	8.88 	4.05 	4.02  

Canada 	1.36 	1.47 	1.44 	1.58 	1.67 
Specialization U.S. 	1.51 	1.63 	1.58 	1.67 	1.70 
index Mexico 	1.91 	2.10 	2.06 	3.62 	3.78 
Note: The data at the two-digit level are from the STAN database and those for the three-digit level are 
from Structural Statistics for Industry Services (SSIS) database of the OECD. These data are based on 
two different sources. SSIS uses data collected through annual industrial or business surveys 
supplernenting them with censuses and with administrative sources. STAN attempts to provide data 
consistent with annual National Accounts using a wide range of data sources such as annual business 
surveys  and/or censuses, as well as labour force surveys, business registers, income surveys, L'O tables. 
As a result, there is a difference in coverage between these two data sets. Some of these differences are 
as follows. Business surveys typically cover establishments  and/or enterprises above a certain size 
limit (with more than  a certain number of employees). Establishments with no employees are generally 
not covered. On the other hand, in National Accounts, attempts are made to get a more complete 
picture of industrial activity consistent veith other accounts through the use of data coming from a 
variety of alternative sources mentioned above. However, adjustments and estimations carried out in 
countries may differ. Nevertheless, National Accounts (hence, STAN database) are traditionally 
considered more intemationally comparable. 

Figure 3. Country Specialization Indices 
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It is rather surprising that Canada has remained less specialized than the 
United States throughout the last two decades. This result is contrary to the 
generally held perception that bigger countries are less specialized. When looked 
at in the context of NAFTA, it makes sense why Canada is the least specialized 
country. In terms of productivity, the capital-labour ratio, skill intensity and R&D 
intensity Canada remains mainly in the middle, with United States as the leader in 
all indicators and Mexico is at the bottom. Hence it is not generally the case that 
industries will concentrate largely in Canada, unless natural resources are a factor 
in location, as in wood products where Canada has twice the size of its economic 
share (Table 3). 

The above discussion helps to explain the specialization evident in 
manufacturing industries in three NAFTA partner countries. However, it does not 
explain how the bilateral production structure of these countries is changing. To 
assess this bilateral specialization index for these three countries, we use 
Krugman's index of regional specialization (RS). For a pair of countries j and j' it 
is defined as follows: 

n  e„ 
(2) = R 	E - — S   " e e 

— 	 J 

where e is the employment in industry i =  I . .... n  for country j, e. is total 

employment in country j and similarly for country!. The index ranges from zero 
to two. If the index between countries j and j' is equal to zero, then the two 
countries are completely diversified; if the index is equal to two, then the 
countries are completely specialized. Using data at both 2-digit and 3-digit levels, 
we present the Krugman's index in Table 7. 

Table 7. Krugman's Index of Regional Specialization 

Canada-U.S. 
Canada-Mexico 
U.S.-Mexico 

ISIC 2-digit 
1980 1990 	1994 	2000 

	

0.31 	0.28 	0.29 	0.27 

	

0.44 	0.46 	0.48 	0.60 

	

0.53 	0.55 	0.53 	0.63 

ISIC 3-digit  
1997 	1998 	1999 
0.33 	0.32 	0.36 
0.71 	0.70 	0.71 
0.76 	0.75 	0.75 

Source: OECD, STAN Database for the 2-digit level and SSIS Database for the 3-digit level. 
Note: For the 2-digit level, the employment data for Mexico is headcounts of total employees, so it 
excludes the self-employed and unemployed family workers. For Canada, the data are number of jobs 
engaged in domestic production rather than headcounts. Therefore, Canadian employment data have 
both employed, self-employed and unpaid contributions but people with more than one job (full- or 
part-time) are counted more than once. For the United States, the employment data are total head 
counts of all persons who are engaged in domestic production. At the 3-digit level, there are altogether 
59 industries. The employment data are in number of employees for Canada and the United States and 
total employment for Mexico. 

Comparing the degree of specialization between Canada and the United 
States at the 2-digit level, we see that the two countries are becoming slightly 
more similar, as the specialization index fell from 0.31 in 1980 to 0.27 in 2000. 
However, Canada and Mexico and the United States and Mexico are becoming 
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more dissimilar as the indices between this pair of countries rose over time.8  Both 
levels of data show that among these three countries, the most similar ones are 
Canada and the United States, followed by Canada and Mexico, and by United 
States and Mexico. 

Explanation of Specialization 
So far, we have analyzed the specialization pattern that is taking place 

across industries and countries in the North American market. The next question 
is what is shaping this specialization pattern? What are its determinants? As 
discussed in Section 1, there are basically three trade theories, Ricardian, 
Heckscher-Ohlin, and increasing returns to scale that explain specialization across 
countries. In this section, we conduct an econometric test integrating all these 
three factors to determine their relative role in explaining specialization patterns in 
North America in the last two decades. 

The variable suggested by the Ricardian model is relative technological 
differences across sectors in different countries. Since the data on technological 
differences are not available, differences in labour productivity are used to 
compute the Ricardian variable — revealed productivity advantage (RPA) — 
which is defined as follows. 

(3 ) 	RPA u = 	 

where y u =vu leu  value added per employee in industry i for country j, 

Y ,=EYy/E ey 
1 	1  

is NAFTA's value added in industry i; 

yi =Eyeu  is value added per employee in the manufacturing sector as 

a whole in country j; y is per employee value added for NAFTA (aggregate of 

all industries and countries). 9  As in RCA, we take out the industry  and country 
size effects while computing RPA. Using this index, a country is said to have a 
Ricardian technological advantage in a sector if its productivity in that sector is 
high after adjusting for the sector and the country's general level of productivity. 
In a world of incomplete specialization, loosely speaking, this theory predicts that 
when a country becomes relatively more productive compared to other countries 
in a particular sector, the more productive country will increase its  production 
share in that sector. 

According to the Heckscher-Ohlin model, comparative advantage comes 
from the abundance of factor endowments. The theory states that, ceteris  pari bus, 
if a country is capital abundant (has a higher capital-labour ratio compared vt ith 
another country), it will produce more of those goods which are more capital 
intensive in production. So a capital abundant country will have a higher 

8  The 3-digit level data show a somewhat different trend. But since there is no time lag in 
these data, we find 2-digit data more reliable to study changes over time. 
9  In this computation, I combine the value added and employment data that were used 
separately in the previous sections. 
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proportion of those goods which use capital more intensively and a labour 
abundant country will have more labour intensive goods. Among other things, a 
variable suggested by this theory is the capital-labour ratio, which we use in this 
paper (data-description is provided in Appendix 4) • 1°  Leamer (1997) estimates a 
similar model but using a country's overall value added per worker adjusted for 
the composition of output for the HO variable. He considers it an uncomfortable 
way of representing the HO model and suggests the capital-labour ratio as a better 
representation. 

In addition, R&D intensities (share of business R&D expenses in gross 
output) are employed as another explanatory variable. The hope is that once the 
technological differences and factor abundance effects are controlled, whatever is 
left over to explain in the pattern of international specialization can be attributed 
to returns to scale. According to this theory, since average cost falls with the level 
of production, a country with a larger domestic market can produce at lower costs. 
And when opened for trade, the country with the larger domestic market will have 
a comparative advantage in foreign markets. Even in a free trade regime, as long 
as there are transport costs, there will still be a tendency for production to 
concentrate in a country where domestic markets are large. In NAFTA's context, 
it is probably the United States for which size might be a more helpful factor in 
raising industry concentration than for other countries. 

There is not a single convincing way to represent the presence of 
increasing returns in an empirical test. There are studies using a measure of intra-
industry trade as a proxy for it. However, Davis (1995) shows that intra-industry 
is also consistent with Ricardian and Heckscher-Ohlin explanations. In a series of 
papers, Davis and Weinstein (1999, 2003) run regressions for the share of a 
country's production on the share of its demand and interpret that if there were 
increasing returns to scale, there should be more than a one-for-one response in 
production as a result of a change in demand» The method suggested by Davis 
and Weinstein (op cit.) could be a reasonable way of introducing returns to scale, 

1°  Alternatively, we could have used the total manufacturing capital-labour ratio instead of 
industry-wide, but we opted for the latter hoping that this might capture the effects of both 
factor abundance and factor intensity differences. 
11  The more than proportionate change in production as a result of a change in demand 
occurs in a model of increasing returns to scale with transport costs. The argument goes as 
follows. In a world with increasing returns, typically each good is produced in only one 
location. When there are transport costs, a country with unusually strong demand for a 
good makes an excellent site for production. In order to save transport cost and enjoy the 
benefit of declining average cost with production, firm will be established in the market 
with relatively higher demand and export to the market where demand is relatively low. 
Thus if there are increasing returns to scale and transport costs, a strong demand can lead 
that country to export  the good. However, in the traditional comparative advantage model, 
a strong demand leads to the imports of that good. To explain how it happens, let us take an 
extreme case of two countries with similar size, endowment and technology, but with 
different demand condition, one country consuming more of a good than the other country. 
The similarity of size, endowment and technology will dictate the country to produce the 
same goods in the same proportion in two countries. Hence, the country which have higher 
demand for one good should import that good from the country which have lower demand 
for it 
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but it is not helpful for the present purpose. The reason is that with the data 
available, it is possible to have the estimate either for each industry (by pooling 
data over years) or for each year (by pooling data over industries). It is not 
possible to have both industry and year dimensions in the estimation, which are 
essential for this study. 
In a recent paper, Antweiler and Trefler (2002) approach the problem using the 
factor content of trade. This is a novel approach; however, it requires input-output 
tables comprising all industries and years, which is not possible due to data 
limitations. Because of these difficulties with other approaches, R&D intensity is 
used as a proxy for increasing returns. Moreover, since the data on R&D expenses 
are not available for Mexico by industry, their total economy-wide R&D to GDP 
ratio is used to compute R&D expenses for each industry, such that industry R&D 
expenses are a constant fraction of its GDP (see Appendix 4 for data description). 

We saw that specialization varies across countries and over time, so the 
model of cross-country variation in specialization should allow for country effects 
and time trends. We assume that there are industry specific time trends which are 
common across countries. In this case, pooling observations across countries is an 
efficient estimator. Using i to denote country, j to denote industry and t to denote 
time, and assuming that specialization patterns are log-linear, we have 

(4) 
In(RCA, )= 13 0 j  + 13iij  + 132i  t + /33] 1n(RPA,j,)+ )6' 4 j  Ir(k j, 4i ,)+ 

115f  In(ry, q )+ fl6j  NAFTA + , 

whereflo is e intercept, 	is fixed country effect, 132j  is coefficient for i 	th  
time trend, k is capital stock, l is labour employment, r is business expenditure on 
R&D and q is gross output. With data on RCA, RPA, capital-labour ratio, and 
R&D intensity, this equation is estimated over a panel of countries and years for 
industry j. For reference, the data on these explanatory variables for year 2000 are 
presented in Appendix 2. NAFTA is a dummy variable, which take  the value of 
zero from years 1980 to 1993 and value of one from 1994 to 2000. 

The estimates of equation (4) are reported in Appendix 3. The industries 
are sorted into five subgroups depending on the statistical significance of t-values 
of the Ricardian (RPA), Heckscher-Ohlin (k/1), and increasing returns to scale 
(R&D intensity) variables. First, there are four Ricardian industries with t-values 
significant only for the Ricardian variable. Then there are 11 industries mith t-
values significant for both the Ricardian and 110 variables. The third subgroup 
consists of two industries with statistically significant impacts of the Ricardian 
and the increasing returns variables, which is followed by one HO and increasing 
retum industry, the fourth subgroup. Finally, for the fifth subgroup of the 
remaining five industries, all three variables have significant effects on 
specialization. Within each subgroup, conunodities are ordered by the adjusted 

12 

12  The high  R 2  value in time series data indicates that there could be a unit root in the data 
series. Indeed, data series in many industries had unit roots suggesting that the data were 
nonstationary. They were stationary at the first difference, but since we wanted to check the 
regression results at the level form rather than at the first difference, we checked  whether 
these series were cointegrated. We found that they were cointegrated and hence there was 

. 
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The sectors which are only Ricardian are food and beverages, 
miscellaneous manufacturing, textiles and chemicals. For food and beverages, the 
coefficient for RPA is 0.58, meaning the value added of this sector rises by 0.58 
percent with 1-percent increase in revealed labour productivity. Hence, if one 
moves from a less productive to a more productive country, the value added of 
this sector rises by 0.58 percent of the revealed labour productivity differences in 
the two countries. Similarly, for the other two industries (textiles and chemicals) 
the comparative advantage rises by moving from the less productive to more 
productive country. The elasticity of 1.23 for chemicals predicts that the value 
added of this industry rises by 23 percent more than  the difference in labour 
productivity, as we move from a country with low labour productivity to the one 
with high productivity. For miscellaneous manufacturing, the comparative 
advantage nuts in the opposite direction; it tends to be located in less productive 
countries. 13  This is a bit counterintuitive considering the fact that it consists 
mainly of medical and precision instruments. 
Both the Ricardian and the HO factors have significant impact on specialization in 
eleven industries. The list includes: (1) machinery and equipment (2) non-metallic 
minerals (3) ship buildings (4) rubber and plastics (5) apparel (6) refined 
petroleum (7) fabricated metal (8) wood (9) railroad and transport equipment (10) 
pharmaceutical and (11) basic metals. The coefficients for the Ricardian variables 
are positive for 10 industries except apparel. Hence these 10 industries are 
expected to be concentrated in the more productive country; that is, the Ricardian 
comparative advantage rises from the low productive to the high productive 
country, except for apparel whose size falls as productivity rises. On the other 
hand, the negative coefficients on the capital-labour ratio for all 11 industries 
predict that these products are under-represented in countries with higher capital-
labour ratios (HO effect). 

This is an interesting result; the increase in labour productivity and 
capital intensity play opposite roles in determining the sizes of these industries in 
a country. Other things being the same, when we move from a more productive 
country (for example the United States) to a low productive country (for example 

no spurious correlation. All industries passed the cointegrating regression Durbin Watson 
test, as computed DW statistics were higher than the critical value at the 5% level, thereby 
validating our estimation approach. 
13  If we look at RCA for 2000 in Table 3, Mexico is over-represented in food and beverages 
and textiles, whereas the U.S. is under-represented in both. However, in chemicals, it is the 
U.S. which has the larger than expected sector. Looking at Appendix 2, in absolute terms 
the U.S. is the most productive country in food and beverages, and chemicals and Canada 
in textiles. And according to the coefficients reported in Annex 3, all three sectors are 
predicted to concentrate in the more productive country. Then why are food and beverages 
not concentrated in the U.S. and textile in Canada rather than in Mexico? There are two 
possible reasons for this seemingly contradictory result. First, the results are driven not only 
by year 2000 but all 21 years of data. Second and more important, what matters is not the 
absolute sectoral productivity differences across countries, rather it is relative productivity 
differences across sectors compared with other countries. For example, even though 
Mexico is not the most productive country in food and beverages and textiles, it could be 
relatively more productive in these sectors compared with other sectors. Appendix 2 
somewhat confirms this line of argument. 
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Mexico) the sizes of these sectors will fall, yielding higher (lower) than expected 
sizes for the United States (Mexico). On the contrary, as we move from a high 
capital intensive country such as the United States to a low capital intensive 
country such as Mexico, the prediction is that the sizes of all these sectors rises 
from its initial position causing under-representation in the United States and 
over-representation in Mexico. In the end, the equilibrium level of specialization 
would be determined out of these two conflicting forces— the Ricardian and the 
HO — one counterbalancing the other. On average, the most productive country, 
the United States, is also the most capital intensive, while the least productive 
country, Mexico, is also the least capital intensive. Since productivity and capital 
intensity have opposite effects cancelling each other, the restructuring of the 
industries is somewhat locked in without much effect in any country. That could 
be the reason why the specialization has not changed rapidly in North America. 

Combined Ricardian and increasing returns variables have influenced 
two industries: leather and motor vehicles. The Ricardian effects state that for 
both sectors, the value added rises in more productive countries. However, R&D 
intensities show that leather tends to be located in a country with a low level of 
R&D intensity, whereas motor vehicles tend to be located in a high R&D 
intensive country. The location of production of electrical machinery and 
apparatus is driven by both HO and increasing returns. The value added of this 
sector increases by 13 percent if capital intensity rises by 100 percent and by 4 
percent if R&D intensity rises by 100 percent. 

All the three variables are significant in determining the production 
location of the remaining five industries, namely: (1) pulp, paper, printing and 
publishing (2) aircraft and spacecraft (3) radio, television and communication 
equipment (4) office and computing machinery, and (5) tobacco products. Based 
on the sign of prediction, these industries are expected to concentrate in the more 
productive, less capital intensive country (except for office and computing 
machinery) and high R&D intensive countries. 

Note that among the five high-tech manufacturers listed in Table 4, the 
specialization in three industries (aircraft and spacecraft; radio, telet ision and 
communication equipment; and office and computing machinery) is determined 
by all three factors. For the other two, the production location of medical, 
precision and optical instruments is determined by the Ricardian variable, and that 
of pharmaceuticals is determined by both Ricardian and HO variables. 

In sum, out of 23 industries in the manufacturing sector, there is only one 
industry, electrical machinery, where the Ricardian variable is not statistically 
significant in determining production location. Among the 22 industries where 
revealed comparative advantage has significant effects, productivity superiority of 
a country leads to higher value added in all these industries except in 
miscellaneous manufacturing and apparel. The lieckscher-Ohlin model is 
statistically significant in a total of 17 industries. Out of these, having a higher 
capital-labour ratio leads to larger value added in only two industries, electrical 
machinery and apparatus and office and computing machinery. In all the other 15 
industries, the predicted sizes fall with the increase in capital intensity. The third 
factor — R&D intensity — is statistically significant for eight industries, with 
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positive effects in seven and negative in leather products. Out of these seven 
industries, five are high-tech and medium-high-tech sectors. 

The results also show that there are no industries whose production 
location is determined either only by the HO effect or only by the increasing 
returns to scale effect. Office accounting and computing machinery is the only 
industry for which all three variables are positively statistically significant. Since 
the United States is the most productive, most capital intensive and most R&D 
intensive in this industry (Appendix 2), the prediction is that this industry will 
concentrate more in the United States; Canada and Mexico might further loose 
their shares with respect to this industry. 

The NAFTA dummy is significant only for three industries, positively 
for refuted petroleum and negatively for motor vehicles and trailers and radio, 
television and communication equipment. The NAFTA coefficient of 0.15 in 
refined petroleum means that NAFTA led to a one time 16 percent 

(= e" — 1) 4'100 increase in specialization in this industry, whereas NAFTA 

decreased specialization in motor vehicles by 8 percent and in radio, television 
and communication equipment by 12 percent. Therefore, once we control all other 
gravitas of specialization, NAFTA did not have much additional impact. Trefler 
(1999) has reached a similar conclusion regarding the impact of the 1988 Free 
Trade Agreement on Canadian  specialization. His study was not specially 
designed to estimate specialization, but he does it for Canada at the aggregate 
level (without any industry dimension) by computing the Herfindahl index. 

Next, we look at the economic significance of these three factors in 
determining the specializztion by computing the beta coefficient for each. Even 
though the elasticities (the coefficients in the log-linear model) are not susceptible 
to the units of measurements of the dependent and independent variables, we 
cannot rank the importance of the explanatory variables simply by comparing 
them. The reason is that the magnitude of change in the dependent variable due to 
change in an independent variable depends both on the coefficient and the range 
of data. A beta coefficient takes both these factors into account and tells the 
number of standard deviation changes in the dependent variable induced by a one 
standard deviation change in an independent variable. These statistics are useful in 
answering questions regarding which independent variables are important in 
determining movement in the dependent variable. The beta coefficient for an 
independent variable is obtained by multiplying its coefficient by the ratio of its 
standard deviation to the standard deviation of the dependent variable. 

The beta coefficients are presented in Table 8, and the industries are 
reported in the same order as in Appendix 3. Comparing the absolute magnitude 
of beta coefficients of three variables, it is evident that the Ricardian model is the 
most important explanatory variables for eight industries, the HO for 11 industries 
and R&D intensity for the remaining four industries. Furthermore, the Ricardian 
model is the second most important explanatory variable for 12 industries, the HO 
for eight industries, and R&D intensity for the remaining three industries. 

The last two colutnns of Table 8 rank the relative importance of three 
variables in determining specialization in each industry. Next, using the 
magnitude of beta coefficients of a variable across industries from this table, we 
can sort an industry list according to the importance of this variable in 
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determining specialization in each industry. For example, the 10 industries which 
have the largest Ricardian impacts are: (1) refined petroleum (2) tobacco (3) 
chemicals (4) radio, TV and communication equipment (5) basic metals (6) rubber 
and plastics (7) phannaceuticals (8) motor vehicles (9) other non-metallic metal, 
and (10) wood products. For all these industries, the beta coefficient for the 
Ricardian variable is larger than 0.5, with the highest at 1.16 for the refmed 
petroleum industry. It means that if the standard deviation of labour productivity 
in refuted petroleum increases by one standard deviation, the predicted value 
added of this industry rises by 1.16 standard deviation. This list shows that these 
are the industries whose production location is most responsive for a given change 
in the Ricardian variable. However, it does not necessarily mean that the 
Ricardian variable is the most important factor in determining specialization in 
these industries, compared to other variables. 

Similarly, the 10 industries with largest HO effects are: (1) refmed 
petroleum, (2) wood products (3) radio, TV and communication equipment (4) 
railroad and transport equipment (5) tobacco (6) apparel (7) pharmaceutical (8) 
chemicals (9) basic metals, and (10) fabricated metals. Note that seven of these 
industries also made the list of 10 industries which have the largest Ricardian 
effects. Similarly, the top five industries with highest increasing retums to scale 
are: (1) motor vehicle (2) aircraft and spacecraft (3) office accounting and 
computing machinery (4) radio, TV and communication equipment, and (5) 
chemicals. 

With this discussion, the analysis of empirical results is complete. Based 
on the above results on specialization, we can now make some inference about the 
adjustment process that has taken place in North America. The nature of industrial 
restructuring and adjustment differs according to each country's economic 
structure and the forces that are at play. If the forces were only Ricardian in 
nature, the signing of NAFTA would not have had much benefit to a more 
productive country and would have had moderate adjustment costs for low skilled 
workers in such a country. In this case, the less productive country would be 
expected to have benefited from superior technology in partner countries helping 
wage convergence from below, but would not have been expected to benefit from 
its endowment differences. On the other hand, if the adjustment were only HO, 
there would have been a great gain from exchange, but also potentially great 
pressures on wages of the unskilled workers in the capital abundant country, the 
United States in this case. The poor country (Mexico) would have benefited from 
being able to expand output in low skilled intensive sectors, but with less benefit 
from potential technology transfer. Finally, if intemal market size were the only 
determinant of production location, the United States would have attracted most of 
the production. 
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HO 	IR 

IRS 	HO 
HO 	R 

IRS 	R 

R 	HO 

Table 8. Beta Coefficients and Determinants of Specialization  
Ricardian HO IRS model 

model 	model 	(R&D 
(RPA) (IA ratio) intensity)  

Important 
determinants of 
specialization  
First  I Second  

HO 

HO 
IRS 

HO 

HO 

HO 

HO 

IRS 

Food and beverages 
Misc. manufacturing 
Textiles 
Chemicals excl. phanna 
Machinery and equipment 
Other non-metallic mineral 
Building of ships & boats 
Rubber and plastics 
Wearing apparel 
Refined petroleum 
Fabricated metal 
Wood products 
Railroad and transport equip. 
Pharmaceuticals 
Basic metals 
Leather products 
Motor vehicles and trailers 
Electrical machinery and 
apparatus 
Pulp, paper, printing and 
publishing 
Aircraft and spacecraft 
Radio, TV & commu. 
equipment 
Office and computing 
machinery 
Tobacco products 

	

0.12 	0.09 	0.05 

	

-0.05 	0.00 	0.19 

	

0.32 	0.11 	0.04 

	

1.13 	-0.50 	0.71 

	

0.23 	-0.28 	-0.03 

	

0.53 	-0.20 	0.05 

	

0.34 	-0.35 	0.02 

	

0.81 	-0.44 	0.23 

	

-0.25 	-0.76 	0.10 

	

1.16 	-2.28 	-0.12 

	

0.47 	-0.45 	0.24 

	

0.52 	-2.20 	-0.10 

	

0.36 	-0.99 	0.22 

	

0.71 	-0.72 	0.13 

	

0.85 	-0.48 	-0.21 

	

0.13 	0.14 	-0.10 

	

0.55 	0.01 	1.26 

	

0.16 	0.45 	0.28 

0.13 	-0.34 	0.33 

	

0.21 	-0.26 	1.08 

	

0.92 	-1.04 	0.77 

0.39 	0.21 	1.01 

1.15 	-0.88 	0.47 

IRS 

HO 

HO 

HO 
HO 

HO 
HO 
HO 

HO 
IRS 
HO 

R: Ricardian model 
HO: Heckscher-Ohlin model 
IRS Increasing returns to scale model 

In other words, as Leamer (1997) has explained for advanced countries, 
the Ricardian framework is less robust with respect to explaining the economic 
gains but more so with respect to the adjustment problems. For less productive 
countries, this framework is more promising on the potential benefit of technology 
transfer, but less so on endowment benefit to them. On the other hand, the HO 
effect predicts larger economic gains and somewhat severe adjustment problems 
in developed countries. For a less developed country, it predicts benefits from the 
endowment effect without any possibility of technology transfer. 
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The interplay of these three factors in determining specialization, 
especially of Ricardian and Heckscher-Ohlin effects, indicates that the adjustment 
process of NAFTA was moderate; the end result fell somewhere betveeen the two 
extremes suggested by the Ricardian and HO models. There were some benefits to 
reap from specialization for all countries as shown by the HO model; there were 
benefits from technology transfer, after all these factors are taken into account, 
there are only a few industries where size mattered. 

Conclusions 
We have measured the pattern of international specialization in 23 

manufacturing industries that has taken place in the last two decades in the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) partner countries, Canada, the United 
States and Mexico. Results show that the degree of specialization varies across 
industries and countries. Some industries have become more concentrated, while 
others have become more uniformly distributed. But the patterns of specialization 
have no clear trend in many industries, indicating continuous dynamic forces at 
play. 

Arnong the 23 manufacturing industries, except for electrical machinery, 
the Ricardian variable (represented by revealed productivity advantage) explains 
production location for all other 22 industries, the Heckscher-Ohlin (HO) 
(represented by capital-labour ratio) for 17 industries and increasing returns 
(represented by the ratio of R&D to gross production) for eight industries. For 
four industries, the specialization patterns are predicted only by the Ricardian 
variable, whereas for 19 other industries they are predicted either by two or all 
three variables. Among them, the specialization of 11 industries is the combined 
effects of the Ricardian and HO variables. Furthermore, Ricardian and increasing 
returns to scale variables predict the production location of two other industries. 
The production location of electrical machinery is determined jointly by HO and 
increasing returns to scale variables. For the remaining five industries, all three 
factors are significant in shaping specialization patterns. There is no industry 
whose production location is explained either only by HO or only by increasing 
returns to scale. 

Except for apparel and miscellaneous manufacturing, the Ricardian 
effects are positive for all 20 industries indicating that these industries tend to 
concentrate in more productive countries. On the other hand, the HO effects are 
negative for 15 industries and positive only for two, electrical machinery and 
office accounting and computing machinery. It means that except for these two 
industries, the other 15 industries tend to be under-represented in more capital-
intensive countries. Out of these 15, 10 are the industries whose specialization was 
determined also by the Ricardian variables, indicating that these sectors tend to 
concentrate in more productive countries. Among the eight industries where R&D 
intensity has played a role along with other variables in influencing production 
location, except in the case of leather products, the prediction is that having higher 
R&D intensity leads to higher value added in a country. Out of eight industries 
where R&D intensity is significant, five are high-tech and medium-high-tech 
sectors. 
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The Ricardian model is either the first or the second main determinant of 
specialization in 20 industries; the similar number for HO is 19 and for R&D 
intensity seven. Hence all three variables are effective in detemilning 
specialization patterns in NAFTA countries, which con firms Learner's (1993) 
conjecture that both factor proportion and increasing retums to scale variables 
should be operative in the NAFTA countries. The NAFTA impacted the 
specialization patterns of only three industries, one positively and two negatively. 

The impact of industrial restructuring differs among countries depending 
on productivity and capital intensity levels and the nature of forces that are driving 
the change. Ricardian and HO models generally predict opposite effects. Hence, 
the interplay of all three factors, especially of Ricardian and HO, in detennining 
specialization indicates that the adjustment process of NAFTA was moderate, one 
factor lessening the effect of other. The impact fell somewhere between the two 
extremes suggested by the Ricardian and HO models. As a result, there were some 
benefits to reap from specialization for all countries as shown by the HO model; 
there were potential benefits to achieve from technology transfer as shown by 
technology differences as a very important factor for specialization in many 
industries. As the Ricardian effect counterbalanced this effect, there were not 
severe consequences on low paid workers in developed countries the HO model 
would suggest 

Even though all three variables affected specialization, in terms of 
industry counts and the level of value added the industries contribute, the 
Ricardian variable seems to be the most important. The predominant role of 
productivity differences in explaining specialization indicates that there are huge 
technological differences among NAFTA countries. And, even if there were 
convergence to productivity levels, it is probably slow. Had it not been so, 
productivity differences should not have had the enormous impact in determining 
the production location in so many industries for such a long period of time. 
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Appendix 1 

International Svstem of Industrial Classification (ISIC), ReNision 3 
ISIC 	Industry 	 ISIC 	Industry 
Codes 	 Codes  
15 	Food products and 	28 	Fabricated metal 

beveraees  
16 	Tobacco products 	29 	Machinery and equipment 

17 	Textiles 	 30 	Office,  accounting and 
computing machinery  

18 	Wearing apparel, dressing 	31 	Electrical machinery and 
and dying of fur 	 apparatus  

19 	Leather, leather products 	32 	Radio, TV & communication 
and footwear 	 equipment  

20 	Wood and products of wood 33 	Medical, precision and optical 
and cork 	 instruments  

21 	Pulp, paper and paper 	34 	Motor vehicles, trailers and 
products 	 semi-trailers  

22 	Printing and publishing 	35 	Other transport equipment 

23 	Coke, refined petroleum 	351 	Building and repairing of ships 
products and nuclear fuel 	& boats  

24 excl. Chemicals excluding 	353 	Aircraft and spacecraft 
2423 	pharmaceuticals  
2423 	Pharmaceuticals 	352 + 	Railroad equipment and 

359 	transport equipment  
25 	Rubber and plastics 	36 	Manufacturing, not elsewhere 

products 	 counted  
26 	Other non-metallic mineral 	37 	Recycling 

products  
27 	Basic metals 	 15-37 	Total manufacturing 
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Appendix 2 

The Values of Ricardian, Heckscher -Ohlin and Increasing Returns to Scale 
Variables in 2000  

Revealed productivity 	Capital labour ratio (in 	Share of R&D in gross 

	

advantage (RPA) 	thousands of US S at PPP 	production (%) 
exchange rates)  

Canada 	U.S. 	Mexico 	Canada 	U.S. 	Mexico 	Canada 	U.S. 	Mexico 

Food and 61 	74 	60 	63 	105 	18 	0.115 	0.318 	0.132 beverages 
Tobacco products 	323 	605 	76 	130 	289 	38 	0.005 	0.009 	0.002 
Textiles 	53 	42 	24 	62 	60 	9 	0.054 	0.024 	0.024 
Wearing apparel 	39 	38 	10 	12 	26 	1 	0.065 	0.028 	0.010 
Leather pmducts 	32 	48 	20 	28 	39 	4 	0.006 	0.002 	0.006 
Wood products 	73 	46 	24 	73 	37 	1 	0.056 	0.037 	0.013 
Pulp, paper, print 	64 	72 	35 	94 	79 	25 	0.170 	0.637 	0.020 and publishing 
Refined petroletun 	140 	306 	73 	876 	778 	8 	0.056 	0.243 	0.011 
Chemicals excl 
pharmaceutical ' 	115 	142 	83 	234 	235 	66 	0.313 	1.719 	0.032 

Pharmaceuticals 	100 	212 	117 	121 	234 	80 	0.947 	2.669 	0.013 
Rubber and 62 	58 	24 	49 	70 	16 	0.102 	0.349 	0.015 plastics 
Other non-metallic 75 	69 	67 	98 	103 	28 	0.016 	0.183 	0.034 mineral 
Basic metals 	101 	71 	128 	264 	194 	130 	0.235 	0.129 	0.024 
Fabricated metal 	63 	70 	28 	31 	61 	9 	0.163 	0.400 	0.020 
Machinery and 

71 	62 	30 	31 	67 	15 	0.392 	1.395 	0.017 equipment 
Office and 
computing 	69 	150 	90 	59 	120 	34 	0.622 	2.128 	0.015 
machinery 
Electrical m. and 57 	69 	19 	28 	36 	9 	0.313 	0.789 	0.015 apparatus 
Radio, TV & 
commu. 	96 	128 	21 	47 	141 	1 	5.594 	5.319 	0.021 
equipment 
Motor vehicles 112 	117 	53 	109 	102 	26 	0.492 	3.832 	0.080 and trailers 
Building of ships 	44 	45 	5 	54 	65 	5 	0.100 	0.100 	0.000 & boats 
Aircraft and 

109 	94 	44 	44 	81 	0 	1.257 	2.128 	0.001 spacecraft 
Railroad and 78 	62 	56 	43 	71 	16 	0.028 	0.265 	0.002 transport equip. 
Misc. 45 	65 	29 	17 	55 	5 	0 407 	4.118 	0.016 manufacturing  
Total 	 73 	80 	41 	96 	142 	17 	1.319 	3.039 	0.112 
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Appendix 3 

Estimates of the Specialization Equation, dependent variable log of 
specialization, 1980-2000  

Independent 	 R&D 
Constant RPA la ratio variables 	 intensity  NAFTA Adj. R 2  Best ModeI 

Food and 	1.24 	0.58 	0.05 
beverages 	(3.12)" (5.23)" 	1.40 	1.19 	-0.94 

Misc. 	 -0.30 	-0.11 	0.00 	0.07 	0.04 
manufacturing 	-0.40 	(-2.57)* 	-0.13 	0.87 	1.11 

0.06 -0.02 
0.99 

0.99 

Textiles 

Chemicals 
excluding 
phamiaceuticals 

	

1.20 	0.78 	0.06 	0.07 	0.02 

	

1.65 	(3.90)* 	0.85 	0.89 	0.30 

	

0.45 	1.23 	-0.05 	0.06 	0.00 

	

0.87 	(10.0)* 	-1.19 	0.99 	0.14 

0.97 

0.69 

Machinery and 	-0.86 	0.89 	-0.12 	-0.01 	0.00 
equipment 	(-3.59)" (13.7)" (-I2.1)" 	-0.44 	0.01 

Other non- 	1.30 	1.01 	-0.20 	0.04 	-0.01 
metallic mineral (2.85)" (5.79)" (-2.23)* 	0.71 	-0.11 

Building of 	-1.47 	0.54 	-0.31 	0.01 	0.15 
ships & boats 	(-3.13)" (5.76)" (-4 47)" 	0.30 	1.55 

0.99 R HO 

0.98 R HO 

0.97 R HO 

Rubber and 
plastics 

	

0.24 	0.89 	-0.06 	0.03 	0.00 

	

1.03 	(19.4)" (-3.73)** 	1.07 	0.37 
0.96 R HO 

0.04 Wearing 
apparel 

	

0.28 	-0.28 	-0.15 	0.03 

	

0.65 	(-6.54)" (-2.82)" 	0.84 1.55 0.94 R HO 

Refined 	0.72 	0.91 	-0.42 	-0.03 	0.15 
petroleum 	1.93 	(16.9)" (-7.28)" 	-0.81 	(2.40)* 

Fabricated 	0.36 	0.90 	-0.12 	0.07 	-0.04 
metal 	 0.92 	10.04 	-5.96" 	1.71 	-1.30 

0.94 R 110 

0.98 R 110 

Wood products 
-0.67 	0.93 	-0.41 	-0.05 	0.08 

(-3.23)" (9.30)" (-4.81)" 	-1.88 	1.40 
0.90 R 110 

Railroad and 	0.94 	0.35 	-0.35 	0.08 	0.07 
transport equip. 	1.72 	(2.64)* (-8.98)" 	1.50 	0.89 

	

0.02 	-0.04 
Pharmaceuticals 	

1
3

6 	0.97 	4).39 
1.46 	(8.24)" (-3.I7)" 	0.24 	-0.78 

0.89 R HO 

0.88 R 110 

-0.22 
(-2.59)* 

-0.07 	-0.02 -0.08 Basic metals 
-0.10 

Leather 	-0.64 
products 	-0.69 
Motor vehicles 	3.11 
and trailers 	(5.45)" 
Electrical m. 	0.11 
and apparatus 	0.67 

0.58 
(5.11)" 

0.82 
(6.89)" 

1.27 
(17.1)" 

0.11 
0.75 

-0.86 	-0.37 
0.88 R HO 

0.10 
1.35 
0.00 
0.05 
0.13 

(2.13)* 

-0.23 
(-2.56)* 

0.30 
(4.52)" 

0.04 
(2.08)* 

-0.02 
-0.40 
-0.08 

(-2.07)* 
0.00 
-0.04 

0.99 

0.96 

0.89 

IRS 

IRS 

110 IRS 
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0.99 	R HO IRS 

0.99 	R HO IRS 

0.98 	R HO IRS 

0.97 	R HO IRS 

0.94 	R HO IRS 

Pull), PaPer, 	0.67 	0.87 	-0.18 	0.13 	0.03 printing and 

	

1.88 	(10.1)** (-4.55)** 	(3.15)** 	1.24 
publishing 
Aircraft and 	2.72 	0.67 	-0.10 	0.48 	0.10 
spacecraft 	(2.86)** (6.10)** (-3.71)** 	(5.78)** 	1.12 
Radio, TV & 

	

1.70 	0.96 	-0.40 	0.19 	-0.11 
comm. 

	

(4.02)** (123)** (-837)** 	(4 43)** 	(-2.80)** equipment 
Office 
accounting and 	4.12 	0.94 	0.18 	0.47 	0.03 
computing 	(3.27)** (6.84)** (3.11)** 	(4.01)** 	0.37 
machinery 
Tobacco 	4.56 	0.64 	-0.30 	0.38 	0.01 

roducts 	(4.50)** (9.49 )  = (-3.39)** 	(4.34)** 	0.14 

There are 21 years (1980-2000) of data for each industry in each country. The 
three countries are pooled together; as a result the total number of observations is 
63 for each regression. The dependent variable is the measure of specialization as 
defined by equation (1). The independent variables are revealed productivity 
advantage (RPA) as defmed by equation (3), the capital-labour ratio (k/l ratio) in 
thousands of U.S. dollars at purchasing power parity exchange rates, and the ratio 
of R&D to gross production (R&D intensity). The dependent and these three 
independent variables are in log forms. The model was estimated using country 
dummies and a time trend, but theirs results are not included to conserve space. 
NAFTA is used as a dummy variable. 

R: Ricardian model 
HO: Heckscher-Ohlin model 
IRS Increasing returns model 

The t-values are given in parentheses 
** indicates significant at 1 percent level 
* indicates significant at 5 percent level 
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Appendix 4: Data Description 

Capital stock 
The capital stock data for Canada are taken from Statistics Canada's 

series on "fixed non-residential capital, geometric infinite year end net stock at 
current price" at North American industrial classification system (NAICS) and 
converted to the international system of industrial classification (ISIC) codes 
using NAICS to ISIC concordance given in OECD's database. The data are 
converted from Canadian dollars into U.S. dollars using purchasing power parity 
exchange rates. 

For,  the United States, the capital stock data are from Table 3.1ES 
"Current-Cost Net Stock of Private Fixed Assets by Industry, year end estimates" 
of the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)'s home page. nese data were in U.S. 
SIC87, and we transferred them into ISIC Revision 3 using concordance given in 
OECD's structural analysis (STAN) database. For some industries that we are 
interested in, the BEA did not have separate data; sometimes two industries were 
aggregated into one. In that case, we used data on gross fixed capital formation 
(GFCF) in STAN database (which have all industries that vee are using in this 
study) as a guideline to separate the combined capital stock data of BEA into two 
industries. For example, the capital stock data corresponding to industries ISIC-17 
and ISIC-18 were combined in the BEA data set. However, these industries have 
separate data on GFCF in the STAN database. Using these STAN data, we 
computed the total GFCF of these two industries and their shares in this total. And 
according to these shares, vee distributed the combined capital stock data of BEA 
into ISIC-17 and ISIC-18 industries. A similar approach was adopted for ISIC 
industries 29 and 30, industries 31 and 32. 

For Canada we use data on non-residential series and for the U.S. we use 
data on private capital. Even though private capital includes both residential and 
non-residential capital in the private sectors, in terms of manufacturing, the 
private capital stock is equal to non-residential capital stock, as there is no 
residential capital in manufacturing industries. Therefore, the two series that we 
have used for Canada and the U.S. are comparable for manufacturing industries. 
Furthermore, in manufacturing sectors, all capital stock data are private, as the 
government sector has no capital stock in manufacturing. 

The capital stock data for Mexico is computed using data on GFCF from 
World Bank's "Trade and Production Database" from 1976 to 1991 and beyond 
1991 we use data on investment from the OECD's structural statistics for industry 
and set-vices (SSIS) database. The data on SSIS were in Mexican Pesos and were 
converted into U.S. dollars using purchasing power parity exchange rates. To 
generate capital stock data from GFCF and investment, we use the follou-ing 
method. For example, the net capital stock in base year 1976 (subscript of zero) is 
calculated using the following mechanism: 
k 0  = 10 1(8 g), 

where g is the average growth rate of investment over the entire period, 8 is the 
depreciation rate, 1c 0  is the capital stock at base year 1976 and /0  is the 
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investment in base year 1976. For the subsequent years, the data are computed 
using the following formula: 
k,  =11  + (1— 	, where t runs from year 1977 to 2000. 

R&D Data 
For both Canada and the U.S., the R&D data are obtained from OECD's 

analytical business enterprise research and development (ANBERD) database 
from 1987 to 2000. However, for years 1980 to 1986 we use data from U.S. 
National Science Foundation (USNSF) for the U.S. and Statistics Canada for 
Canada. Since the USNSF data were in U.S. SIC87 codes and Canadian data were 
in Canadian SIC81, they were converted into ISIC revision 3. 

However there were some industries which did not have data and were 
aggregated with other industries. For example, for the U.S., for ISIC 15 and 16  
industries, the data were aggregated for some years and were given separate for 
other years. We decompose the data that were in aggregate using the proportion of 
data from the year they were given separately. A similar approach was adopted for 
ISIC industries 17, 18 and 19 and for ISIC industries 20 whose data were given 
along with industries ISIC 21 and 22. The data on ISIC 351 was appropriated as 
the difference of R&D value on aggregate manufacturing and the R&D sum of all 
other industries. A similar approach was adopted for Canada. 

For Mexico, there were no industry R&D data. I took the share of 
economy-wide R&D to GDP ratio from the OECD's main science and technology 
indicator (MSTI) and computed the total R&D by industry simply by multiplying 
this ratio by industry GDP. 

For the study, all R&D data were converted to the same unit of 
measurement using purchasing power parity exchange rates. 
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The Effect of Trade on 
Productivity Growth and the 

Demand for Skilled Workers in Canada 
Wulong Gu 	& Lori Whewell Rennison 

Statistics Canada 	 Department of Finance 

Introduction 
The last two decades have witnessed growing trade integration between 

Canadian industries and those in the United States and elsewhere. The ratio of 
exports to gross domestic product in the Canadian business sector rose from 35.3 
percent in 1981 to 52.6 percent in 1997, while the ratio of imports to gross 
domestic product increased from 37.2 percent to 51.3 percent. Most of the 
increase in trade integration occurred in the 1990s after two major policy 
developments: the implementation of the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement 
(FTA) in 1989, which led to the gradual removal of trade barriers between Canada 
and the United States, and the North American  Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) 
in 1994, which expanded the free trade area to Mexico. 

In this paper, we examine the implications of this marked increase in 
trade integration on productivity and the demand for skilled workers in Canada 
over the past two decades. Increased trade integration institutionalized and 
expanded by the FTA were expected to significantly improve ,Canadian 
productivity — as industries benefited from further specialization and economies 
of scale and as resources were reallocated to more efficient industrial pursuits. 
Similarly, the increased volume of international trade with low-wage countries 
was expected to increase the demand for skilled workers relative  to  unskilled 
workers as the production of less skill-intensive goods shift to the 'low-wage 
countries. In this study, we examine the extent to which these effects have taken 
place. 

To examine the effect of trade integration on productivity growth, this 
study departs from most previous empirical studies. Typically, empirical studies 
on trade and productivity capture only the productivity impacts on export and 
import industries. However, trade integration affects more than just the 
productivity of industries directly involved in trade. It also affects supplier 
industries. To properly assess the impact of trade integration on productivity 
growth requires the analysis of productivity impacts at all stages of production. 
For this reason, we use the effective rate of productivity growth to examine the 
relationship between trade integration and productivity growth. 

We would like to thank John Baldwin, Gary Sawchuk and an anonyrnous referee for their 
helpful conunents. This paper reflects the views of the authors and not those of Statistics 
Canada or of the Department of Finance. 
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The effective rate of productivity growth in exports and imports captures 
the direct productivity gains of sectors involved in trade as well as those 
associated with industries that supply intermediate inputs to export and import 
industries. The concept of an effective rate of productivity was introduced by 
Sraffa (1960) and has been used by Rymes (1972), Hulten (1978), and Wolff 
(2003). De Juan and Febrero (2000) argue for the use of the effective rate of total 
factor productivity growth to better measure competitiveness. 

To examine Canada's comparative advantage in international trade and 
the effect of trade on the demand for skilled workers, we follow the factor content 
of trade approach. We use an input-output model to determine how much skilled 
and unskilled labour Canada uses in producing its exports, and how much labour 
would have been used had its imports been produced in Canada. The difference 
between the skilled and unskilled labour content of exports and imports provides a 
measure of the impact of trade on the demand for skilled and unskilled workers. 

The share of skilled workers in Canada's exports relative to that in imports 
also sheds light on where Canada's comparative advantage lies in international 
trade. According to the Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek model, trade specialization and 
comparative advantage result from relative factor abundance (Vanek, 1968; 
Deardorff, 1982). A country will export  products that use intensively those 
factors in which it is relatively abundant and import those products that use 
intensively those factors in which it is relatively scarce. It is thus believed that 
Canada has a comparative advanta .ge  in goods and services intensive in natural 
resources. However, Canada also has the highest share of workers with post-
secondary education among the OECD countries (OECD, 2004). The share of 
Canadians with a university degree is below that of the U.S., its major trading 
partner, but Canada exceeds all other countries once other forms of post-
secondary education are included. Thus, human capital might also be expected to 
be a growing source of Canada's comparative advantage. 

Review of Previous Empirical Literature 
A large number of studies have examined the effect of trade on 

productivity growth. The studies using aggregate data demonstrate that access to 
foreign intermediate inputs and capital goods through imports is associated with 
higher productivity (e.g., Eaton and Kortum, 2001; Gera, Gu and Lee, 1999). This 
evidence supports the view that imports act as a conduit for knowledge transfer 
across countries. However, most of these studies focus on imports and use the 
black-box approach that relies on aggregate data. 

A number of recent empirical studies use micro data to examine the 
effect of exports on productivity growth. These studies provide mixed evidence. 
While Bernard and Jensen (2004) find that there is little to suggest that exports 
have a positive effect on productivity growth in U.S manufacturing plants, 
Baldwin and Gu (2001, 2004), however, show that exports lead to productivity 
improvements in Canadian manufacturing plants. 

A number of studies in Canada have examined the effect of trade 
liberalization and increased trade integration on productivity growth (Trefler, 
2004; Baldwin, Caves and Gu, 2005). Trefler (2004) finds that the Canada-U.S. 
FTA increased labour productivity in the Canadian manufacturing sector. He 
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shows that those industries with the largest tariff cuts experienced the greatest 
increases in labour productivity growth during the post-FTA period. Baldwin, Gu 
and Caves (2005) show that Canadian plants became more specialized in output as 
a result of trade liberalization. The increased product specialization and the 
exploitation of scale economies are an important source of productivity gains from 
the FTA. 

• The issue of whether increased trade veith low-wage countries has hurt 
unskilled workers has become a topical area of research in Canada and other 
developed countries. Wood (1991) argues that increased trade with developing 
countries is the main cause of the widening wage gap between skilled and 
unskilled workers in developed countries. Sachs and Shatz (1996) conclude that 
trade with developing countries has reduced the demand for unskilled workers. In 
a survey of empirical evidence, Baldwin (1995) finds that domestic factors have 
been much more important in accounting for changes in total employment in 
Canada than changes in the demand for imports. However, he concludes that 
increased imports were a major factor in accounting for employment declines in 
such low-technology industries as textiles, clothing, footwear, wood and furniture. 

Regarding skills and htunan capital as a source of comparative advantage for 
developed countries, Lee and Schluter (1999) use an input-output model and 
occupational data to estimate the skill content of U.S. trade over the period 1972- 
1992. They find that the ratio of high-skilled to low-skilled workers was greater 
for exports than for imports, although the difference between the ratios was 
unchanged over the period. Moreover, the difference between the skilled and 
unskilled employment content of exports and imports was quite small suggesting 
that trade was not a contributing factor to changes in the demand for skilled and 
unskilled veorkers in the U.S. 

Wolff (2003) also examined skill content and comparative advantage in U.S. 
international trade for the period 1947-1996 using input-output data and an 
occupation-based measure of skill. He finds that U.S. exports have a high content 
in cognitive and interactive skills relative to imports, and a low content in motor 
skills. In contrast to Lee and Schulter (1999), the analysis shows that thé skill gap 
between exports and imports has widened over time, primarily due to changes in 
the composition of U.S. exports and imports. The results suggest that the U.S. 
comparative advantage in international trade lies in cognitive and interactive skill-
intensive products, and the comparative advantage in cognitive and interactive 
skills increased over time. Wolff (2003) further found that imports are more 
capital-intensive and R&D-intensive than exports. However, in the case of capital 
intensity, he finds that the difference has decreased over time. This suggests that 
there has been a gradual shifting of U.S. comparative advantage toward capital-
intensive goods. 

Webster (1993) looked at the skill content and comparative advantage in 
U.K. international trade. He found that the U.K. tended to export goods and 
services that are intensive in non-manual skills (professional occupations). This 
indicates that skills and broad levels of human capital are an important source of 
the UK's comparative advantage. Driver et al. (2001) used an input-output model 
to examine the effect on employment of various changes in trade structure in the 
U.K. They found that radical changes in the U.K. trade pattern (e.g. adopting the 
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trade pattern of West Germany) would lead to large employment gains. 
Engelbrecht (1996) estimated the skill content of German exports and imports in 
1976, 1980 and 1984. In contrast to the evidence for the U.K (Webster, 1993), he 
concluded that comparative advantage for Gemiany resulted more from 
specialization in particular skill types than from the overall level of Inunan capital 
Germany tended to export goods and services intensive in sldlled manual 
occupations.' 

While there is a considerable empirical literature for the U.S. and other 
countries, there is little recent empirical evidence on the skill content and 
comparative advantage in Canada's international trade. This paper provides such 
evidence. 

Methodology 
Our method for calculating the factor content of trade is based on an 

input-output model. The method dates back to the work of Leontief (1956, 1964) 
and continues to be a standard method for examining the factor content and 
comparative advantage in international trade (Wolff, 2003; Webster, 1993; and 
Hans-Jurgen, 1996). In this section, we first present the method for estimating the 
factor content of Canadian  exports and imports. The method is based on the total 
(direct plus indirect) factor requirements of exports and of the domestic substitutes 
for imports. We then use the total factor requirements of exports and imports to 
calculate the effective rate of partial factor and total factor productivity in export  
and import industries. 

The starting point for the construction of the factor content of trade is the 
fundamental input-output relationship: 
(1) X = BX + C + E - M . 

The column vector X =[XI INxl  represents the gross output of industry  j ,  where 

N denotes the number of industries. The input-output matrix B 	IV xN 

denotes the quantity of goods in industry  j  used in the manufacturing of one unit 

of output in industry j. The vector C =  [C1 'NI  is domestic consumption of the 
x 

output of industry j and includes personal consumption, fixed investment and 

government consumption. Industry exports and imports are shown by the export 
and import vectors E =[E . I and  M = . 

1 ,vxt 	 VA  

In equation (1), column vector BX is the intermediate input demand for 
an industry's output. The remaining terms on the right-hand side are the final 
domestic demand for the industry output. 

To determine the gross output of Canadian industries for a given level of 
final demand, we take into consideration "import leakages." These are leakages 
from final demand that occur when some final demand is met from imports 

I  A number of studies have also estimated the factor content of trade for emerging 
economies (e.g. Ohno, 1988). 
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instead of domestic production. To do so, we assume that imports of an industry 
are proportional to domestic production less exports: 2  
(2) M = m(X — E). 

A typical element mi  of the diagonal matrix m = diag(mi  ) gives the 

ratio of imports to domestic production net of exports in industry j. 
Therefore, equation (1) may be re-written as 

(3) X = BX + C + E — m(X — E). 

Solving for gross output X , we have: 

(4) X =(I — B + m)-1  (C + (1+ m)E) , 
where / is an identity matrix. X in Equation (4) is the gross output levels that are 
required to satisfy  final demand. Let us define: 
k =[k1 ,k2 ,...,kN ] = row vector of capital coefficients, where ki  is total 

capital per unit of output in industry j, 
= 	, /2  ,..., iN  = row vector of labour coefficients, where  1.  is the total 

labour per unit of output, 

s = [s i  ,s2 ,...,sN  = row vector showing natural-resource intermediate inputs 

per unit of output, 
w = 	, w2 , ••• , 	= row vector showing labour compensation in 1992 

dollars per unit of output. 
The total capital, labour and natural resource content of final demand is calculated 
as: 

(5) K = k(1 B + m)-1  (C + (1+ m)E) , 

(6) L = 1(1 — B + 	(C + (1+ m)E), and 

(7) S = s(./ — B + 	(C + (1+ m)E). 
The total labour compensation in final demand is calculated as: 

(8) W=  It(/ — B + 	(C + (1+ m)E) 
On the basis of the total capital and labour contents in exports, we can 

estimate the effective rate of capital and labour productivity in export industries. 
The effective rate of capital productivity in exports is de fined as output per unit of 
total capital requirements in exports. It is given by 

2 Previous studied have used alternative assumptions about imports. Lahr (2001) and 
Jackson (1998) assumed that imports are proportional to the sum of domestic production 
and net imports. St. Louis (1989) assumed that imports are proportional to the sum of 
domestic production and total imports. We have used these two alternative assumptions 
about imports in our empirical analysis. Our findings on the sources of comparative 
advantage and the effect of trade on productivity and the demand for skilled workers are 
robust to these alternative assumptions. 
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E 11.14I — B + mr ((l + m)E)1. The effective rate of labour productivity in 

exports is defined as output per unit of total labour requirements in exports, and is 

given by E lie — B + mr ( (1+ m)E)I. The effective rate of total factor 

productivity in exports is calculated as a weighted sum of capital and labour 
productivity using the share of capital and labour in total income as weights. 3  

To examine the comparative advantage in Canada's international trade, we 
need to calculate the factor content of imports. To do so, we require the input-
output matrices of the import-producing countries. However, those matrices are 
not available. As in most previous studies, we instead use the Canadian input-
output matrices to estimate the factor content of Canadian imports. The estimated 
factor content of Canadian imports thus measure how much capital and labour 
would have been required if the imported goods had been produced in Canada. 

Data 
The data for the analysis consist of input-output tables, capital stock and 

labour inputs from Statistics Canada. The original input-output tables are 147- 
sector input-output tables in nominal dollars for the years 1981, 1989 and 1997. 
The tables are aggregated to 123 business sector industries to be consistent with 
the industry aggregation for data on capital and labour inputs. We have chosen 
those three years so as to compare the factor content of trade and productivity 
growth between pre-FTA period 1981-1989 and post-FTA period 1989-1997. 

Capital stock figures represent net capital stock in 1992 dollars, start-of-
year estimates. It is calculated using a perpetual inventory method and geometric 
depreciation pattern (for details, see Statistics Canada, 1994). Data on the labour 
input include hours worked and labour compensation at the 123 industries of the 
business sector. They are derived from the labour input database in the Statistics 
Canada productivity account (see, Gu et al., 2003). The data base classifies 
workers by four educational attainment levels: 0-8 years of schooling, high 
school, post-secondary and university or above. We will use this classification to 
measure the skill content of Canada's international trade. 

The Composition of Canada's international trade 
The percentage composition of Canada's exports and imports is shown in 

Tables IA and 1B. In general, Canada's international trade has been shifting 
away from primary industries toward manufacturing and services over the past 
several decades. Manufacturing increased from 65% of total exports in 1981 to 
71% by 1997, as services' share rose from 14% to 18%. As a result, the share of 
exports in primary industries fell from 21% to 11%. Similar shi fts were observed 
in imports. 

3  For the remainder of the paper, all references to productivity rates refer to effective rates. 
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Table  IA: Percentage Composition of Canadian Exports 
Change, 

1981 	1989 	1997 	1981-1997 
Primary 	 20.72 	13.32 	11.43 -9.30 
Manufacturing 	 65.11 70.89 70.93 5.82 
Services 	 14.17 	15.78 	17.65 	3.48 
By detailed industry 
(ranked by change over 1981-97) 
Transportation equipment 	17.41 24.42 23.47 6.06 
Electrical & electronic products 	3.36 	5.34 	6.63 	3.27 
Business services 	 1.56 	1.99 	3.10 	1.54 
Wholesale 	 2.33 	3.15 	3.69 	1.36 
Wood 	 4.00 	4.12 	5.24 	1.24 
Chemical & chemical products 	3.20 	3.45 	4.14 	0.94 
Plastic 	 0.41 	0.68 	1.21 	0.80 
Finance & insurance 	 1.44 	2.25 	2.21 	0.77 
Furniture & fixtures 	 0.35 	0.53 	0.84 	0.49 
Clothing 	 0.43 	0.44 	0.81 	0.39 
Rubber 	 0.61 	0.77 	0.93 	0.32 
Printing & publishing 	 0.27 	0.46 	0.54 	0.27 
Primary textile 	 0.35 	0.35 	0.62 	0.27 
Textile products 	 0.19 	0.27 	0.36 	0.17 
Retail 	 0.08 	0.16 	0.20 	0.12 
Non-metallic mineral products 	0.57 	0.75 	0.68 	0.11 
Other services 	 3.38 	3.72 	3.46 	0.08 
Transportation services 	3.59 	3.13 	3.64 	0.05 
Leather & allied products 	0.14 	0.14 	0.16 	0.01 
Construction 	 0.03 	0.03 	0.01 	-0.02 
Tobacco 	 0.16 	0.09 	0.10 	-0.06 
Fabricated metal 	 3.00 	2.32 	2.93 	-0.07 
Fishing, logging & forestry 	0.35 	0.29 	0.25 	-0.10 
Beverage 	 0.42 	0.32 	0.32 	-0.10 
Other manufacturing 	 1.96 	1.69 	1.70 	-0.25 
Communication & other utilities 	1.76 	1.37 	1.35 	-0.41 
Machinery 	 3.73 	2.71 	3.29 	-0.45 
Food 	 4.22 	3.42 	3.61 	-0.61 
Refined petroleum & coal 	2.29 	1.26 	1.27 	-1.02 
Crude petroleum & natural gas 	7.50 	4.88 	5.47 	-2.04 
Primary metal 	 8.80 	8.32 	5.89 	-2.92 
Paper & allied products 	9.22 	9.04 	6.17 	-3.05 
Agriculture & related services 	6.36 	2.98 	3.03 	-3.33 
Metal mines & other mines 	6.51 	5.18 	2.67 	-3.83 
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Table 1B: Percentage  Composition of Canadian Imports 
Change, 

1981 	1989 	1997 	1981-1997  

Primary 	 14.22 6.08 	5.19 	-9.03 
Manufacturing 	 72.80 78.74 79.07 6.27 
Services 	 12.98 	15.17 	15.74 2.76 

By detailed industry  
(ranked by change over 1981-97) 
Electrical & electronic products 	8.49 	12.51 	13.58 5.09 
Transportation equipment 	19.87 22.91 21.83 1.97 
Chemical & chemical products 	4.38 	4.84 	6.22 	1.84 
Finance & insurance 	 2.14 	3.08 	3.29 	1.15 
Communication & other utils. 	0.51 	1.22 	1.29 	0.78 
Plastic 	 1.02 	1.44 	1.50 	0.49 
Other services 	 4.20 	4.96 	4.68 	0.48 
Business services 	 2.71 	2.75 	3.10 	0.38 
Clothing 	 1.46 	2.23 	1.82 	0.36 
Paper & allied products 	1.46 	1.56 	1.76 	0.31 
Rubber 	 0.85 	1.08 	1.15 	0.30 
Printing & publishing 	 1.07 	1.67 	1.35 	0.29 
Food 	 2.99 	2.92 	3.05 	0.06 
Textile products 	 0.81 	0.77 	0.86 	0.05 
Fumiture & fixtures 	 0.59 	0.82 	0.64 	0.05 
Tobacco 	 0.07 	0.10 	0.12 	0.04 
Wood 	 0.71 	0.66 	0.75 	0.03 
Transportation services 	2.36 	2.13 	2.39 	0.03 
Wholesale 	 0.89 	0.88 	0.91 	0.02 
Beverage 	 0.33 	0.33 	0.31 	-0.02 
Retail 	 0.12 	0.11 	0.09 	-0.04 
Construction 	 0.05 	0.04 	0.01 	-0.04 
Leather & allied products 	0.85 	1.04 	0.76 	-0.09 
Fishing, logging & forestry 	0.36 	0.23 	0.25 	-0.11 
Non-metallic mineral products 	1.16 	1.33 	1.03 	-0.13 
Refined petroleum & coal 	1.24 	1.46 	1.04 	-0.19 
Fabricated metal 	 5.18 	4.22 	4.97 	-0.21 
Primary textile 	 1.55 	1.27 	1.12 	-0.43 
Other manufacturing 	 4.25 	3.80 	3.66 	-0.58 
Agriculture & related services 	1.97 	1.42 	1.12 	-0.85 
Primary metal 	 5.53 	4.17 	4.34 	-1.19 
Metal mines & other mines 	2.82 	1.98 	1.27 	-1.55 
Machinery 	 8.96 	7.58 	7.22 	-1.75 
Crude petroleum & natural gas 	9.06 	2.45 	2.54 	-6.52  

Transportation equipment was the most important traded good in Canada 
over the 1981 to 1997 period by a large margin, accounting for more than 20% of 
both exports and imports. Moreover, its share of exports increased by more than 
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any other industry over the period. While four of the top five leading Canadian 
exports in 1981 were also among the top five in 1997 (transportation equipment, 
23%; paper and allied products, 6.1%; primary metals, 5.9%; and crude petroleum 
and natural gas, 5.5%), there were two notable shifts over the period. First, the 
biggest gains (after transportation equipment) were made by electrical and 
electronic equipment, from 3.4% to 6.6%, becoming one of Canada's top five 
exports by 1989. Business services, wholesale, and wood industries also 
increased their share of total exports by more than a percentage point over the 
1981-1997 period. Second, mining and agricultural industries were among the 
leading exports in 1981 but have steadily declined in importance, losing 
approximately half of their share of total exports by 1997. Mining industries fell 
from 6.5% to 2.7%, while agriculture and related services dropped from 6.4% to 
3%. Other industries which lost significant share over the period included crude 
petroleum and natural gas, primary metals and paper and allied products. 
Nevertheless, these three industries remained among the most important Canadian 
exports in 1997. 

Turning to imports, the leading imports in 1997 after transportation 
equipment (21.8%) were electrical and electronic equipment (13.6%), machinery 
(7.2%), and chemicals and chemical products (6.2%). Electrical and electronic 
products made the biggest gains, growing from 8.5% of total imports in 1981 to 
13.6% in 1997. Significant gains veere also made in chemicals and chemical 
products and in finance and insurance. The industry that lost the largest share 
over the period was crude petroleum and natural gas, as imports fell from 9.1% in 
1981 to 2.5% in 1997 (with the shift occurring between 1981 and 1989). 

In summary, the composition of Canada's international trade, in the 
period under review, has shifted aveay from primary industries toward 
manufacturing and services. The auto sector accounted for the largest share of 
Canadian exports and imports throughout the 1981 to 1997 period, and the 
electrical and electronic products industry became an increasingly important part 
of both Canada's exports and imports. The change in export and import 
composition was similar across the period; the correlation between 1981 and 1997 
export and import shares is 0.94 and 0.93 respectively. 

Skill Composition of Canada's Exports and Imports 
Based on the methodology described in Section 3, we now examine the 

factor content of Canadian exports and imports. The results for skill composition, 
shown in Table 2, are a bit surprising. Based on our measure of skills (educational 
attainment), the data suggest that human capital is not a source of comparative 
advantage in Canada's international trade. Rather, skill composition over the 
period 1981-1997 is similar for exports, imports and the total business sector. In 
particular, Canadian exports were not more skill-intensive than Canadian imports 
over this period. For instance, in 1997, the share of workers with bachelor degrees 
or above in exports was 15 percent, and the share of those workers in imports was 
16 percent. When we include those workers with other types of post-secondary 
tertiary education, we find that that the share of more educated workers in exports 
was 56 percent, compared with 57 percent in imports. 
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Moreover, the share of workers with some form of post-secondary 
education in Canadian exports and imports showed similar increases over the 
1981-1997 period, those in exports increased from 39 percent to 56 percent, and in 
imports increased from 41 percent to 57 percent 

Table 2: Skill  Content of Canadian Exports  and Imports 
Change, 

1981 	1989 	1997 	1981-1997  
A. Share of hours with less than high school (%) 

Exports 	 16.26 	10.49 	6.09 	-10.18 
Imports 	 14.67 	10.02 	5.69 	-8.98 
Difference 	 1.60 	0.47 	0.40 
Business Sector 	14.27 	9.09 	5.13 	-9.14 

B. Share of hours with high school (%) 
Exports 	 45.00 	44.69 	37.72 	-7.27 
Imports 	 44.40 	44.27 	36.94 	-7.46 
Difference 	 0.60 	0.43 	0.79 
Business Sector 	46.30 	44.85 	37.06 	-9.24 

C. Share of hours with post-secondary education 
(%) 

Exports 	 30.70 	34.01 	41.00 	10.30 
Imports 	 31.90 	34.33 	41.58 	9.69 
Difference 	 -1.20 	-0.32 	-0.59 
Business Sector 	31.38 	35.15 	42.63 	11.25 

D. Share of hours with university or above (%) 
Exports 	 8.04 	10.80 	15.19 	7.15 
Imports 	 9.04 	11.37 	15.79 	6.75 
Difference 	 -1.00 	-0.57 	-0.60 
Business Sector 	8.05 	10.91 	15.18 	7.14 

The results stand in sharp contrast to those reported in similar studies for 
the U.S. and the U.K. where skills and human capital are identified as sources of 
comparative advantage (Lee and Schulter, 1999; Wolff, 2003; Webster, 1993), in 
the case of the U.S. the comparative advantage in skill-intensive industries 
increased over time (Wolff, 2003). However, there are several things to bear in 
mind in interpreting these results. First, other studies measure skills based on 
occupation rather than on educational levels as we do in this paper. For example, 
Wolff (2003) uses occupation data which allows him to distinguish between 
substantial complexity, interactive and motor skills - these results need not be the 
same as those based on education levels which have been rising among workers in 
all sectors over the past two decades. Indeed, when Wolff (2003) measures skills 
by mean educational attainment he finds that the U.S. comparative advantage in 
skill-intensive industries has been constant since 1950, contrary to his results 
based on occupational data. Wolff suggests that this might be explained by the 
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fact that schooling levels among the United States' trading partners have increased 
faster than the cognitive skill content of their exports to the United States. 

Second, the composition of Canada's international trade is different from 
that in the United States, and has evolved differently over time. While Canada's 
exports have been shifting avvay from natural resources toward manufacturing and 
services, primary industries continue to represent a larger share of Canada's 
exports than  in the United States. The share of workers with post-secondary 
education in hours worked tend to be lower in these industries — 42% versus 67% 
for rnanufacturing industries such as electrical and electronic products which 
comprise a larger share of U.S. exports. Moreover, less knowledge-intensive 
industries such as clothing and textile products represent a larger share of U.S. 
imports than Canadian imports, which lowers the skill content of their imports 
relative to their exports. 

Despite these differences, the finding that Canada has a comparative 
disadvantage in skills may simply reflect the fact that Canada has a smaller pool 
of workers with a university degree. Despite the larger share of those with other 
forms of post-secondary education in Canada, the U.S. studies may be capturing 
skills that require university education in specific knowledge fields which are less 
prevalent in Canada. In this sense, it wouldn't be surprising that the U.S. has a 
comparative advantage in skills while Canada does not; rather, it would be 
consistent with the view that comparative advantage stems from relative factor 
abundance. 

Capital Intensity of Canada's Exports and Imports 
Panel A of Table 3 shows the capital intensity of Canadian exports and 

imports. The results show that Canadian exports were more capital intensive than 
were Canadian imports over the period 1981-1997. In 1997, the capital intensity 
of Canadian exports was 53 percent higher than that of Canadian imports. This 
suggests that the comparative advantage in Canada's international trade has been 
in capital-intensive industries, and that capital is a source of comparative 
advantage for Canada. 

It must be noted, however, that over the period 1989-1997, the capital 
intensity of exports relative to imports declined from 1.7 to 1.5. This indicates a 
gradual shilling of Canada's comparative advantage away from capital-intensive 
goods and services in the 1990s. For the period 1981-1989, there was little change 
in the relative capital intensity of exports and imports. 

Panels B, C and D of Table 3 show results for total net capital stock of 
equipment and structures per hour worked. We find that Canada tended to export 
goods and services that were more intensive in both equipment capital and 
structure capital. This means that equipment capital and structure capital are 
sources of comparative advantage for Canada. In 1997, the capital intensity  of 

 exports relative to imports was 1.5 for equipment capital, 1.1 for building 
structure, and 1.7 for engineering structure. 

While Canada's comparative advantage in capital-intensive industries 
declined in the 1990s, comparative advantage in engineering structure capital 
increased during the period. The results in Panel D of Table 3 show that the 
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engineering-structure intensity of exports relative to imports increased from 1.70 
to 1.74 during the period 1989-1997. 

Table 3: Capital Intensity of Canadian Exports and Imports 
1981 	1989 	1997 	Ratio of 1997 to 1981  
A. Total capital (in 1992 dollar) per hour worked 

Exports 	 65.80 	74.41 	75.06 	1.14 
Imports 	 48.72 	51.19 	53.75 	1.10 
Ratio 	 1.71 	1.72 	1.53 
Business Sector 	38.45 43.17 	49.02 	1.27 

B. m&E capital (in 1992 dollar) per hour worked 
Exports 	 17.86 	20.52 	21.00 	1.18 
Imports 	 12.97 	15.22 	17.03 	1.31 
Ratio 	 1.80 	1.77 	1.52 
Business Sector 	9.91 	11.61 	13.80 	1.39 

C. Building structure capital (in 1992 dollar) per 
hour worked 

Exports 	 15.33 	17.33 	17.70 	1.15 
Imports 	 12.92 	14.44 	15.87 	1.23 
Ratio 	 1.19 	1.20 	1.12 
Business Sector 	11.30 	13.04 	14.89 	1.32 

D. Engineering structure capital (in 1992 dollar) per 
hour worked 

Exports 	 32.61 	36.56 	36.35 	1.11 
Imports 	 22.82 	21.52 	20.85 	0.91 
Ratio 	 1.43 	1.70 	1.74 
Business Sector 	17.24 	18.52 	20.33 	1.18 

Our results are consistent with the results for Canada of ten  Ras and 
Mohnen (2001), who suggest that Canadian exports were more capital intensive 
than imports and Canada was a net exporter of capital service (Table 2 in ten Raan 
and Mohnen, 2001). These results for Canada differ from the results for the U.S. 
reported in Wolff (2003). He found that U.S. exports are less capital-intensive 
than U.S. imports over the period 1947-1996. This suggests that while capital is a 
source of comparative advantage for Canada, it is source of comparative 
disadvantage for the U.S. However, there was a gradual shifting of U.S. 
comparative advantage back toward capital-intensive goods and services over the 
period 1977-1996. Over that period, Wolff (203) finds that the capital intensity of 
U.S. exports relative to U.S. imports increased from 0.67 to 0.91. 

Natural Resource Intensity 
We have classified natural resources into: (1) agriculture, forestry and 

fishery products, (2) metal mines and other mines and (3) crude petroleum and 
natural gas. Webster (1993) and Hans-Jurgen (1996) used a similar classification 
in their natural-resource content of trade calculation for the U.K. and Germany. It 
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is widely believed that Canada's comparative advantage in international trade lies 
in natural-resource-intensive industries. Canada tends to export goods and services 
that are intensive in natural resources and import goods and services that are less 
intensive in natural resources. 

The results in Table 4 confirm this view. We find that Canadi an  exports 
have higher natural-resource content per unit of output than Canadian  imports. All 
three types of natural resources are a source of comparative advantage for Canada. 
In 1997, the ratio of natural-resource content in exports relative to imports was 1.5 
for agriculture, forestry and fishery products, 1.4 for metal mines and other mines 
and 1.2 for crude petroleum and natural gas. 

There was a decline in Canada's comparative advantage in agriculture, 
forestry and fishery products and crude petroleum and natural gas over the period 
1981-1997. On the other hand, Canada's comparative advantage in metal mines 
and other mines showed little change. Over the period 1981-1997, the ratio of 
natural-resource content in exports relative to imports declined from 1.8 to 1.5 for 
agriculture, forestry and fishery products. The ratio declined from 1.4 in 1981 to 
1.2 in 1997 for crude petroleum and natural gas, and remained unchanged for 
metal mines and other mines. 

Table 4: Natural Resource Intensity  of Canadian Exports and Imports 
1981 	1989 	1997 	Ratio of 1997 to 1981 
A. Agriculture, forestry and fisheries 

Exports 	 0.060 	0.042 	0.041 	0.684 
Imports 	 0.033 	0.030 	0.027 	0.823 
Ratio 	 1.818 	1.425 	1.512 
Business Sector 	0.054 	0.040 	0.041 	0.765 

B. Metal mines and other mines 
Exports 	 0.060 	0.055 	0.032 	0.532 
Imports 	 0.040 	0.032 	0.022 	0.553 
Ratio 	 1.488 	1.747 	1.432 
Business Sector 	0.040 	0.032 	0.022 	0.553 

C. Crude petroleum and natural gas 
Exports 	 0.087 	0.038 	0.034 	0.394 
Imports 	 0.062 	0.035 	0.029 	0.473 
Ratio 	 1.412 	1.080 	1.175 
Business Sector 	0.034 	0.020 	0.025 	0.728 

Wages and Productivity of Exports and Imports 
Panel A of Table 5 shows that average wages in export industries v. ere 

similar to those in import industries. Over the period 1981-1997, wages in export 
industries relative to import industries showed little change. Panel B of Table 5 
shows that the level of labour productivity (defined as value added per hour) in 
export  and import industries was also similar during the period. This suggests that 
the average labour costs (defined as the ratio of real wages to labour productivity) 
in exports was similar to the average labour costs in imports. The results are 
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Table 5: Labour Cos 

Exports 
Imports 
Ratio 
Business Sector 

Exports 
Imports 
Ratio 
Business Sector 

Exports 
Imports 
Ratio 
Business Sector 

surprising and differ from the prediction of Ricardian trade theory. According to 
Ricardian trade theory, a country will export those products whose cost is 
relatively low and import those products whose cost is relatively high. 

Panel C of Table 5 shows the results for total factor productivity. Total factor 
productivity (TFP) is constructed as a weighted sum of capital and labour 
productivity using the share of capital and labour in total nominal income as 
weights. 4  We find that the level of TFP in export industries was 12 percent lower 
than  in import industries in 1997. The relative TFP level of export and import 
industries did not change over the period 1981-1997. However, during the same 
period, export and import industries had faster labour productivity growth and 
faster TFP growth than the total business sector. Over that period, annual labour 
productivity growth was 2.7 percent in exports, 2.5 percent in imports and 13 
percent in the total business sector. Annual TFP growth was 2.4 percent in 
exports, 2.3 percent in imports and 0.8 percent in the total business sector. 

In Table 6, we consider average wages and productivity of exports and 
imports in the manufacturing sector. We find that export industries in 
manufacturing paid wages that were about 5 percent higher than import industries. 
Export industries in manufacturing had labour productivity that was similar to that 
in import industries, but had lower TFP. Over the period 1981-1997, labour 
productivity and TFP grew faster in the export and import component of 
manufacturing than in the overall manufacturing sector. 

ts and Productivity of Canadian Exports and Imports  
1981 	1989 	1997 	Ratio of 1997 to 1981  
A. Real wage (of 1992 dollars per hour) 
17.49 	18.18 	18.36 	1.05 
17.47 	17.60 	18.14 	1.04 
1.00 	1.03 	1.01 
16.35 	16.64 	17.18 	1.05 
B. Labour productivity (GDP per hour, 1,000s of 
1992 dollars) 
34.66 	40.37 	53.14 	1.53 
36.84 	41.20 	54.55 	1.48 
0.94 	0.98 	0.97 
22.02 	24.28 	27.28 	1.24 
C. Total factor productivity 
9.87 	11.08 	14.55 	1.47 
11.48 	12.65 	16.51 	1.44 
0.86 	0.88 	0.88 
7.37 	7.85 	8.49 	1.15 

4  We have chosen the capital share of income to be 0.3 and the labour share to be 0.7 for 
calculating TFP. 
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Exports 
Imports 
Ratio 
Manufacturing Sector 

Exports 
Imports 
Ratio 
Manufacturing Sector 

Table 6: Labour Costs and Productivity of Manufacturing Exports and Imports  
1981 	1989 	1997 	Ratio of 1981 to 1997 

Exports 
Imports 
Ratio 
Manufacturing Sector 

A. Real wage (1992 dollars per hour) 

	

19.32 	19.61 	19.72 	1.02 

	

18.45 	18.56 	19.02 	1.03 

	

1.05 	1.06 	1.04 

	

18.99 	19.27 	19.92 	1.05 
B. Labour productivity (GDP per hour, 1,000s of 
1992 dollars) 

	

38.59 	43.70 	61.49 	1.59 

	

38.73 	44.18 	61.46 	1.59 

	

1.00 	0.99 	1.00 

	

23.53 	27.33 	34.22 	1.45 
C. Total  factor  productivity 

	

11.39 	12.37 	17.31 	1.52 

	

12.60 	13.73 	18.73 	1.49 

	

0.90 	0.90 	0.92 

	

8.36 	9.25 	10.95 	1.31 

The Effect of Trade on Productivity Growth 
Our finding that export and import industries had faster productivity 

growth than the total business sector is consistent with the view that trade is linked 
to higher productivity growth. But the faster productivity grow -th in exports and 
imports relative to the business sector might reflect a more rapid pace of technical 
progress that is taking place in export and import industries, and thus it should not 
be attributed solely to the effect of trade. 

To estimate the effect of trade on productivity growth, we should control 
for the productivity growth that would have taken place in trade industries without 
trade. To that end, we compare the change in productivity growth in trade 
industries between the periods 1981-1989 and 1989-1997 with the change that 
occurred in the total business sector. If the productivity growth of export and 
import industries relative to the total business sector widened in the 1989-1997 
period, we interpret this as evidence that trade is linked to higher productivity 
growth. The underlying assumption behind this difference-in-differences ap' proach 
is that the productivity growth difference between traded industries and the 
business sector should remain unchanged if trade has no effect on productivity 
growth? 

Panel A of Table 7 shows that labour productivity growth increased for 
exports, imports and the total business sector in the period 1989-1997 vis-à-vis the 
period 1981-1989. But the increase was much faster in export  and import 

5  It could be argued that the deep recession in the early 1990s could affect the extent to 
which a comparison of the two periods reflects only the effects of trade. However, if vt e 
assume the recession has a similar effect on productivity growth in the trade sector and the 
business sector, the difference-in-differences approach would control for such an effect 
(Trefler, 2004). 
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industries than in the business sector. This is consistent with the view that trade is 
linked to high labour productivity growth. 

Between the periods 1981-1989 and 1989-1997, labour productivity 
growth in export industries increased from 1.9 percent per year to 3.4 percent per 
year, representing an acceleration of 1.5 percent per year between the two periods. 
For import industries, there was an acceleration of 2.1 percent per year: 1.4 
percent per year in the period 1981-1989 versus 3.5 percent per year in the period 
1989-1997. For the business sector, the labour productivity acceleration was much 
smaller (estimated to be 0.2 percent per year). 

Panel B of Table 7 shows the results for TFP growth. The results suggest 
that trade is linked to high TFP growth. TFP growth in export and import 
industries was faster than in the business sector during the period 1981-1989. It 
became even faster in the 1989-1997 period, suggesting that trade is linked to high 
TFP growth. 

Table 8 shows the results on the effect of trade on productivity growth in 
the manufacturing sector. Consistent with the view that trade has a positive effect 
on productivity growth in the manufacturing sector, the results show that export 
and import industries in the manufacturing have increased productivity growth 
relative to the total manufacturing sector over time. 

Table 7: The Effect of Trade on Productivity Growth in the Business Sector  
Changes 	in 
two 	period i Changes 	n relative to the 

1981-1989 	1989-1997 	two periods business 
sector 

A. Labour productivity gromh (% per year) 

Exports 	1.91 	3.44 	1.53 	1.29 

Imports 	1.40 	3.51 	2.11 	1.87 

Total business 

	

1.22 	1.46 	0.24 
sector 

B. Total factor productivity growth (% per year) 

Exports 	1.44 	3.40 	1.96 	1.76 

Imports 	1.21 	3.32 	2.11 	1.92 

Total business 0.79 	0.98 	0.20 
sector 
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Table 8: The Effect of Trade on Productivity Growth in the Manufacturing Sector 
Changes 	in 
two 	period i Changes 	n  relative to the 

1981-1989 	1989-1997 	two periods business 
sector 

A. Labour productivity growth (% per year) 

Exports 	1.55 	4.27 	2.71 	1.77 

Imports 	1.65 	4.13 	2.48 	1.54 

Total 

	

1.87 	2.81 	0.94 
manufacttuing 

B. Total factor productivity growth  (% per year) 

Exports 	1.03 	4.21 	3.18 	2.34 

Imports 	1.07 	3.88 	2.81 	1.97 

Total . 	1.27 	2.11 	0.84 manufactunng 

The Effect of Trade on the Demand for Skilled Workers 
Table 9 shows the skilled and unskilled labour requirements of Canadian 

exports and imports in 1997. The main result is that trade had little effect on the 
demand for skilled and unskilled workers in Canada. In 1997, output of Canadian 
exports required 816 million hours of work from workers with bachelor degree or 
above compared with 842 million hours of work implicit in imports. This resulted 
in a net trade loss of 26 million hours of work from those workers. The effect of 
net trade on employment of those workers was small as the net trade loss 
accounted for 0.9 percent of total hours worked from those workers. 

Table 9: The Effect of Trade on Demand for Skilled and Unskilled Workers. 1997  
Net trade 

Net 
Expons 	Imports 	(1000 	Total 	trade  

Less than high 326874 	-303428 	23446 	1043617 2.2 
school 
High school 	2026281 	-1970165 	56116 	7540693 	0.7 
Post-secondary 2202108 	-2218120 	-16012 	8674273 	-0.2 
education 
University or 815952 	-842371 	-26419 	3089005 	-0.9 
above 
Total 	5371216 	-5334084 	37132 	20347588 0.2 

(%) hours) 
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The results in Table 9 show that trade increased the demand for unskilled 
workers (with less than post-secondary education) and reduced the demand for 
skilled workers. But the effect of trade on the demand for skilled and unskilled 
workers was small. We have also calculated the skilled and unskilled labour 
requirements of net trade for the years 1981, 1989 and 1991. The results are 
similar. Trade was found to have had little effect on the demand for skilled and 
unskilled workers in Canada. 

Conclusion 
In this paper, we have used an input-output model to examine the effect of 

trade on productivity grow-th and the demand for skilled workers in Canada. We 
have also examined the sources of comparative advantage in Canada's 
international trade. Our main findings are as follows: 

First, we find that trade is linked to high labour and total factor productivity 
growth. For the period 1981-1997, productivity growth was faster in export and 
import industries than in the total business sector; this productivity growth gap has 
widened over time. 

Second, we find that trade has little effect on the demand for skilled and 
unskilled workers. The skilled and unskilled labour requirements of net trade are 
small share of their total employment. 

Third, Canada has comparative advantage in capital- and resources-intensive 
industries. While, comparative advantage in equipment and building structure 
capital-intensive industries declined over the 1990s, the comparative advantage in 
engineering structure capital increased over the period. Canada's comparative 
advantage in agriculture, forestry and fishery products and crude petroleum and 
natural gas has also fallen over time. Metal mines and other mines continue to be a 
main source of comparative advantage for Canada and have shown little change 
over time. 

Fourth, despite a high share of more educated workers in Canada compared 
with the U.S. and other developed countries, we find that skills and human capital 
are not a source of comparative advantage in Canada's international trade. For the 
period 1981-1997, the skill composition is similar between exports and imports. 
In contrast, U.S. studies such as that by Wolff (2003) show that skills and human 
capital are sources of comparative advantage for the U.S., while physical capital 
(equipment and structure) is a source of comparative disadvantage in U.S. 
international trade. 6  It is interesting to note that while Wolfrs study shows that 
the U.S. has a comparative advantage in human capital, it also shows that their 
R&D advantage has declined over time, such that the U.S. now has a comparative 
disadvantage in R&D. An examination of the R&D intensity of Canada's 
international trade is an interesting avenue for future research. 

6  Wolff (2003) did not calculate the natural resource content of U.S. trade. 
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Ten Years After: 
An Assessment of the Environmental 

Effectiveness of the NAAEC 

John Kirtonl  
University of Toronto 

Introduction 
The January 1, 1994 advent of the North American Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA), its accompanying North American Agreement on 
Environmental Co-operation (NAAEC) and the Commission for Environmental 
Cooperation (CEC) brought a revolution in North American governance. It was a 
transformation with potentially significant implications for environmental 
policymaking, policy and performance in the member countries of Canada, the 
United States and Mexico. NAFTA brought Mexico "in" to the free trade 
relationship enjoyed by Canada and the United States since the Canada-US Free 
Trade Agreement (CUFTA) of 1989. NAFTA further marked the world's first full 
free trade agreement equally joining countries of the developed north and 
developing south. NAFTA introduced pioneering provisions for investment 
protection and, above all, environmental protection and the promotion of 
sustainable development. NAFTA and its accompanying NAAEC and North 
American  Agreement on Labour Co-operation (NAALC) introduced the first 
major trilateral interaction and institutions to Canada and its two North American 
partners. These joined Canada to Mexico in a much broader, deeper and more 
permanent way than the almost exclusively bilateral or broadly multilateral 
Canada-Mexican relationship had before. Above all, the NAAEC and CEC 
brought to North America its first regional international organization, with 
substantial resources to facilitate environmental co-operation among the three 
member governments and their citizens, with direct access for civil society in 
environmental governance and dispute resolution, and with a regional secretariat 
with autonomous powers all its own. 

After ten years of operation, how effective has this innovative NAAEC 
and its CEC been in meeting their environmental objectives, as well as the 
integrally linked environment-economy goals that brought this pioneering North 
American environmental regime to life? To help address this question, this study 
undertakes, from a Canadian perspective, a retrospective assessment of the 
implementation, effectiveness and utility of the NAAEC and CEC, and their 

I  The author gratefully acknowledges the research assistance of Caitlin Sainsbury, the 
support of Environment Canada, and the financial support for relevant research from the 
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada through its strategic grant to 
the projects on "EnviReform" and on "Trade, Environment and Competitiveness" at the 
University of Toronto. 
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impact on Canadian environmental and environment-economy policy, 
policymaking and performance during the ten years up to January 1, 2004. While 
the North American environmental regime c an  be legitimately assessed according 
to its contribution to global environmental governance and impacts, to processes 
and outcomes within its United States and Mexican  members, and to the values of 
the transnational trade and environmental communities across the North American 
region, this analysis is grounded in the objectives of the government and 
interested citizens of Canada, both at the outset of the regime and as those 
objectives evolved during the NAAEC's first ten years. 

This study thus focuses on identifying the overall impact, effectiveness 
and utility of the NAAEC in and for Canada after ten years of experience. It looks 
back at the original assumptions and expectations of this agreement, the actual 
experience in implementation, and the conclusions that can  be drawn. It analyzes 
which of the measures in the agreement have worked well, poorly or not at all in 
terms of environmental protection in Canada, and what the result has been in 
Canada in tenus of new environmental regulations, activities and programs. It 
seeks to provide an analytical foundation for drawing lessons that can be learned, 
particularly lessons of relevance to the government of Canada, for the future of 
this agreement, and to identify which features would or would not be useful to 
include in other agreements. 

The Approach 
As the NAAEC was negotiated in parallel with NAFTA and the two 

agreements have been, and will continue to be, viewed as a package, the few 
analyses produced from a Canadian  perspective over the years have concentrated 
on the structure and potential, or a restricted range of high-profile components of 
the NAAEC and linked NAFTA environmental provisions, rather than the overall 
agreement and organization itself (Winham 1994, Munton and Kirton 1994, 
Richardson 1994, Swenarchuck 1994, Bennett 1994, Johnson and Beaulieu 1996, 
Blair 2003). This more comprehensive review from a Canadian perspective will 
thus highlight the longer tenu  effectiveness of the NAAEC in meeting the 
distinctive, enduring and evolving objectives of Canada and Canadians. It will 
also serve as an analytical foundation to assist Canadian govenunents and other 
stakeholders in the important task of building the North American  community in 
the decade ahead. 

Drawing in the first instance upon the liberal-institutionalist approach to 
international regimes in political science, this study explores the autonomous 
impact of the NAAEC regime and CEC institution on the policymaking process, 
the resulting policies and actions of the government of Canada and other key 
actors within Canada, and thus on the state of the environment within Canada. Its 
vision is consequently broader than the important but narrower question of the 
extent to which various actors have complied with the legal provisions of the 
NAAEC itself (Johnson and Beaulieu 1996). It is also more focused and grounded 
than the larger issue of who has benefited or lost most from the overall NAFTA 
regime, or whether the NAAEC is adequate to address the actual environmental 

challenges Canadians and other North Americans will face in the decade ahead. 
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The judgments and conclusions in this study rest primarily on overall 
analyses of the broad patterns of NAAEC-created activity, critical cases in the 

life of the NAAEC and CEC, and the degree to which the NAAEC's successes 
and shortcomings are currently recognized and valued by the Canadian 
government itself. In addition to aggregate analysis of shifting objectives, 
agendas, activities and cases, the study draws on interviews with selected high-
level officials and individuals conducted by the author or his scholarly colleagues 
from 1995 to the present day. It is also enriched by the author's personal 
involvement with the NAAEC, from the earliest civil society design efforts in the 
1980s and intergovenunental negotiations in the early 1990s through to the spring 
of 2003 (for details see Appendix A). 

Canadian Objectives for the NAAEC 

Initial Objectives 
The negotiators of the NAAEC equipped this agreement with innovative 

measures intended to promote an environmentally positive relationship among the 
three countries of North America in the context of NAFTA-induced and -guided 
trade liberalization. Since January 1994, North America has been seen as a 
"regional experiment" for testing the utility of the various new provisions and 
processes intended to have positive impacts for the environment. Canadian 
participation in this experiment was guided by five seminal objectives: making the 
CEC work effectively; putting the environment first in the NAFTA era; bringing 
citizens into a North American corrununity and its governance; securing expanded 
environmental resources in an age of austerity; and fostering an independent 
Secretariat at the CEC. 

Canada's most central and enduring objective in negotiating, 'accepting 
and operating the NAAEC was to make NAFTA work. More specifically, it was 
to ensure the passage and effective operation of NAFTA itself, by reinforcing the 
environmental provisions of the free trade agreement, by providing an assured 
mechanism for their realization and implementation, and by creating a centre for 
broader and expanding environmental co-operation to ensure that any unforeseen 
environmental opportunities or costs of NAFTA trade and investment 
liberalization would be, respectively, realized and controlled. To be sure, by the 
late 1980s there had arisen strong functional ecological grounds for creating uhat 
was initially termed a North American Commission for the Environment (NACE) 
to deal with cornmon trilateral environmental issues, quite apart from any 
negotiated economic integration that might take place. But it was NAFTA that 
was the necessary condition for giving birth to the CEC. Equally and reciprocally 
necessary were the environmental provisions of the draft NAFTA, and the 
addition of the NAAEC, to bring NAFTA as a full free trade agreement to life. 2  In 
the true spirit of sustainable development, each agreement was thus equal in value 

2  This was certainly true in the US and arguably true in Canada as well, gi% en the 
skepticism of the Chretien government that assumed office in the autumn of 1993, and that 
of the Canadian public as a whole (see below). 
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to, and integrally necessary for, the realization of the other, and rooted in a deep 
belief that there were important mutually reinforcing synergies to be realized by 
doing them together in both a temporal and institutional way. 

It is thus both the NAFTA-related provisions of the NAAEC, notably 
those of Article 10(6), and the NAAEC's more stand-alone provisions on 
ecological co-operation, that have equal value in assessing the effectiveness of the 
NAAEC's performance during its first ten years. Proactively, in particular, it is 
the ability of the NAAEC to enhance environmental quality through mobilizing 
the power of more open trade, investment, technology, social interaction, and 
regional community and capacity building that is the Canadian standard by which 
the NAAEC's effectiveness should be judged. Defensively, it was and is to ensure 
that Part Five of the agreement, which allows the United States and Mexico to 
impose trade sanctions on each other for environmental purposes, would not only 
legally exempt Canada as the NAAEC did, but also would never be applied at all 
or become embedded in agreements elsewhere, and would thus recede as a 
consideration in stakeholders' approach to the overall regime. 

The second Canadian  objective, integral to the realization of the first, 
was to convince Canadians that the environment mattered centrally in the NAFTA 
age. Specifically, it was to persuade Canadians and others in the embryonic North 
American community that the parties were indeed deeply committed to 
environmental and sustainable development values, and were faithfully operating 
an effective regime and organization to ensure that such values were being 
realized. This objective was particularly important in the year leading up to the 
acceptance of the agreement, given the deep dislike of many Canadians at the time 
for NAFTA itself and for the preceding CUFTA, and the campaign conunitment 
of the new Canadian govemment of Prime Minister Jean Chrétien to accept the 
NAFTA-NAEEC package only with new assurances of additional protections in 
several areas, including the environmental and sustainable development ones of 
water and energy. 

Yet this objective was much broader, deeper and more durable than just 
that. Since the late 1980s, almost all Canadians, when asked about their priority 
values for Canadian foreign policy, have placed "global environmental 
protection" and natural resource conservation first, and always well ahead of trade 
liberalization as a goal. Moreover, by the autumn of 2003, the environment was 
the policy area where Canadi ans (along with Americans and Mexicans) most 
strongly wished to develop policies, not in a "more independent fashion" but to 
"develop integrated North American policies." Environmental protection in its 
outward orientation is the one value that enduringly unites all Canadians. 
Canadians now wish to develop environmental policies (at home and abroad) on a 
completely integrated (70%) or somewhat integrated (an additional 14%) North 
American basis (Graves 2003). 

A third Canadian objective was to bring citizens into the NAFTA 
regime. Specifically, it was to assure Canadians that they had a meaningful 
influence in the ongoing operation and governance of the new North American 
regime. This influence was both for the defensive task of controlling any 

NAFTA-induced pressure for reduced domestic environmental enforcement or 
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addressing priority environmental problems, and for the offensive task of 
reaping sustainable development synergies and strengthening the sustainable 

development values of open, transparent, accountable, broadly multistakeholder, 
consensus-oriented decision-making. Here the central NAAEC measures were the 
Joint Public Advisory Committee (JPAC), the trilateral working groups joining 
government and non-government stakeholders across a wide range of CEC 
program areas, and the participation of Canadians in the Article 14-15 citizens' 
submission process. 

A fourth Canadian objective was to secure additional resources, beyond 
those of the Canadian govenunent to address Canada's domestic and regional 
environmental objectives. The NAAEC and CEC were bom at a time of 
substantial and sustained fiscal consolidation within the Canadian government 
This process was to lead Environment Canada and several provincial environment 
departments to suffer budget reductions of about 35% and substantial reductions 
in expert personnel as well. At the same time, the advent of a regional 
organization in the form of the CEC brought additional central infrastructure 
costs, beyond those of actual NAAEC programs themselves. Canada thus 
supported the initial compromise that gave the CEC Secretariat an arunial budget 
of US$9 million, composed, unusually for international organizations, of three 
equal national contributions of US$3 million each. 

A fifth Canadian objective was to have a strong, visible, independent 
CEC Secretariat. In part this was driven by Canada's sense of ownership of the 
Secretariat, as its "own" international organization located in Montreal. The 
Secretariat thus served as a visible symbol of the unifying values that all 
Canadians shared. In part it was motivated by Canada's confidence, given its 
successful multilateral environmental leadership in the early 1990s "Rio" era, that 
effective international institutions would naturally bring to life Canada's 
environmental priorities and Canadians' environmental convictions. 

Evolving Objectives 
Over the years of the NAAEC's operation, the Canadian government 

developed additional objectives. The four most important were: preserving 
balance by emphasizing co-operation; facilitating intergovernmental co-operation; 
advancing domestic strategy; and employing the CEC's trade-environment work 

The first two were aimed at preserving the initial balance in the face of 
unexpected developments in the CEC's life. The first of these additional 
objectives was containing the growing centrality of the Article 14-15 process in 
the CEC Council, Secretariat, JPAC, and in the lives of the govemment and the 
public. From the start, there had been a senior-level view at Environment Canada 
that the CEC was to be a "Commission on Environmental Cooperation," and not a 
"Commission on Environmental Enforcement" Indeed, this was a strong 
Canadian govenunent position, as chief Canadian NAFTA negotiator John 
Weekes had opposed the tmduly "prosecutorial and adversarial" approach of the 
initial American draft of the NAAEC (Winham 1994: 41). Canada's approach 
prevailed in the naming of the new entity, as the initial US proposed term of a 
North American Commission for the Environment, was replaced by the agreed 
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upon name of CEC and NAAEC, with the work "co-operation" added to, and 
prominently featured in both, the agreement and the organization it established. 

Canada's emphasis on co-operation was reinforced when the early years 
brought a heavy and unexpected number of submissions against Canada, and a 
consequent "legalization" of the CEC's work. The Canadian government became 
concemed that this trend would detract from the limited resources available to the 
CEC for its other programs, particularly those aimed at direct environmental 
improvements in Mexico. In addition, the growth of a litigious, adversarial 
approach to the CEC's work and culture was inconsistent with Canada's preferred 
approach, indeed unifying cultural corrunitment, to broad, multistakeholder-based, 
scientifically grounded, consensus-oriented decision-making. 

The second additional objective was ensuring that the CEC served as a 
facilitator of co-operation and even co-ordination among the three national 
governments of North America, as opposed to its strong contribution as an 
independent provider of policy development, initiative, and policy direction. In 
the early years, the latter role had quickly acquired prominence as a result of 
several factors. These included the strong independence of the CEC's first 
Executive Director, the expectations surrounding this novel regional organization, 
the need of the Secretariat to establish relations with, and secure the confidence 
of, the broader stakeholder and civil society community, the innovative nature of 
many of the CEC's projects and the absence in most areas of established 
intergovernmental networks or relationships among the three North American 
governments. Over time, however, the Canadian government developed expertise 
in many project areas, such as the environmental assessments of trade 
liberaliz,ation agreements, and the habit of successful trilateral intergovenunental 
co-operation developed. The demand thus grew for a greater emphasis on the 
CEC's role as a responsive intergovenunental facilitator, as opposed to that of an 
independent institutional initiator. 

A third evolving objective was to tie the CEC's work more closely to 
Canada's domestic policy priorities, and to use the former as a strategic 
instrument for realizing the latter. At the start, due to the novelty of the CEC and 
Canadian respect for the Commission's independence, Canada's approach had 
been largely a matter of general attitude and senior-level emphasis, centered on a 
feeling that the CEC's primary purpose was to build environmental capacity in 
Mexico. Since 1999, there has been a shift to the point where all proposed CEC 
activities are, as a routine, systematically and thoroughly assessed according to 
their ability to forward Canada's domestic environmental priorities and Canada's 
management of its relationship with the US. The objective is to ensure that 
Canada's main priorities are reflected in the CEC work program, while respecting 
the need for the CEC, as an autonomous institution, to engage in activities that are 
not necessarily current Canadian priorities. Part of this shift has been to involve 
more senior individuals in Environment Canada in the work of the CEC through 
briefing senior officials on CEC activities as well as soliciting their views on more 
high level issues, for example at ADM/DM meetings. The major thrust has been 
an attempt to involve more departments within the Canadian govemment in the 

work of the CEC. 
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A fourth evolution has been a significant shift in Canada's attitude to 
the value of specific CEC programs. A leading example is the Environment, 

Economy and Trade Program, which both Environment Canada and the 
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT) had been 
skeptical about vehen the emphasis was on developing a method to assess 
NAFTA's environmental effects on an ongoing basis, pursuant to the mandatory 
provision of Article 10(6)D. While doubt still exists in some places about how the 
resulting research can be transformed into visible benefits, there is now 
considerable enthusiasm at both Environment Canada and DFAIT for the 
assessment and other trade-environment work of the CEC. 

The NAAEC and Ifs  Institutions 
The NAAEC established the tripartite Commission for Environmental 

Cooperation (CEC) to address regional environmental concems, help prevent 
potential trade and environmental conflicts, and promote the effective 
enforcement of environmental law. The NAAEC, in Article 1, lists ten objectives, 
which can be summarized as follows: 

NAAEC Objectives: 
1. Protect and improve the North American environment for the present and 

future. 
2. Promote sustainable development through co-operation and mutually 

supportive environmental and economic policies. 
3. Increase co-operation for environmental enhancement, including wild flora 

and fauna. 
4. Support the environmental goals and objectives of NAFTA. 
5. Avoid creating trade distortions or new trade barriers. 
6. Co-operate to develop and improve environmental laws, regulations, 

procedures, etc. 
7. Enhance compliance and enforcement. 
8. Promote transparency and public participation. 
9. Promote economically efficient and effective environmental measures. 
10. Promote pollution prevention. 

These objectives were followed, in Article 2, by six specific obligations, 
vtlich can be surrunarized as follows: 

NAAEC Obligations: 
1. General commitments regarding public state of the environment reporting, 

emergency preparedness, scientific research and technology development, 
environmental impact assessment, economic instruments and export 
prohibitions regarding pesticides and toxics. 

2. High levels and continuous improvement of environmental laws. 
3. Publication and comment on environmental laws. 
4. Specific procedures to enhance govemment environmental enforcement. 
5. Private access to remedies; 
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6. Procedural guarantees. 
Any overall assessment of the effectiveness of the NAAEC in fulfilling 

these objectives and obligations must be made against this particular 
configuration of specified goals. First, the NAAEC included a very broad range of 
environmental and linked economic goals. Second, as the Objectives indicate, the 
NAAEC was designed as much as a sustainable development agreement linking 
the economy and the environment as an agreement for stand-alone environmental 
co-operation. Third, its goal, beyond the first general objective, was to increase 
co-operation and to promote and to enhance processes, rather than to secure 
specified outcomes or solve designated problems. Fourth, very few of the 
economy-environment objectives were carried into the specific obligations. 
Moreover, the latter concentrated heavily on specified legal and political 
processes, rather th an  defined ecological results. 

At the most general level, the NAAEC can be judged as effective in 
meeting its specified Objectives and Obligations. The parties, through the CEC or 
directly, have undertaken programs, projects and activities that embrace virtually 
all specified areas, have fostered trilateral interaction and co-operation in virtually 
all of these, and have helped foster or reinforce ongoing legal and political 
processes and environmental capacity in Mexico — where they were seen at the 
time to be most needed. 

The NAAEC has further demonstrated its value in the critical domain of 
sustainable development, and the trade-environment link. This is clear from an 
analysis of cases of "environmental regulatory protection," defined as 
intergovernmental activity on issues directly involving both trade and 
environmental values talcing place between or among the three NAFTA parties 
from 1980 to 1998. The outcomes of these 84 cases, when completed, 
increasingly favour the interests of Canada, the North American  environmental 
community and, above all, the three countries and two conununities together, as 
the NAFTA era takes effect, as the NAFTA institutions are used and as cases are 
processed through the CEC (Kirton 2003b, 2002d, Rugman, Kirton and Soloway 
1999). In short, NAFTA in general, and the CEC in particular, has helped Canada 
realize its national objectives, and helped ensure that all North Americans "win 
together" in the trade-environment field. 

The NAAEC's sustainable development success is further evident, on a 
broader plane, in the way in which Canada's trade policy community, centered in 
DFAIT, has come to view the CEC's added value. That community regards its 
work as a useful, if modest, contribution, to Canada's trade goals. Its members 
judge the CEC to be an effective organization. Since the start of NAFTA, the 
trade community has sought to assure often skeptical environmentalists that 
NAFTA was not creating economic pressures that would unwittingly or 
unknowingly damage ecological capital and concerns. They see the CEC doing a 
credible job in meeting that core goal. In particular, they value the CEC's 
contribution in evaluating trade-related impacts and identifying trade-related 
problems, in environmental co-operation, environmental management, and 
Mexican environmental capacity building. 
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Most generally, the NAFTA-NAAEC model for incorporating into 
trade agreements environmental provisions that do not restrict trade has given 

Canada experience in, and a valuable model for, building environmental 
mechanisms into its subsequent trade agreement in ways that are tailored to each 
country case but that provide an overall coherence among them. It thus serves the 
larger strategic objective of having a cumulatively compatible set of full bilateral 
and regional trade agreements on a NAFTA foundation, and of guiding Canada's 
approach to the multilateral negotiations in the Free Trade Agreement of the 
America (FTAA) and the Doha Development Agenda of the World Trade 
Organization (WTO) (Kirton 2003a). 

In general, amidst the comprehensive array of NAAEC goals and 
implementing activities, Canada can find in the first decade a record of visible and 
valuable activity on its priority concerns. At the same time, legitimate questions of 
emphasis and balance arise. Some may question whether critical Canadian 
concerns at the outset, such as emergency preparedness and pollution prevention 
action, have received sufficiently robust budget attention, for example, in regard 
to the threat to coastal waters from land-based, maritime and other threats to 
fragile oceanic ecosystems. Other areas, such as environmental impact 
assessments, have proved difficult to secure progress on through the CEC. Most 
generally, the NAAEC has been more clearly successful in its more limited, 
procedurally focused Obligations than on its broader and more ambitious 
Objectives, especially those in the economy-environment domain. The CEC 
Secretariat budgetary resources devoted to the Environment, Economy and Trade 
Program, while substantial, do not fully reflect the emphasis accorded to these 
linkages in the Objectives themselves. Such observations fuel questions about 
whether the spirit of the initial economy-environment bargain that brought 
NAFTA into being is fully respected as the first decade ends. 

At the same time, while forward looking in several veays, both the 
Objectives and Obligations remain very much a reflection of the ecological and 
political world of the early 1990s rather than of the twenty-first century that lies 
ahead. For example, their attention focuses exclusively within the North 
American region and the transborder issues among its countries, rather than on the 
corrunon North American needs in, or interdependencies with, the wider world. 
Current issues such as the relationship of the environment with human health, 
particularly children's health, the link between the environment and food safety, 
the environment-security relationship and the precautionary principle are not 
directly addressed in the Objectives and Obligations. These statements also 
remain weak in regard to voluntary standardization, technology transfer and 
capacity building more generally. The NAAEC of 1994 is heavily attached to 
national sovereignty to a degree no longer reflected in Canadians' public opinion 
attitudes about the need for "integrated" approaches to North American 
environmental policymaking. Nor is there any open-ended provision to allow or 
induce the parties to modernize the Objectives or Obligations periodically and 
thus better focus the NAAEC regime on the ever evolving contemporary and 
emerging set of environmental and environment-economy challenges the parties 
collectively face. In short, the NAAEC has worked relatively well for its first 
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decade in the world of the 1990s. Whether it is an optimal or even adequate 
platform for its second decade in the twenty-first century is a separate question 
that warrants serious reflection and review. 

The Commission for Environmental Cooperation (CEC) 

Budget 
Assessments of the NAAEC's utility and effectiveness must be made not 

only in reference to the "constitutional" Objectives and Obligations specified in 
the agreement, but also against the resources provided to meet these and other 
defined goals. These resources include the investment of the time, managerial 
capacity and political capital of the ministers in the CEC Council, the resources of 
their departments and governments they mobilize to meet CEC-related needs 
within their national bureaucracies at home, and the resources which civil society 
brings to the task. Yet at the centre of the available resources stands the CEC 
Secretariat, with an annual budget of US$9 million, contributed, as noted above, 
equally by the three parties and fixed in nominal terms since the start. 

The effectiveness and "value for money" of the Canadian contribution to 
the CEC, and the CEC as a whole, should be assessed against three criteria, each 
of which relate to a distinct CEC role. The first is the intended purpose of the 
CEC as a facilitator of intergovernmental and other trilateral co-operation, as 
policy advisor to governments on innovative and emerging issues, and as an 
auditor of what its member govemments do. These minimalist roles of 
"intergovernmental facilitator" are distinct from the more ambitious roles of 
program deliverer, capacity builder or cornmunity creator for environmentalists 
and indeed all citizens across North American society as a whole. Even with this 
first, minimalist conception of the CEC's proper role, the legal obligation to 
respond to Article 14- 15 submissions whose number and complexity are not 
controlled by the CEC — together with the existence of the Secretariat's Article 
13 power, which the Canadian govemment now values highly — could fuel a 
future requirement for resources more robust than the mainstream minimalist 
conception suggests. 

The second referent is the cost and value of the products the CEC 
directly builds in house, or buys from consultants outside. Here the key test, as the 
Canadian  government's current vision recognizes, is the distinctive added value 
as a "capacity contributor" to North American's environmental concems. Is the 
CEC pioneering ambitious instruments or analysis that other actors have not done, 
are not doing and cannot do as well? Are the CEC's products ones that influence, 
or are adopted by, outsiders once they are done? Here, as the analysis below 
suggests, there are several instances where this has been the case, such as the 
NAFTA Environmental Effects project, the increasingly trilateral Taking Stock 
and the recent work on renewable energy, where the CEC fills an important gap. 
The Article 13 and 14-15 instruments are also of central importance here. 

The third criterion is the process the NAAEC-CEC has fostered for 
meeting its primary goals of enhancing and promoting co-operation, doing so on a 

balanced trilateral and economy-environment basis, and doing so in a way that 
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fosters multistakeholder public participation throughout the North American 
corrununity as a whole. This third role of North American "community creator" 

is perhaps the most important one in the years ahead. 
Central to the NAAEC was a conception of North America as an 

expansive cornmunity of governments, other stakeholders and interested citizens, 
a community that would radiate outward from the annual Council meetings and 
Montreal Secretariat to increase the awareness, engage the interest and mobilize 
the talents of North Americans as a whole. Here it has been strikingly successful, 
as the systematic evidence from an early review of its operation confirms. Yet it 
remains the case that the CEC has found it difficult to attract regular senior level 
participation from the corporate and economic community, which has limited its 
ability to influence the powerful national departments for trade, finance, 
agriculture and energy, and the international organizations and institutions they 
control. 

Despite these successes, there are several trends that raise the question of 
whether the existing resources, frozen in nominal terms at US$9 billion per year 
since the CEC's inception a decade ago, are adequate to sustain its success in the 
years ahead. One is the way in which the "partnership path" diverts CEC attention 
to ffindraising and may dilute its distinct priorities, or give rise to image problems, 
especially when private sector organizations offer to provide financial assistance. 
A second is the recent significant fall in the value of the US dollar, which reduces 
the available resources to the CEC Secretariat for operations in Montreal, Mexico 
City, and Canada and Mexico as a whole. A third is the value that CEC work has 
come to possess for the wider, multilateral, environmental community and the 
added expenses involved in ensuring a CEC contribution, on behalf of North 
American expertise and interests, in global debates. A fourth is the siznificant 
expansion in the North American population, economy and environmental 
challenges over the first ten years. Together these suggest that the issue of the 
adequacy of the CEC's budget in the future may warrant an architectural and 
strategic, as well as an incremental response, with resources provided that are 
appropriate to the tasks assigned to the CEC in the decade ahead. 

1 
Council 

The CEC Ministerial Council came to a North America that ' had 
previously had virtually no trilateral ministerial institutions or widespread 
interaction, and where the joint ministerial committees established between 
Canada and the United States had often quickly fallen into disuse. A detailed 
examination of the Council's agenda provides an indication of the high-level 
collective political will and direction it injects into the NAAEC regime. This 
examination shows several patterns. First, the Environment and Trade Program 
has been the most consistently, indeed almost continuously, discussed topic, 
reflecting faithfully the emphasis given to this subject in the overall Objectives of 
the NAAEC. In second place has come Canada's central priority of Sound 
Management of Chemicals (SMOC), an indication of Canada's influence in 
keeping the Council focused on core Canadian concerns. A third area of 
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consistent emphasis, and one that again well reflects the NAAEC Objectives, is 
public participation (see Appendix B). 

The agenda also shows some Council concern with proactive, strategic 
planning, as delivered through its NAAEC Progress Reviews, CEC 'Three-Year 
Planning and the NAFTA Ten-Year Retrospective. Moreover, it displays an 
outward-looking orientation, not mandated in the NAAEC itself, to address 
Regional Action on Global Issues and Cooperation on Global Agreements, and 
the World Sununit on Sustainable Development (WSSD). Finally, it is developing 
direct high-level links with other international institutions through its 2002 joint 
meeting with the IJC and the International Boundary and Water Commission 
(IBWC). It is a sign of sound, high-level, political leadership that the ministers in 
the Council are going beyond the increasingly dated specifications of the 
agreement through which it was created. 

What is particularly striking about the Council's agenda is the large 
number of new items that have been taken up in the second five-year period from 
1999 to 2003. In itself, this shift shows flexibility, innovation and responsiveness 
to the North America public's and government's priority concerns. 

A further sign of the Council effectiveness comes from its internal 
process of decisionmaking, beyond the agenda formation stage. The Council has 
displayed its autonomous value-added by altering, rather th an  merely approving, 
Secretariat advice, as in the case of Article 14-15 recommendations, including that 
on Quebec hogs. Within the Council, the available evidence points to a dominant 
pattern of flexible aligrunent and mutual adjustment, rather than a permanent 
majority prevailing over a recurrent loser, or a larger United States regularly 
inducing Canada and Mexico to follow its lead. One sign of collective Council 
solidarity is the reluctance of a member to be visibly outvoted on an issue, with 
the result that unanimous decisionmaking usually comes. Canada has been able to 
prevail where key national interests, related to national unity, have been relevant, 
as the Quebec hogs case suggests. Moreover, Canadian ministers have been 
willing to use their Council participation to further Canada's broader objectives in 
the overall management of its relationship with the United States, by providing 
support for U.S. Council initiatives, in part to offset the disagreements between 
the two countries on key multilateral environmental issues such as climate change. 

There are, however, still limits to the effectiveness of the CEC. The three 
ministers have not intensified the pace of their meetings, by holding more 
frequent regular sessions, calling ad hoc issue or theme-speci fic meetings, or 
regularly caucusing on the margins of large multilateral environmental meetings 
that they all attend. Nor have they succeeded in attracting their ministerial 
counterparts in other portfolios, starting with trade but potentially embracing 
energy and health, to hold a joint session with them to discuss common concerns. 
And individual ministers who have stepped down from the environment portfolio 
have not remained actively engaged in the life of the NAAEC. 

Secretariat 
The work of the CEC Secretariat can also be judged a success. The 

position of Executive Director has now rotated through incumbents from the 
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three member governments, and thus helped ensure that all three countries' 
national perspectives have a privileged place in the CEC's life. The CEC quickly 

established a management model in which the Executive Director was supported 
by two "national" directors from the other two countries, to help ensure an 
ongoing balance. On the whole, the most senior staff positions have been 
occupied by individuals who are regarded as leading environmentalists and 
respected professionals in the countries from which they come. The location of 
the headquarters, with the bullc of the staff and activity, in Montreal has made 
Canada and the Secretariat more easily, affordably and fully sensitive to each 
others' concerns than might be the case were the dominant centre to be located in 
a place more geographically, linguistically and culturally distant from Ottawa and 
Canada's population centres. It has given the Canadian govenament and all 
Canadians a particular sense of ownership of, and responsibility for the CEC, and 
given its work greater Canadian govenunent attention than would otherwise be 
the case. It has prevented the realization of the powerful initial tendency to regard 
the NAAEC and NAFTA as arrangements essentially of concern to the US and 
Mexico alone. At the same time, the opening of the Mexico City regional office 
has helped ensure the immediacy of the CEC's links with, and sensitivity to, a 
Mexican government geographically and linguistically far removed from 
Montreal. 

Canada has benefited from having as a senior staff member and the 
second Executive Director an individual v‘ ho was intimately involved in advising 
the Canadian govenunent on the negotiation of NAFTA's environment provisions 
and w ho had served as the head of one of Canada's leading mainstream 
environmental NGOs (ENG0s). Moreover, Canadian nationals have always 
served as the manager of the Environment, Economy and Trade Program This 
helped ensure that Canadian perspectives on this subject of vital interest to an 
environmentally conunitted and export dependent Canada have full resonance in 
the work of the CEC. 

Most strikingly, Canada did achieve its initial objective of having the 
Secretariat led by an individual with a clearly independent approach. Indeed, the 
independent spirit was exercised in such a fashion that it came to raise Canadian 
concerns that the Secretariat was pursuing its work in a way that was not 
adequately sensitive to the larger political context in which all its member 
governments operated. However, substantive Canadian-specific sensitivities were 
never at the centre of this concem. 

Four features of the Secretariat might have eroded its effectiveness at the 
margins. First, the scarcity of senior natural or physical scientists or members of 
the business conununity among Secretariat staff may have limited its ability to 
connect or conununicate easily with the broader scientific and corporate 
community and mobilize resources from them. Second, the abrupt termination of 
senior staff members have led to some disruption in the work of the CEC and 
concerns, whether justified or not, about national government political 
interference in the work of what is obliged by the NAAEC to be an independent 
international body. Third, the recent lengthy reliance on an Acting Executive 
Director has raised questions in key constituencies as well. Fourth, a question has 
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arisen more recently as to whether the resources available for compensation are 
adequate to attract the desired individuals to work in the Secretariat 

Article 13 
Perhaps the leading NAAEC-codified instrument by which the 

Secretariat can operate independently is its top-down "roving spotlight" 
mechanism under Article 13 (Kinon 2002a). This empowers the CEC Secretariat, 
on its own initiative, to investigate independently and report on any matter related 
to its extensive co-operative work program. In the initial NAFTA negotiations, 
Canada supported an Article 13 constructed in such a fashion, particularly in the 
face of those in the US that wanted a more powerful and independent Secretariat 
prerogative (Winham 1994). Since that time, Canada has become increasingly 
enthusiastic about the value of Article 13 as it has been used by the Secretariat. 
Canada has always, without question, favoured making such reports publicly 
available, even when discussions take place over issues regarding the Canadian 
response to the recommendations in the reports. The Canadian govenunent has 
not been deterred by any fear that the "scientific" Article 13 instrument might 
move into broad policy and directly trade-related areas, where Canada's 
preferences could be hurt. 

Thus far, there have been five Article 13 cases initiated and four 
completed, for an average of about one every two years. The initiation of these 
five reports has been evenly spaced over the first nine years. There is no trend 
toward making more or less frequent use of this instrument. Hoy/ever, it can take 
over two years from the start of an investigation to the release of a final report. 
The elapsed time from initiation to public release is steadily lengthening. 

Joint Public Advisory Committee 
The JPAC is the leading instrument to ensure the CEC's commitment to 

inclusiveness, transparency and public participation in CEC governance - all 
important initial objectives for the Canadian government. In the early years, 
Canadian JPAC members played valuable roles in establishing open 
communication and relations of trust with their Mexican counterparts, who were 
wary of American motives in the CEC. 

Canada still values the work of JPAC in making the CEC an institution 
of citizens and not just of governments. Those in the biodiversity conservation 
community value its work in raising the profile of the invasive species issue, even 
if JPAC has not been particularly visible on a broader front. JPAC is also credited, 
along with the Secretariat, with pointing to the need for a strategic plan for the 
Enforcement Working Group. Here JPAC has encouraged traditionally closed and 
cautious enforcement individuals to engage in a more open, outward-looking 
dialogue, in part through the presence of the JPAC Chair at a meeting of the 
Enforcement Working Group. The govenunent also accepted seven of the eight 
recommendations offered by JPAC for the most recent enforcement work plan. 
JPAC, together with the Council and the Article 13 electricity report, is also 
credited with creating the CEC working group on air. 
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On the other hand, there has been a growing ambivalence about JPAC's 
choice of issues to take up. JPAC's work on the divisive subject of the 

procedures for dealing with Article 14-15 submissions is seen as having fostered 
undue attention to this litigious aspect of the CEC's veorlc, at the expense of its co-
operative program. More recently, there are doubts about the value of JPAC's 
work in regard to NAFTA's controversial Chapter 11 on investment disputes. In 
addition, a JPAC reconunendation that the Enforcement Working Group review 
the factual records made by each country had to be turned down, on the grounds 
of being too intrusive into national sovereignty. Here Canada and Mexico resisted 
most, for they, rather than the US, were the subject of the majority of the 
submissions and factual records. There vvas also a concern that NGOs and their 
American industry allies might be using the submission process for protectionist 
purposes, in a classic tactic of "baptist-bootlegger" or "green-greedy" coalitions. 
More broadly, there is a sense that JPAC has provided an alternative constituency 
for the Secretariat that has encouraged it to display its independence and made it 
less sensitive to the views and context of the parties than it would otherwise have 
been. A feeling that the Secretariat is less disciplined than that of the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), for example, stems in part 
from this orientation toward JPAC and the ENGO community that lies beyond. 
The work of the Canadian  National Advisory Corrunittee, and its role in advising 
on issues related to the NAAEC, is also relevant in this regard. 

Annual Program 
A further way of evaluating the CEC's usefulness and effectiveness for 

Canada is by assessing the components and results of the key aspects of the 
CEC's annual program covering environment, economy and trade, the 
conservation of biodiversity, pollutants and health, and law and policy. 

Environment, Economy and Trade 
The Environment, Economy and Trade Program is composed of 

activities that assess the environmental effects of trade, trade in environmentally 
preferable goods and services, financing for environmental protection, energy and 
carbon sequestration, and the Environment and Trade Officials Group. 

At the outset, in defining the first work plan, there was a desire at the 
official level, from a broadly critical DFAIT, Industry Canada and Environment 
Canada, to not have the CEC take up trade and environment issues. At the time, 
the big focus of the economy-environment work was the "NAFTA Environment 
Effects" project (see below) and the Canadian government had no clear idea of 
what it wanted out of the CEC in the environment, economy and trade field. Ten 
years later, there is still a strong view in important quarters in the Canadian 
government that the CEC should focus on its co-operative agenda, and that the 
Environment, Economy Trade Program has produced little of practical, visible 
value thus far. Yet on the whole, the Canadian government's attitude has changed 
a great deal. 

Within Environment Canada, the CEC is now seen as having usefully 
raised the profile of environmental ministries in North America within their 
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governments in regard to economic decision-making, and in making the 
environment a more important, integral part of trade negotiations and policy 
formation. It has helped create a context supportive of the development of a 
substantial unit within Environment Canada to work on trade-environment issues. 
It has directly addressed the concern that environmental regulations are intended 
or unintended barriers to trade. And it has helped promote the message that trade 
and the environment are mutually supportive, show that environmental measures 
are good for business, and focused policy thinldng on malcing trade liberalization 
work for the environment 

The program is further seen as demonstrating the value of the CEC in 
tackling issues others have not been able to take up because of the number of 
parties from which the latter must secure permission. The CEC's work on 
NAFTA Environmental Effects and labeling is cited in this regard. Others see an 
important research and "think tank" role for the CEC in trade-environment issues. 
They support the CEC doing more such work and attribute shortcomings to the 
parties rather than the CEC. 

Yet there have also been disappointments. There is an inadequate 
relationship with trade counterparts in other countries in and through the program. 
There has not been a strategic plan that would prevent the ad hoc "follow-on" 
imperative from producing, for example, a proposed project on palm trees that 
Canada opposed, following the one on shade coffee that the CEC did. Nor has it 
been possible to attract the trade, or other ministers, to meet with the environment 
ministers to deal with shared concems. Moreover, while the CEC is well 
respected for the quality of its NAFTA Environmental Effects work, it is seen in 
some places as academic and irrelevant at this stage, even if it will produce results 
when the methodology is applied. From this perspective the shift from NAFTA 
Environmental Effects to a broader trade-environment agenda has been a 
welcome step. 

Conservation of Biodiversity 
The Conservation of Biodiversity Program consists of activities on 

conservation strategy, birds, terrestrial species, marine species, marine protected 
areas, invasive species and biodiversity information. 

This program stands apart from the others in that, in the field of 
biodiversity conservation, there had been considerable interconnected bilateral 
and trilateral interaction among the three govenunents and other stakeholders 
prior to the advent of the NAAEC. This came as a consequence of the 1916 
Canada-US Migratory Birds Convention, the North American Waterfowl 
Management Plan, the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species 
(CITES) and the RAMSAR convention on wetlands. 3  This history helps fuel a 

3  "The trilateral concept emerged in discussions to involve Mexico in the North American 
Waterfowl Management Plan (NAWMP). As an alternative, Mexico drafted a 
Memorandum of Understanding to create a Tripartite Committee" among the countries, 
which was signed by all three in 1988. The goal of this coirunittee was to develop and 
design conservation strategies for migratory birds and their habitats. After Mexico became 
a full partner in NAWMP (in 1994), the role of the Tripartite Committee was less clear. 
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dominant view in Canada and the trilateral biodiversity conservation conununity 
that the CEC should be a facilitator and auditor, rather than a program deliverer 

or the central management agency through which all trilateral interaction takes 
place. This is consistent with a seminal high-level Canadian view of the CEC as 
but one among many mechanisms for trilateral environmental co-operation. It is 
reinforced by a feeling in the biodiversity conservation community that the CEC, 
managed in the US by the EPA, will devote insufficient attention to biodiversity 
conservation, which is entrusted to the Department of the Interior in the US. From 
this perspective, difficulties have arisen in the CEC's work when the Secretariat 
has proceeded more rapidly than the emerging consensus among the three 
governments in regard to implementation, and when it proceeds, as with 
biodiversity implementation systems, without agreed expectations among them 

Nonetheless, the CEC has made, and is seen to have made, a useful 
contribution to securing Canadian objectives. It has enhanced the capacity of 
Mexicans to participate more broadly. It has allowed Canadians to tap into a rich 
network of Mexican academics. It has provided a forum to explore partnerships 
on a neutral, third-party ground, without first engaging the formal machinery of 
all three national govemments. It has made it easier to access civil society input at 
a high level, and thus secure a broader spectrum of ideas than that which emerges 
when a single agency serves as invitee and host It also allows for an easier, freer-
thinking exchange of ideas, given the prevalence of tightly confined political 
appointees in the US and Nfexican systems and the frequency with which these 
incumbents change. 

At a more concrete level, the CEC has produced useful deliverables on 
continental ecosystem mapping, forward movement on the North American Bird 
Conservation Initiative, an agreed work program on species of concem, a 
biodiversity strategy and a budget to fund projects that adds resources to those 
otherwise available for biodiversity conservation (Commission for Environmental 
Cooperation 2003). 

Pollutants and Health 
The Pollutants and Health Program comprises activities on the Sound 

Management of Chemicals (SMOC), the North American Pollutant Release and 
Transfer Register (PRTR), air quality, pollution prevention and children's health. 

i.  SAf0C 
The first of these activities, SMOC, is regarded, from the perspective of 

Environment Canada, the Canadian government, and the broader Canadian 
community, as by far the most useful and effective CEC program. It is seen as 
valuable by all, is considered the flagship program and is probably the most 
visible achievement of the CEC to Canadians as a whole. There are very good 

The Canadian Wildlife Service suggested revising it with a broader mandate covering all 
wildlife and its habitat. The new name, the Trilateral Committee for Wildlife and 
Ecosystem Conservation and Management, reflects this broader mandate." "Nligratory 
Birds Conservation," Environment Canada, http://www.cl.vs-scf.ec.gc.caibirds/trilat_e.cfm . 
In addition, 1990 brought a Canada-Mexico Agreement on Environmental Co-operation. 
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grounds for this highly favourable consensus that SMOC commands. Indeed, so 
strong, sustained and widespread are SMOC's benefits, both to Canada directly 
and further afield, that it alone could justify the NAAEC's value for Canada 
during the Agreement's first ten years. 

At the CEC, since the start, Canada has been the only member 
consistently supporting SMOC. Canada pushed the project and the funding and 
programs to implement its regional action plans. Within Mexico, the initiative was 
enthusiastically welcomed by the responsible national official, who used the 
extemal support to develop the national program and the capacity that Mexico 
then almost entirely lacked. The US has been at times reluctant to move ahead 
rapidly on particular substances, such as benzene, that have been proposed. 

SMOC is so highly valued because it is a concrete expression of the 
larger Canadian desire to have the NAAEC serve as an instrument to build 
environmental capacity and management at the national level, above all in 
Mexico. 

Above all, SMOC has delivered clear, concrete deliverables that have 
brought substantial environmental improvement to Canada and to critical 
Canadian populations, notably indigenous peoples in Canada's Arctic. It has done 
so by eliminating or reducing in Mexico the use of harmful chemicals that flow 
north into Canada to do demonstrable damage there. In doing so, it directly saves 
lives in Canada. Thus far, the first set of "dirty dozen" chemicals have been 
addressed across North American through action under the program. In particular, 
the program has eliminated new sources of DDT and chlordane from the 
environment. It is currently refining its North American Regional Action Plan on 
lindane and other hexachlorocyclohextanes (HCH). 4  

Pollutants Release and Transfer Registry 
The PRTR, with its annual report, Taking Stock, is a program for 

providing rigorously comparable, readily comprehensible, public environmental 
and pollution information on the industrial release of major toxic pollutants. It is 
one of the largest programs the CEC has, with a current budget of US$450,000. 
The PRTR seeks to harmonize national programs, in the limited sense of 
comparing and informing the public throughout North America, rather than 
adjusting national programs to operate in the same way. The PRTR was motivated 
in part by the belief that such standardized public comparisons could help in 
assessing the environmental impacts of NAFTA-related trade. 

When the CEC started the PRTR project, Canada was not particularly 
supportive. Its first reservation derived from the fact that the project was only a 
bilateral comparison of releases between Canada and US, rather than  a genuinely 
trilateral activity. Canada's second concern was the CEC's adoption of the US 
national Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) framework as the model for the PRTR, 
as opposed to the creation of one that was adapted to include the superior features 
of Canada's National Pollutants Release Inventory (NPRI). This CEC decision 
might have been a result of the initial need seen by the CEC for rapid action, and 

4  CEC (2004), "Alaskans consulted on lindane action plan," February 12. 
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of the familiarity of the responsible CEC project manager with the US system. 
Yet this approach produced considerable Canadian discomfort, on scientific and 

environmental grounds. The core concern was that because the US method 
aggregated pollutants in a less sensitive way than Canada's method did, it could 
mislead the public. The US TRI examined all substances and aggregated them by 
weight to produce an overall national ranking of the top releasers. In contrast, 
Canada's NPRI did not aggregate but ranked releasers individually for each of the 
top ten individual pollutants. The CEC's US-based approach raised concerns for 
the Canadian government, Canadian industry and some Canadian environmental 
groups. They felt it was misleading, because an emitter could be ranked low 
overall even if it had high releases of carcinogens in particular. Canadian firms 
wrote letters to the Minister of the Environment, expressing concern that their 
stock price might fall because of the misleading public reports. 

Canada brought its concems to the CEC, which did address some of 
them. A new CEC project manager examined both the US and Canadian systems 
thoroughly, and selected what she regarded as the superior features of each. At the 
same time, Canadian representatives conducted what were, in effect, tv. ,o parallel 
dialogues, one with the Mexicans focused on capacity building and one with the 
Americans focused on transparency and the right to know. 

Slowly, the PRTR has become a CEC project that is important to 
Canada. It is now regarded as an area where the Secretariat has started on the right 
track, and has now produced a record of useful concrete deliverables. It is one of 
the CEC projects and publications that has had the most heavy and favourable 
impact in Canada. In particular, the PRTR has produced a number of clear 
benefits for Canada. 

First, the PRTR has created stronger bilateral relations and results 
between Canada and the United States. Even though the evolving PRTR 
framework is still about 80% American in design, every year there is more 
compatibility and more incremental improvements in information exchange 
between Canada and the US. 

Second, within the Canadian government, the PRTR has influenced 
Environment Canada's approach to reporting in the NPRI. It tries to  sec  how the 
NPRI and the TRI can be more compatible, by resolving the areas where 
comparison is not possible, and perhaps moving toward a system that provides 
greater comparability. Canada has learned more effective ways from the US to 
communicate data to the public, such as becoming familiar with tools used by the 
EPA to work with NGOs in developing maps so citizens can view what is being 
released in their neighbourhood. It has thus affected the way Canada's national 
programs work. 

Third, the annual PRTR report regularly receives more news coverage in 
Canada than Canada's own NPRI. This is perhaps because PRTR packages the 
data more effectively for public release, because of the greater credibility the 
international CEC source gives it, and because of Canadians' inherent interest in 
how their country is performing relative to the neighbouring US. 

Rather than resisting, Canadian industry is living with the PRTR, 
responding to it, and trying to get a better performance as a result. Canada's steel 
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companies and others are now issuing reports and press releases highlighting the 
fact that they have improved or moved up on the PRTR list or explaining their 
apparently disappointing ranking in the PRTR report. 5  This is a sign that industry 
is taking the report and its "shaming" effect seriously, and responding in a 
desirable way. There is a belief that it has also had some impact in reducing toxic 
emissions in Canada.6  'There is a hope that it might do so for smog and acid rain 
pollutants, as indicators for these substances are slated to be added to the PRTR 
list. 

Beyond Canada, the Canadian govenunent's commitment to trilateralism 
is slowly being realized in the PRTR. The CEC brought American and Canadian 
pressure to bear on Mexico to introduce regulations to require industry to disclose 
this information to the public. In the face of major resistance from industry in 
Mexico, much pressure was applied from the EPA Administrator and Canada's 
Environment Minister. Considerable capacity-building assistance also came from 
the CEC, and from the discretionary resources of Environment Canada (Kirton 
2002a). Mexico has thus increasingly provided data to be incorporated into what 
is now a trilateral PRTR, if still one heavily oriented to the US and Canada. 

Looking ahead, Canada sees PRTR as a concrete expression of Canada's 
strategic vision to have the CEC focus on activities that it does better than anyone 
else, and on public accessibility to information, by making available and 
accessible existing data, rather than by creating new information. Yet there remain 
several Canadian disappointments in regard to the PRTR. One is the continuing 
need to promote the PRTR within Environment Canada and other Canadian 
government departments. The second is to overcome resistance flowing from the 
fact that PRTR is a self-reporting system with minimal methodological 
requirements. The third is that media attention on the PRTR, while desirable in 
itself, has taken attention away from the other accomplislunents of the CEC. A 
fourth is that the CEC did not have its own funding to finance the capacity 
building required in Mexico to make the PRTR more rapidly a more fully 
trilateral exercise. Yet together these continuing reservations pale in comparisons 
to the clear benefits that Canada has secured through the PRTR. 

Air Quality 
One area where Canada has begun to act more strategically and 

successfully in recent years is the Air Quality Program. In the past, CEC work in 
regard to air flowed from Secretariat initiatives such as the Article 13 Report on 
Continental Pollutant Pathways. It also came from strategic US initiatives, based 

5  For example, Noranda (2003), "International Report Demonstrates Importance of Metal 
Recycling at Noranda," News Release April 17, and Francois Blain, Director, media 
relations, Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, "Letter to the Editor of the Ottawa Citizen, 
the Globe and Mail, and the Toronto Star„ n.d. 
6  The Taking Stock report released on May 29, 2002, containing the first five year trend 
review, showed a 3% decline in the total of toxic chemicals generated in North America. 
The report released in the spring of 2003 showed a 5% drop from 1995 to 2000 in North 
American  chemicals released into the environment and shipped for recycling or other 
disposal, with an 8% drop in air emission in the US and an increase in Canada. 
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on the US desire to stop dirty air from Mexico entering the US, to create 
etnissions inventories in Mexico that lead to public participation and pressure, 

and to constitute the foundation for transport modeling. 
Canada inspired the creation of a CEC Working Group on Air. This push 

also came from the Secretariat, JPAC and the CEC's Article 13 report on 
electricity. The latter confirmed that coal, as a major fuel to generate electricity, 
had significant smog and acid rain impacts. The Air Working Group first met in 
June 2003. The Secretariat put existing air-related activity under the heading of 
the Working Group, and gave it a small amount of money to do air quality 
monitoring in Mexico. The Working Group then began to develop a strategic 
plan. 

Canada's approach has been to have a focus for the Working Group's 
work, to avoid duplicating other work that Canada was conducting bilaterally with 
the US, to have the CEC work on matters, such as emission inventories, that were 
consistent at both borders, and to take up matters of particular Canadian concem, 
such as best available technology (BAT) for air pollution control. Within the 
Canadian goverrunent, senior levels have been engaged to examine how to use the 
trilateral framework to advance Canada's bilateral interests with the US. Canada 
sees the role of the CEC in air not as setting policy but as building tools to support 
Canadian interests, notably those on smog and acid rain. 

As the same smog and acid rain crosses only one North American 
border, and is thus physically a bilateral rather than trilateral issue. Canada sees 
the Air Working Group's role as developing common tools and information on air 
quality, and on monitoring mechanisms in Mexico to identify air quality for smog. 
Canada hopes that this work will provide high-quality, detailed data that can be 
made public, of the sort that Canada lacks at home. 

vi. Children's Health 
The CEC's work on children's health was a US initiative, led by former 

EPA administrator Carol Browner and flowing from an EPA priority. Canada 
gave this initiative strong support. The prevailing view is that the relationship 
between environment and health needs to be developed in the North American 
context, if only to better equip Environment Canada for its dialogue with Health 
Canada, and to develop improved regulatory policies at home. 

Canada has suggested that the CEC work on health data and 
comparability, with some forward-looking assessment included. As the OECD 
already has work underway in this area, the CEC will focus more narrowly on 
developing health indicators. 

d. Law and Policy 
The Law and Policy Program is made up of activities for environmental 

standards, hazardous waste, enforcement and compliance, as well as freshveater 
and environmental management systems. Since the start, Canada has viewed the 
CEC as a way of strengthening the enforcement program, particularly in regard to 
the import and export of hazardous waste. 
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Here there have been disappointments. It has not been possible to 
exchange information on transborder shipments. This is in part for political 
reasons, due to mistrust between the US and Mexico. It is also due to legal 
obligations in Canada for the privacy of industry-supplied information and in the 
US for disclosure. There was a concern  that some might use US actors to secure 
information on Canadian firms that would be confidential under C anadian  law at 
home. Thus far, the CEC has done nothing in the enforcement field with a direct 
impact on the environment within Canada. One proposal for CEC activity where a 
specific Canadian interest has been involved — on pollution by maritime vessels 
— has been difficult to get underway due to budgetary constraints. 

Nonetheless the CEC's work as a co-ordinator has been useful in 
building capacity for Mexican wildlife officers through setninars and training of 
customs officers. Most recently, the CEC has developed a strategic plan for the 
Enforcement Working Group. Canada has also successfully avoided being drawn 
into operational matters where there are sharp US-Mexican differences, as in the 
treatment of the dumping of tires from the US in Mexico. Most broadly, there has 
developed a greater willingness by individuals to work together on a common 
strategic plan, with capacity building in Mexico at its core. Yet here the rapid 
rotation in personnel on the US and Mexican side has limited progress. 

Article 10(6) Trade-Environment 
As noted above, the Canadian  government trade policy community has a 

generally and increasingly favourable judgment of the CEC's trade-environment 
work. This rests on two of the three pillars of the work under NAAEC Article 
10(6). These pillars are the Article 10(6)(d) obligation to "assess on an ongoing 
basis NAFTA's Environmental Effects," the work of the subsequently created 
"10(6) Working Group on Trade-Environment Linkages" and the desire to 
express trade-environment integration and equality at the ministerial level through 
a joint meeting of the CEC Council and NAFTA's Free Trade Commission 
(FTC). 

NAFTA's Emironmental Effects 
Article 10(6)D imposes on the CEC a mandatory obligation to "assess on 

an ongoing basis NAFTA's environmental effects." Members of the trade policy 
community judge the CEC's output under its ensuing Environment, Economy and 
Trade Program to be balanced and not propagandistic. This judgment applies to 
such politically charged studies as those on Mexican  maize. The work is seen as 
credible and helpful in showing that trade liberalization under NAFTA is not 
destroying the environment. DFAIT officials dealing with the trade-environment 
interface from an environmental perspective also have high regard for the CEC-
created framework to assess NAFTA's environmental effects. Indeed, those 
negotiating Canada's trade agreements have called this breakthrough work from 
the CEC. 

Internationally, the NAFTA Environmental Effects framework, produced 
by an environmental organiz_ation, stands out as being based on an environment-

first multidisciplinary approach and on the particular characteristics of North 
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America, including that of its emerging country member Mexico. It thus stands 
apart from the one major earlier effort, developed by the OECD. This 

framework, from an economic organization, offered an economy-first framework 
based on economic methodologies, and reflected the experience of developed 
countries, largely in the European core. Not surprisingly, the CEC framework has 
been attractive to ENGOs and developing countries now taking up the task of 
assessment through organizations such as UNEP. Here the influence of the CEC 
framework has come less on paper than through people, as those familiar with the 
CEC framework have moved on to contribute to the task of developing 
methodologies appropriate on a global scale. 

Article 10(6) Working  Croup  on Trade-Environment Linkages 
Of less direct benefit thus far has been the Article 10(6) Working Group 

on Trade-Environment Linkages, a body created once the construction of the 
NAFTA Effects framework was largely complete. The Working Group has helped 
Canadian government trade officials become more directly involved in the work 
of the CEC, and more familiar with, and aware of the value of, the CEC's 
approach to forging the trade-environment link. These officials have come to 
regard the annual CEC work prog-ram on Environment, Economy and Trade as 
making a useful contribution. 

Yet the Working Group has not led to a similar intra-national integration 
between the trade and environment communities within the US and Mexico. This 
has made Working Group discussions somewhat unbalanced. Nor has the Group 
been able to help with central issues, such as the approach to precaution. In 
addition, Canada resisted a JPAC proposal that the Working Group take up the 
question of NAFTA's Chapter 11 investment dispute process, on the grounds that 
the three governments were already dealing with this issue in another forum under 
NAFTA itself. 

CEC Council—FTC Joint Meeting 
Most disappointingly, Canadian officials have been unable to convince 

their NAFTA partners to proceed with one initiative that would signal the full 
equality and integration of trade and environment values. This is the proposal to 
hold a joint meeting of the trade ministers of the NAFTA Free Trade Commission 
and the environment ministers of the CEC Council. Canada's most recent effort to 
secure such a meeting was opposed by the US, which feared it would lead to 
demands that a joint meeting be held for labour as well. Additional concems 
relate to the particular agenda, length and prominence of such a meeting, and its 
symbolic value as a statement of a NAFTA-wide commitment to sustainable 
trade. 

Probably the greatest failure of the NAAEC from a Canadian perspective 
has thus been the minimal progress made during the first decade in fulfilling the 
obligation to "cooperate with the NAFTA Free Trade Commission to achieve the 
environmental goals and objectives of the NAFTA" as specified in Article 10(6) 
of the NAAEC. To be sure, the emergence of activity in the trade community in 
the three govemments over the NAFTA Environmental Effects project, and the 
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subsequent creation and work of the Environment and Trade Officials Group 
helped realize the intent of this provision at the worldng level. But nothing has 
taken place at senior levels, or in the form of any collective encounter between the 
trilateral CEC and its trade counterpart, especially at the ministerial level. In part 
this is because the FTC has not resulted in a trilateral Secretariat that could easily 
and continuously interact with its CEC counterpart. But, above all, it reflects the 
inability of the trade and environment conununities in all three govemments to 
agee, at the same time, to hold a ministerial or senior-level encounter, and to 
agree on its purpose, length, format and agenda. 

The Canadian government's trade and environment communities are 
working together to find a way to bring about such a meeting, in recognition of 
their new enthusiasm for the CEC's trade-environment work, and the sympathy of 
both Canadian ministers for integrated work on trade and the environment (Kirton 
2003a). Yet the experience of the past decade suggests that a top-down injection 
of political will and a decision of architectural dimensions, rather than 
incremental, bottom-up consensus, will be required to forge this critical missing 
link. The similar experience of the CEC and Environment Canada in the field of 
energy, where NAEWG officials refuse to include the CEC in their meeting, even 
as the CEC includes NAEWG in its meetings, also shows how difficult the 
achievement of equal, reciprocal interaction and integration of the economy and 
the environment can  be. 

Article 14-15 Citizens' Submission 
The NAAEC's Article 14-15 process allows any "interested party" to 

initiate direct action against governments that are felt to be systematically not 
enforcing their own environmental regulations (Winham 1994, Raustiala 1995, 
Markell 2000, Kirton 2002a, Blair 2003, Fitzmaurice 2003). There have been 42 
such submissions, or cases, filed from NAFTA's start to the end of 2003. This 
mechanism, designed largely for the ENGO community, has generated more 
activity than  the NAFTA's Chapter 11 on investment disputes, which was 
designed for use by firms. Indeed, Article 14-15 has generated almost three times 
as much activity, if only the 16 environmentally related Chapter 11 cases are 
included in the count. 

Of the 42 cases initiated under the Article 14-15 process to the end of 
2003, Mexico was the target of 20, Canada 14 and the United States 8. The 
overall pattern is not highly unbalanced across the three countries if their relative 
size is not taken into account. Canada, that is, with one third of the cases directed 
at it, has not been particularly singled out. When one accounts for the likely 
capacity of the respective goverrunents to enforce their environmental regulations 
effectively, it is hardly surprising that a relatively poorer Mexico would be the 
target of more cases that the richly resourced govenunent of the US. 

The balance, however, shifts when one considers only those eight cases 
that have proceeded all the way to the release of a factual record. Here the 
distribution is Mexico three, Canada four and the US only one. Of the 11 cases 
listed as active at the end of 2003, Mexico is the subject of seven and Canada 

four. The US had no cases under active consideration. However, not all these 
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ongoing cases need end in factual records. Yet when they do, environmentally 
enhancing change is the major result. 

Article 14-15 is operating, as intended, as a mechanism for ENGOs 
concerned with environmental quality and related social concerns. Most of the 
cases have been filed by ENG0s. Seven of the eight cases leading to factual 
records have been submitted by ENG0s. The eighth was submitted by an 
aboriginal fisheries association in British Columbia. In 1999-2000, firms began to 
file actions, but the two they mounted were declined on the grounds that they 
were already the subject of action under NAFTA's Chapter 11. The "process 
protection" problem for the trade community, in the form of jurisdiction shopping 
and simultaneously litigating under different mechanisms on the same issue, has 
thus been contained. Article 14-15 has thus remained a pure mechanism for 
environmental protection, rather than being mobilized by firms and foreign 
investors to forward their ultimately commercial concerns. It is also accessible to 
individuals, who have used it in conjunction with an NGO. The cadence of Article 
14-15 usage, with a continuing set of fresh cases initiated each year, and an 
overall average of four to five cases a year, shows that the ENGO submitter 
community continues to have faith in the actual and potential impact of the 
mechanism. 

Of the 42 cases initiated to the end of 2003, however, just under 20% 
have ended in a published factual record. Far more have been terminated, 
withdrawn, diverted (to an Article 13 investigation) or deferred. Moreover, the 
CEC's Council has declined a CEC reconunendation that a factual record be 
prepared in two cases. 

The Article 14-15 process has served Canadian interests. It has proved to 
have an embarrassment factor, leading to much questioning within Environment 
Canada and the government as a whole and from legislators when factual records 
against Canada are released. It has helped cushion the enforcement resources in 
Environment Canada against cutbacks at a time of severe departmental 
downsizing. It has helped Environment Canada more broadly support a strong 
enforcement process. NGOs are still using the mechanism to launch submissions 
against Canada, showing the mechanism has value in their judgment. And a CEC 
study has pointed to the many ecological ùnprovements that have come as a result 
of the BC Hydro Article 14-15 case (Bowman 2001). In this case, the CEC 
Secretariat faced little opposition in its recommendation to proceed to a factual 
record. The US was eager to go forward and Canada did not resist The record 
dealt with the strengths and wealcnesses of the existing watershed management 
program and led to better integration on the Watershed Management Plan, in ways 
that the submitters themselves recognize and approve. 

Given its record in Canada, the Article 14-15 model has been regarded as 
appropriate for — and thus for inclusion in modified forrn in — the other bilateral 
free trade agreements that Canada has gone on to negotiate. For example, 
Canada's agreement veith Chile contains an Article 14-14-like clause, with some 
modifications resulting from the absence of a Secretariat in the Canada-Chile 
case. 
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Part 5 Dispute Resolution 
The NAAEC Part 5 dispute resolution provisions provided a variable 

regime. Here the United States and Mexico could sanction each other with trade 
restrictions at the end of a lengthy process for non-enforcement of environmental 
regulations. In contrast, under Part 5, Canada could sanction, and be sanctioned 
by, the US and Mexico only with monetary fines imposed through the Canadian 
domestic court system. This variable architecture preserved Canada's fundamental 
objectives. These were to protect the open access to the US market that Canada 
had secured under CUSFTA and to allow the corporate strategies of Canadian 
companies to be developed free from fear that that NAFTA, through the NAAEC, 
would imperil their critical export market access. 

Part 5 has remained a dead letter, in that no government has initiated 
actions that could lead either to trade sanctions or fines. It is widely expected to 
remain a dead letter in perpetuity, under a de facto non-aggression pact in which 
no country will initiate the first dispute for fear of unleashing a spiral of 
retaliation under which all would lose. Nonetheless, its very presence and the 
legal potential for action have substantial negative effects. It has made Canadian 
provinces more reluctant to accede to the NAAEC. It has made some in the legal 
and trade community in DFAIT anxious to restrict the Article 14-14 mechanism 
for fear that the contents of a factual record flowing from it, relating to 
environmental subsidies with trade effects, could unleash political pressures in the 
aggrieved country that would induce their government to mount the first Part 5 
case. Above all, the presence of Part 5 suggests a continued collective belief in 
punition and economic protectionism, rather than capacity-building assistance and 
open commerce and co-operation as the way to secure environmental 
improvement. It is thus the antithesis of Canada's core sustainable development 
beliefs. Compounding the costs of Part 5 is the practice of the US government in 
introducing such provisions into its bilateral trade agreements with other 
developing countries in the western hemisphere in particular, and thus seeking to 
legitimize their philosophy of punition in the wider context of the FTAA and 
WTO. In recognition of its costs and absence of benefits, and knowing that 
developing countries are strongly opposed to trade sanctions, Canada has 
eliminated such provisions in its bilateral free trade agreements, and its FTAA and 
WTO negotiating stance (Kirton 2003a). Indeed, the Canadian government's 
refusal to accept trade sanctions for environmental reasons is fundamental to its 
approach to negotiations in the WTO Doha Development Agenda and the FTAA. 

There is, at a minimum, no evidence that the presence of either the trade 
sanctions or fines envisaged by Part 5 have had any deterrent or other 
psychological effect in inducing improved environmental performance on the part 
of any of the parties. The absence of Part 5 action during the first decade suggests 
that no party believes that even the threat of such action would have an 
environmentally beneficial effect. The absence of any pressure by a civil society 
actor in any country over ten years to initiate such action suggests that everyone 
of consequence shares this belief. 
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Provincial Participation 
Ten years after the agreement, little has been accomplished by way of 

attracting Canadian provinces to participate in the NAAEC. That the two initial 
leaders were Quebec and Alberta suggests that provincial decisions to participate 
are more an expression of a political judgment on NAFTA as a whole than  of a 
functional evaluation of the value of the NAAEC and the CEC for this important 
area of provincial responsibility. Moreover, provinces have been largely 
uninvolved in the ongoing life of the CEC and its working groups, even in areas 
such as air quality where they have important concems. 

Although Canadian govenunent officials consider that the greater 
presence of the provinces in the work of the CEC might strengthen the pan-
Canadian voice, they do not see the CEC as a solution for the specific federal-
provincial challenges they face. Indeed, in the biodiversity area, the ability of 
networks outside the CEC to attract state and provincial participation and 
contributions is one reason why the biodiversity community looks upon the CEC 
with some wariness. 

Specific NAAEC impacts 
It is an analytically challenging task to assess the specific impact of the 

NAAEC on the way that governments in Canada manage and regulate, and the 
actual effects on the pressures, supports and the state of the ambient environment 
that result from the actions of Canadian governments. First, doing so involves 
specifying the autonomous effect of NAAEC-inspired action, whether through the 
CEC or outside it, identifying the resulting changes in interaction, 
institutionalization, learning and altered calculations of interests and conceptions 
of identity, and then the consequent changes in national government behaviour 
and the physical transformations in the Canadian ecology. Because the CEC is 
essentially a policy development facilitator, with virtually no budget for program 
implementation, the linkages are largely indirect. Moreover, much of the impact 
of the CEC takes place through nongovernmental mechanisms, through its civil 
society incubation and participation, and through enhanced public awareness as a 
whole. Many of the impacts, as with SMOC, have taken place in Mexico, and 
their effects have then been transmitted back to Canada. And several of the 
projects of most interest to the Canadian government — including projects now 
central to Canada's overall strategic vision for the CEC and approach to its work 
— are of recent origin, with impacts yet to be seen. 

Yet several impacts of the NAAEC on the way the Canadian government 
regulates and manages, and the resulting environmental change in Canada, can 
confidently be identified at this time. Most broadly, a wide array of officials, from 
many of Environment Canada's programs and in DFAIT, regularly interact on a 
trilateral basis, in an increasingly co-operative spirit, through CEC forums. As this 
is an entirely new experience, outside the biodiversity area, the NAAEC has 
generated an often intense process of awareness, learning and even embryonic 
sense of identity on a North American scale. In particular, it has made Mexico a 
priority and a privileged partner of Canada. And it has strengthened Canada's 
behaviour abroad, as a member of a North American community, on global 
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debates on sustainability assessments of trade agreements and in securing 
resources from multilateral organizations to reduce toxic chemicals in Mexico. 

Conclusions 
During its first decade, the CEC has worked well for Canada. Indeed, it 

has worked increasingly well as the years have passed. Moreover, it promises to 
work even better for Canada in the years ahead. This is especially so as and if a 
more strategic Canadian vision, more continuous Canadian ministerial leadership, 
and a process of major modification of the CEC and its surrounding architecture 
are brought to bear. 

Key Measures 
The NAAEC and CEC represented a revolutionary departure in 

international governance for Canadians and for their colleagues in the United 
States and Mexico. Canada's initial aspirations for the new regime, while 
somewhat reactive, were architectural, ambitious, general and expansive, rather 
than incremental, modest, narrow in scope and limited in time. Thus, the 
effectiveness of the NAAEC for Canada should be assessed according to several 
measures that capture the generality and expansive nature of the great step that 
Canada made in designing and accepting the NAAEC in 1993. Here the most 
central measures for identifying success are: 

1. Realizing Canada's initial and evolving objectives for the NAAEC and the 
CEC itself; 

2. Forwarding, strategically and otherwise, Canada's national environmental 
and economy-environment priorities; 

3. Engendering a trilateral North American community that fosters an improved 
environment and more open economy across the inherently integrated 
region and thus for Canadians living in its Canadian  community or the 
region as a whole. 

4. Expressing Canadians' nationally unifying priority for global environmental 
protection, within North America and on a global scale. 

By these broad and ambitious measures, the NAAEC-CEC has, on the 
whole, served Canada well. A more detailed approach to assessment involves 
identifying Canada's specific success in achieving its five seminal and four 
evolving objectives, in securing its approach in each of the CEC's main programs 
and projects, and obtaining the environmental impacts its desires. Appendix C 
provides an overall judgment, based on the evidence reported and assessed above, 
in each of these categories, in regard to the level of Canadian success during the 
first decade as a whole, the trend over the past decade toward the present, and the 
prospects for Canadian success in the future should the NAAEC-CEC 
arrangements and architecture remain essentially the same, in the face of the real 
environmental and economic changes underway. The overall portrait is one of a 
medium level of success, a rising trend toward greater success in recent years, and 
reasonable prospects for success by building on the existing NAAEC-CEC 
architecture in the years ahead. The major areas of low performance, stagnation, 

and an uncertain future relate to areas where success is highly dependent on 
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institutions outside the NAAEC-CEC — notably the core NAFTA itself — and 
where greater resources are required to meet the economic and environmental 

challenges that lie ahead. 
Judgments about present and past success, as well as future prospects, 

are inevitably related to the investments that have been made. Although the 
resources available to the CEC are broader than the core funding provided directly 
to the CEC by the three member governments, this latter contribution is the core 
resource whose ample provision and wise use is essential for mobilizing the other 
resources which can come. Here one can compare the Canadian govemment's 
annual US$3 million contribution, fixed in nominal dollars at this level since the 
CEC's start, with a selected array of other international and internationally-
oriented environmental institutions that the Canadian govemment invests in. The 
results show that the CEC stands as one of the Canadian goverrunent's "big four" 
international environmental 'institutional investments, as follows: the Montreal 
Protocol on Ozone at C$10,208,900; the CEC at C$4,650,000; the International 
Institute for Sustainable Development at C$3,361,000; and UNEP at $2,525,000. 
The CEC thus emerges as a leading, but not singularly central investment. 

Key Impacts 
The key impacts of the NAAEC-CEC are best seen in relation to the 

desired outcome — an enhanced physical environment for Canadians and North 
Americans to enjoy. Here, as detailed above, there is a substantial legacy of 
success. It is led by the reductions in toxic chemicals due to SN1OC, the 
containment of air emissions as measured by and in modest part due to Taking 
Stock, prospects for preserving endangered species through regional biodiversity 
action plans, improved health for vulnerable and regular Canadian populations 
due to SMOC and PRTR, and a move toward controlling trade in harzardous 
substances due to the environment, economy and trade work. Demonstrable, 
physical improvements have thus come across most ambient environmental 
media, and even, embryonically in the trade-environment realm. Producing 
similar successes in regard to water, Canada's ice covered regions, and the global 
community are challenges that await in the next ten years. 

Relevance for Other Agreements 
The trade-environment achievements raise the central question of 

whether the revolutionary, pioneering North American regional model of the 
NAAEC-CEC is appropriate for adaptation and adoption by the global community 
as a vvhole. Here it is easy to identify the defects of the NAAEC-CEC architecture 
and performance, and the distinctiveness in a global context of the North 
American ecology and economy for which it was designed (Ostry 2002). Yet on 
the whole the evidence suggests there are good grounds for a more optimistic 
view (Maclaren and Kirton 2002). 

In broad, architectural terms, the NAAEC-CEC model works. It should 
be strengthened and adapted and adopted on a global scale. Its wider value rests 
on its unique character as a full free trade regime that normatively, legally and 
institutionally put the environment in, in a largely integrated and equal way, that 
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did so by bridging countries across the long divisive north-south divide, and that 
treated equally countries with great diversity in levels of development, economic 
and social structure, and language, and with little prior social, political or 
economic connection or sense of community. No other real world model comes 
close to the NAAEC-CEC's proven record of success in the face of such diversity. 
Yet as Canada's core recent and prospective trade liberalization agreements will 
take place across new communities that manifest such diversity in ever larger 
measure, the NAAEC-CEC model stands as the only proven guide (Kirton 2003a, 
2004). 

In considering the adaptations required for this outward loolcing task, 
there are important issues that arise regarding, inter alia, the need to eliminate the 
impact or existence of the punitive provisions of Part Five, and the need to 
mobilize the resources required to solve, co-operatively, the environmental 
problems that the NAAEC's provisions and processes bring to light. Yet beyond 
the NAAEC-CEC organism and surrounding conununity lies the broader issue 
that full free trade agreements have proven to be politically necessary to bring 
such effective, expanding international environmental commtmities to life. 
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Appendix A: Data Sources 
The evidence and judgments in this study, where not otherwise 

identified, are based on two sets of sources. The first are several series of 
confidential, semi-structural interviews from 1995 to 2003 with relevant 
stakeholders in all three NAFTA countries, as follows: 

1.NAFTA Environmental Effects, Fall 1995—Spring 1996 
2. NAFTA Institutions, Summer 1996—Spring 1997 
3. IDRC Research (conducted by Julie Soloway), Fall 1997—Winter 1998 
4. EnviReform CEC, Autumn 2002—Sununer 2003 
5. NAAEC@10, Autumn 2003 

The second is through the author's "participant observation" 
involvement in five processes of relevance to the CEC's creation and operation. 
The first of these was as a member during the late 1980s of an informal 
multistakeholder group of individuals from the three countries, assembled by Jean 
Hennessey and Konrad Von Moltke of Dartmouth University, to assess the need 
for and the design of what was then termed a North American Commission on the 
Environment (NACE). The second was as a member from 1989 to 1995 of the 
Foreign Policy Committee of the National Roundtable on the Environment and 
the Economy with a major role in preparing advice to the Prime Minister of 
Canada on the environmental and sustainable development dimensions of the 
NAFTA and NAAEC. The third was a member of the Canadian govenament's 
International Trade Advisory Committee from 1995 to 1997. The fourth was as 
the project team leader of the CEC project on NAFTA Environmental Effects 
from 1995 to 1998. The fifth was as a member of the CEC's Advisory Committee 
on NAFTA's Environmental Effects from its inception through the spring of 
2003. 

It should be added that the community partners of the EnviReform 
project at the University of Toronto include the CEC, and the following 
organizations involved in the work of the CEC: Pollution Probe, the Centre 
patronal de l'environnement de Québec, and the Sierra Legal Defence Fund. 
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Appendix B: The Council's Agenda, 1995-2003 

Issue 	 95 	96 	97 	98 	99 	'00 	'01 	'02 	'03  
Public 

X 	X 	X 	 X Participation  
Migratory Bird 

X Deaths in Mexico  
Reducing Risks to 
Human Health 
through Pollution 	X 
Prevention 
Strategies  
Wildlife Habitat 

X 
Protection  
Energy Efficiency 
and Climate 	X 
Change  
Public Access to 
Environmental 	X 	 X 
Information  
Transboundary 
Initiatives 
(Including 	X 	X 	X 	X 
Transboundary 
EIA)  
Public 
Submissions 	X 	 X 	X 	 X 
(Article 14 and 15)  
Enhancing 
Environmental and 

X 
Public Health 
Protection  
Environment and 

X 	X 	X 	X 	X Trade  
Air Monitoring and 
Modeling/Cooperat 

X 	X ion on Air Quality 
Issues  
Cozumel Factual 

X Record  
North American 
Pollutants Release 
Inventory 	 X 	 X 	X 	X 
(Pollutant Release 
and Transfer 
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Registers) 
 Environmental 

Enforcement and 	X 	X 	X 	 X 
Compliance  
Green Jobs 	 X  
Funding X 
Conununities  
Protection X 
Migratory Species  
Evaluating Success 
of X 	X 
NAAEC/Progress 
Reviews  
"A Shared Agenda 
for Action" CEC 3 	 X 
year planning  
Regional Action on 
Global Issues and 

X 	 X 
Cooperation on 
Global Agreements  
Reducing the 
Threat of Toxic 
Chemicals/Sound 	 X 	X 	X 	X 	X 
Management of 
Chemicals  
North American 
Bird Conservation 	 X 	X 	X 
Initiative  
Upper San Pedro X 
River Imitative  
The Silva X 
Reservoir  
Children's Health 
and the 	 X 	X 	X 	X 
Environment  
Law and Policy 	 X  
Biodiversity 

X 	X 	X 
Conservation  
North American 
Fund for 

X 
Environmental 
Cooperation 
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Market Based 
Approach to 

X Environmental 
Conservation  
CEC Capacity 

X 
Building  
Freight Traffic 	 X  
Electricity Market 	 X 	X  
Industry Practices 	 X  
Strengthening 
CEC's X 
Relationship with 
Private Sector  
Hazardous Waste X X  
Finance and 
Environment 

 Corporate 
Environmental 	 X 	X 
Stewardship 

 World Summit on 
Sustainable 	 X 
Development  
Joint Meeting with 
International Joint 
Commission and 
International 
Boundary and 
Water Commission  
Management of 
Freshwater 	 X 
Resources  
Renewable Energy X  
Disclosure of 
Financially 
Relevant 
Environmental 
Information  
North American 
Green Purchasing 
Initiative  
NAFTA 10 Year 

X 
Retrospective 

Prepared by Caitlin Sainsbury, November 14, 2003 
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Canadian Success 
Level 	Trend Objective/Activity 

Stable 
Uncertain 
Favourable 
Favourable 
Favourable 
Uncertain 
Stable 
Stable 
Favourable 
Stable 
Unfavourable 
Stable 

Stable 

Appendix C: Canada's Accomplishments at the NAAEC-CEC 

Prospects 

Favourable 

Favourable 
Uncertain 
Uncertain 
Favourable 
Favourable 
Favourable 
Favourable 

Canadian Objectives: 
a. Make CEC Work 
b. Put Environment First 
Unfavourable 
c. Bring Citizens In 
d. Expand Resources 
e. Foster Independence 
f. Emphasize Co-operation 
g. Facilitate Intergovernmentalism 
h. Forward National Strategy 
i. Employ Trade Work 

The NAAEC Institutions: 
a. Preambule Objectives/Obligations 	High 
b. CEC Budget 	 Medium 
c. Council 	 High 
d. Secretariat 	 High 
e. Article 13 	 Medium 
Unfavourable 
f. JPAC 	 Medium 
g. Environment, Economy and Trade Low 
h. Conservation of Biodiversity 	Medium 
i. SMOC 	 Very High 
j. Taking Stock (PRTR) 	Medium 
k. Air Quality 	 Low 
1. Children's Health 	 Medium 
m. Law and Policy 	 Low 
n. NAFTA's Environmental Effects Medium 
o. Article 10(6) Working Group 	Low 
p. A Council—FTC Joint Meeting 	Low 
q. Article 14-15 	 Medium 
r. Part 5 	 Negative 
Unfavourable s. Provincial Participation 
Stable 

Medium 
Medium 

High 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 
Low 

Uncertain 
Stable 

Stable 
Stable 
Declining 
Stable 
Improving 
Improving 
Improving 

Stable 
Declining 
Improving 
Stable 
Improving 

Declining 
Improving 
Improving 
Improving 
Improving 
Improving 
Stable 
Stable 
Improving 
Improving 
Declining 
Improving 
Stable 
Low 

Uncertain 
Unfavourable 
Favourable 
Uncertain 

High 
Low 
High 
Low 

Specific NAAEC Impacts 
1. Industrial Pollutants 
2. Biodiversity 
3. Environmental Health 
4. Water  

Improving 	Favourable 
Improving 	Favourable 
Improving 	Favourable 
Improving 	Favourable 
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MONETARY COOPERATION IN THE NORTH 

AMERICAN ECONOMY 
David Laidler 

University of Western Ontario 

Asymmetries in North America's Monetary Order 
Canadians are sometimes tempted to treat North American economic 

integration as a project to be pushed forward or resisted, depending on their 
economic and political preferences, but that is not quite right. Rather, North 
American economic integration is an already well established fact of life, which 
has to be managed. Clearly, the way in which it is managed will affect its 
prospects of deepening or unwinding, but there is no way of avoiding the day by 
day task of coping with it.  It is in this context that Canada's monetary 
arrangements must be discussed. Even though the Canadian dollar's use is largely 
confined to Canada, to analyse the country's choice of monetary order from a 
purely domestic viewpoint is to miss a vital element in the constraints subject to 
which that choice must be made. 

Other facts require attention here too, involving fundamental 
asymmetries that mark economic relations between Canada and the United States, 
not to mention Mexico.' Among these, the most immediately obvious, namely the 
relative economic sizes of the three countries, is the least important. Of much 
greater significance is the matter of their very different economic places in the 
world economy. To begin with, when it comes to Canada's trade in goods and 
services, and Mexico's too, the US is, to all intents and purposes, the "rest of the 
world". In round numbers, a little more than four fifths of the smaller countries' 
exports, (amounting to about a quarter of GDP in the Canadian case) go to the US. 
Canada is, to be sure, the US's largest single trading partner, but Asia and Europe 
are close numers up here, and there is no Canadian, let alone Mexican, dominance 
in US trade, to match that of the US in Canada and Mexico. 

This fact alone implies that, though North American economic relations 
provide an appropriate context for the analysis of Canada's monetary choices, and 
of Mexico's too, the relevant background for the US is the international economy 
taken as a whole. The matter goes much deeper, however. Not only is the US a 
leading player in the world trading system, but, as McKinnon (2002) has stressed, 
its currency is dominant as a means of payment, unit of account and store of value 
for the international economy. 

The US dollar is the international economy's money of choice, as well as 
being a domestic currency, and Benjamin Cohen (2003) has recently pointed out 

'The place of Mexico within North America is an under-discussed topic in the Canadian 
literature on North American monetary issues. The reader is warned that this paper 
probably pays too little attention to the issues involved here, which surely require a major 
study in their own right to bring them into focus. 
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that this fact creates an important set of opportunities and incentives for the US 
that it is dangerous to ignore. First of all, the US is able to extract seigniorage, not 
just from its own citizens, but also from users of the US dollar world-wide, and 
has no incentive to share this revenue with any other North American  country. 
More importantly, US firms, including financial institutions, gain a competitive 
advantage in international markets from the latter's reliance on the US dollar. The 
US govemment too derives considerable international political influence - soft 
power - from its ability to affect the international financial climate, and the way in 
which it impinges on particular countries; and in some rare cases it derives a 
useful degree of hard power too - Cohen reminds his readers of the case of 
Panama in the final  days of the Noriega regime. 

It is also worth recalling that, as with those of any other country, US 
monetary institutions are the product of a specific history.2  In this case, a strong 
strain of monetary populism, that has sometimes taken on nationalist and even 
isolationist overtones, runs through the history in question. That a nation's 
monetary system should be organised and nui for the benefit of its inhabitants is a 
difficult idea to object to, and it is deeply embedded in the US political psyche. 
The importance of this idea helps to explain why the Federal Reserve system, 
which styles itself as "independent within the government" (my italics), routinely 
operates with one eye firmly fixed on the White House and the Congress.3  But 
more important in the cun-ent context, it also explains why the United States has 
long been particularly jealous of its sovereignty in international monetary affairs. 
This fact was reflected in such important matters as US reluctance to live by the 
rules of the gold-standard game in the 1920s, and in the design of the White plan 
that fonned the basis for the reconstruction of the international monetary system 
after the Second World War. 

Of less historical importance, but of more inunediate relevance, the same 
quintessential US concern with monetary sovereignty that was at play in these 
earlier episodes also underlay the sharp and much quoted rebuff administered by 
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, Lawrence Summers, in 1999 to Argentina, 
and by implication to other countries that were considering dollarization at that 
time, once it became clear that they were also hoping that such a step on their part 
would lead the US authorities to begin to take their interests into account in future 
policy decisions. 

• . . it would not be appropriate for the United States 
authorities to extend the net of bank supervision, to provide 
access to the Federal Reserve discount window, or to adjust 
bank supervisory responsibilities or the procedures or 
orientation of US monetary policy in the light of another 
country deciding to adopt the dollar. (Summers, 1999) 

'Richard Timberlake (1993) provides an excellent single volume account of the evolution 
of monetary institutions and monetary policy in the United States from their foundation. 
3As is evident from the studies of Allan Meltzer (2003) and Thomas Mayer (1999) 
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This was not an isolated remark by a particular official, but rather a statement of 
the Clinton Administration's policy on this issue, which was re-iterated the 
following year by the then Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for International 
Affairs in testimony to the US Senate, as David Howard, Deputy Director of the 
Division of International Finance the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
pointed out in (2003). And Howard, speaking for the Federal Reserve System, 
also remarked at that time, that 

The  decision of a country to dollarise creates no obligations 
on the part of the Federal Reserve towards that country. In 
particular, the Federal Reserve is not obliged to act  as  a 
lender of last resort to financial institutions of officially 
dollarised countries, supervise their financial institutions or 
take into account their economic and financial conditions 
when setting monetary policy. (Howard, 2003, p. 153) 

These statements do not mean that the US will never take specific 
monetary measures that are in the interests of other countries. It would obviously 
do so when such measures were also in its own interests. Furthermore, though 
Howard (2003) noted explicitly that "there is no reason to think that the Bush 
Administration has a different view on dollarisation" from that of its predecessor, 
he was also careful to point out, as befitted a representative of Federal Reserve 
system, that "US policy on dollarisation could well evolve over time as 
circumstances change". 

Nevertheless, there seems to be no reason to expect an early change of 
attitude here. The parallels that have sometimes been drawn between possible 
future US actions, and those of Germany, which surrendered control over its own 
very successful monetary policy by adopting the Euro, are surely misleading. 
Substituting the Euro for the Deutsclunark was not so much an act of altruism on 
Germany's part as it was a sacrifice necessary to obtain support and acceptance 
elsewhere in Europe for its own reunification. Furthermore, European monetary 
unification is part and parcel of a wider ranging program of economic and 
political integration that has been going on in Europe since the end of the Second 
World War, and is driven by profound historical forces whose origins long 
antedate that war. No similar political dynamic seems to be present in North 
America, now or in the foreseeable future, that would undermine the United States 
long standing commitrnent to putting domestic priorities first in monetary matters. 

Recent Canadian Discussions of Monetary Integration 
Debate about monetary arrangements has been very much on the agenda 

in Canada over much of the last decade, with a number of prominent 
conunentators, for example Herbert Grubel (1999) and Thomas Courchene and 
Richard Harris (1999), advocating the creation of some sort of monetary union in 
North America, perhaps based on the NAFTA and therefore including Mexico, or 
perhaps involving only Canada and the United States. Some observers, for 
example Sherry Cooper (2001), have gone so far as to suggest that such monetary 
integration is in any event evolving as the irresistible consequence of market 
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forces, that policy measures designed to prevent it are futile, and that a policy of 
actively embracing the inevitable is to be preferred. 

The attention paid to these proposals until quite recently drew some of its 
energy from a "me too" reaction on the part of some North Americans to the 
launch of a virtual European currency in 1999 and to the introduction of Euro 
notes and coins in 2002: if an economically integrated Europe found a conunon 
currency desirable, then so perhaps should an economically integrated North 
America. But their resonance with the Canadian public probably had much more 
to do with the decline of the Canadian-US dollar exchange rate in the wake of the 
Asian and Russian crises of 1997-98, which culminated in its reaching an all time 
low of about 62 cents in 2002. This decline gave forecasts that the Canadian dollar 
was bound for extinction a superficial claim to plausibility among the public, and 
ensured that many who remained skeptical about this likelihood nevertheless 
became concemed about their future living standards. 

There is no need here to enter into a long and sustained rebuttal of the 
case that Canadian proponents of North American monetary integration have 
advanced. Suffice it to note that many of its elements have failed to stand up to 
scrutiny. Specifically; it was soon noted that the European Monetary Union was 
intended by its architects, not as a response to a process of continental economic 
integration that might bear some resemblance to similar tendencies in North 
Arnerica, but as a means of advancing a project of political integration that had no 
parallel at all on this side of the Atlantic Anecdotal evidence of a rapid voluntary 
spread in the use of the US dollar within Canada in traditional monetary roles, 
furthermore, proved to be false; upon examination of the data, it turned out that 
dollarization was at a low level in Canada, was growing slowly at best, and not on 
all measures.4  As to claims of a dramatic fall in Canadian living standards brought 
about by a declining currency, these ran into the awkward fact that the latest 
period of exchange depreciation also saw a rapid and sustained increase in real per 
capita GDP in Canada, which, over the 1998-2002 period, ran ahead of the United 
States' performance. 

Most important of all, as Cohen (2003) has noted, in recent debates 
Canadian advocates of North American monetary union paid inadequate attention 
to the economic, historic and political context in which US monetary decisions are 
made. They therefore failed to realise that it would not be feasible to eliminate the 
many economic drawbacks inherent in the unilateral adoption of the US dollar by 
Canada by negotiating a co-operative arrangement with the US. As Robson and 
Laidler (2002) showed, the concessions that would have had to be sought in any 
such negotiations, in order to make dollarization an economically practical and 
politically acceptable proposition for Canada, coincided almost exactly with those 
that Assistant Secretary Sununers had already explicitly ruled out in 1999. 

It is hardly surprising, then, that serious discussions of North American 
monetary integration had already begun to wind down in Canada, even before the 

4Some of these data, appertaining to the use of the Canadian and US dollars as a unit of 
account by Canadian firms, were the product of a special survey conducted by the Bank of 
Canada. Other series, on. for example holdings of US dollar denominated bank deposits by 
Canadians were already available in regularly published sources. The definitive study of the 
degree of voluntary dollaiization within Canada is Murray and Powell (2002) 
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recent dramatic rise in the Canadian exchange rate against the US dollar removed 
a major factor that was, rightly or %%Tangly, underpinning popular interest in such 
schemes. Even so, the facts of North American economic integration referred to in 
the introduction to this paper remain facts, and, in Canada, complaints about the 
effects of a declining exchange rate among consumers and importers have recently 
been replaced by complaints about a rising rate among exporters. If North 
American monetary union is not an option, it does not follow that the monetary 
status quo in North America is beyond reproach. There are still issues to be 
addressed. 

Co-operation under Current Monetary Arrangements 
At present, the three countries which make up the NAFTA area maintain 

separate currencies and distinct monetary and financial systems, while each of 
them deploys monetary policy in pursuit of domestic goals. In the United States, 
the Federal Reserve system is bound by act of Congress to pursue the twin goals 
of price level stability and high employment, while in 1991 Canada became the 
second country in the world to adopt formal targets for the inflation rate as the 
sole goal of monetary policy. Mexico too is nowadays an inflation targeter. 
Against this background, it is left to markets to determine exchange rates among 
the three currencies. 

These arrangements do not imply, of course, that monetary policies in the 
other two countries are of no concern to the authorities in any one of them. What 
happens in the United States is obviously of critical importance to the Bank of 
Canada. The performance of the economy there affects the demand for Canadian 
exports, the level of interest rates in international capital markets, not to mention 
the behaviour of the Canadian/US dollar exchange rate. All of these impinge upon 
the level of aggregate demand within Canada, which in tum is the proximate 
determinant of variations in the inflation rate relative to expectations. Thus, what 
is an appropriate setting for the Bank of Canada's crucial policy instrument, its 
target range for the overnight interest rate, depends among other things on what is 
happening in the United States. To a lesser extent, events in Canada form part of 
the background against which the Fed makes policy, and similar 
interdependencies exist as far as Mexico is concerned as well. 

Nevertheless, so long as the authorities in each country are pursuing 
purely domestic goals, their prime interest in the overall economic performance of 
the others, and in their monetary policy in particular, is that these be stable and 
predictable, and hence not be sources of unexpected shocks that resonate across 
borders and create problems for domestic policy. A well designed monetary order 
in any one country contributes to the stability of the others, even if that stability is 
nowhere among the policy goals that it is pursuing. C,anada's success in targeting 
inflation contributes not just to a satisfactory economic performance in Canada 
but in North America more generally. Stability in the US is nevertheless much 
more important to Canada than stability in Canada is to the US. That is both 
because trade between the two countries is a much more significant for Canada 
than it is for the US, but also because the place of the US dollar in the 
international financial system gives monetary instability in the US a potential for 
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disturbing the world economy, and hence by that route the Canadian economy, 
that has no parallel in the Canadian case. 

Even so, current monetary arrangements within North America make an 
important and positive contribution to the performance of an already significantly 
integrated regional economy, despite the fact that they are based on national 
institutions that are fmnly tied into domestic political processes. Because it is in 
their mutual interest to be well informed about the current and likely future 
performance of each other's economies, moreover, and the domestic policy 
responses that this might provoke, the three central banks of the region have every 
incentive to co-operate actively with one another in the creation, transmission, and 
discussion of relevant information. 

This is true not just of North America, of course, but of the international 
community as a whole. The need for such arrangements was made crystal clear by 
the monetary chaos that marked the inter-war years, and the lessons leamed then 
have had a lasting influence. Because of the status of the US in the international 
economy as a whole, moreover, some of the most important institutions that in 
fact support discussion of North American issues do so as a by-product of their 
role on this broader stage, though others are specific to the region, and even to 
bilateral interests within it. Simply to list the formal arrangements that are 
currently in place (without even referring to the existence of the telephone) is 
enough to establish that discussions among monetary policy makers are pursued 
on what is effectively a continuous basis.5  

Thus: the Bank for International Settlements in Basel provides a venue 
for the Govemors of the central banks of G-10 countries to discuss matters of 
mutual interest six times a year. Some of these meetings are restricted to G-10 
central bank governors, but others meetings have a wider and varying invitation 
list; Finance Ministers and Central Bank Govemors of the G-7 countries meet 
three times a year, two of these meetings occurring on the margins of the semi-
annual meetings of the International Monetary Fund and World Bank; their 
Deputy Ministers and Deputy Govemors accompany them to these meetings and 
have three other meetings of their own during the year; the G-10 Ministers and 
Govemors also meet on the margins of the IMF-World Bank meetings, and again, 
their deputies meet separately on three other occasions; there is one meeting per 
year of G-20 Govemors and Ministers, and at least two others of their deputies; 
central banlcs of the G-10 countries are also represented at the deputy governor 
level at 3 meetings a year sponsored by the OECD in Paris, as are those of the G-7 
countries at two meetings a year sponsored by the Financial Stability Forum. 
Within North America, senior representatives of the Bank of Canada participate in 
an annual meeting with their counter parts at the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York, and in another with officials of the Bank of Mexico. 

There is also an annual round of conferences attended by central bank 
representatives of various ranks, one organised by the Bellagio Group, and others 
by individual central banks or district banks of the Federal Reserve system. Not all 

5 1 am particularly grateful to John Murray for help in compiling a brief catalogue of these 
arrangements. He is explicitly absolved of blame for any errors and omissions that mig,ht be 
found in the next few paragraphs. 
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of these are regularly attended by senior policy makers: the annual conferences 
sponsored by the Bank of Canada and the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, for 
example, are dominated by research staff and acadetnics, but the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Kansas City's annual Jackson Hole conference always attracts its share of 
Govemors and/or their Deputies from around the world. And this is to say 
nothing of the regular regional academic conferences which central bank and 
government economists routinely attend, or of the frequent one-off events, 
organised to discuss particular topics, in which they also participate. 

If not all of the above-mentioned conferences involve central bank 
officials who are directly involved in taking policy decisions, and if not all of 
them are private, it is still the case that those who make policy receive essentially 
continuous briefings from the members of their staff who do attend them. More 
important however, some meetings do routinely involve Govemors and/or 
Ministers and their Deputies, and they do permit frequent, direct and frank 
exchanges of information and ideas among their participants under conditions of 
the strictest confidence. 6  

What all this means in practice for monetary policy malcing in North 
America (and in the rest of the world for that matter) is that those responsible for 
it in any one country have access to essentially as many analytic ideas, data sets, 
forecasts and opinions about the economic outlook for economies that are of 
particular importance to their own decisions, as do those making policy for the 
economies in question. And they also have regular opportunities to seek and offer 
confidential advice to one another about the measures they ought to take, and to 
argue out the pros and cons of such advice, whenever they think that desirable. 
Short of senior central bankers having seats and votes on one another's decision 
making committees, there are no arrangements for facilitating co-operation among 
monetary policy makers that are not already in place. Nor is it clear that, given 
current regimes, there would be anything to gain from this last step. Once taken, 
monetary policy decisions are public information, and the fact that they take effect 
with long and variable lags is a universally accepted truth. The advance 
knowledge of any decision that would come with a seat on the relevant committee 
would only be a matter of a few hours, and would be of little value in helping to 
make any required response to it (if indeed a response were needed) either more 
prompt or better calibrated. 

To return  once more to the basic theme of the foregoing discussion: what 
any central bank intent on pursuing domestic goals requires above all else of its 
counterparts in other economies is that their decisions be both predictable and 
conducive to domestic stability; and this requirement is already largely met in 
North America. There is, nevertheless, a little room for further improvement. For 
example, there is a case to be made, and indeed it is currently being made within 
the Federal Reserve system itself, that the replacement of the qualitative goals 
currently in place with quantitative inflation targets would create a more 

6Chie may get some indication of just how frank these discussions can be, and how 
important therefore it is that their content remains confidential, from the alacrity with 
which the Bank of Canada (2003a) issued a formal correction when Govemor Dodge 
inadvertently attributed the Bank of Canada's own reading of prospects for the US 
economy to then Chairman Greenspan. 
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transparent and predictable monetary environment in the United States.' Such a 
step would have helpful consequences for monetary policy making in other 
countries, not least those of North America, and if and when the US authorities 
become convinced that such a change is in the interests of the population they 
serve, it will be brought about 

Canadian Monetary Policy and the Exchange Rate since 1991 
Though not without its problems, the last dozen years has been a period 

of considerable success for Canadian macroeconomic policy in general, and 
monetary policy in particular, as Laidler and Robson (2004) have recently 
documented in some detail. The economy has not been in recession since inflation 
targets were introduced in 1991, and this resilience was maintained against a 
background of considerable turmoil on the international scene. 

Crucial to the topic of this paper, from 1991 onwards, and particularly 
after the structural turnaround in the country's fiscal situation that began with the 
1995 federal budget, the Bank of Canada found it less and less difficult to ride out 
pressures on the exchange rate emanating from abroad without countering them 
with sustained contractionary measures. Though the Asian and Russian crises of 
1997-98 were at least as serious as the EMS crisis of 1992, or the Latin American 
Tequila crisis of 1994, their consequences for the performance of the Canadian 
economy were more muted. In the late summer of 1998, the Bank of Canada 
responded to these events, as it had to their predecessors, by raising interest rates, 
but the response in question was quickly unwound and its domestic consequences 
were both mild and temporary. 8  When, shortly afterwards, the collapse of the 
high-tech bubble in the US ushered in a mild recession there, the Bank of Canada 
was able to keep its eye firmly on the domestic situation and avoid recession. 

In short, markets' confidence in the durability of low domestic inflation 
in Canada has steadily grown since 1991. Before the mid-1990s, financial market 
participants tended to read a decline in the exchange rate as indicating a 
weakening of the Bank's anti-inflation stance, and hence as heralding further 
problems in the foreign exchange market, and there was always a threat that, to 
use a phrase much favoured by the Bank of Canada in earlier times, expectations 
of a declining exchange rate might become extrapolative. This risk now seems to 

7Bernanke has supported such a view prior to becoming chairman but, as of yet, has made 
no explicit move in that direction and there can be no doubt that, given the unpredictability 
of Congress in monetary affairs, there must be some risk in opening up current 
arrangements to debate that might lead to new legislation. 
8The interest rate increase in question came only after large scale intervention in the foreign 
exchange market, aimed at supporting the Canadian dollar, failed. It is worth noting that in 
1998, the policy responses of the world's three major developed economies that are heavily 
dependent on commodity exports; Australia, Canada and New Zealand, lay along a 
spectrum, and so did their subsequent performance. Australia allowed its exchange rate to 
decline without a monetary policy response, and its domestic economy continued to 
expand, Canada briefly raised interest rates, and the economy subsequently slowed down 
for a few months, while New Zealand raised rates and held them at a higher level, with a 
full-blown recession soon following. For a perceptive account of this episode, see Kevin 
Clinton (2001). 
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have diminished close to a vanishing point. The slow but steady decoupling of 
domestic inflation expectations from the exchange rate as the 1990s progressed 
was thus both encouraged and matched by the Bank's paying less and less 
attention to that variable's behaviour in the conduct of policy. 

Early in the decade, it was still sometimes remarked that the exchange 
rate was the single most important price in the Canadian economy, but a decade or 
so of successful inflation targeting has ensured that it has now ceded this place to 
the price of a representative bundle of goods in terms of money, better known as 
the domestic price level. Even so, the exchange rate is still a very important price 
for anyone engaged in international trade, or involved in international capital 
markets, either directly or indirectly, and that means essentially the whole 
Canadian population. Because it is also a price susceptible to influence by 
monetary policy, moreover, it is not unreasonable to ask whether some 
modification to the current monetary order that has room for exchange rate 
behaviour among its policy goals might be preferable to current arrangements. 

It was this basic question that gave intellectual legitimacy to the 
proposals for the dollarization of the Canadian economy and/or the monetary 
unification of North America discussed above, because such arrangements, after 
all, are in some respects analytically equivalent to a limiting alternative to the 
present monetary order under which an inflation target is replaced by an 
irrevocably fixed value for the exchange rate as the sole end of monetary policy. 
And the question remains legitimate even after such proposals have been rejected. 
If a common currency is not desirable for North America, what about a system of 
fixed exchange rates? And if a system of fixed exchange rates is not desirable, 
what about national monetary orders that seek some trade-off between exchange 
rate and inflation stability? What answers can be reasonably given here hinge 
upon a logically prior set of issues about what causes the exchange rate to shift 
under present arrangements, and therefore, what if any would be the consequences 
of policy intervention to influence its movement. 

Purchasing Power Parity and Fundamentals 
The Canadian-US dollar exchange rate is simply the price that a 

Canadian dollar can  command in US dollars. It is the price of one financial asset 
in terms of another. To understand its determination, it is useful to bear in mind 
two important features of all asset markets: first, they are characterised by an 
extremely high degree of price flexibility, and second, the current valuations that 
their participants place upon the items traded in them are dominated by 
expectations about their future valuations. Significant differences between current 
prices and expected future prices cannot persist in such markets because the 
former are free to move, and because if they do not, this would imply the 
existence of unexploited profit opportunities. Twenty dollar bills, as the saying 
goes, do not get left lying on the sidewalk for very long. 

These features of asset markets in turn yield two implications for,asset 
price behaviour: first, this is likely to display considerable volatility, since all 
pieces of information that arrive now about any  lime in the future affect prices 
now  and second, after the event, some price fluctuations will appear to have been 
unjustified. Information about the future is, after all, likely to be of variable 
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quality and open to misinterpretation; and not everything that looks like a twenty 
dollar bill turns out to be one upon closer inspection. 

We are used to the idea that equity prices, and house prices too, are 
sometimes subject to bubbles, price fluctuations supported not so much by 
variations in longer term expectations about the evolution of basic economic 
factors, as by simple extrapolation from the recent behaviour of those prices 
themselves. We should not rule out a priori the possibility that foreign exchange 
markets display similar characteristics, and yet there are differences here. The 
occurrence of what might turn out after the event to have been bubbles in stock 
markets is usually associated with the entry into them of significant numbers of 
not very well informed non-specialist traders, and it is also of the very nature of 
housing markets that they mainly cater to just such agents. To a much greater 
extent, foreign exchange markets are dominated by specialists who are well 
informed and less error prone than other agents in the economy, and indeed earn 
their returns precisely from these advantages. 

This argument, if accepted, might establish a presumption that variations 
in foreign exchange rates are less likely to be gratuitous than those in certain other 
asset prices, but it cannot eliminate the possibility altogether. 9  That is why words 
and phrases such as "misalignment" and "excess volatility" which figure so 
prominently in the academic literature dealing with their behaviour need to be 
taken seriously. In order to draw lessons from that literature, however, it is 
important to grasp that to characterise an exchange rate as misaligned implies the 
existence of some base-line, orfundamental, value relative to which misalignment 
can be judged, and that volatility can only be termed "excessive" relative to the 
volatility of that same fimdamental value. It is just as important, moreover, to bear 
in mind that it is possible for different conunentators to base their conclusions on 
different views about what determines the fimdamental value in question. 

In recent Canadian debates, criticism of the Bank of Canada's single 
minded pursuit of stable domestic inflation, and its growing willingness to leave 
the exchange rate to be determined by markets, has been intimately associated 
with a particular hypothesis about what determines the long-nm equilibrium value 
of the exchange rate, usually lcnown as purchasing power parity theory. 
Courchene and Harris (1999), for example, systematically used the word 
"misaligned" to describe any value for the exchange rate that deviated from the 
value predicted by that theory, and the phrase "excess volatility" to characterise 
any swings in it that could not be explained by movements in the determinants of 
its purchasing power parity value. 

Given price levels in two countries, the purchasing power parity value of 
the exchange rate between their currencies is simply the one at which a given sum 
of money can buy the same amount of goods and services on either side of the 

9The idea that markets become more prone to instability unrelated to fundamentals when 
they attract ill-informed participants is an old one. It was a close to commonplace in the 
Cambridge tradition of monetary economics that formed the background to the Keynesian 
Revolution. These issues are discussed in Laidler (1999). Plausible though this idea is, 
however, I am not aware of any systematic empirical investigations of it in the modem 
literature. 
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border. rn  As such, the phrase refers to an economic concept rather than  a theory, 
but purchasing power parity theory deploys this purchasing power parity concept 
in a model that predicts: first that, between any two countries, the value of the 
exchange rate will converge in the long run on its purchasing power parity value; 
and second that, this long-run equilibrium value of the exchange rate will 
therefore move in direct inverse proportion to the ratio of the two countries' price 
levels, so that, for example, a 10 per cent relative increase in the Canadian price 
level will be associated with a 10 per cent fall in the equilibrium exchange rate. 
This particular theory of the equilibrium exchange rate is also frequently linked to 
an explanation of price level behaviour cast in terms of the interaction of the 
supply and demand for money, and leads naturally to the characterisation of 
exchange rate movements that cannot be explained by this interaction as 
"excessive")'  

Superficial plausibility is lent to this purchasing power parity theory by 
two circumstances. First, the well known law of one price - the proposition that 
the same good cannot trade for a different price in different parts of the same 
market - suggests to its advocates that (with due allowance for transport costs and 
taxation) there are mechanisms that would tend to bring a country's exchange rate 
back to purchasing power parity after a monetary disturbance that shifts the price 
level in one country. Thus, they would argue that a higher (lower) price level 
discourages imports (exports) and encourages exports (imports), and puts 
downward (upward) pressure on the exchange rate until purchasing power parity 
is restored. And second, twentieth century economic history has provided two 
major episodes, in the 1920s, and again from the late 1960s until the early 1980s, 
in which monetary disturbances of very different orders of magnitude in different 
countries were prominent features of the international economic landscape, and in 
which high inflation countries did indeed see their exchange rates fall against 
those of low inflation countries. 

More seriously, formal econometric studies often reveal tendencies for 
exchange rates to move slowly backwards towards purchasing power parity after 
disturbances to make it unwise to totally dismiss the theory. However, persistent 
deviations from purchasing power parity frequently occur, and exchange rate 
volatility that is excessive relative to the theory's predictions is sufficiently 
ubiquitous, that it has nowadays become cornrnon to follow Kenneth Rogoff 
(1996) in referring to a "purchasing power parity puzzle": namely, why doesn't 
the theory work better in explaining the behaviour of exchange rates? ; 

wile concept is invaluable for such exercises as making international comparisons of 
living standards. If one wishes to know, for example, whether the median Canadian 
household enjoys a lower or higher living standard in Canada than its US counterpart does 
in the US, it is obviously appropriate to convert its Canadian dollar income to US dollars at 
the purchasing power parity exchange rate in order to make the comparison, rather than at 
the market rate. 
I IThis, for example, is how Robert Flood and Andrew Rose (1998), cited by C,ourchene and 
Harris (1999) used the term. In this context, it is interesting that the Canadian-US dollar 
exchange rate displayed the smallest degree of "excess volatility" of all those that Flood 
and Rose examined. 
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Various solutions to this puzzle are on offer, and are conveniently 
thought of as lying along a spectrum. At one of its extremes lies the possibility 
that purchasing power parity does indeed characterise exchange rate equilibrium, 
and that all deviations from it, whether persistent or temporary, reflect a failure on 
the part of the foreign exchange market to work efficiently. At the other, lies the 
possibility that the theory is far too simple as an explanation of even long-run 
equilibrium exchange rate behaviour, that deviations from purchasing power 
parity reflect the influence of other non-monetary fundamental factors that it 
neglects, and that exchange rate volatility is simply the result of movements in 
them. It is extremely doubtful if one could nowadays find any responsible 
commentator at either of these extremes, but some take up positions much nearer 
to one of them than  do others, and the chosen location bears heavily on how much 
confidence they then place in the capacity of any monetary order in which the 
exchange rate figures among the targets of monetary policy to serve the Canadian 
economy better than current arrangements. 

It is obvious that, other things equal, exchange rate movements within an 
already highly integrated North American economy are a considerable and costly 
nuisance to those routinely involved in cross-border transactions. It is also obvious 
that, if the central banks of the area are all successfully pursuing similar inflation 
targets, whether formally or informally, there will be little movement in the values 
of the purchasing power parity exchange rates among their currencies. If 
systematic deviations of actual exchange rates from these values, and volatility in 
them over and above that which can be put down to deviations among the time 
paths of their price levels, are attributable to chronic inefficiencies in foreign 
exchange markets, it is also possible for central banks to eliminate these without 
compromising their inflation goals, and for monetary policy to bring to agents 
involved in trans-border transactions the same degree of stability that they 
currently enjoy when they transact domestically. On the other hand, if 
fluctuations in exchange rates away from purchasing power parity have their roots 
in shifting fundamentals to which the foreign exchange market is reacting 
efficiently, then monetary measures taken to smooth them out, though they might 
be effective in doing so, are going to have consequences elsewhere in the system, 
which might though not must, be an even more considerable and costly nuisance 
than the exchange rate movements in question 

Explaining Variations in the Real Exchange Rate 
There are many good reasons to believe that there is more to the 

determination of the equilibrium exchange rate than the purchasing power parity 
theory would lead one to expect, several of which have to do with the facts that 
countries do not trade everything that they produce, nor are the bundles of goods 
that they do trade identical. Both of these facts blunt the capacity of the law of one 
price - on the assumption that it does indeed hold for individual goods - to pin 
down and hold the exchange rate at its purchasing power parity level, and open up 
room for relative price variations among goods, stemming from variations across 
countries and over time in endowments, tastes, and technology, to affect exchange 
rates. To put it more precisely, variations in the nominal exchange rate, the price 
of one country's currency in terms of that of another, might sometimes reflect 
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variations in the underlying real exchange rate: the relative price of that country's 
output bundle in terms of that of the other. 

For example, differentials in productivity levels and growth rates 
between countries can affect the real exchange rate and its rate of change too. The 
so-called Balassa (1964)-Samuelson (1964) effect provides one well-known 
example of how this can come about. It argues that, in the case of two countries, if 
there is a larger productivity differential between their tradeables than their non-
tradeable sectors, then the currency of the more productive economy will take a 
value above purchasing-power parity. The law of one price, so it is argued, will 
tend to keep the prices of tradeables in line, but non-tradeable producers in the 
higher productivity country will have to pay more for their labour and hence 
charge a relatively higher price for their output. If productivity growth rates also 
differ systematically between the two countries, the exchange rate premium in 
question will also vary over time to reflect this. Should productivity level and 
growth differentials be greater in the non-tradeables sectors, on the other hand, the 
signs of these effects will be reversed, with the high productivity country having 
an exchange rate below purchasing power-parity that will decline over time as the 
productivity differential opens up. 

If the make-up of the bundles of goods traded differs between countries - 
and if it did not it would be hard to explain why trade would occur in the first 
place - it is also possible that the price of a representative bundle of one country's 
imports in terms of a representative bundle of its exports - its terms of trade - can 
vary over time. This effect too can  impinge upon both the real and the nominal 
exchange rate, with the country whose exports are declining in relative price 
experiencing a definite depreciation of the real rate, and a depreciation of the 
nominal rate at least relative to whatever time path it was initially following. 

Then there is the fact that not all cross-border transactions are in 
currently produced goods and services, so that capital flows can  also affect the 
exchange rate. A borrowing country must generate an import surplus if the real 
resource flows that lie behind its financial transactions are to be realised, and this 
is so whether these originate in the private sector or with the government i2  Thus, 
the higher is the rate of capital inflow (and always assuming that there is some 
difference between the composition of imports and exports), the higher must the 
country's real exchange rate be to create the matching trade deficit And stocks of 
indebtedness can play a role here too: investors hold the liabilities of agents 
located in any particular country on the basis of expectations about the return to be 
realised from doing so. The larger is the stock of liabilities to be held, the greater 
is the risk of their returns being impaired in future, and hence the lower their value 

12Note, however that this conclusion does not necessarily imply that an increase in 
government borrowing will always tend to appreciate the real exchange rate. That is 
because so-called "Ricardian equivalence" effect, whereby private agents increase their 
saving in anticipation of future tax burdens, may come into play, ensuring that extra 
government borrowing can be financed out of increased domestic saving. Absent Ricardian 
equivalence, however, increased government borroveing in a fully employed economy does 
affect capital flows, as either the govemment itself, or private sector agents who have been 
"crowded out" of domestic markets, borrow abroad, and, other things equal, it also leads to 
an appreciation of the real exchange rate. 
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in the present. These stock effects work in the opposite direction to flow effects: 
borrowing abroad tends to drive a currency up so long as confidence is not 
impaired, but as debt is thus accumulated confidence effects can come into play to 
push the currency down. These considerations open up the possibility that capital 
account activities can be a source of real exchange rate volatility, as the relative 
significance of opposing forces changes over time. 

To say that all of the above factors might compete with purely monetary 
influences on the nominal exchange rate is not to say that they always will do so, 
nor is it to say that market adjustments in the nominal exchange rate are the only 
possible, or always even the best, response to them. But it is to say that it is 
important to test for their presence before attributing deviations from purchasing 
power parity and exchange rate volatility over and above what can be explained 
by monetary factors, to a failure of markets to function efficiently, and to 
conclude that they can be eliminated by policy without further consequences. The 
latter phenomena might well be responses to fundamental factors impinging on 
the real exchange rate. If the nominal rate is prevented by policy from adjusting to 
them, then other variables will have to. 

These considerations are of potentially great importance in the case of 
Canada within North America, and particularly vis-à-vis the US. Consider: 
productivity is lower in Canada than in the US, and productivity levels and growth 
rates continue to differ between the two economies on a sector by sector basis too; 
Canada is a significant net exporter of primary conunodities, and the US is a net 
importer, their prices are notoriously volatile, and variations in them necessarily 
affect the Canada-US terms of trade; the two countries' rates of international 
borrowing and levels of international indebtedness have been on very different, 
not to mention changing, trajectories for many years. If one is looking for 
fimdamentals whose behaviour might explain why the Canada-US exchange rate 
has usually differed from purchasing power parity, and has displayed volatility 
well in excess of what would be predicted by the monetary factors on which that 
theory of the exchange rate focuses, there is no shortage of candidates. 

Empirical evidence, much, but not all of which, is built around what is 
commonly called the Bank of Canada Equation, (See Amano and van Norden, 
1993, 1995) at the very least puts the burden of proof on those who would deny 
that fundamentals in addition to those encompassed by purchasing power parity 
theory have had a systematic influence on the US Canada exchange rate over the 
years. 13  This equation's dependent variable is the real exchange rate, the market 
or nominal rate adjusted for variations in the price levels of the two countries. One 
of its basic building blocks is the idea, fundamental to purchasing power parity 
theory, that the nominal exchange rate does indeed move to offset inflation 
differentials. However, where purchasing power parity theory has it that the real 
exchange rate is a constant, the Bank of Canada equation tests the hypothesis that 
it shifts in response to fillidamentals. It postulates, and seems to show, that, in the 

uNeither the studies of Carr and Floyd (2002) of Canada alone, nor of Chen and Rogoff 
(2002) of Australia, New Zealand and Canada take the Bank of Canada equation as their 
immediate starting point, though both investigate the role of variables closely related to 
those that appear in it. Both find that real factors seem to have systematic effects on 
Canada's real exchange rate, and hence confirrn Amano and van Norden's basic results. 
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Canadian-US case, the real exchange rate's time path is dominated by two sets of 
variables - in the long mil, by movements in world commodity prices, and in the 
short run by variations in the stance of monetary policy in Canada relative to that 
of the US, as measured by the short interest rate differential between the two 
countries. 

The latter effect is uncontroversial in the context of this chapter, because 
advocates of purchasing power parity theory do not expect the exchange rate to be 
at its long run equilibrium value at every moment, and would regard monetary 
policy shocks as prime sources of short-term disturbances under a system of 
flexible exchange rates. They would also argue, correctly, that, had Canada's 
monetary order made exchange rate behaviour one of the goals of policy over the 
period to which the Bank of Canada equation has been fitted, the behaviour of this 
interest differential, which reflects the monetary policy decisions that were 
actually taken, would probably not have been a source of disturbance. Indeed, 
they would claim, again correctly, that the fact that monetary policy seems to have 
a systematic effect on the exchange rate is a point in favour of such a regime, at 
least to the extent that it suggests that it would be technically feasible. 

The long run significance of commodity prices in the equation is 
problematic for this point of view, however, because it suggests that terms of trade 
effects are a source of real exchange rate variation whose effects would have to be 
absorbed elsewhere in the economic system if the nominal exchange rate were less 
free to adjust to them. This result has, f-urthermore, stood up to a decade of new 
Canadian data generated since the equation was first proposed, and also to data 
generated by those other commodity producing countries Australia and New 
Zealand (See Ramdane Djoudade et al. 2001). 

Even so, the last decade has also seen apparent changes in the factors 
determining Canada's real exchange rate and in their relative importance. In the 
original Bank of Canada equation, the commodity prices that were important were 
those in the non-energy sector. The price index of energy commodities entered 
either with the -vvrong" (negative) sign, or insignificantly, depending upon the 
particular formulation of the equation and the time period over vthich it v‘ as fitted. 
More recent work however - for example that reported by Guillemette, Laidler 
and Robson (2004)- seems to show that energy prices began to enter the equation 
with a significantly positive sign in the 1990s, while the quantitative importance 
of non-energy commodity prices declined. These results are consistent with the 
growing significance of Canada's net exports of energy resources in the 1990s, 
and with the slow decline in the importance of other commodity exports since the 
1970s. 

Commodity prices are the only non-monetary variables that have 
systematically found a place in the Bank of Canada equation from the outsei We 
have seen, however, that fiscal policy ought to affect the exchange rate, and the 
relevant variables - govemment borrowing rates and levels of debt accumulation - 
have displayed considerable variation over the years in Canada and the US.14  

140nce again the reader is wamed that this conclusion would not hold if the Canadian 
economy were to be characterised by "Ricardian equivalence", which it does not seem to 
be. 
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Some recent work, for example Murray, Zelmer and Antia (2000) has found a 
place for them in a version of the Bank of Canada equation, but this result does 
not seem to be robust against variations in the precise formulation of the effects in 
question, and in the period to which the equation is fitted. Carr and Floyd (2002) 
also report problems with fiscal policy variables in their exchange rate equation. 
Productivity level and growth rate effects were also initially hard to pin down, 
though Lafrance, Helliwell, Issa and Zhang (2004) have lately found a place for 
them, albeit not along the lines suggested by the simple Balassa-Samuelson effect 
discussed earlier. 

It is also the case that an exchange rate involves the currencies of two 
countries, but that the Bank of Canada equation relies heavily on commodity 
prices, variables which are far more important in Canada than  in the US. If real 
fundamentals are important for the Canada-US exchange rate, one might have 
expected some specifically US variables to play a systematic role in explaining its 
behaviour. Furthermore, the appreciation of the Canadian dollar that began in 
2003 was somewhat embarrassing for earlier forms of the equation. Commodity 
prices did begin to rise at that time, to be sure, and a significant short-term interest 
differential was also in place for a while, so that qualitatively speaking, the 
equation gave the right prediction. In quantitative terms, however, it failed quite 
badly: it could explain the direction of the exchange rate's upward movement, but 
not its magnitude. 

It has, of course, been widely and correctly remarked that the behaviour 
of exchange rates since 2003 has been overwhelmingly a matter of a world-wide 
depreciation of the US dollar, and that the time path taken by the bilateral Canada-
US rate has been mainly a side effect of this broader phenomenon. But this 
observation simply re-enforces doubts about the Bank of Canada equation's long-
standing failure to encompass any important US fundamentals. It does little to 
excuse its poor performance. Lafrance, Helliwell, Issa and Zhang (2004) as well 
as Bailliu, Dib and Schembri (2005) have recently confronted this issue, the 
former by taking account of movements of the US dollar against other currencies, 
the latter by looking for potential effects stemming from US fiscal and current 
account imbalances. Both studies have obtained promising results with these 
variables, in particular they seem to go a long way towards correcting the 
problems created for earlier formulations of the Bank of Canada by exchange rate 
behaviour since 2003. 

Even so, in all their variations, Bank of Canada style equations are better 
at explaining long-run trends and broad swings in the exchange rate than shorter 
term movements. There is a growing body of evidence that when it comes to 
shorter run but still sometimes significant variations, causation can run from the 
nominal to the real exchange rate, rather than vice versa, and that these effects can 
perhaps be explained by the presence of price stickiness, particularly in retail 
markets, that causes the law of one price to fail at this level. 15  Such considerations 

151 conjecture that in the longer run, this result will come to appear unsurprising, once 
account is taken of the large component of non-tradeable services that are built in to retail 
prices. This is not to discount the potential significance of "pricing to market" effects that 
can occur in circumstances where producers are able to price discriminate among national 
economies. 
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open up the possibility that a completely clean float for an exchange rate is a 
second best regime, and that, as for example Devereux and Engel (2004) have 
argued, there is room in principle for policies designed to eliminate at least some 
of those variations in it that cannot be attributed to variations in real fundamentals. 

The empirical study of Canada's exchange rate is, in short, a work in 
progress, but economic theory creates a strong presumption that purchasing power 
parity theory is much too simple; and over a decade of empirical work with the 
many variants of the Bank of Canada equation has done much to support this 
view. Even should it turn out that future studies of the type represented by 
Devereux and Engel (2004) reveal that this work has attributed too much of the 
exchange rate's variability to movements in real fundamentals (and this is by no 
means certain), it seems highly unlikely that its basic message about their 
importance will be undermined. If our lmowledge of these matters is still far from 
complete, then, this conclusion has implications for the design of the monetary 
order in North America in general and Canada in particular, to which we now 
turn. 

Alternative Monetary Orders 
During the recent debate about North American monetary integration, it 

was sometimes unclear just what form its proponents expected such an 
arrangement to take, and this occasionally led to a confused discussion. Similar 
problems can  arise in the context of less radical proposals to make the exchange 
rate an object of policy. A regime under which the behaviour of the exchange rate 
was added to that of the inflation rate as a policy goal would, for example, have 
different characteristics to one under which the exchange rate was rigidly fixed. In 
either case, its performance would be affected by the extent of US co-operation in 
the system. 

It is helpful to begin our discussion of these matters with an arrangement 
that would involve the smallest movement away from the status quo, namely one 
under which Canada unilaterally complicates its current regime by making 
exchange rate behaviour an extra policy goal. Such an approach to policy would 
be both feasible and preferable to current arrangements if purchasing power parity 
theory were an adequate explanation of the long run equilibrium exchange rate's 
behaviour, and if deviations from this benchmark could confidently be put down 
to inefficiencies in the working of the foreign exchange market. Calls that are 
currently being heard for the Bank of Canada to "do something" about interest 
rates and the exchange rate to help exporters, now that inflation is clearly under 
control, amount to proposals that such a scheme be implemented, at least 
informally. 

The first problem with such proposals is that we  cari  be reasonably 
confident that purchasing power parity is not an adequate theory of Canada's long 
run equilibrium exchange rate, and the second is that we nevertheless do not know 
enough to be able to offer advice about how to modify such a scheme in the light 
of this considerable complication. In principle, to be sure, the solution is 
straightforward. Instead of a regime under which the Bank of Canada aims at a 
central inflation target, but also stands ready to iron out "excessive" volatility in 
the exchange rate around its purchasing power parity level, a scheme could be 
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adopted under which the Bank seeks to eliminate only those fluctuations that can 
not be attributed to movements in fundamentals, while permitting variation in the 
inflation rate within a target range to make room for such initiatives. But there is a 
crucial practical problem here: namely, that, although it would be wrong to argue 
that such "excessive" fluctuations never occur, it is nevertheless hard to argue that 
they can be recognised as such, and their order of magnitude determined, with any 
degree of confidence while they are occurring, let alone that the Bank of Canada 
has some special knowledge that would enable it to do so with systematically 
more speed and accuracy than the private sector. 

In principle, there might be room for improvement in the conduct of 
monetary policy along the above lines, but in practice any attempt to realise it is 
likely to be not just ineffective but positively damaging. At present, agents in the 
private sector know that the Bank of Canada will always take measures to bring 
inflation back to a target value of two per cent over an eighteen month time 
horizon; they combine this information with their own reading of the economy to 
assess the prospects in their particular line of business, and they then act in 
accordance with this information. All this is difficult enough, but under the more 
complicated alternative, they would also have to assess how the Bank was likely 
to divide up the blame for any current movements in the exchange rate between 
fundamentals which monetary policy ought to ignore and gratuitous market 
shocks to which it should respond, decide what its likely actions would imply for 
inflation, and then factor this information into their decision making. It is difficult 
to see how all this would make life easier for anyone than it is at present. 

The Bank of Canada has worked hard over the last decade to improve the 
transparency of its policy making. An important step forward here occurred when, 
in about 1998, it began to de-emphasise the role of the Monetary  Conditions Index 
both in its own policy decisions but also, and more importantly, in its attempts to 
communicate with the public. 16  That index is a weighted average of a 
representative short-term interest rate and the exchange rate; underlying its 
deployment was the perfectly correct insight, that, in an open economy, both of 
these variables impinge upon aggregate demand and hence on the future time path 
of inflation. The Bank framed its discussions of policy in terms of the interaction 
between the actual and desired values of this index, the latter depending on, 
among other things, its assessment of the extent to which fundamentals, as 
opposed to what it called "portfolio shifts", were moving the exchange rate. It was 
never able, however, to convince the public to take enough notice of its belief that 
this desired value would indeed vary over time for these communications to be 
helpful. 17  

16Indeed, alongside the reduction in degree of political controversy surrounding monetary 
policy that took place in the 1990s, for which it was partly responsible, this improvement in 
the transparency of policy was perhaps the central achievement of Gordon Thiessen's 
govemorship. That this was the result of deliberate policies is evident from Thiessen 
(1999). Even so, progress here was not always in a straight line. As an anonymous referee 
points out, the rise as well as the subsequent fall of the Monetary Conditions Index as a 

ride to monetary policy took place during Thiessen's govemorship. 
Charles Freedman (1994) provides a clear and thorough description of the role that the 

Monetary Conditions Index was intended to play in Bank of Canada policy making. The 
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Nor were matters made easier by the fact that, until late 1998, the Bank 
of Canada routinely intervened in the foreign exchange market, not in order to 
control the exchange rate's longer nui time path, but rather to smooth out its day-
by-day fluctuations and to resist sudden movements in the variable. The Bank 
automatically bought the currency when it was falling, and sold it when it was 
rising. Difficulties with this procedure came to a head in the sununer of 1998. At 
that time, the Bank's regular interventions failed to prevent to currency's rapid 
fall, but on the occasional days when this trend was temporarily interrupted, its 
procedures nevertheless required it to sell the currency at a value at which, only a 
few days earlier, it had been a buyer. This was bound to confuse markets, and, to 
add to the Bank's difficulties, when in August 1998 it eventually intervened on an 
unusually large scale in an effort to drive up the Canadian dollar's value, this 
influenced the exchange rate only for a day or so. With its credibility in the 
foreign exchange market on the line, the Bank then had to institute an interest rate 
rise of one percentage point that was quite unjustified by circumstances in the 
domestic economy. 

The upshot of all this was the Bank's announcement in September 1998 
that it would no longer engage in systematic intervention in the foreign exchange 
market, though it reserved the right to do so in extraordinary circurnstances. 18  
This announcement, and the Bank's more or less simultaneous de-emphasising of 
the Monetary Conditions Index in its policy communications, not to mention its 
rapid unwinding of its August interest rate increase (under the cover of interest 
rate cuts in the US provoked by the Long Term Capital Management crisis), 
should be seen as the culmination of a trend away from gearing policy towards the 
exchange rate that began with the institution of inflation targets in 1991. To 
modify the current regime to make the elimination of fluctuations in the exchange 
rate relative to the Bank's assessment of its fundamental value a goal of policy, 
would be to reverse this development to the point of giving that variable even 
more prominence in the policy framework than it enjoyed in the mid-1990s. 
Bearing in mind the problems that were encountered at that time, it is hard to 
avoid the conclusion that such a step would be destructively retrogressive'. 

To work well, monetary policy needs to be transparent, and, among other 
things, the goal of eliminating exchange rate fluctuations relative to a moving time 
path driven by fundamentals is just too complicated to be easily conununicated. 
One solution here, if the exchange rate is to be re-instated as an object of policy, 
would be to make the unilaterally chosen target for its behaviour simpler. Perhaps 
the Bank of Canada should aim to keep the rate in a target zone, or moving along 
a pre-announced time path, or perhaps the rate should simply be fixed. Though 
there are many differences among such schemes, they all have one economic 
characteristic in common, namely that shifts in fundamentals that would take the 
exchange rate away from its chosen value, or beyond the boundaries of its chosen 

problem with that role was not any logical flaw in its configuration, but that this proved to 
be so complicated that it hindered Bank in its efforts to communicate accurately with 
markets. 
"In fact, August 1998 remains the last time the Bank has engaged in such activities. A 
recent Backgrounder (Bank of Canada 2003b) discusses the Bank's current views on 
intervention in some detail. 



range, would have to be accommodated by other variables; it is uncontroversial 
that among these would be domestic money wages and prices. 

When real fundamentals change, it is generally the case that domestic 
wage and price relativities must respond to them regardless of the exchange rate 
regime. A flexible exchange rate cannot eliminate this necessity. All it can  do, at 
best, is reduce the amount of nominal variation in domestic variables that is 
required. How important a factor this is obviously depends on how easy or how 
difficult it is for such variations to be brought about, and on what side effects they 
might have. It is a platitude that the more (less) flexible are domestic money 
wages and prices, the less (more) important is the flexibility of the nominal 
exchange rate to the economy's performance as it adjusts to real exchange rate 
shocks, but it does not quite say all that needs to be said on this matter. The 
monetary authorities, even those of an economy characterised by perfect price 
flexibility but subject to real exchange rate shocks, would face a choice between 
maintaining exchange rate and domestic price level stability. The sacrifice of the 
latter in order to stabilise the exchange rate would not necessarily be without its 
costs. 19  

To give a concrete example of what might be involved here, it is only 
necessary to note that wages and prices are generally considered to be rather 
flexible in an upward direction, and that, on the assumption that the recent world-
wide depreciation of the US dollar is largely related to real fundamentals rather 
than to some failure of the functioning of foreign exchange markets, money wages 
and prices in Canada would have had to rise by more than 20 per cent to bring 
about the real exchange rate adjustment that has in fact taken place since the 
beginning of 2003 under a fixed nominal exchange rate. Had this in fact occurred, 
then exporters who are currently lamenting the effects of the nominal exchange 
rate's behaviour on their competitiveness would instead be complaining about 
domestic wage inflation. Furthermore, to the extent that the behaviour of the price 
level had been unanticipated, there would have been significant redistributions of 
wealth within the economy.20  It is far from clear that all this would have been„ on 
balance, preferable to what in fact transpired, and it is perhaps worth reflecting on 
the fact that, in 1950 and again in 1970, the Canadian authorities chose to abandon 
a fixed exchange rate in the face of strong inflationary pressures emanating from 
the need for a real exchange rate appreciation. 

Even so, wage and price stickiness does add to the problems associated 
with any exchange rate regime that seeks to prevent the nominal rate fully 

19It is often carelessly asserted that a small open economy which fixes its exchange rate to 
the currency of a larger trading partner will simply import whatever inflation rate that is 
ruling there. This conclusion is only true, however, on the assumption that the real 
exchange rate between the two economies is constant. A more accurate statement would be 
that the small economy's price level will behave so as to accommodate its time path to that 
of its partner's price level, given whatever movements might be taking place in the real 
exchange rate. 
20There  have, of course, been redistributions of wealth over the past year from the 
unanticipated appreciation of the currency, involving losses on the part of those who were 
holding substantial US dollar denominated assets, for example holiday homes in the US, or 
unhedged investments in US stocks. 
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adjusting to real shocks, and, as is well understood, this matter becomes 
particularly important when a real exchange rate depreciation is required. Again 
an illustration from recent Canadian experience is telling: Robson and Laidler 
(2002) have estimated that, had a fixed exchange rate on the US dollar been in 
place between early 1998 and 2002, the Canadian price level would have had to 
fall at a rate of close to 2 per cent per annum in order to bring about the real 
depreciation that in fact took place. In the best of circumstances, tight monetary 
policy and a significant temporary contraction of real income and employment 
would have been required to bring this about, and in the worst, under which 
markets proved strongly resistant to deflation, temporary real contraction would 
have been replaced by something closer to stagnation. 21  

Phenomena of the type just postulated here are well documented under 
just about any kind of fixed or managed exchange rate regime, and it is equally 
well documented that the political pressures they generate make such regimes 
fragile and prone to destructive speculative attacks. 22  That is why protagonists on 
opposite sides of the recent debate about North American monetary integration, 
for example, Grubel (1998) and Laidler and Poschmann (2000), have sometimes 
agreed that the middle ground between a common currency and a market 
determined exchange rate is distinctly inferior to either extreme, and hence to be 
shunned. But this view has not been universally shared. Courchene and Harris 
(1999) and Robert Mundell (see Alan Freeman 1999) have urged that Canada 
adopt a rigidly fixed exchange rate on the US dollar, the former as a way station 
on the way to fuller monetary integration (along the lines of the European 
Monetary system in the 1990s) and the latter as an essentially permanent 
arrangement. 

Not everyone will share these authors' view that a fixed exchange rate 
regime would be feasible provided only that macroeconomic policy in Canada 
were to be devoted single-mindedly to its maintenance, because the key question 
here is not so much technical as political. It is far from clear that so single-tninded 
a policy would be sustainable in a country such as Canada which has 
conspicuously chosen to withhold goal independence from its central bank, and 
instead has evolved a set of arrangements in  which the ultimate responsibility 
resides with elected politicians. Even so, it is possible to envision institutional 
changes that would improve such a regime's chances of survival were it to be put 

2I For this reason, it is hard to give much credence to claims that Canada's productivity 
performance veould have been better in the late 1990s, had the exchange rate been fixed, or 
a common North American currency been in place. Indeed, recent work by Edwards and 
Yeyati (2003) suggest that the shock absorbing properties of flexible exchange rate regimes 
generally have a systematically beneficial effect on the real performance of the economies 
that have adopted them. 
220sakwe and Schembri (1998), for example, list no fewer than 38 exchange rate crises that 
occurred between 1990 and 1997 as a consequence of such forces, each one ending in a 
devaluation or the outright abandonment of a fixed exchange rate. These problems would 
be exacerbated in the Canadian case by the fact that the Bank of Canada Act explicitly 
makes the Bank the agent of the federal government in the foreign exchange market It 
would have no legal authority to resist political pressures to abandon any exchange rate 
target. 
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in place. Some of these could be brought about unilaterally, but others would 
require the co-operation of the US, and of Mexico too, if the arrangement were to 
be extended to the whole of the NAFTA_ 

It has already been noted that money wage and price stickiness make any 
kind of nominal exchange rate target painful to sustain in an economy where the 
real exchange rate needs to move from time to time, so it follows immediately that 
more flexibility in markets in general, and in the labour market in particular, 
would make this sort of monetary order more viable. As the European example 
shows, what would be needed here is not just wages and prices that move more 
easily, but also a reduction in other rigidities associated with the workings of the 
welfare state; this European example also shows that such changes are extremely 
hard to bring about, even in countries which have already self-consciously and 
totally given up their capacity to implement domestic monetary policy and 
accepted serious lùnits on their capacity to deploy fiscal tools as well. 

The stresses here could, no doubt, be somewhat reduced if the 
maintenance of a stable or even fixed exchange rate between the Canadian  and US 
dollars (and perhaps between both of these and the Peso) became a joint 
responsibility of the Federal Reserve system and the Bank of Canada (and, 
perhaps, of the Bank of Mexico), rather than being the unilateral responsibility of 
the latter institution(s). If the Fed would support the Canadian dollar and/or the 
Peso when real shocks were requiring them to depreciate, this would both take 
some of the pressure of those currencies, and also ensure that some of the required 
adjustment was brought about by US inflation; and if the Fed. were willing to 
deflate when their real exchange rates needed to rise, this too would make 
adjustments easier for Canada and/or Mexico. As we have seen above, much of 
the machinery needed to enable monetary policy to be formulated on a co-
operative basis within North America is already in place, so it would not be 
technically difficult to bring such a regime into being. As we have also seen 
above, however, the US has important interests in monetary relations with Europe 
and Asia, that have no real parallels in the Canadian and Mexican cases, and these 
might sometimes conflict with an obligation to stabilise exchange rates within 
North America.23  . 

One other change within North America that would lessen the monetary 
strains associated with the adoption of exchange rate targets should be mentioned; 
namely, the enhancement of cross border labour mobility, again either between 
Canada and the US alone, or throughout the NAFTA. One of the more telling 
points made by advocates of full North American monetary integration in recent 
debates was that the US monetary system could itself be regarded as a monetary 
union among disparate regional economies, whose real exchange rates were prone 
to vary over time without threatening the stability of the union, however, an 
equally telling response to this was that labour and private capital mobility, not to 

23As John Murray has reminded me, the US has recently been party to discussions about 
possibly co-ordinated action to deal with current account imbalances, including its own, 
and to alter the configuration of certain exchange rate regimes, particularly that ruling 
between the Yuan and the US dollar, though so far, the discussions in question have yielded 
no practical results. From a US standpoint, these issues are far more important than any that 
are currently on a purely North American agenda. 
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mention fiscal transfers, among the regions of the United States provided extra 
cushions against these effects that would not be available to the same extent, if at 
all, on a continent-wide basis. 

Though there is no sign that co-operation in fiscal matters is on the table, 
there have recently been discussions of the desirability of regulatory 
harmonisation between Canada and the US that might, as a side effect, enhance 
the already a high degree of capital mobility that exists between the two 
economies. Furthermore, in the wake of the events of September Il th  2001, there 
have already been speculations about the creation of a North American economic 
perimeter at which common rules for the movement of goods and people would be 
enforced, but within which they could move freely. 24  

To discuss the feasibility of regulatory harmonization and labour market 
integration is well beyond the scope of this paper. Labour market integration in 
particular would be complicated to arrange, particularly if, in addition to Canada 
and the US, it were to involve Mexico, whose inclusion in the NAFTA was seen 
by the US as an alternative, rather than a prelude, to pennitting more labour 
mobility across its southern border. And even if it were decided that such an 
arrangement could reasonably be confined to the US and Canada, there are more 
issues implicit in it, having to do with interactions among refugee and 
immigration policies of both countries and the domestic labour market rights of 
their citizens and residents, than c an  be even listed, let alone discussed, here. 
However, the fact remains that, from the point of view of simple economics, there 
are strong complementarities between North American labour market integration 
and the feasibility of active monetary co-operation of any kind within the area, 
and it will be important to keep these clearly in view as the discussion of these 
matters progresses. 

Summary and Conclusions 
A salient fact about recent North American history is that, although a 

high degree of economic integration has come into being in recent years, this 
development has had no parallels on the political front. North America differs 
sharply from Europe in this respect, but not only in this respect. The asrmnetries 
among Canada, Mexico and the United States that stem from the dominant 
economic and political size of the latter, not just within North America but in the 
world as a whole, are also without parallels in Europe. The nature of the interests 
that the US pursues, and of the constraints it faces as it does so, mean that North 
American concerns will not always take pride of place in its policies. It bears 
repeating that this does not mean that the US's actions will always, or even 
usually, run contrary to the interests of Canada and Mexico, but, short of some 
unexpected events capable of generating a political dynamic in North America 
similar to that which has been in play for so long in Europe, it does mean that any 
initiatives aimed at bringing North American economic and political institutions 
into line with the interests of that area considered in isolation are probably going 

24— t nese proposals have taken a variety of forms, and their discussion is beyond the scope of 
this paper. See however Danielle Goldfarb (2003) for a survey of them that pays particular 
attention to looking for common elements among them. 
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to have to come from these smaller countries. And it also means that among these 
initiatives, the ones which also happen to promote broader US interests are more 
likely to be successful. 

US interests in the monetary area are quite evidently global in scope, and 
US policy pronouncements on these matters have made their authorities' 
awareness of this fact quite clear. Though Assistant Secretary Summers, quoted 
above, spoke for a previous administration, there is no reason to believe that the 
policies of the Bush administration on this matter are any different. On the 
contrary, the silence from Washington in response to President Fox's raising the 
question of North American monetary integration in 2000, and from Ambassador 
Cellucci in the face of ongoing Canadian  discussions of the same issue, was 
extremely eloquent. The management of trade in natural resources, including 
perhaps water, and since September 11 th  2001, security, are all areas in which the 
US has expressed a keen interest in closer North American co-operation, but 
monetary policy does not seem to be on the list. 

A lengthy debate in Canada has nevertheless shown that US political co-
operation would be essential to the creation of a fully fledged North American 
monetary union or indeed to the viability of any kind of arrangement whereby 
Canada (and presumably Mexico) adopted the US dollar. In this paper, I have 
shown that similar considerations would usually be at play in any move towards 
giving the nominal Canadian/US dollar exchange rate an important place among 
the goals of Canadian monetary policy. Unilateral attempts simply to fme tune the 
rate's behaviour within a version of the inflation targeting regime currently in 
place would, at the very least, degrade the transparency of Canadian monetary 
policy with no obvious benefits to offset this loss. Any scheme to control the 
nominal exchange rate more actively, so that real pressures emanating from world 
markets would sometimes be transmitted to domestic money wages and prices 
with greater force than they currently are, would impose economic and political 
stresses that would be hard to deal with unilaterally. Co-operation from the 
Federal Reserve in managing such a regime would ease these pressures, but it is 
not to be expected. A higher degree of integration among North American labour 
markets would also help, but to suggest such a possibility is to open up a set of 
economic and political questions that we have barely begun to analyse. 

Even so, it has also been argued above that monetary stability within the 
separate currency areas of a highly integrated economic space such as North 
America rnakes its own contribution to overall economic performance, and it has 
also been suggested that the more communication there is about policy among the 
monetary authorities of the separate areas, the greater is this contribution likely to 
be. Great strides towards monetary stability have been taken in all three NAFTA 
countries in the last ten years, and the institutions through which communication 
can and does take place among them are highly developed. There is, however, 
room for improvement in all three countries. Canada's inflation targeting regime 
still looks a little tentative - is two per cent really price stability? - and at the time 
of writing, there are also concerns about the fiscal situation, particularly at a 
provincial level; Mexico introduced inflation targets later than did Canada, and 
perhaps still has some way to go in establishing their credibility, with fiscal issues 
still proving politically difficult there; and in the US, the Fed's mandate is still 
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uncomfortably vague for some tastes, while the long nut fiscal outloolc, 
particularly when it is viewed against the background of the current account 
balance, is positively alarming. 

Perhaps the scarce political energy that is available to address monetary 
questions in all three countries would be usefully deployed in fixing these 
problems. Successes here would at least ensure that a functional (if untidy) set of 
North American monetary arrangements continue to serve the continent at least as 
well in the future as they have in the recent past, and perhaps better. This may be a 
modest goal, but it is both attractive and viable. In matters of economic policy it is 
sometimes dangerous to ask for more. 
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Introduction 
Although Canadians enjoy one of the highest living standards in the world, 

there is about 15 percent per-capita income gap between Canada and the U.S., and 
the gap has widened since 1990. Research done for Industry Canada suggests that 
close to 85 percent of the Canada-U.S. per-capita income gap is due to the 
productivity gap between the two countries, and the rest of the income gap is due 
to the differences in the employment to population ratio in the two countries.' 
Industry Canada research also implies that the productivity gap can be largely 
explained by the gaps in innovation, capital intensity and skills.2  

In recent years, the OECD has done a good deal of research in quantifying 
various product and labour market regulations in the OECD countries. They have 
also examined the role of differences in regulations in explaining differences in 
competitiveness across OECD member countries. Their findings suggest that 
regulatory differences explain a significant part of the inter-country differences in 
innovation and productivity — key drivers of long-term competitiveness. 3  

The main objective of this chapter is to examine the relationship between 
regulatory framework and competitiveness, with a focus on Canada. We aim to 
address the following four policy research questions: 

• How does Canada's regulatory framework compare with other G7 
countries? 

• Is there a regulatory gap between Canada and the U.S., and has it 
widened or narrowed in the 1990s? 

• What are the main sources of the Canada-U.S. regulatory gap? and 
• How much of the Canada-U.S. innovation and productivity gap can be 

explained by the regulatory gap? 

I  Someshwar Rao, Jianmin Tang and Weimin Wang, Measuring the Canada-U.S. 
Productivity Gap: Industry Dimensions, International Productivity Monitor, Ottawa: Fall 
2005. 
2  Mun S. Ho, Someshwar Rao and Jianmin Tang, Sources of Output Growth in Canadian 
and U.S. Industries in the Information Age, in Dale W. Jorgenson (ed.), Economic Growth 
in Canada and the United States in the Information Age, Industry Canada Research 
Monograph, Ottawa: 2004. 
3  Stefano Scarpetta and Thierry Tressel, Productivity and Convergence in a Panel of OECD 
Industries: Do Regulations and Institutions Matter?, OECD Economics Department 
Working Paper (2002) 28, Paris: September 2002. Also, Sanghoon Ahn, Competition, 
Innovation and Productivity Growth: A Review of Theory and Evidence, OECD Economics 
Department Working Paper (2002) 3, Paris: January 2002. 
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We tackle the above policy research questions using two approaches: first, 
we rely on the existing research, particularly the OECD work; and second, using 
the International Institute for Management Development (IMD) survey data on 
regulations, we construct time series data on different types of product market 
regulations in G7 countries for the period 1991-2003. These regulatory variables 
in turn are used to explain differences in productivity among G7 countries. 

Regulatory Framework 
Regulation refers to rule-making activity by govenunents and the courts. 

Constitutions, parliamentary laws, subordinate legislation, decrees, orders, norms, 
licenses, plans, codes, and even some forms of administrative guidance can all be 
considered "regulation". Canada, like other advanced industrialized countries, has 
over the course of a century and a half constructed an elaborate and complex 
regulatory system to provide Canadians a wide range of vital services and 
protections, ranging from accessible buildings to safe food to universal healthcare 
to a cleaner environment For markets to function efficiently some regulations, 
such as framework or market organizing regulations, are necessary. The 
regulatory framework is a set of the rules within which individual actors operate 
and includes contract, tort and property law, competition law, banlcruptcy law, 
securities law and intellectual property law. 

The use of regulation by govemments has both costs and benefits. The 
OECD estimates that the cost of regulation might be as much as 10% of GDP for 
some countries.4  In light of such costs of regulation, many OECD countries are 
examining ways to improve the cost-effectiveness of their regulations. 

Regulatory reform refers to changes that improve regulatory quality, that is, 
enhance the performance, cost-effectiveness, or legal quality of regulations and 
related government fonnalities. Governments in advanced economies are 
implementing regulatory reforms to make the regulatory environment friendlier to 
domestic and international competition. The regulatory changes are aimed at 
boosting productivity growth by providing incentives for incumbent firms to adopt 
innovative technologies, and encouraging the entry of new and innovative finns in 
the market place. Governments have also adopted deregulation policy, whereby 
regulation in a sector is completely or partially eliminated to improve economic 
perforrnance. 5  

Govenunents use a variety of regulatory instruments to implement programs 
and other agendas. The OECD classifies regulations into three categories: 
economic, social and administrative.6  

4 Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development, The OECD Report on 
Regulatory Reform Synthesis, Paris: 1997, p. 14. 
5  Rauf Gonenc, Maria Maher and Giuseppe Nicoletti, The Implementation and the Effects 
of Regulatory Reform: Past Experience and Current Issues, OECD Economics Department 
Working Paper (2000) 24, Paris: June 2000. 
6 For a more detailed description, please see Annex B. 
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• Economic regulation can include restrictions on entrepreneurship, finn 
decisions over prices, quantity, service, entry and exit, ownership 
restrictions, tariffs, quantitative restrictions, inward and outward 
investment polices, antitrust regulations, and regulations of natural 
monopolies. 

• Social regulation can include protection of the environment, health and 
safety in the workplace, protection of worker rights, rules for industrial 
relations (e.g., labour market regulations such as hiring and firing 
restrictions), and protection of buyers from fraudulent or incompetent 
behaviour by sellers. 

• Administrative regulation can entail regulations relating to state control 
of legal framework regulations, taxes, business operations, distribution 
systems, health care administration, and intellectual property rights. 

Different types of regulations 
Product market institutions and policies affect firm governance and 

ownership structures, entrepreneurial incentives, and the ability of firms to enter 
markets (e.g. by creating fixed costs) or compete effectively with other finns (e.g. 
by distorting market mechanisms). We describe below various summary 
indicators of product market regulations. Product market refonns would include 
privatization, liberalization of potentially competitive markets and pro-
competitive regulation of natural monopoly markets. 

Labour market regulations in most countries encompass three bodies of 
law: employment law, industrial and collective relations law, and social security 
law. 

• Employment laws govern the individual employment relationship, 
including the formation of the individual labour contract, the mandatory 
minimum terms and conditions of such contracts, and the termination of 
contractual relations. 

• Occupational licensing regulation deals with entry and standards of 
practice in such professions as medicine, law, teachers, engineers, 
dentists, and accountants. Professional societies regulate their own 
practices by determining standards of entry and by developing a code of 
ethics. Local and state governments often delegate the regulatory powers 
of professional licensing to representatives of the professions themselves. 

• Industrial relations laws aim at collectively protecting workers from 
employers. They govern the balance of power between labour unions and 
other forms of organized worlc, and employers and associations of 
employers. 

• Social security laws across most countries address old-age pensions, 
sicicness and healthcare coverage, and unemployment. 
Environmental and health and safety regulations impose a variety of 

direct and indirect costs on regulated firms, consumers, and workers. The 
environment consists of a large number of attributes (anything affecting the well-
being of Canadians) such as clean air and clean water. Enviromnental policy aims 
to produce the socially optimal quantities of these attributes, given that market 
forces alone might not bring about such outcomes in the presence of externalities. 
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Main characteristics of a good regulatory system 
The OECD Report of 1997 on Regulatory Reform suggests that "good 

regulation" should include the following key features: 7  
• Be needed to serve clearly identified policy, and effective in achieving 

those goals; 
• Have a sound legal basis; 
• Produce benefits that justify costs, considering the distribution of effects 

across society; 
• Minimize costs and market distortions; 
• Promote innovation through market incentives and goal-based 

approaches; 
• Be clear, simple, and practical for users; 
• Be consistent with other regulations and policies; and 
• Be compatible as far as possible with competition, trade and investment-

facilitating principles at domestic and international levels. 

Canada's regulatory framework 
Canada has a mature and well-functioning system of regulatory governance. 

It has been consistent in the pursuit of efficient, transparent and accountable 
regulatory institutions and procedures. Canada's regulatory evolution has been 
characterized by important regulatory quality principles, such as the role of 
efficient markets and the need for benefits to exceed costs. A law, dating back to 
1950, requires that every regulation be published and tabled in Parliament. In 
1977, regulatory agencies were required to perform periodic evaluation of 
regulatory programs. 8  The Department of Justice drafts legislation and reviews 
draft regulations for internal consistency. In passing statute law, legislatures may 
consider distributive and efficiency aspects. Common law reflects past judicial 
decisions, which some interpret to be concerned with facilitating efficient 
allocation of resources by firms and households. 9  

In a series of studies in 1978 on the effects of regulation, the Economic 
Council found "regulation inflation" on account of an increase in federal 
regulations by almost 350% between 1955 and 1975. In response to such a growth 
in regulation, the Regulatory Reform Strategy of 1986 saw deregulation in a 
number of sectors, and regulatory quality became an important policy goal in 
Canada. A number of institutional, guidance and process reforms were put in 
place. The trend that started in 1986 was expanded in 1992, when an explicit 
policy was adopted which set out the overall objective of "maximizing the net 

7  OECD, The OECD Report on Regulatory Reform: Synthesis, (Paris: 1997). 
8  Serious economic problems in the 1970s that resulted in structural reforms (including tax, 
labour market and sectoral reforms, free trade agreements with the U.S. and Mexico, and 
measures to tackle the fiscal deficit) also led to an appraisal of the regulatory system in 
Canada. Among the OECD countries, starting in the 1950s Canada is viewed as being in 
the vanguard of having integrated regulatory considerations in its policy making process. 
9  OECD, OECD Reviews of  Regulatory  Reform: Canada — Maintaining Leadership 
Through Innovation, (Paris: OECD, 2002), esp. pp.32-34. 
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benefit to Canadians". The Regulatory Affairs and Orders in Council Secretariat 
(RAOICS) of the Privy Council Office (PCO) supports the Treasury Board 
Secretariat, the Cabinet-level Committee responsible for the oversight, review and 
overall government co-ordination of federal regulation making in Canada. Both 
general-purpose and industry-specific regulations exist. General-purpose 
regulations tend to affect all industries alike, as would be the case for 
administrative restrictions or antitrust exemptions for public enterprises. Industry-
specific regulations are tailored to specific industries or set of industries, such as 
manufacturing and non-manufacturing industries. Industry level regulations c an  
have economy-wide effects. i°  

Although provinces have exclusive legislative authority in such matters as 
education, transportation, social services, health and safety, there are also a 
number of important areas of shared jurisdiction, including agriculture, 
environment and some aspects of natural resources (federal law prevails in case of 
conflict). A large body of technical regulation is developed and implemented at 
the provincial level. It is within provincial powers to adopt laws that might 
represent barriers to the free movement of products, services, investment and 
workers, and impair competition in local markets and that inhibit inter-provincial 
trade and competition. The Agreement on Internal Trade (AIT) of 1994 has a 
formal and detailed program (including a dispute resolution mechanism) to 
remove barriers but progress has been limited. 

Recent trends in Canada's regulatory framework 
Over the last quarter-century, Canadian governments have made several 

efforts to refine the regulatory regime and have remodeled certain statutes. The 
major thrust of existing laws and regulations is largely reflective of Canada's 
domestic orientation rather than forging a competitive position in global markets 
from a Canadian-base of operations. Regulations in Canada that limit foreign 
investment constrain the ability of firms in Canada to access foreign-based 
knowledge and technology, which narrows the scope of innovation achievements 
in Canada. For example, Canada retains a range of foreign investment ownership 
restrictions, sclerotic market approval systems for drugs, chemicals and food, 
continuing barriers to internal trade, and sub-optimal restrictions on financial 
services. 

In a survey of economic and administrative regulations, the I  OECD 
distinguished between regulations affecting domestic firms from those affecting 
foreign firms in an economy» In terms of friendliness of various types of 
regulations to competition, Canada's regulatory regime ranked in the middle of 
the 10-country comparison and significantly behind that of the United Kingdom, 
Australia and the U.S. 

1°  Ibid., esp. pp. 35-36 and 46-80. 
I I  Nicoletti, Scarpetta and Boylaud, Summar-y Indicators of Product Market Regulation 
with an Extension to Employment Protection Legislation, Economic Department Working 
Paper No. 226 (Paris: OECD, 2000). 
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• By international standards, Canada's economic and administrative 
regulatory climate for incumbent firms compares favourably in terms 
of its friendliness to competition. 

• However, Canada's regulatory regime is relatively more restrictive with 
respect to foreign businesses considering new investment or trade in 
Canada. That is, overall product market regulations in Canada are more 
favourable to Canadian firms than to foreign firms. 

To review and reform Canada's regulatory regime, the Government of 
Canada introduced a smart regulation strategy in 2002. In an increasingly 
lcnowledge intensive economy, new approaches to regulation need to enhance the 
climate for investment and trust in the markets to better achieve the public good. 
Using a smart regulation strategy the Govenunent of Canada aimed to accelerate 
reforms in key areas to promote health and sustainability, to contribute to 
innovation and economic growth, and to reduce the administrative burden on 
business in both domestic and international environments to obtain desired 
outcomes» 

Starting in the late-1980s and continuing over the past several years, there 
has been a marked general downward trend in the annual rate of increase of 
regulations (including new, amended, repealed, and revised). The OECD notes 
that it appears that Canada has been unusually successful in tackling regulatory 
inflation» 

There is an ongoing debate in Canada pertaining to regulation in sectors such as 
banking, telecommunications and foreign direct investment. At this time, it is not 
clear whether the government will consider a total review of these regulations, a 
review of some specific sectors or industries, or take no action. 

Foreign direct investment regulations 
Research done at Industry Canada, Statistics Canada, the OECD and 

elsewhere clearly shows the importance of inward FDI for trade, innovation and 
productivity in Canada. Therefore, all types of barriers and restrictions, formal and 
informal, that impact on attracting and retaining FDI need to be assessed. Canada 
has one of the highest levels of FDI restrictions among OECD countries, 
especially in the telecommunications, finance and air transport sectors. An OECD 
study computed an FDI restrictions index by assigning varying importance 
(weights) of statutory restrictions such as: (a) limits on foreign equity/ownership; 
(b) screening and approval procedures; and (c) constraints on foreign personnel 
and operational freedom. 14  The study found that across OECD countries, the most 
heavily restricted sectors are those that are highly sensitive to national security or 
national sovereignty considerations: telecommunications, air and maritime 
transport, finance, public utilities and media. Table 1 shows that Canada was more 

12  Goverrunent of Canada, The Canada That We Want, The Speech From the Throne 2002, 
Ottawa: 2002. 
13  OECD Re-views of Regulatory Reform: Canada — Maintaining Leadership Through 
Innovation, (2002), op. cit. 
14  Stephen S. Golub, Afeasures of  Restrictions on Inward Foreign Direct Investment for 
OECD Countries by, OECD Economics Department Working Paper No. 357, (Paris: 
OECD), 2003. 
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restrictive than the U.S. in areas such as telecommunications,  finance, business 
services and manufacturing; while, the U.S. was more restrictive in transport. 

In addition, Industry Canada researchers, in a study published by the C. D. 
Howe Institute in 1996, found that the impact of informal barriers to FDI, such as 
impediments arising from differences in market structure, corporate govemance 
practices, unpublished policies, and non-transparent administrative procedures and 
actions of govemment and private, has to be considered because the importance of 
informal barriers may be gaining importance in making the Canadian investment 
market place less attractive for foreign investors. I5  

Table 1: Discriminatory Foreign Direct Investment Restrictions, by sector  
Sector 	 Canada 	 US  
Business Services 	 .225 	 .025  
Telecommunications 	 .525 	 .375  
Construction 	 .225 	 .025  
Distribution 	 .225 	 .025  
Finance 	 .506 	 .125  
Hotels and Restaurants 	 .225 	 .025  
Transportation 	 .590 	 .690  
Electricity 	 .725 	 .475  
Manufacturin z 	 .225 	 .025  
Total 	 .352 	 .173  
Note: Indices of FDI Restrictions, by competing regions for N.A-bound FDI and major source 
countries of FDI to Canada. 1998 ( --no restriction, 1=complete restriction)  
Source: Policies and International Integration: Influences on Trade and Foreign Direct Investment, 
Annex 4: Foreign Direct Investment Restriction Indexes, (Paris: OECD), March 2003. 

Competition policy 
The 1986 Competition Act broadened the objective of competition policy in 

Canada to include consumer interests and the promotion of sectoral pro-
competitive reforms. As of the early 1970s, direct economic regulation of price or 
output (or both) had an impact on about 29% of the Canadian econorny. That 
share has decreased as a result of subsequent deregulation and reform in transport, 
energy, telecoms, and fmancial services. However, the impact of reform on 
competition policy is diluted by a near-monopoly airline and foreign ownership 
restrictions to protect Canadian-based companies from international competition. 16  

Intellectual property protection policy 
Intellectual property rights (IPRs) are legally enforceable instruments 

designed to provide protection for investments in innovations. IPRs include 
patents, copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets (a product or process kept secret 

15  Someshwar Rao, and A. Ahmad (1996), Formal and Informal Investment Barriers in the 
G7. in Pierre Sauvé and Daniel Schwanen (eds.), "Investment Rules for the Global 
Economy: Enhancing Access to Markets", C.D. Howe Institute, Policy Study no. 28.1996. 
16  OECD Reviews of  Regulatory  Reform: Canada — Maintaining Leadership Through 
Innovation, (2002), op. cit. 
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from competitors), industrial designs, plant breeder's rights, and integrated circuit 
topographies. This view encapsulates the argument that entrepreneurs would see 
increased profitability resulting from expanded IPRs, giving them incentives to 
come up with innovations. IPRs, such as patents that entail new information 
disclosure, would also encourage diffusion of new knowledge and would boost 
social benefits. 17  Moreover, evidence suggests that foreign direct investment in 
R&D flows to locations where IPRs are securely protected and strongly 
enforced. 18  

Although Canada's IPRs regime has become somewhat stronger since the 
late 1980s, tracking the global trend toward stronger IPRs system, Canada's IPRs 
regime appears not to have followed the trend, as exemplified by the Ginarte-Park 
index that placed Canada's patent system second last, behind the U.S. and the 
U.K., and seven other countries. 19  

Telecommunications regulations 
Telecommunications infrastructure is a significant driving force of economic 

growth. Numerous studies have been conducted to quantify the contribution of 
telecommunications services to economic growth. Despite its rapid growth, 
Canada's telecorrimunication services industry fell behind the average of the 
OECD countries during the 1990s, with telecommunications infrastructure 
declining from the second place to 23rd place among the 29 OECD countries. In 
recent research done for Industry Canada, Professor Chen found that two factors 
mainly contributed to this decline in Canada's relative standing. 2°  

• Canada's highly developed fixed-network services, in particular, a well 
developed payphone system, reduced the need for cellular mobile 
services and thus slowed down its adoption; and 

• Relatively high barriers to ongoing operations and direct investment 
hindered the growth of cellular mobile services. 

If these barriers were reduced to the average restriction level of OECD 
countries, Canada's telecommunications penetration rate would have been above 
the OECD average. Furthermore, estimates from Professor Chen's analysis show 
that Canada's GDP per working-age person would be increased by about 1.7% 
over a ten-year period if Canada were to remove all barriers to foreign direct 
investment in telecommunications services. 

17  However, as an anonymous referee points out, the impact on profits of the 
innovator/patent holder is clear, but the net impact on the economy or innovation is not. 
18  Porter and Stern, The New Challenge to America's Prosperity: Findings from the 
Innovation Index, Washington, D.C.: Council on Competitiveness, 1999. 
19  Ginarte and Park, Determinants of  Paient  Rights: A Cross National Study, Research 
Policy, vol. 26, 1997. 
20 Zhiqi Chen, Liberalization of Trade and Investment in Telecommunications Services: A 
Canadian Perspective, a paper presented at the Industry Canada conference in October 
2003, Winnipeg, on "Service Industries and Knowledge-Based Economy", in Richard 
Lipsey and Alice Nakamura (eds.), an Industry Canada research volume, (forthcoming). 
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Labour market regulations 
The labour market and its refonns have a major impact on an economy's 

performance. Canada's unemployment rates have been higher than  in a number of 
advanced countries, such as the U.S. Labour market policies have generally not 
brought about incentives to observed labour mobility, though the amount of 
human capital embodied in the workforce has increased substantially over the last 
two decades. After several modifications in the 1990s, the unemployment-
insurance system (now Employment Insurance) was restructured in 1996 to 
restore the insurance principle which had been undermined over time. At the same 
time, Employment Benefits and Support Measures (EBSMs) restructured 
employment benefits such as job subsidies and various forms of job search 
assistance. The management of these programs has been largely decentralized to 
the provincial level, through Labour Market Development Agreements. The 
EBSM, though expensive, has been largely successful. 21  

A National Bureau of Economic Research study found that patterns of labour 
regulations across 88 sample countries generally support the view that regulations 
across countries are shaped by their legal structures, most of which are adaptations 
of Europe's conunon and civil law traditions. Moreover, the study pointed out that 
the historical origins of a country's labour laws also correlated with other 
measures of regulations. For example, countries that regulated business entry also 
regulated labour markets and judicial proceedings. The study concluded that 
countries have regulatory styles that are pervasive across activities and are shaped 
by the origin of their laws.22  

Trends in regulatory burden 
One can talce the pulse of regulatory activity over time in a number of ways. 

One is to calculate the rate of growth in government regulatory expenditures (in 
real terms) over time. Another is to calculate the rate of growth in the number of 
regulations or in the number of pages of regulations. 

The Fraser Institute estimated that between 1975 and 1999, over 117,000 
new federal and provincial regulations were enacted, an average of 4,700 every 
year. Over this period, the federal government alone enacted 25,000 regulations. 
Between 1975 and 1999, the three levels of govenunents published over 505,000 
pages of regulations (or an average of over 20,000 pages per year), of which the 
federal government accounted for more than one-fifth. fS  

Accurately measuring the cost of regulation to the entire economy is almost 
impossible. The Fraser Institute has collected from the public accounts the 
amounts federal, provincial and local governments spend, or what it calls the 
public sector "administration costs", to design and implement regulations. It found 
that in fiscal year 1997/1998, the federal government and provincial, territorial, 
and local governments in Canada spent $5.2 billion administering their regulatory 

21  OECD, OECD Reviews of Regulatory Reform: Canada — Maintaining Leadership 
Through Innovation, (Paris: OECD, 2002). 

Botero, et al., The Regulation of Labour, NBER 'Working Paper 9756, June 2003. 
23  Laura Jones and S. Graf, Canada 's  Regulatory Burden: flow Many Regulations? At 
What Cost?, Vancouver, BC: The Fraser Institute, 2001, p. 9. 
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activities, down from a price-change adjusted $5.3 billion in 1995/1996. 
Moreover, it estimated that in fiscal year 1997/1998, the private sector spent $103 
billion or $13,700 per family of four to comply with federal and provincial 
govemment regulations.24  Earlier, Milhar had estimated that complying with 
regulations in 1996 exceeded $83 billion, or just over $11,000 per family of four. 
25 

In attempting to obtain crude estimates of additional indirect costs of 
regulations, the Fraser Institute considered three categories of lobbyists under the 
Lobbyists Registration Act. (a) Consultant lobbyists who lobby on behalf of a 
client and might include govemment-relations consultants, lawyers, accountants; 
(b) In-house lobbyists are corporate employees managing public affairs or 
government relations; and (c) Non-profit organizations who must register when 
one or more employees lobby federal politicians. The Fraser Institute reported that 
between 1998 and 2000: 

• The number of consultants lobbyists increased 20 percent from 584 to 
702; 

• The number of in-house lobbyists fell from 367 to 335; and 
• The number of organizations registered increased roughly 15 percent 

from 322 to 370. 
These estimates of the cost of regulation are to be relied on less for the dollar 
figure but rather to underscore the point that regulation is costly and that it might 
be growing increasingly costly. 

Comparison of Regulations among G7 Countries 
In this section, we turn to discuss the OECD work that compares regulations 

across G7countries and industries. The OECD has compiled summary indicators 
of product market regulatory systems across countries and industries. Product 
market regulations consist of: (a) inward-oriented policies, and (b) outward-
oriented policies. Each indicator is ranked on a scale ranging from 0 to 6, 
reflecting the least to the most restrictive regime. The data can be divided along 
three alternative formats: 
(a) the economy-wide or industry-specific scope of regulations; 
(b) the "thematic" domains or types of restrictions that indicate channels through 

which regulations may restrict market mechanisms; and 
(c) "functionar regulations. 
The thematic domains consist of three broad categories: 

1. State control over business enterprises consisting of: (a) public 
ownership; and (b) involvement in business operation. 

2. Barriers to entrepreneurship consisting of: (a) administrative burdens 
on start ups, including burdens at both the economy-wide and sectoral 

24 L  Jones and S. Graf, ibid, p. 24. 
25  Fazil Milhar, The Cost of  Regulation  in Canada, Public Policy Sources, Number 12, 
Vancouver, BC: The Fraser Institute, 1998. Milhar used a multiplier derived by 
Widenbaum and DeFina (1976), who estimated for the U.S. that for every dollar that the 
public sector spent to administer regulatory activity, the private sector spent $20 in 
compliance costs. 
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levels; (b) regulatory and administrative opacity, including the features of 
the licenses and permits system and the communication and 
simplification of rules and procedures; and (c) barriers to competition, 
including legal limitations on the number of competitors and exemptions 
to competition law provisions for public enterprises or state-mandated 
actions. 

3. 	Barriers to international trade and investment consisting of: (a) 
explicit barriers, including average tariffs, discriminatory procedures and 
restrictions to foreign participations in domestic companies; and (b) other 
regulatory barriers. 

Under the altemative functional compilation, data fall in two categories: 
• Administrative regulation consisting of: (a) administrative burdens of 

start-ups, including economy-wide and sector-specific burdens; and (b) 
regulatory and administrative opacity, including the feature of licence 
and permit system and the communication and simplification of rules 
and procedures. 

• Economic regulation consisting of: (a) regulation of economic structure, 
including the size and scope of public ownership, legal barriers to entry 
and control of public enterprises by the legislature; (b) regulation of 
economic behaviour, including command and control regulations, and 
special voting rights; and (c) regulation of competition, including 
competition law exemptions and price controls. 

In addition to the above product market regulatory indicators, the OECD 
studies often factor in employment protection legislation (EPL) consisting of: 

• Regular contracts, including procedural requirements, notice and 
severance pay, and prevailing standards of and penalties for "unfair" 
dismissals; and 

• Temporary contracts, including "objective" reasons under which a fixed-
term contract could be offered, the maximum number of successive 
renewals, and the maximum cumulated duration of the contract. 

In our review of the OECD work below, vve will return to the above 
description of regulatory indicators. 

Product Market Regulations 
Countries differ much more in the degree of state control than in the extent 

of barriers to entrepreneurship, partly reflecting differences in the timing and 
scope of privatization and in the extent to which past regulatory reform has been 
successful in shifting from command and control to incentive-based regulations. 
Economic and administrative regulations shape the inward-oriented regulatory 
environments. Table 2 shows that among G7 countries: 

• Overall, Canada's product market regime was inward-liberal' and 
outward-restrictive, whereas the U.S. was characterized by a 
combination of relatively liberal inward and outward-oriented 
regulatory policies. 

• The United Kingdom was the least restrictive country. 
• The United Kingdom, the United States, and Germany had fewer barriers 

than Canada in the overall product market regulatory regime. 
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• Canada had the most barriers to trade and investment of all G7 countries, 
making it the least outward-oriented regulatory system in G7. 

• The United States had less restrictive regime than Canada with regard to 
state control and overall economic regulations. 

• Canada had less restrictive regime than the U.S. in such domains as 
entrepreneurship and overall administrative regulations. 

• The friendliness of regulatory environments to product market 
competition still varies substantially across countries, in particular for 
inward-oriented (economic and administrative) regulations. 

Table 2: Synopsis of summary OECD indicators of product market regulation 
by domain  

	

Overall indicator 	 Domains  

	

Product 	State 	Barriers to 	Barriers to 	Economic 	Administrative 

	

market 	control 	entrepreneur- 	trade & 	regulation 	regulation 
regulation 	 ship 	investment  

Canada 	1.5 	1.3 	0.8 	2.2 	1.1 	0.9  
United 

	

1.0 	0.9 	1.3 	0.9 	1.0 	1.2 States  
Japan 	1.5 	1.3 	2.3 	1.0 	1.4 	2.7  
Germany 	1.4 	1.8 	2.1 	0.5 	1.4 	2.7  
France 	2.1 	2.6 	2.7 	1.0 	2.3 	3.1  
Italy 	23 	3.9 	2.7 	0.5 	3.5 	3.0  
United 

	

0.5 	0.6 	0.5 	0.4 	0.6 	0.5 Kingdom  

Source: Nicoletti, Scarpetta & Boylaud, OECD Working Paper 226, (2000), Table A2.7. 

State Control Regulations: Provisions that aim at establishing partial or 
full state control over resources or economic activities could be managed, in 
principle, by agents (e.g., public ownership and/or control, restrictions on price 
setting and/or other firm's choices). Table 3 shows that: 

• Canada was more restrictive than the U.S. and U.K. in the use of (a) 
command and controls; (b) price controls; and (c) the size of the public 
sector. 

• The U.S. was more restrictive in regard to the scope of public enterprises. 
• Overall, the U.S., U.K. and Canada were less apt to resort to state 

controls than the other G7 countries. 
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Table 3: The Composition of OECD State Control Indicator  
Scope of 	Size of 	Special 	Control of 	Use of 	Price 

	

public 	public 	voting 	public 	command 	controls 
enterprise 	enterprise 	rights 	enterprises by 	and 

	

sector 	sector 	 legislative 	control 
bodies 	reeulation  

Canada 	1.8 	1.4 	2.0 	0.0 	1.6 	1.0  
United 

	

2.0 	0.0 	2.0 	0.0 	1.1 	0.0 States  
Japan 	1.5 	0.0 	2.0 	0.0 	1.4 	2.9  
Germany 	1.8 	1.4 	2.0 	0.0 	3.4 	1.7  
France 	3.8 	2.6 	3.0 	0.0 	4.8 	0.9  
Italy 	5.3 	2.3 	6.0 	5.3 	3.1 	2.2  
United 

	

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	2.3 	0.6 
Kingdom  

Source: Nicoletti, Scarpetta & Boylaud, OECD Working Paper 226, (2000), Table A2.2.I 

Barriers to entrepreneurship: Table 4 shows that: 
• Canada was more restrictive than the U.S. in regard to administrative 

bturlens on: (a) corporations; (b) sole proprietor firms; and (c) specific 
sectors. 

• The U.S. had a less liberal regime than Canada in the use of (a) licenses 
and permits; (b) communication and simplification of rules and 
procedures; (c) legal barriers to entry; and (c) antitrust exemptions. 

• Overall, the U.K., the U.S., and Canada had a more liberal regulation 
regime pertaining to entrepreneurship of all the G7 countries. 

Table 4: The Composition of OECD Barriers to entrepreneurship Indicator  
Licenses 	Communie 	Administrat 	Administr 	Sector 	Legal 	Antitrust 

& permits 	ation & 	ive burdens 	ative 	specific 	barrie 	exemptio 
system 	simplificati 	for 	burdens 	Administrat 	rs to 	ns 

on of rules 	corporations 	for sole 	ive burdens 	' entry 
and 	 proprietor 

procedures 	 firms  

Canada 	0.0 	0.3 	1.5 	1.5 	1.0 	0.7 	0.5  
United 

	

4.0 	0.6 	0.5 	1.3 	0.5 	1.0 	1.3 States  
Japan 	6.0 	1.5 	2.3 	2.3 	1.5 	2.3 	0.3  
Germany 	4.0 	1.3 	2.5 	3.3 	2.3 	0.5 	0.0  
France 	4.0 	0.9 	3.3 	3.8 	3.6 	2.0 	1.1  
Italy 	0.0 	0.8 	5.3 	4.3 	4.5 	3.0 	1.3  
United 

	

0.0 	0.0 	0.8 	1.3 	0.4 	1.3 	0.0 
Kingdom  

Source: Nicoleni, Scarpetta 84 Boylaud, OECD Working Paper 226, (2000), Table A2.2.2 
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In barriers to trade and investment, the message that jumps out of table 5 
is that Canada had the most restrictive regulatory regime of all the G7 countries. 
Considering all the other OECD regulation indicators, Canada could be found in 
the company of less restrictive countries such as the U.K. and the U.S. among the 
G7 countries. 

• Canada broke ranks with its liberal-regulatory cohorts by turning out to 
be the most restrictive country in regard to all the three indicators of: 
(a) tariffs; (b) ownership barriers; and (c) discriminatory procedures. 

Table 5: The Composition of OECD Barriers to Trade & Investment Indicator  
Ownership 	Discriminatory 	Regulatory 	Tariffs 

barriers 	procedures 	barriers  
Canada 	 3.6 	 1.4 	 0.0 	4.0  
United States 	2.2 	 0.3 	 0.0 	1.0  
Japan 	 1.9 	 1.4 	 0.0 	1.0  
Germany 	0.0 	 0.5 	 0.0 	2.0  
France 	 1.8 	 0.5 	 0.0 	2.0  
Italy 	 0.0 	 0.3 	 0.0 	2.0  
United 

	

0.0 	 0.0 	 0.0 	2.0 
Kingdom  

Source: Nicoletti, Scarpetta & Boylaud, OECD Working Paper 226, (2000), Table A2.2.3. 

Employment Protection Legislation (EPL) 
Table 6 shows that Canada, United Kingdom, and the United States, are at 

the one end of the spectrum, with relatively lax EPL systems, while continental 
European countries and Japan have a much more stringent EPL system. Although 
the EPL regimes in Canada and the U.S. remained stable in the 1990s, the 
composite EPL indicators show that: 

• The gap between Canada and the U.S. of EPL system continues, with the 
U.S. being more liberal in employment protection regulations. 

• Overall, the U.S., followed by the U.K. and Canada had the least 
restrictive EPL system, while all the other the G7 economies had more 
restrictive labour market regimes. 
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Table 6: Synopsis of OECD summary indicator of employment protection 
legislation (EPL)  

1990 	 1998  
EPL 	EPL 	EPL 	EPL 	EPL 	EPL 

regular 	temporary 	 regular 	temporary 
contracts 	contracts 	contracts 	contracts  

Canada 	0.6 	0.9 	0.3 	0.6 	0.9 	0.3  
United 0.2 	0.1 	0.3 	0.2 	0.1 	0.3 States  
Japan 	2.6 	2.5 	2.7 	2.6 	3.0 	2.3  
Germany 	3.6 	2.9 	4.2 	2.8 	3.0 	2.5  
France 	2.7 	2.4 	3.0 	3.1 	2.5 	3.7  
Italy 	4.2 	3.0 	5.3 	3.3 	3.0 	16  
United 03 	0.7 	0.3 	0.5 	0.7 	03 
Kinulom  

Source: Nicoletti, Scarpetta & Boylaud, OECD Working Paper 126, (2000), Table A3.11. 

In summing up, Canada among the G7: The available "subjective" data 
from IMD and the "objective" data from the OECD point to a similar overall 
conclusion conceming Canada's regulation system among the G7, and particularly 
in comparison to the U.S. 

• The overall Canada-U.S. gap regulatory gap exists in both the production 
and labour market regulation system; 

• The U.S. edges out Canada in being more liberal in product market 
regulations, particularly in regard to barriers to ownership, 
discriminatory procedures and tariffs; and 

• The U.S. has consistently maintained a much more flexible labour market 
regulatory environment th an  Canada throughout the 1990s. 

Canada-U.S. Regulatory System Comparisons: Recent Trends 
The overall comparison of regulatory systems in Canada and the U.S. can be 

done using data published by international organizations such as the OECD, the 
World Economic Forum, and the International Institute for Management 
Development (IMD). In this study, we use armual IMD indicator data over the 
1991 to 2003 period complied annually from surveying responses from over 3,000 
top business executives of large international and domestic firms in about 50 
countries. 26  Following Koch et al, we consider the following indicators of 
regulations across the G7 economies: 

26  The IMD publishes in the World Competitiveness Yearbook, its annual survey data on 
national economic competitiveness, which include some regulation indicators. The 
discussion of IMD indicator follows closely the discussion in, Kevin Koch, M. 
Rafiquzzaman, and S. Rao, The Impact of Regulatory Policies on Innovation: Evidence 
from G7 Countries, Industry Canada Working Paper (mimeo.), Ottawa: Industry Canada, 
2003. 
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1. INVREG compiled to measure the intensity of inward foreign direct 
investment restrictiveness by asking: "Are foreign investors free to 
acquire control in a domestic company?" 

2. IPRLAW set out to measure the effectiveness of intellectual property 
rights by asking: "Is intellectual property adequately protected in your 
country?" 

3. COMPLAW aimed to measure the effectiveness of competition policy 
or antitrust laws by asking the question: "Do antitrust laws prevent unfair 
competition in your country?" 

4. TRANS aimed to measure the degree of transparency of government 
communications by asking: "Does the government communicate its 
policy intentions clearly in your country?" 

5. LABREGS designed to capture the degree of effectiveness of labour 
market policies by asking: "Are labour market regulations (hiring and 
firing practices, minimum wages) flexible enough in your country?" 

The IMD indicator data range from a value of 0, reflecting disagreement 
with the question, to a maximum value of 10, indicating strong agreement. Notice 
that the above indicators include both product market and labour market 
regulations. Koch et aL report that despite the "subjective" nature of the IMD 
data, the above listed indicators are statistically significantly correlated with the 
"objective" type data collected by the OECD, which we will have an opportunity 
to analyze below. 

Figure 1: Canada -U.S. Regulatory Gap, IM D Indicators 
Aggregated, 1991-2003 
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Figure 1 presents the results of aggregating the IMD indicators for Canada 
and the U.S. The early 1990s were marked by a regulatory gap between Canada 
and the U.S., when the U.S. regulatory regime was more liberal than that in 
Canada. In the mid-1990s, the Canada-U.S. regulatory gap narrowed as the 
Canadian regulatory regime moved in the more liberal direction while the U.S. 
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turned less liberal. By the late 1990s, the Canada-U.S. regulation gap reemerged 
and continued into 2003, as regulations in the two countries turned less liberal. 
Our reading of the overall picture is that there exists a regulatory gap between 
Canada and the U.S., with the U.S. system continuing to be more liberal than the 
Canadian regulatory regime. 

Below, we present Canada-U.S. regulatory comparisons based on 
individual IMD indicators in Figure 2 to Figure 5. 

Figure 2: IPRLAW - Effective Intellectual Property 
Protection 
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Figure 3: COM PLAW - Effectiveness of Competition 
Law 
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Figure 4: Flexibility of Labour Regulations (hiring/fern) 
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Figure 5: INVREG - Foreign Investors Free to Acquire Control 
of Domestic companies 
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To explain the overall Canada-U.S. regulatory gap we observe the following 
trends, using the INID data: 

• A significant part of the regulatory gap is associated with the less liberal 
foreign direct investment regime in Canada than the U.S.27  

• A good part of the regulatory gap is accomp anied by the relatively less 
flexible labour market regulations in Canada than the U.S. Moreover, 
the gap with respect to Canada-U.S. labour market regulation has 
widened over the past half a decade. 

• Canada, having narrowed the regulatory gap in the mid-1990s, has re-
opened the deficit gap with the U.S. in intellectual property rights and 
in competition policy regulations. 

Competitiveness and Regulatory Framework 
Competitiveness is the efficiency with which an industry or an economy uses 

its productive resources, such as natural resources, physical and human capital, in 
maintaining and expanding real incomes. Competitiveness plays a key role over 
time in determining how successful a country is in achieving high and rising real 
wages and incomes. A fundamental objective of regulation is to improve the 
efficiency of the Canadian economy, while remaining flexible enough to adapt to 
change and sustain international competitiveness. In this sub-section of the paper, 
we argue that Canada's international competitiveness is shaped by Canada's 
productivity performance vis-à-vis its trading partners, and the U.S. in particular. 
Canada's relative productivity performance, in tum, is driven in part by Canada's 
regulatory regime. A key hypothesis of this paper is that the impact of regulation 

27 The evidence presented in Table 1 above reinforces this observation. 
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on Canada's relative productivity performance will also shape Canada's 
international competitiveness. 

What is international competitiveness? 
International competitiveness of a country is determined by how much more 

efficient it is, compared to competitor economies, in using its resources in meeting 
the test of international competition. In other words, total factor productivity 
(TFP) is an ideal measure of the overall health of a country. TFP is measured as 
the weighted sum of all individual input productivities — natural resources, capital 
and labour.28  

In international competitiveness comparisons, labour productivity is 
commonly used as a good proxy for TFP, given that the two measures are related 
and over time tend to move closely across countries. The patterns of international 
trade are governed by comparative advantage that a country enjoys on account of 
how efficient the country is in using technology to transform its natural resources, 
human and physical capital relative to its trading partners. A significant 
improvement in productivity, unmatched by competitors abroad, not only will 
sustain an industry's comparative advantage but also will enhance its international 
competitiveness. 

Cost competitiveness: Competitiveness is often also expressed in terms of 
cost competitiveness of one country relative to competitor countries. It is easy to 
show that Canada-U.S. relative unit labour cost equals the difference between the 
relative wage rate and relative labour productivity. If labour compensation in 
Canada and the U.S. is the saine, then relative productivity directly determines the 
relative unit labour cost. Should there be exchange rate swings in the short-term 
or prolonged deviations from purchasing power parity, unit labour costs would be 
distorted. In general, sustained improvements in cost competitiveness and living 
standards can only come from continuous improvements in Canada's productivity 
performance relative to that of the U.S. and its other trading partners. 

Canada's productivity performance 
Between 1995 and 2003, real income per capita in Canada grew at 2.5% per 

year, compared to 2.2% in the U.S. But, in 2003, the real per capita income gap 
with the U.S. was $5,810. Per capita income in the U.S. on average was about 
15% higher than in Canada. Lower productivity explains about 83% of the 
Canada-U.S. income level gap. The remainder is due to fewer people working and 
fewer hours worked per person employed. The Canada-U.S. aggregate labour 
productivity level gap increased from 10% in 1995 to 17% in 2003, as illustrated 
in Figure 6. Productivity in manufacturing, the key to international 
competitiveness, and the Canada-U.S. productivity gap widened to 23 percent, in 
2001, from 17% in 1995. Research done at Industry Canada suggests that 
differences in capital intensities in the two countries can explain about 60 percent 
of the aggregate Canada-U.S. labour productivity gap. In the manufacturing 

28  Someshwar Rao and Jiamin Tang, Competitiveness Challenges Facing Canadian 
Industries, Industry Canada Research Paper, Government of Canada, Ottawa: Industry 
Canada, 2003 (memo.), pp. 5-6. 
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sector, more than 80 percent of the gap can be attributed to the capital intensity 
gap.29  

Figure 6 
Relative labour Productivity in Canada, 1987-2003  
(U.S.= 1.0) 
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Note: Labour productivity is defined as real GDP per worker, PPP based. 
Source: Figure 1 in Rao, Tang and Wang, May 2004. 

Industry Canada research suggests further that the innovation and skills gaps, 
the larger role of the small medium sized enterprises (SNIEs) in the Canadian 
economy and the smaller size of the high-tech sector explain the remaining 
Canada-U.S. labour productivity. 30  

Canada's innovation performance 
Canada lags behind the U.S. in all indicators of innovation. Canada also 

ranks 5°' to 7°' among the G7 countries in all the innovation measures (see figure 
7). Canada's business R&D intensity is still only slightly more than 50 percent of 
the intensity level in the U.S. But, Canada has narrowed some of the R&D-
intensity gap in the 1990s. The same is true for other indicators of innovation. As 
well, since 1990, Canada made progress compared to other G7 countries. 

29 Someshwar Rao, Jianmin Tang and Weimin Wang, Productivity Levels Between 
Canadian and US. Industries, mimeo., Industry Canada, May 2004. 
3°  For example, Rao and Tang (2003), ibid, pp. 16-20; Richard G. Harris, Determinants of 
Canadian Productivity Growth: Issues and Prospects, in Someshwar Rao and Andrew 
Sharpe, eds., Productivity Issues in Canada, Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 2002. 
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Figure 7: Canada's Innovation Performance Relative to G7, 
2002 
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Productivity and regulatory framework 
The impact of regulations and institutions on productivity and economic 

performance depends on market and technology conditions. The link between 
employment protection legislation (EPL) and productivity is also complex. Over 
the 1984-98 period there was evidence, across 18 OECD countries, of multifactor 
productivity (MFP) catch-up in most industries, with a stronger effect in service 
than in manufacturing. 3I  An OECD paper found that: 

• Anti-competitive product market regulations had a negative effect on 
productivity by reducing incentives to adopt better technology thereby 
catching-up the technological leader; 

• Stringent employment protection legislation had a negative effect on 
productivity growth in countries where wages or internal training did 
not offset the adjustment costs associated with high firing costs; 

• R&D intensity had a positive impact on productivity growth; 
• Three countries — the U.S., Canada and Japan — exhibited the highest 

level of multi-factor productivity in each industry at the begimiing and 
at the end of the sample and were often at the frontier (or close to it) in 
most industries; 

31  Stefano Scarpetta and Thierry Tressel, Procluctivity and Convergence in a Panel of 
OECD Industries: Do Regulations and Institutions Matter? OECD Economics Department 
Working Paper No. 342, Paris: OECD, September 2002. 
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• A one standard deviation increase in product market regulations would 
lead to a decrease by 2.2 percent of the long-run level of MFP (relative 
to the frontier) in the U.S.; and 

• The long-run impact of a one standard deviation increase of EPL was 
such that it would lead to a decrease of 10.8 percent of the level of 
MFP. 32  

Another recent OECD study examined the link between product market 
regulations and productivity performance. Regression results suggested that: 33  

• An anti-competitive regulatory environment and delays in implementing 
pro-market reforms, including improved market access and state 
retrenchment, were associated with relatively poor multifactor 
productivity performance. 

• Countries in which public ownership in the business sector was limited 
and barriers to entry were low have been more successful in improving 
multifactor productivity than countries in which regulations curb 
competition and public enterprises veere widespread. 

• Both privatization and entry liberalization were estimated to have a 
positive impact on productivity. 

• The negative effects stemming from a more timid regulatory reform 
might have been particularly strong in those industries where European 
countries had a significant technology gap (e.g., ICT-related 
industries). 

Innovation and regulatory framework 
Innovation, the development and implementation of ideas which lead to new 

or improved products and processes, is widely recognized as a driver of 
productivity, and hence competitiveness, and economic growth. Public policy 
across countries o ften use the regulatory framework to effect economy-wide and 
specific industry innovation performance. 

As noted above, recent research at Industry Canada found that regulatory 
regimes were important determinants of innovation activity, as measured by R&D 
intensity, in Canada and G7 economies.34  The authors found that intellectual 
property rights (IPRs) and competition policy accounted for about 60 Percent of 
R&D-intensity in Canada from 1991 to 2000. IPRs and competition po licy, found 
to be substitute policies, had a positive impact on innovations. Flexible labour 
market regulations, in terms of flexibility in hiring and firing as well as the 
minimum wage restrictions, increased innovation activity. More importantly, the 
study concludes that differences in regulations (or the regulatory gap between 
Canada and the U.S.) were responsible for one-third of the R&D intensity gap 
between the countries. 

32  lbid, pp. 17-18. 
33  Nicoletti and Scarpetta, Regulation, Productivity and Growth: OECD Evidence, The 
OECD Working Papers No. 347, January 2003, op. cit., pp. 11-12. 
34  Kevin Koch, M. Rafiquzzaman, and S. Rao, The Impact of  Regulatory  Policies on 
Innovation: Evidence from G7 Countries, Industry Canada Working Paper (mimeo.), 
Ottawa: Industry Canada, 2003. 
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Productivity and a regulatory framework: An empirical analysis 
In this section, we pursue regression analysis to examine whether differences 

in labour productivity across G7 countries could be explained by differences in 
economic regulations across these countries. Towards this objective, we use the 
IMD survey data on five types of regulations for the G7 countries over the 1991- 
2003 period. We discussed the IMD data above in section 5. 

Industry Canada's research suggests that the Canada-U.S. labour 
productivity gap can be explained by the gaps in capital-intensity, innovation, and 
human capital. In this section, we examine directly the impact of regulations on 
labour productivity via their impact on capital-intensity, innovation and skills. 
We estimated the following reduced form equation, using the data on G7 
countries: 

LPit  = latit  + a 2 IPRLAIVit  + a 3 IPRLAW A  *COMPLAW it  + a 4 
FDIRESit  +  a 5  LABREGS + a 6 LPit(-4+ Et 	 (Eq. 1) 

where LPi, is labour productivity for country i at time t; KLih  is capital-labour 
ratio; IPRLAW it  is an indicator for intellectual property law; COMPLAW A  is an 
indicator for competition laws; FDIRESi, is a foreign direct investment restriction 
indicator; LPii(-1) is lagged labour productivity; and c  is the error term. The 
equation is estimated using the aggregate time series data over the period 1991 to 
2003. 

Intellectual property rights protection (IPRLAW) improves resource 
allocation by enabling inventors to capture more of the profits from their inventive 
activity. As protection of intellectual property rights increases, the profits from 
secure proprietary knowledge that a business sources from outside or within the 
firm would allow a firm to achieve efficiencies and higher productivity.35  The 
hypothesis here would be that a strong protection of IPRs will be positively 
associated with productivity. 

The interaction term between competition policy and the intellectual 
property regime (IPRLAW *COMPLAW) is added to capture the 
complementarity or substitutability between the two policies. Their 
complementarity implies a positive coefficient. On the other hand, a negative 
coefficient would suggest substitutability between IPRs and competition policy. 

Inward foreign direct investment adds to capital formation, transfers and 
diffuses technology, skills, innovative capacity, and organizational and managerial 
practices — all activities leading to productivity enhancements. In addition, 
research done for Industry Canada and by others suggests that foreign-ow -ned 

35  Although the IMD data are based upon perceptions by business decision makers of our 
regulatory system, they are highly correlated with the objective OECD data set. Due to 
limited data availability, we neither analyze the particular form (copyrights, patents, 
trademarks, trade secrets, etc.) of intellectual property protection nor aspects of each forrn 
(the framework laws, their enforcement, or their administration). The conclusions that we 
offer from our analysis should be interpreted with this limitation in mind. Further research 
is required to determine these specific relationships. 
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firms on average are more productive than domestically controlled finns. 36 
 Therefore, it is hypothesized that fewer restrictions on FDI (FDIRES) would 

positively impact labour productivity. 
Labour market regulations (LABREGS), such as hiring/firing and minimum 

wage rules or strict statutory employment protection legislation increase the cost 
of production and introduce labour market rigidity which may not allow firms to 
achieve optimal and most efficient capital to labour combination in producing 
output and, thus, would limit productivity growth that firms may realize. 
Therefore, the lower the impact of employment protection legislation, the smaller 
the distortions and higher the scope for productivity growth. It is hypothesized 
that there would be a positive link between lower employment protection 
legislation and productivity. 

The capital to labour ratio (KL) measures the capital-intensity with which 
production is characterized in the economy. Capital deepening is essential to 
productivity and economic growth. Therefore, it is hypothesized that a higher 
capital to labour ratio would be positively related with productivity. We do not 
expect KL variable to be significant in the presence of regulatory variables, 
because the latter would capture the influence of KL, since KL it self will be 
influenced by these variables. 

The lagged dependant variable (LP-1) is included to take into account the 
lagged effect of independent variables on labour productivity. The larger the 
coefficient on the lagged dependent variable, the longer it takes for independent 
variables to have their full impact on labour productivity, and vice versa. 

Regression results 
The empirical estimation of the above regression equation is based on a 

cross-section of the G7 countries over the 1991-2003 period. We followed a 
standard pooled cross-country time series analysis. 

In both the regression equations, the coefficient on the lagged dependent 
variable is over 0.9 and is statistically highly significant. The large coefficient on 
the lagged dependant variable suggests a lengthy lag, about ten years, between the 
independent variables and labour productivity, which is not unreasonable. The 
regulatory variables we considered might also be picking the influence of other 
framework conditions that are not considered here. 31  

As expected, the coefficient on capital-intensity is positive , in the two 
regression equations. But, the coefficient is not statistically signifiCant. This is 
not surprising, because the regulation variables are expected to capture Much of 
the impact of capital-intensity on labour productivity. Differences in regulations 
are expected to explain differences in capital formation in G7 countries. 

The regression coefficients on intellectual property protection and foreign 
direct investment regulations, as expected, are positive and statistically significant, 

36 Someshwar Rao and lianmin Tang, Are Canadian-controlled manufacturing .firms less 

productive than their foreign-controlled counterparts?, Industry Canada Working Paper 
Number 31, Ottawa: February 2000. 
37 Koch, Rafiquzzrnan and Rao, op. cit., (2003) also reported similar results, where the 
R&D intensity served as a proxy for innovation. 
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implying differences in these two variables explain much of the variation in labour 
productivity between G7 countries. 

The coefficient on competition policy and intellectual property protection 
interaction temi is negative and statistically significant, suggesting substitutability 
between the two policy variables. This result is consistent with the findings an 
earlier Industry Canada study.38  

The coefficient on employment regulations (see the first equation) is 
negative; this result is much in contrast to the OECD work. Large differences in 
the interpretation of good labour market regulations across G7 countries perhaps 
explain the unexpected negative coefficient. But it is not statistically significant. 
Furthermore, the coefficients of other independent variables are not impacted by 
the inclusion or exclusion of labour market regulations variable.39  

In short, differences in regulations and policies with regard to intellectual 
property protection, competition and FDI explain much of the variation in labour 
productivity across G7 countries. More importantly, the regression coefficients 
imply that 55 percent of the Canada-U.S. labour productivity gap can be explained 
by the regulatory gap between the two countries. 

Table 7: Regression Analysis of Regulation and Productivity: Fixed-e ffect 
Model  
Variable Parameter estimate Parameter estimate 

(Eq.1) 	 (Eq.2)  
KL 	 .019 	 .0285 

(0.828) 	 (1.277)  
IPFtLAW 	 .009*** 	 .0094*** 

(3.108) 	 (3.014)  
IPRLAWit 	 -0.0007** 	 -0.0007** 
*CON1PLAWft 	(-2.187) 	 (-2.244)  
LABREGS 	 -0.002 

(-1.385)  
FDIRES 	 .0075** 	 .0074** 

(2.188) 	 (2.185)  
LP(-1) 	 0.903*** 	 .907*** 

(30.364) 	 (30.125)  
Adj. R-squared 	 .995 	 0.99  
Observations 	 91 	 91  
***, •• = Significant at I% level and less, and 5% level and less. Fixed country effects not repo rted 
here. 

38  Koch, Rafiquzzman and Rao, op. cit., (2003). 
39  We ran additional regressions, not reported here, that largely confirmed our hypotheses: 
(a) without the regulation variables, IC/L variable is highly signi ficant; and (b) the 
regulatory variables explain very well the variation in K/L and the signs of the variables are 
the same as in the productivity equation. 
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Conclusions 
The principal goal of this study has been to analyse the impact of various 

types of product market regulations on innovation and productivity performance 
in OECD countries, with a special focus on G7 countries. Towards this goal we 
have drawn on available research as well as some new research. 

Using IMD survey data, which are highly correlated with the objective 
OECD data, we developed time series data on several types of economic 
regulations for G7 countries over the period 1991-2003. These in turn are used as 
explanatory variables in the innovation and labour productivity regressions. 

The following are the key findings of our study: 
• Regulation frameworks generally improved in Canada and in other G7 

countries; 
• There is a regulatory gap between Canada and the U.S. and the gap 

widened since 1999; 
• Differences in intellectual property protection and FDI appear to have 

largely contributed to the Canada-U.S. regulatory gap; 
• Differences in economic regulations, particularly FDI and intellectual 

property rights, appear to be correlated with R&D-intensity and labour 
productivity differences among G7 countries; and 

• The Canada-U.S. regulatory gap explains about one-third of the 
innovation gap and over 55 percent of the labour productivity gap 
between the two countries during the 1991 to 2003 period. 

These findings in general are consistent with the conclusions of other 
research, especially the OECD cross-country evidence. The findings on FDI 
regulations and productivity are consistent with the conclusions of Rao and Tang 
(2004) with regard to FDI's positive impact on capital accumulation, R&D, trade 
flows and productivity. 

Our results imply that by closing the regulatory gap with the U.S., Canada 
could narrow significantly the real income gap with its southern neighbour. 
Therefore, Canada should undertake a through review of the costs and benefits of 
its regulations and policies with respect to FDI and intellectual property protection 
with the objective of closing this gap. Future research should undertake an in-
depth industry analysis of specific components of various regulatory variables and 
the linkages between the Canada-U.S. regulatory gaps, and the innovation and 
productivity gaps between the two countries. 
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Annex A: International Patterns: Regulation in Services 

Service industries have traditionally been a highly regulated area 
intemationally. Regulation has typically concerned entry, output and/or price 
choices of firms, restricting actual and potential competition. Since 1980s, many 
service markets have been extensively liberalized and elsewhere service 
regulation has often been overhauled. However, initial conditions differed a lot 
across countries, and the pace and extent of regulatory reform has been variable 
internationally. An OECD study of potential efficiency gains in several service 
industries in eight countries reported that: 4°  

• Long-run potential output gains ranged from 3 to 6 percent in some 
European countries and Japan, and about 1 percent in the U.S. 

The OECD report sununarized empirical studies covering competitive and 
network industries in different countries and concluded the following: 

Retail distribution: Regulations in retail distribution are legal or 
administrative entry barriers. Studies point to potentially large gains from 
liberalization of entry and prices in retail trade: 41  

• Distribution systems become more efficient (as large outlet restrictions 
are removed); 

• Employment and the volume of sales increase; and 
• Margin decline putting downward pressure on consumer prices. 

Road freight: Road freight restrictions include discriminations against 
foreign haulers, limitations on own-account transport and price controls. The 
effect of reform on a cross-country basis point to:42  

• Industry employment and output rise; 
• Productive efficiency and the quality of services are enhanced, partly due 

to network rationalization and an increased rate of innovation; and 
• Fares fall by a significant amount. 

Mobile telephony: There has been ample evidence of the benefits of 
competition in the mobile telephony industry. The empirical findings show: 43  

• Productivity increases (defined as cellular subscribers per industry 
employee) increases as liberalization approaches; but 

• Average prices (defined as mobile revenue per cellular subscriber) 
decline only as competition in the market unfolds; and 

• Neither ownership nor prospective privatization per se has positive 
effects on the performance variables. 

Air passenger transportation: Cross-country examinations of the 
relationship between regulatory frameworks, market structures and performance 

4°  OECD, The OECD Report on Regulatory Reform, Volume II Thematic Studies, 
Paris: 1997. 
41  Giuseppe Nicoletti, Regulation in Services: OECD Patterns and Economic 
Implications, Economics Depart Worlcing Paper No. 287, (Paris: OECD), 
February 2001. 
42  Ibid., p.14. 
43  Ibid., p. 15. 
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in air transportation have been few given the complexity of analysis involved. 
Nonetheless, the following results stand out:" 

• At the national, restrictive regulatory and, especially, market 
environments are associated with lower overall efficiency of the 
domestic industry; 

• Efficiency (as measured by the highest load factor) improves 
significantly in competitive markets, but entry deregulation by itself 
may have adverse consequences, as incumbents adopt pre-emptive 
strategies against potential new entrants; 

• Business and economy fares tend to decline significantly when the route- 
• specific regulatory environment is relaxed; and 

• Business and economy fares tend to rise with the tightness of 
infrastructure access conditions at route ends, the capacity share of 
airline alliances and the role of government-controlled carriers on the 
route. 

Railway transportation: Because of economies of scale leading to natural 
monopoly, railway is a highly regulated industry. Reforms have concerned 
mainly the reorganization of the industry, with attempts at separating various 
functions and opening up of the rail freight business. The available evidence 
suggests that: 45  

• The U.S. reform had led to a significant reduction in rail passenger 
transportation and a relatively strong growth in freight services, with 
fare declining by 30 to 50 percent in certain markets and efficiency and 
quality of service being enhanced; and 

• The Mexican reform has led to a moderate decline in freight fares and an 
improvement in the quality of service, but the effects on efficiency are 
unclear. 

Electricity supply: Some countries are beginning to consider changing the 
regulatory environment of the electricity supply industry by reforming functions 
that do not possess natural monopoly component, while other countries are 
contemplating opening up to competition the generation segment of the industry. 
An OECD study looked in a sample of 19 countries over the 1986-1996 period at 
the impact on electricity prices and industry efficiency of privatization, 
liberalization, vertical separation, third party access to the grid, creation of an 
electricity pool and the degree of consumer choice of supplier and offered the 
following conclusions: 46  

• Electricity prices (measured as the ratio of industrial to residential end-
user tariffs) tend to fall when generation and transmission are 
unbundled, third party access to the grid is expanded and an electricity 
market is created; 

44  Ibid., p. 16. 
45  Ibid., p. 18. 
46  F. Steiner, "Regulation, Industry Structure and Performance in the Electricity 
Supply Industry" , OECD Economics Department Working Papers, No. 238, 
(Paris: OECD), 2000. 
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• Productive efficiency of generation plants (measured by both the rate of 
capacity utilization and reserve margins) tends to increase when 
ownership in private and generation and transmission are unbundled; 

• Private ownership, or the prospects of privatization, tend to increase 
industrial end-user prices; and 

• In countries, such as the United Kingdom, New Zealand and Norway, 
which have reformed extensively their regulatory framework had the 
positive impact of liberalization. 

Telecommunications industry: Liberalization of entry into long-distance 
(trunk and international) telecommunications is already progressed well in most 
advanced industrialized countries. However, the debate is still open on the best 
kind of interconnection pricing rule and the degree of network unbundling to be 
ensured by the incumbent. The available empirical cross-country analysis of 
economic benefits of entry liberalization and competition in long-distance fixed 
telephony suggest that: 

• Anticipated entry liberalization (measured as the time remaining to 
announced liberalization) has a significant impact on the performance 
of trunk and international services, leading to increases in productivity, 
improvements in quality and lower prices; 

• Competitive pressures following liberalization (measured by the share of 
new entrants) further increase productivity and lower prices of both 
tnink and international services; and 

• The effects of ownership and privatization per se are unclear. 
In general, to take full advantage of the reform process, policies in network 

service industries would have to consider regulatory settings that impinge on 
incentives to invest and innovate: 

• Structural interventions in these industries, such as vertical separation of 
infrastructure and services, need to strike a balance between the 
incentives to encourage competition and the incentives to encourage 
investment and innovation by the owner of the non-competitive 
component; 

• The design of network access provisions needs to seek to prevent 
inefficient bypass while maintaining (or creating) sufficient and correct 
investment incentives for network operators; and 

• Institutional design and regulatory policies need to avoid cross-sector 
inconsistencies to avoid distortions in the allocation of capital. 
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Annex B: The OECD Regulatory Indicators 

To make cross-country comparisons of regulatory regimes, the OECD has 
compiled sununary indicators, which are further classified in three broad 
regulatory domains and ranked each on a scale ranging from 0 to6, which reflects 
the least to most restrictive nature of the regulatory regime: 
• State control over business enterprises consisting of: 

1. The overall size of the public enterprise sector, 
2. The scope of the public enterprise sector; 
3. The existence and extent of special rights over business enterprises; 
4. Legislative control over public enterprises; 
5. The existence of price controls in competitive industries; and 
6. The use of command and control regulations, both economy-wide 

and at the industry level. 
• Barriers to entrepreneurship consisting of: 

1. The features of the licensing and permit system; 
2. The communication and simplification of rules and procedures; 
3. Economy-wide administrative burdens on startups of corporate firms 

and sole-proprietor firms; 
4. Industry-specific administrative burdens on startups of retail 

distribution and road freight companies; 
5. The scope of legal barriers to entry; and 
6. Exemptions from competition law for public enterprises or state-

mandated behaviour. 
• Barriers to trade and investment consisting of: 

I.  Barriers to share-ownership for non-resident operators (economy- 
wide and in the telecommunications and air travel industries); 

2. Discriminatory procedures in international trade and competition 
policies; 

3. Regulatory barriers to trade; and 
4. Average tariffs. 

Moreover, the state control and barriers to entrepreneurship are classified in 
the following two alternative broad regulatory areas: 
• Administrative regulation consisting of (a) administrative burdens of 

startups, including economy-wide and sector-specific burdens; and (b) 
regulatory and administrative opacity, including the feature of license and 
permit system and the communication and simplification of rules and 
procedures. 

• Economic regulation consisting of (a) regulation of economic 
structure, including the size and scope of public ownership, legal barriers to 
entry and control of public enterprises by the legislature; (b) regulation of 
economic behaviour, including command and control regulations, and special 
voting rights; and (c) regulation of competition, including competition law 
exemptions and price controls. 

• Product market regulation consisting of (a) inward-oriented 
policies; and (b) outward-oriented policies. 
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• 	Employment protection legislation consisting of (a) regular 
contracts, including procedural requirements, notice and severance pay, and 
prevailing standards of and penalties for "unfair" dismissals; and (b) 
temporary contracts, including "objective" reasons under which a fixed-term 
contract could be offered, the maximum number of successive renewals, and 
the maximum cumulated duration of the contract 
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The Potential Gains of Deeper 
Canada-US Regulatory Cooperation: 

A Cash Flow Analysis of Faster Drug Approvals 

Doug Blair, André Downs & Fidèle Ndayisenga 
Policy Research Initiative 

Introduction 
There is considerable evidence and widespread conviction that NAFTA 

has generated substantial economic benefits for Canada.' Recently, in the context 
of the 10th anniversary of NAFTA, concerns have been expressed that the full 
potential benefits of NAFTA are not being realized due, in part, to the different 
regulatory approaches of Canada and the United States. For a small economy 
whose trade largely depends on a single giant neighbouring market, it is important 
for Canada to carefitlly weigh the benefits and costs for its industry, governments, 
and citizens of maintaining exiting regulatory differences with the United States. 

Research to date suggests that there are clear economic benefits to 
regulatory convergence between Canada and the United States. For example, 
Ndayisenga and Downs (2004) found that investment in Canada could have been 
substantially higher if our regulatory reforms had kept pace with the U.S. from 
1976 to 1998. They also estimated that if the level of regulatory reforms in 
Canada had kept pace with U.S. levels over this time period, Canada's per capita 
income would have been, on average, 1.9% higher. 

Much can be gained, therefore, by exploring ways and means in which 
regulatory differences can be bridged or their impact ameliorated. More regulatory 
co-operation with the United States would be one means to capture these 
economic benefits while simultaneously safeguarding and improving the integrity 
of the regulatory system. 

The External Advisory Committee on Smart Regulations (EACSR) 
recognized this, and recommended "primary and immediate focus" on North 
American regulatory cooperation. Further, the Security and Prosperity Partnership 
of North America (SPP) agreement signed by leaders in March 2005 committed 
Canada, the U.S. and Mexico to work together to enhance North American 
regulatory cooperation to promote competitiveness, productivity and growth, 
while maintaining high standards for health and safety. The International Policy 
statement issued in April 2005 re-confirmed the Government of Canada's 
commitment to pursue regulatory compatibility within North America under this 
new partnership agreement. 

' See Downs, 2004 and Canada, 2005. p.3. 
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One of the key policy questions now facing the Canadian  government is 
where to focus efforts to deepen regulatory cooperation with the United States. 
This chapter begins to address this issue by examining the potential gains from 
faster new drug approvals: an area that has long been at the heart of the discussion 
of deeper regulatory cooperation. 

First, the chapter discusses the reasons why drug approvals are the focus 
of the analysis; the cash flow model is then used to derive estimates of potential 
economic gains. Results from the cash-flow model are presented at the product 
level, and sector wide effects are derived from these estimates based on studies 
concerning the effects of new drug introduction on total drug expenditures. 
Macroeconomic effects are estimate,d using Statistics Canada input/output 
multipliers. Finally, potential societal benefits and limitations to the analysis are 
discussed. 

Focusing on Regulatory Approvals 
The EACSR (2004) observed a "lack of harmonization between 

Canadian and American  regulations, approval processes, long wait times in 
Canada, and a 'tyranny of small differences' between Canada and the U.S.- 

 (External Advisory Committee on Smart Regulation 2003). Differences in 
regulatory requirements to get products approved or registered for the Canadian 
market impose additional costs on industries and consumers. Examples described 
in Blair (2004a) include the costs of additional testing for the Canadian market for 
pesticides products (specific Canadian field trials for residue, efficacy, and crop 
tolerance data) and for new chemicals. The EASCR (2004) cited differences in 
fortification of food and beverage products and trans-fat labelling, among others. 

Differences in product standards between Canada and the United States 
can create impediments to domestic production (by sho rtening production runs to 
serve different markets or by diminishing the ability to promote products, secure 
investment, or service niche markets in Canada), and can impede the ability to 
export Canadian production to the United States, for example, differences in food 
product regulation (health claims, nutrition labelling, fortification) and differences 
in automobile standards (seat belt standards, daytime running lights). 

Impediments to timely market access have been a particular concem 
across a number of economic sectors. For industry, regulatory decision times 
directly affect time to market that, in turn, affects the ability to earn a return on 
investment in product development. While these issues have been highlighted for 
many years, there is surprisingly little in the way of quantitative estimates of the 
actual economic implications of longer regulatory approval times and higher 
regulatory costs in Canada. 

New drug approvals in particular have been the subject of much 
discussion, dating back to the 1992 Review of the Canadian Drug Approval 
System, also known as the Gagnon Report. The Gagnon Report argued in favour 
of improved timeliness and efficiency of new drug approvals while transforming 
the regulatory system as a vehole. Since that time there has been an ongoing 
debate between establishing a timely and efficient regulatory system and the 
protection of Canadians. 
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In 2002, the Speech from the Throne introduced the Smart Regulation 
Strategy. A key commitment in the strategy was to "speed up the regulatory 
process for drug approvals to ensure that Canadians have faster access to the safe 
drugs they need, creating a better climate for research in pharmaceuticals." 
(Government of Canada, 2002). 

The Extemal Advisory Committee on Smart Regulation looked into 
specific regulatory issues surrounding the Canadian drug review process. The 
Committee determined that the drug approvals process in Canada is the slowest 
among industrialized countries, that it was lacking in transparency, that there are 
significant backlogs in the system, and that a slower process does not necessarily 
indicate a more rigorous regulatory regime, but rather a regulator with limited 
resources and capacity. 

The Committee suggested that Canada focus its energies in areas where 
the potential for risk is greater, or where Canada can contribute value-added to the 
regulatory process. It recommended developing a Canadian framework for 
international regulatory cooperation as a means to developing a more strategic 
regulatory approach, "when an independent Canadian process does not add to the 
quality of outcomes." (Extemal Advisory Committee on Smart Regulation, 2004). 

What would be the economic consequences of enhanced regulatory 
cooperation with the US? For the purposes of the analysis presented here, we 
attempt to estimate the potential economic gains that could accrue if regulatory 
cooperation with the U.S. (either bilateral or unilateral) led to a reduction in 
decision times for new drugs. It should be noted that there may be other means to 
reduce regulatory decision times for new drugs, such as adding œsources to the 
drug review process in Canada. 

A Cash Flow Model 
To assess these issues, we use a cash flow approach to compute measures 

of the profitability of commercial ventures including R&D projects, and to assess 
the impacts of regulatory costs on firm decision-making. Cash flow models have 
the advantage of capturing not just the hard costs, such as those of research and 
development, production and marketing, and regulation, but also the potential 
opportunity costs, as well as the risks and uncertainty of investments. A cash flow 
analysis better captures the dynamic nature of investment decisions and a full 
range of the financial considerations of businesses. 

Heller (1995) developed quantitative estimates of the impact of 
regulatory delays using discounted cash flow scenarios for commercializing 
biotechnology products in Canada and the United States. 'feller found that the 
profitability of drug firrns is most seriously affected by protracted delays in 
regulatory approval. Heller estimated that if regulatory approval delays were 
reduced by 2 years, it would improve the rate of return on investments for drug 
firms by at least 5.5 percentage points. 2  

2 Background Economic Study of the Canadian Biotechnology Industry. James G. Heller 
Consulting Inc., June 1995. 
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More recently, DiMasi (2002) studied a sample of 68 randomly selected 
investigational drugs from 10 pharmaceutical firms to determine the effects of 
shorter development and regulatory review times on capitalized costs for the drug 
industry. DiMasi found that a 50% reduction in regulatory review times would 
reduce capitalized costs by 7.6%. 

Schwartz (2003) also developed a model to estimate the financial impacts 
of product approval delays at the firm level. While Schwartz bases his work on the 
pharmaceutical industry, he notes that the model can be used to evaluate the 
effects of regulatory delays on net present value for any product approval process. 

Grabowski et al (2002) developed a rate of retum model to examine the 
worldwide retums on R&D for drugs introduced into the U.S. market. The study 
assesses the impact of changes in various model parameters (margins, tax rates, 
sales profiles, cost of capital and regulatory review times) on after-tax cash flows, 
R&D costs, net present value and internal rates of return. 

Cash flow modeling has also been used in regulatory impact analysis in 
the United States. The U.S. EPA Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics 
developed a cash flow model to assess the impacts of regulations on 
biotechnology products in 1997 (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 
1997). 

Using the academic literature as a guide, a basic cash flow model of 
regulatory cost was developed and then applied to the issue of new drug 
approvals. The analysis involved developing "typical" product profiles for new 
human drugs based on estimated product development costs, expected regulatory 
costs and approval times, market sales over the product life-cycle, and the average 
number of new drug products introduced to the Canadian market each year. 

The cash-flow model was applied to simulate the effects of various 
policy scenarios (reduced regulatory decision times and reduced regulatory costs — 
scenarios that might be achieved through greater regulatory cooperation with the 
U.S.) on sales, net income and rates of retum for new products. Preliminary 
estimates at the product level were then used to derive sector-level estimates. 

The model is of a general nature and can be applied to assess a range of 
policy options and how they affect private sector investment decisions. 

A Basic Cash Flow Model 
A basic model for exarnining firm decisions in light of regulatory costs 

considers changes in revenue and costs, as well as changes in one-time and annual 
regulatory compliance costs. The basic model can be expressed as follows: 

PV = - CO -I CA, é" dt +1 fr,q,e'l  dt 

Where; 
q,= quantity sold in period t 

= is profit per unit in period t 
CA,= annual regulatory compliance costs in period t 
CO = one-time regulatory costs 
r = the discount rate. 
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A firm will find it profitable to enter the market if the present value of net 
revenues (i.e., profits) from the sale of a good or service exceeds the present value 
of the regulatory costs i.e. PV > O. 

In developing a model relevant to examining Canadian policy variables, 
we refined and added a number of important considerations that allow the model 
to focus on specific regulatory parameters, namely Canadi an  regulatory costs and 
regulatory decision times. We also refined a number of model parameters to 
reflect Canadian business realities. 

The model with refined regulatory cost parameters is as follows: 

PV = to l  E  CF,  I  e-11  dt, 
where CF, = Rev, - RD, - M, - Rac, - Rcc, - TX, 

Where: 
CF, = Cash flow at time t 
Rev, = Revenues at time t 
RD, = Research and development expenditures at time t 
M, = Production and marketing cost at time t 
Rut  = Regulatory approval costs at time t; and 
Rcc, = Ongoing regulatory compliance at time t. 
TX, = taxes at time t 

Regulatory Decision Times 
A regulatory "delay" can be defined as the difference between the 

expected time of decision (i.e., based on performance standards set by the 
regulator, or based on decision times observed in other jurisdictions) and the 
actual time of regulatory decision.3  Figure 1 shows a stylized depiction of the 
life-cycle cash flows for a patented drug product where sales peak around the time 
of patent expiry, followed by a sharp sales decline due to generic competition. The 
product life-cycle covers the period T-t,, where t,, is the date at which product 
discovery and development begins and T is the date at which sales arc no longer 
viable to maintain the product on the market. 

3  For a detailed discussion of factors that influence decision times, see Public Policy Forum 
(2003). 
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Figure 1: Stylized Cash Flow Scenario for a Regulated Product 

The shaded area represents the change in cash flow resulting from faster 
regulatory decisions. 

The net present value of the cash flow in Figure 1 is given by: 

tR 	 m 
PV= to  f [CFile"" dt + tR  f  [CF]  e at -4- 

TP 	 T 
Tpf [CFt  Jet'  dt + Tp  f [CFde dt 

to  f 

 

[CF, _1én  dt is the value cash flow from inception to expected time of 

regulatory approval; 
TD 

a  f 	[ CFJ e-ri  dt is the present value cash flow lost or gained due to actual 

regulatory approval time; 
TP 

TD f [ 
CF, ]e-ri  dt is the present value cash flow during period of exclusivity 

(from entry restrictions, such as patent protection); and, 
T 

TP
1 [CF,Y1  dt = Present value cash flow after patent expiration. 

As modeled, the direct cost of regulatory decision time has two distinct 
components. First, there are foregone sales because of the very existence of 
"delay". Second, in the presence of delays, sales occur at a later period than it 
would be the case in the absence of delay imposing a cost that can be attributed 

11? 
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solely to the time value of money. Our estimates of the impact of regulatory 
decision times include these two costs, but do not distinguish between them. 

Limitations to the Analysis 
The cash flow analysis summarized in this paper provides estimates of 

potential economic gains of faster approvals for new drug products in Canada. 
These estimates are based on synthetic scenarios of R&D and market size derived 
from the academic literature, not observed C anadian-specific data. We do not 
assess whether faster regulatory decisions in Canada would affect the quality of 
those decisions. Safety, quality and efficacy are held constant in the analysis, 
under the assumption that those new drugs that would be approved in Canada are 
simply approved sooner. 

The cash flow model is a closed, static model: it assumes no other policy 
or economic changes (e.g., tax incentives, exchange rate fluctuations, etc.) and 
does not include dynamic effects such as potential increases in investment and 
higher rates of product introduction due to improved financial returns in Canada. 
Based on anecdotal evidence from industry, the hypothesis was put forward that 
faster decisions and lower regulatory costs would make more products financially 
viable in the Canadian market and increase the number of new products 
introduced in Canada each year. There are two potential effects: 
• Our cash flow analysis suggests that potential rates of return could increase 

significantly if new drugs were approved more quickly. This could make 
more products financially viable in the Canadian market and increase the 
number of new drugs introduced in Canada each year. 

• If faster decisions were achieved through granting of conditional approvals 
based on US approvals, then in theory we could expect as many new drug 
introductions in Canada as in the US (or about 200 more new drug approvals 
in Canada each year - a 75% increase over the current number of new drug 
approvals).4  

However, these effects have not been estimated empirically. 
Societal benefits are discussed, but not estimated empirically. A number 

of academic studies are cited which suggest that faster drug approvals could lead 
to decreased spending on other health care (e.g., hospital spending) coupled with 
long-term benefits to the health of Canadians (as measured by decreased 
morbidity, mortality, and improved quality of life). 

Finally, we do not attempt to quantify the potential gains from more 
effective regulatory approaches. One of the recognized benefits of regulatory 
cooperation is to potentially improve the capacity of regulators  to  meet their 
health, safety and environmental objectives. The analysis contained in this paper 
focuses on potential cost savings to the regulated industries, but not on the 
potential gains to government regulatory programs. For a discussion of the 
potential effectiveness gains for regulatory programs, see Griller (2004) and 
Rawson, West and Appel (2000). 

4 i  is based on a 5-year average of the number of NDS and NAS approvals in Canada 
compared to NDA and NIUE approvals in the US over the period from 1999 to 2003. 
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Parameters and Assumptions Used in the Model 
Below we describe the parameters we used in our cash flow model and 

draw comparisons to the parameters used in other studies. 

R&D Expenditures:  
Heller (1996) assumed R&D investment for a drug product of $100 

million, and evenly distributed expenditures over a 10-year period. Schwartz used 
a similar approach, with the caveat that the distribution oversimplifies the 
relationship with the different phases of R&D. Grabowski et al (2002) used more 
recent estimates of $480 million in after-tax R&D expenditures from Di Masi for 
the average new drug. To develop scenarios typical to the Canadian market, we 
used estimates of worldwide R&D expenditures for product development, convert 
edto Canadian dollars, and scale based on the ratio of Canadian to worldwide 
market size. This assumes that the Canadian market is expected to recover its 
share of worldwide R&D expenditures for product development5  For new human 
drugs, we applied this approach to the $480 million Di Masi estimate. According 
to data from the Patented Medicine Prices Review Board (PMPRD), the Canadian 
pharmaceutical market represents 2.6% of the world market. The figure we then 
derive is a capitalized, after tax R&D contribution for a typical new medicine 
introduced in Canada of $16.9 million ($480 million x Can-US exchange rate x 
2.6%). 

Capital Costs and Depreciation:  
Heller included capital costs of $50 million for manufacturing process 

development and quality control, written off using a straight-line depreciation in 
the first five years of income. We employed the same approach as Grabowski, 
allowing for plant and equipment capital expenditures equal to 40% of tenth-year 
sales, half applied in the 2 years prior to marketing, and the remaining distributed 
over the first 10 years of the product's market life. 

Production/distribution Costs (COGS):  
Heller assumed cost of goods sold (COGS) to be 40% of sales with 2% 

cost efficiency gains every 2 years. In Grabowski, COGS are 42% in the first year 
of product sales, and grow by 0.3% annually to 48% by year 20. The average of 
the 20-year period is 45%. We applied a contribution rate for production and 
distribution costs of 45% of gross sales in each year of the product life cycle. 

Working Capital:  
Heller applied working capital in the first year of sales. Like Grabowski, 

we estimated working capital to be two months of sales for accounts receivables 
and five months of sales for inventories. These costs are recovered from revenues 
in the final  year of the product life cycle. 

5  For a discussion of global product development R&D costs and retums from individual 
markets, see Jarvis (1998). 
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Marketing Expenses:  
Heller applied marketing expenses valued at 10% of sales in each year of 

product life cycle. Grabowski found that marketing expenses are front-end loaded, 
valued at 100% of first year sales, 50% in year two, and 25 % in year three. He 
also allowed for pre-marketing launch expenditures beginning two years prior to 
product launch, valued at 5% and 10% of first year sales. We followed the 
Grabowski approach. 

Taxes:  
We used an effective corporate tax rate (federal + provincial) of 31.8%, 

as per C.D. Howe, June 2003. For R&D tax credits, we applied a rate of 20% to 
total R&D expenditures to reduce taxes in first year of sales. 

Product Life Cycle and Market Size:  
Heller assumed a market life to patent expiry of ten years, with peak 

sales of $265 million achieved in year two and remaining at that level until year 
twenty. Grabowslci found that the top 10% sellers showed a rapid increase in sales 
from year zero to year ten, which then plateaus until year fourteen, at which point 
sales fall off drastically due to generic competition. They observed that the sales 
profiles for the next decile of products, as well as the mean and median sellers are 
much less pronounced, both in terms of growth and decline after patent expiry. 
For the purpose of developing typical Canadian scenarios, we adjusted the 
worldwide life-cycle patterns from the Grabowski analysis to better reflect the 
Canadian market. Grabowski's worldwide market profiles are skewed towards the 
reality of the dominant EU and US markets, where patent term restoration exists. 
We develop our Canadian market scenarios assuming that peak sales veould occur 
in years nine through twelve, and decline thereafter. Figure 2 provides a 
comparison of the Grabowski life cycle patterns with our version, applicable to 
the Canadian situation. 

In the absence of time-series sales data for new medicines in Canada, we 
base our product sales estimates on data from the PMPRB. The PMPRB reports 
total sales of patented drug products in Canada of $8.8 billion, which implies an 
average of about $22 million per patented drug.6  Using this as our basis, we 
develop product life-cycle scenarios for a top 10% seller and an average seller in 
the Canadian pharmaceutical market, as shown below in Figure 3. Market 
scenarios were segmented into top selling and average selling products to give a 
more accurate depiction of the markets for new drugs in Canada. This approach 
yields estimates of peak sales for a top 10% seller in Canada of about $200 
million. For average sellers in Canada, our approach suggests peak annual sales of 
about $40 million. 

6  Based on data from the Patented Medicine Prices Review Board we estimate that the 
number of 1,027 patented medicines in Canada in 2002 represenu about 400 active 
substances (which includes various strengths, package sizes and presentations of the active 
substance) — from various Annual Reports of the Patented Medicine Prices Review Board 
(<http://www.pmprb.gc.cah ). 
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Figure 2: Market Life-Cycles for Top Selling Drugs, Worldviide and in 
Canada' 

Figure 3: Top and Average Seller Product Life-cycle Scenarios 

7  The world life-cycle pattern is based on data from Grabowski (2002). The Canadian 
product life-cycle pattern is an estimation, based on the Grabowski analysis, but modified 
to better reflect the Canadian market situation for new drug products. 
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Policy 
Scenarios 

Baseline 
Scenario 

PV % PV % 
($N1) Change (SNI) Change 

20.0% 	$163.0 	$897.3 

PV Sales 
Impact 
($N1) Change 

Regulatory Approval Costs: 
We assume Canadian-specific approval costs to be $2.5 million, and 

submission evaluation fees of $250,000. Approval costs are distributed over the 
five years prior to submission for review; fees are assumed to occur in the year of 
submission. 

Ongoing Regulatory Compliance Costs:  
We set these costs at 0.1% of sales for each year of sales. Ongoing 

regulatory fees were set at $1,000, applied to each year of sales for the product life 
cycle. 

Analytical Results 
Below we provide a swrimary of the potential impacts of six and twlve-

month faster decisions for new human drugs, and 50% reduction in Canadian 
specific regulatory approval costs. 

Top Seller Scenario*  
Rate of Return 	Net Income 	 Sales 

6 Month Faster 
20.7% 	3.7% $177.8 9.1% $986.5 9.9% 	S89.3 

Decision 
12 Month 
Faster Decision 21.4% 

	7.2% $192.7 18.2% $1,075.8 19.9% $178.5 

50% Reduced 
Canadian 
Specific 
Approval Costs 
12 Month 
Faster Decision 
and 50% Cost 
Reduction 

20.4% 	2.3% $165.0 1.2% $897.3 

21.9% 	9.5% $194.7 19.5% $1,075.8 19.9% $178.5 

* Assumes peak sales at $200 million, 5% discount rate. 
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13.4% Baseline 
Scenario 

$44.3 	$289.9 

Average Seller Scenario* 
Rate of Return 	Net Income 	 Sales 

PV Sales Policy 	
% 	 % 	 % 

Scenarios 	% Change PV (SM)  Change PV  (SM) 	
Impact Change ($M) 

6 Month Faster 13.7% 	1.5% $45.7 3.0% $305.7 5.4% 	$15.8 
Decision 
12 Month 
Faster Decision 
50% Reduced 
Canadian 
Specific 
Approval Costs 
12 Month 
Faster Decision 
and 50% Cost 
Reduction 

13.9% 	3.0% $47.0 6.0% $321.4 10.9% 	$31.5 

13.9% 	3.5% $45.6 2.9% $289.9 

14.3% 	6.6% $48.3 	8.9% $321.4 10.9% 	$31.5 

* Assumes peak sales at $40 million, 5% discount rate. 

Our model suggests a present value sales impact of $90 million or $180 
million for a top selling drug, for a six-month and twelve-month faster decision 
respectively. This represents, on average, 9.1% to 16.6% of the present value sales 
over a twenty-year product life cycle. For average sellers, our model suggests a 
present value sales impact of $15.8 million to $31.6 million, or 5.2% to 9.8% of 
sales over a 20-year product life cycle. 

In terms of net income, annual gains were estimated to be 8%. Rates of 
return on new products were estimated to increase by an average of 4.8%, ranging 
from 4.4% to 5.3%. 

Sector-Wide Effects 
Data from the PMPRB show that an average of 23 new active substances 

are introduced to the Canadian market each year! To estimate sector-wide effects 
of faster drug decisions, we assume that the top sellers (top 10%) would be 
substantially improved products - about two per year. We assume the remaining 
twenty-one medicines would be average sellers. 

8  5-year average from 1997 to 2002. PMPRB Annual reports (<http://www.pmprb.gc.ca>). 
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Rate of Retum 	Net Income 	Sales 

Policy Scenarios PV Sales 
% PV % PV % 

Change ($M) Change ($M) Change Impact ($m) 

	

Baseline Scenario 14.7% 	$1,457 	$8,611  
6 Month Faster 

	

15.0% 	2.2% $1,520 4.3% $9,155 6.3% 	$544 
Decision 
12 Month Faster 15.3% 	4.1% $1,583 8.6% $9,699 12.6% $1,088 
Decision 
50% Reduced 
Canadian 

	

15.2% 	3.0% $1,491 23% $8,611 
Specific 
Approval Costs  
12 Month Faster 
Decision and 

	

15.8% 	7.2% $1,618 11.0% $9,699 12.6% $1,088 
50% Cost 
Reduction  

Average 	15.3% 	4.2% $1,553 6.6% $9,291 10.5% $907 

Potential annual gains in the present value of sales for new drug products 
averaged over $900 million, or an average 10.5% increase. By this we mean that, 
based on various scenarios of reduced regulatory decision times and costs for 
industry, the present value of their sales over the life-span of a basket of new drug 
products normally introduced in one year would be about 10% higher on average 
than the current present value. 

In terms of net income, annual gains were estimated to be 6.6% in the 
present value of net income from the basket of new drugs normally introduced in 
one year. Average rates of return on new products were estimated to increase by 
4.2%. 

Indirect and Induced Effects 
As noted above, our estimates of the impact of faster approvals on the 

present value of sales to firms do not equate to increased sales in the marketplace. 
To assess the induced effects on the economy, we need to understand how faster 
approvals could affect firm output as measured by growth in market sales. 

There has been considerable study of the numerous factors that affect the 
overall growth in drug sales, including changes in utilization of drugs; changes in 
prescribing habits of physicians; a tendency to prescribe and use newer and more 
expensive drugs; a trend towards using drug therapy instead of other treatments; 
changes in total population; changes in demographics and health status of the 
population; and the emergence of new diseases to be treated and old diseases 
which can now be treated more effectively (Patented Medicines Prices Review 
Board, 1999). 

While some of these influences might have been captured in our market 
profile scenarios for individual products that were based on Grabowski's 
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worldwide product profiles, the simple addition of the product level results from
our model might not reflect the practical effect of those factors listed above on
sales of new drugs in the Canadian market.

To better assess the potential economic effects in Canada, we examined
the trend in total Canadian prescription sales from 1988 to 2002 and the extent to
which rates of real growth in prescription drug sales can be attributed to the

introduction of new drug products.
The most recent studies from the US indicate that utilization and cost

effects of new drugs account for between 37% and 68.5% of overall growth in
spending on prescription drugs. Estimates of future impact of new drugs range
from 30 to 40% (Merlis, 2000). Canadian studies indicate that new drugs can
account for between 30% and 101% of the growth in provincial expenditures on

prescription drugs (PMPRB, 1999).
Based on these cost driver studies, we assume that 40% of the increase in

future prescription drug expenditures can be attributed to new drug introductions .9
We then applied this rate to the present value of annual increases in prescription
drugs, to calculate the impact of faster new drug approvals in Canada (six and
twelve months, as above).

Our analysis indicates that, on average, a six-month faster decision time
for new drugs would increase total prescription sales by 1.4% annually. A twelve-
month faster decision time would increase sales by 2.7% annually. This implies
increased annual sales of new drugs of between $200 million and $400 million,
based on the total sales of prescription drugs in 2002 of $14.6 billion. (Canadian
Institute for Health Information, 2003).

Below, we use the estimated annual increase in sales ($200 million and
$400 million) to assess R&D, growth and employment effects on the economy.

R&D, Growth and Employment Effects
Data from the PMPRB indicates that, on average, 10% of sales are

invested in R&D in Canada by the human pharmaceutical industry. Applying this
investment rate, we calculate that additional investment in R&D in Canada of
between $20 million and $40 million could occur annually if new drugs were
approved six or twelve months faster, respectively. This represents an increase in
R&D investment of about 2% to 4% for this industry sector.10

To estimate the economic growth and employment effects of an increase
in output, indirect effects on intermediate industries and suppliers are captured
using multipliers from Statistics Canada's national input-output model (Statistics
Canada, 1998). We introduced the estimated sector impacts from faster new drug
approvals to the 1/0 model as a one-time shock to manufacturing output.

The I/O multipliers provide estimates of the value of increased business
activity in one sector on all other sectors of the economy. They do not take into
account the induced business effects from spending or saving by households or the

9 The sales weighted average across the 6 provincial drug reimbursement plans studied by
the PMPRB is 49%, as is the simple average of the 3 US study results.
10 Based on annual R&D expenditures of $1,051 million, Statistics Canada (2004b).
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Total direct and indirect 
effect on GDP 

Direct effect on employment 

Total direct and indirect 
effects on employment 

$134 million 

1,119 
(4.1%) 

2,338 

$268 million 

2,237 
(8.2%) 

4,676 

27,400 

government sector of the increased income. I1  This approach also implies that the 
potential growth in the pharmaceutical market from faster new drug approvals is a 
one-time occurrence: it does not enable us to track the cumulative annual effect of 
increased sales over time. Results should be viewed as long-term effects of a one-
time shock to the pharmaceutical market. 

Output and Employment Effects  (upstream only) 
Industry Sector 6 months faster 

Values 12 	(+$200M/yr) 

$344 million 
(2.4%)  

$66 million 
(1.3%) 

12 months faster 
(+$400M/yr)  
$688 million 

(4.7%)  
$133 million 

(2.6%) 

Increase in Total Output 	$14.6 billion 

Direct effect on GDP 	$5 billion 

Potential Societal Benefits 
Faster regulatory approvals of new drugs could increase drug 

expenditures for provincial health plans, private insurers and consumers. But 
would the potential benefits of these increased expenditures justify the c,osts? 

There have been many studies of the long-term impacts of increased 
expenditures in health care on mortality, morbidity and quality-adjusted years of 
life. We cite findings from a number of more recent studies below. 

Health Canada's report, Economic Burden of Illness in Canada, assesses 
the direct and indirect costs of illness in 1998, as determined by the opportunity 
costs to society of illness or injury (Health Canada, 2002). The report estimates 
that in 1998 the total cost of illness in Canada was $159.4 billion. This includes 
direct health care costs of $83.9 billion and indirect costs of $75.5 billion. 
Hospital care expenditures represent the largest direct cost at $27.6 billion. Major 
components of the indirect costs include the value of production lost due to long-
and short-term disability, which is estimated to be $42 billion. This provides a 
measure of the potential savings that could be gained if illness and injury were 
prevented, but it does not address savings due to increased longevity and 
improvements in quality of life, and it does not assess the potential effect of new 
drugs on reducing health care costs. 

The National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) has published a 
number of papers on the benefits and costs of neveer drugs. In a series of these 

Multipliers from the Canadian Open Output Determination Model, based on the 
Preliminary 1992 Input-Output Tables for total manufacturing. 
12  Sector information are from Statistics Canada (2004a). 
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studies, Lichtenberg (2002) conducted an econometric investigation of the 
contribution of phamiaceutical innovation to mortality reduction and growth in 
lifetime per capita income. Results showed a highly significant positive 
relationship across diseases between life expectancy and rates of introduction of 
new drugs. 

Overall, estimates from the literature suggest that faster drug approvals in 
Canada could: 
• Lead to savings in other areas of health care. For example, Lichtenberg 

(2002) found that that new drugs lead to a reduction in non-drug expenditures 
at a rate 7.2 times as much as they increase drug expenditures; 

• Generate long-term health benefits. For example, MedTap (2003) provides 
estimates from a number of recent studies of the value of expenditures in 
health care in the US. These analyses suggest that each additional dollar spent 
on health care in the past twenty years has produced health gains worth $2.40 
to $3.00; 

• Generate societal returns on research and development. For example, a major 
study of returns to investment in health care found that overall, annual 
societal rates of return lie between one and five times R&D expenditures 
(Australian  Society for Medical Research, 2003). 

Conclusion 
In 2003, the Government of Canada launched a new approach to the 

management of pharmaceuticals in Canada called the Therapeutics Access 
Strategy (TAS). The main objectives of the TAS are to improve the timeliness of 
reviews, as measured against international benchmarks, to exercise greater 
vigilance post-approval, throug,h better surveillance, and finally, to improve access 
to therapies and contribute to the long-term sustainability of the health system. 
Improved regulatory cooperation is a key feature of the TAS. 

In November 2003, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was 
signed between Health Canada and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
regarding the sharing and exchange of information about therapeutic products. 
The purpose of this MOU is "to enhance and strengthen the exchange of 
information and existing public health protection cooperative activities related to 
the regulation of the specific therapeutic products" (Health Canada and the United 
States Food and Drug Administration 2003). Since signing the MOU, Health 
Canada and the FDA have held discussions to identify potential areas for joint 
projects, and to develop a framework for collaboration activities in product 
quality, bioequivalence, and compliance. 

Based on the results shown here for new drug approvals, our assessment 
is that if these conunitments to greater regulatory cooperation lead to concrete 
improvements in the speed of regulatory decisions, the economic benefits to 
Canadians could be substantial. 

Societal benefits could also accrue. The academic literature suggests that 
faster approval of new drugs that represent breakthroughs or substantial 
improvements in patient therapy could reduce spending on other health care and 
increase long-term health benefits to Canadians. The literature also suggests 
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regulatory cooperation could improve regulatory protections by allowing
regulators to benefit from the expertise of other jurisdictions, and to focus their
limited resources on areas of highest risk to Canadians.
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Stay the Course or Find a New Path? 
Canada's Reliance on the U.S. 

as an Expo rt  Market 

Eugene Beaulieu , & 	Herb Emery 
The University of Calgary' 	The University of Calgary 

Introduction 
Canada is currently at a cross-road in terms of the direction to take with 

respect to international trade policy. After over fifteen years of increased market 
integration through the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (CUSTA) and the 
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) the Canadian economy is more 
closely integrated with the United States than at any time in history. At the same 
time that the North American economy has become more integrated, tremendous 
changes have occurred outside North America as economic growth and 
international trade has expanded considerably in the developing world. Concem 
over trade dependence with the United States, and the sense that C,anadian firms 
are missing out on profitable markets outside of North America, has led to calls 
for govenunent policy to encourage Canadian firms to look beyond North 
America. The important policy questions are thus: whether or not Canada would 
benefit from deeper integration with the United States; whether Canada should 
extend market integration on a regional basis; or pursue integration with other 
regions of the veorld. Some have argued for a multi-facet approach whereby 
Canada simultaneously pursues all of these objectives. 

In part, the increased dependence on the U.S. is the result  of  policy 
directions taken in the 1980s — a time when Canada was at another cross-road in 
international trade policy. The policy debate at the time was whether Canada 
should continue to engage in incremental trade policy and negotiate sector-by-
sector with the United States or should Canada pursue an ambitious trade policy 
agenda to increase and lock-in economic ties with the United States? Some 
argued, at that time, that Canada was already too closely tied to the ,American 
economy (receiving approximately 70 percent of Canadian exports) and argued 
that the extent of the dependence was not healthy for economic and political 
reasons. Others argued that Canada had no choice — it had to secure market access 
in the U.S. given the rise in U.S. protectionism. Still others argued that 
guaranteeing and securing access to the American market and increasing 
competition by lowering import barriers would lead to more competitive Canadian 
firms. These firms, it was argued, would thus be more successful in the world 
market. 

I  Part of this research was conducted while Eugene Beaulieu was a visiting professor at 
Carleton University and was the Norman Robertson Fellow at International Trade Canada. 
Dr. Beaulieu acknowledges financial support from SSIIRC. 
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Canadian policy makers and political leaders decided to follow the 
Macdonald Commission recommendations (1985) to take a bold new direction in 
Canadian trade policy and negotiate and sign a comprehensive trade and 
investment agreement with the United States — which eventually led to the 
CUSTA. The agreement was in response to the decidedly unilateral direction 
American  international trade policy had taken and was an effort to maintain 
market share with its largest trading partner, and to forge a deeper economic 
integration with the largest and most dominant economy in the world. Canadian 
voters agreed with this new direction in trade policy and re-elected the Mulroney 
government in the great "free trade" election of 1988.2  

It is inevitable that Canadian trade flows to the United States will be 
large given the proximity, size and wealth of the U.S. market. As an economy, 
Canada has been reliant on exports of raw and processed natural resources and 
since the 1840s, increasingly dependent upon the United States as a trading 
partner. The combination of these two features of the economy has resulted in 
volatile incomes and employment in Canada. Prices received for natural resources 
such as oil, wheat and potash, are determined in the global marketplace and are 
volatile. Reliance on the United States as a trading partner also exposes Canada to 
the risk of income changes being tied to U.S. economic conditions and trade 
policies. Recent events such as the "mad cow" crisis, the softwood lumber 
dispute, a rapidly appreciating C anadian dollar, and Canada's lack of direct 
support for U.S. actions in Iraq have all highlighted the risks of having trade 
specialized so heavily with one trading partner, particularly one with greater 
economic and bargaining power in trade arrangements. While the benefits of this 
specialization in production and trade flows has been higher Canadian incomes 
and employment, the benefits have been acquired by Canada taking on greater 
income risk and potentially by accelerating the rate of resource depletion such that 
whatever increases in income that occurred, they might not be sustainable. 

In this chapter, we examine the evolution and the extent of Canadian and 
American economic integration. We analyse and show that Canada's economy has 
become more dependent on the United States in terms of international trade. We 
then examine and discuss the costs and benefits of being part of such an integrated 
North American economy. The two main concerns raised about the deep 
dependence are: 1) an economic (portfolio type) argument that the status quo 
delivers volatility; and 2) a political argument that policy dependence (or loss of 
sovereignty) is the result of economic dependence. Moreover, we argue that 
although the Canadian economy is extremely dependent on the U.S. economy, the 
main feature of the relationship is that there is a trade-off between the gains from 
specialization derived from deep integration and the volatility that the lack of 
market diversification affords. We argue that income smoothing policies a-nd 
institutions are the proper instrument for addressing these issues of volatility in 

2 See Beaulieu (2002) for an analysis of the political-economy of the CUSTA and 
preferences of Canadian voters. 
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economic markets. Whereas income-smoothing policies are the proper instrument 
for market volatility, diplomacy is the proper instrument in the political sphere. 

We provide evidence that the CUSTA and NAFTA were very successful 
at increasing the integration of the North American economy and argue that 
market forces should determine whether we have ever deeper integration with the 
United States. It is important to point out that Canada's move to regional trade 
agreements and a more integrated regional economy in the 1980s and 1990s was 
part of a decision by Canadians that diversification via protection was too costly. 
Ergo the choice to sacrifice income level to reduce volatility may not be a 
palatable choice for voters. 

From close ties to deeper integration 
Figure 1 shows the evolution of Canada's expo rt  trade with the United 

States since 1840. During the period of Reciprocity from 1854 to 1866, the share 
of merchandise exports destined for the U.S. reached as high as 70%. Britain 
resumed its dominant position as Canada's trade partner a fter the abrogation of 
Reciprocity. From 1886 to 1947, exports to the United States were usually 35% to 
40% of total exports, and exports accounted for 25% to 40% of Canada's Gross 
National Product (GNP). From 1886 to 1913, exports to Britain accounted for 
over half of Canadian exports, but fell abruptly during World War  I  to 25% to 
30% of total Canadian exports. Canada's reliance on the United States as an 
export destination has been increasing as a series of steps after World War II. In 
1947, 39% of exports went to the U.S., and 27.5% to the UK. In 1950, the UK 
share had fallen to 15%, and the share of exports to the U.S. increased to 65% 
(Rooth 2000). 

Even as early as the late 1950s, the extent of Canadian dependence on 
trade with the United States was considered an exceptional and unprecedented 
economic relationship between two sovereign nations. Moreover, the 
exceptionally close economic ties between Canada and the United States had 
already become a concern  for Canadian politicians, policymakers and academics. 
At a speech at Carleton University in 1958, the great Canadian-born trade 
economist Jacob Viner remarked that "These are all exceptionally high ratios for 
economic relations of one country to another. They cannot be matched, taken 
together, I feel certain, for any other two countries in the free world." (Viner, 1958 
p. 37).3  

Although Canadian exports to the United States had already reached 60% 
of total Canadian exports, the trend continued upward. From 1950 to 1967, the 
share of exports to the U.S. remained at around 60%, but increased to 70% for the 
period 1969 to 1983. Since 1983, the share of exports to the U.S. has increased to 
reach a peak of 86% in 2000. 

3  Note that Jacob Viner's seminal work established the economic model of customs unions 
that became the foundation for economic thinking on regional trade agreements. 
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Figure 2 

Exports to the U.S. continued to grow in absolute and relative importance 
in the 1960s, but the composition of exports shifted from reliance on pulp and 
paper and minerals to manufactured goods. The expansion of Canada's 
manufacturing exports after 1960 was stimulated by the devaluation of the 
Canadian dollar from $1.04 in 1959 to $0.925 (US dollars per Canadian dollar), 
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and by policy developments like the Autopact of 1965 (Norrie, Owram and Emery 
2002). Figure 2 presents the Canadian exchange rate vis-à-vis the U.S. dollar fi-om 
1948 to 2004. 

Figure 3 shows that the real value of exports to destinations other than 
the U.S. grew until 1980, but by much less than exports to the U.S. It is the 
expansion in total exports, particularly to the U.S., that dominates the expansion 
of Canadian trade after 1960. One of the notable features of the real value of 
exports is that export values reached a plateau in the 1980s, the value of exports to 
the U.S. levelled off while exports to the rest of the world showed some decline. 

With the expansion of trade with the United States, Canada's reliance on 
external trade as measured by the ratio of exports to GNWGDP increased. Figure 
4 shows the ratio of exports to output in Canada from 1870 to 2000. Other than 
during World War I and World War II, when exports were exceptionally high, 
until 1960 exports were normally between 15 and 20% of GNP. Since 1960, the 
ratio of the value of exports to GDP has increased such that today the ratio is over 
35 percent. As Canada experienced a severe recession in the early 1980s 
coincident with the stagnation in growth of its exports, the Macdonald 
Commission investigated what was needed to re-invigorate the Canadian 
economy. The Commission concluded that a movement towards freer trade with 
the United States would be a positive development, and in 1989, the Mulroney 
Conservative government implemented the CUSTA and in 1994, the NAFTA. 
Following the implementation of these policies, exports to the U.S. grew rapidly, 
and while exports to the rest of the world showed no growth, the share of total 
exports destined for the U.S. grew to a high of 86%. 

Figure 3 
Value of Exports to US and Rest of the World (ROW), 19441-2002. In Constant 1 994 $ 
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The importance of exports for the Canadian economy measured by the 
ratio of exports to GDP is higher now than at any other time in Canadian history 
with perhaps the exceptions of WWI and WWII and the Reciprocity era of 1854 to 
1866.4  In the 1950s and 1960s, there was an expectation that increasing reliance 
on the U.S. was likely a short nui situation and once other markets emerged, the 
export reliance would fall. However, when economic stagnation struck in the 
1980s, Canada responded by relying more on the lucrative U.S. market. 

From 1870 to 1980, the increased reliance on the U.S. as an export 
market reflected the high growth of demand for industrial inputs in that country, 
and the fact that Canada increased exports by increasing the number of products 
for export. The increased reliance on the U.S. as an export destination after World 
War II reflects the expansion of the level of exports in response to rising U.S. 
demand as opposed to diverting exports away from alternative markets to the U.S. 
According to Viner (1958, 37) the high degree of trade dependence 

...cannot be accounted for solely by the relative size of the two 
countries, or even by relative size plus proximity. An additional 
factor operative to tie the Canadian into the American economy 
is the complementary character of the two economies; Canada 
has surpluses of raw materials of which the United States has 

4  The ratio of exports to GDP has fallen-off somewhat in recent years, but remains at 
historically high levels. 
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deficiencies; standard American capital goods are well adapted 
to Canadian production techniques; the consumption standards 
and tastes of the two countries are almost identical, so that 
Canadian consumers' goods find a ready market in the United 
States. 5  

The U.S. industrial demands for conunodities in which Canada was 
abundant caused the expansion in exports and the Canadian  capital boom of the 
1950s. David Slater  (1955,4)  found: 

•  The changes in content and geographical destination are closely 
related. The decline of the United Kingdom as a market is 
closely related to the enormous decline in erports of animal 
products, lumber and timber, and the more recent decline in 
agricultural and vegetable products. The relative rise of the 
United States as a market is related to the enormous expansion 
of wood products, particularly pulp and paper, and non-ferrous 
metals. To a considerable degree, for Canada to sell to different 
areas she must sell (and produce) different things; to sell 
different things she must sell to different areas. 

The 1957 Final Report of the Royal Commission on Canada's Economic 
Prospects (the Gordon Commission) included forecasts of Canada's expo rt  to 
GDP ratio and percentage of exports to the U.S. for 1980. With a forecast based 
on a basic premise that there would be no severe economic depressions, world 
conflicts or radical changes in policies (among others), the report forecast that 
total exports to GNP would fall from 21.7% to 18.4% while the sh'are of total 
exports to the U.S. would rise from 62% to 69.5%. Amongst merchandise exports, 
the only sub-groups expected to increase their share of total exports between 1955 
and 1980 were Chemicals, Aluminum and products, and Petroleum and Products. 
All other sub-groups including agricultural and food products, pulp and paper, 
lumber, and copper and nickel were predicted to have falling shares of total 
exports (Kuznets 1959, Table 3). In many respects, these forecasts were 
remarkably accurate as in 1980 the export to GNP ratio was around 20% and the 
share of exports to the U.S. was around 70%. This would suggest that the 
Autopact, the abandonment of the Bretton-Woods fixed exchange rate systems 
and large shocks like the OPEC oil crises that took place between 1957 and 1980 
had little effect on the ratio of exports to GDP over the long run. All told, this 

5  Note that last sentence segment in the original passage from Viner reads: "; the 
consumption standards and tastes of the  tua  countries are almost identical, so that 
American consumers' goods find a ready market in the United States." This appears to be 
a typographical error — so we changed "American consumers' goods" to "Canadian 
consumers' goods." 
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suggests remarkable stability and predictability of the Canada-US trade 
relationship prior to the CUSTA. 

As late as 1980, increased specialization in the destination for exports 
was accompanied by greater diversification of products for export. Since 1980, the 
volume of Canadian international trade has continued to increase rapidly and has 
become even more specialized in its destination market partner, i.e. increasingly 
specialized in trade with the U.S. However, Acharya, Sharma and Rao (2003) find 
that most of the ùicrease in trade has been intra-industry, rather than inter-industry 
trade. The rapid increase in intra-industry trade suggests that trade flows have 
become more diversified in the variety of goods traded — but the authors also find 
that Canada's comparative advantage remains in commodity intensive sectors. 
Acharya et al (2003) examine the changes in export intensities and import 
penetrations for 84 industries between 1985 and 1997. They find that the number 
of industries with increased trade (larger export intensities and import penetration) 
increased during this period. In 1985, 30 of the 84 industries (or 36 percent) had 
export intensities of more than 30 percent and by 1997, 50 industries (or 60 
percent) had export intensities of more than 30 percent. Similar increases occurred 
in import penetation rates. 

Note that although there was a large increase in trade over a broad cross 
section of industries, the relative pattern of export intensity and import penetration 
was very stable from 1985 to 1997. Since 1997, however, the value of exports has 
increased due to increases in intra-industry trade in autos and in energy exports 
where high prices have resulted in a highly specialized export composition. 
Figure 5 shows the top industries by exports to the United States in 1993 and 2002 
with all industries related to automobiles, trucks, engines and parts aggregated 
into one category. The figure shows the large increases in total Canadian exports 
since 1993, and especially since 1997, from increases in the exports of 
automobiles and light trucks and from exports of oil and gas. At the saine time, 
the figure also shows that increased values of exports are across a large number of 
industries. In fact, although the magnitude is less than for autos, trucks and parts, 
real exports grew for all of the top 25 exporting industries except the computer 
and peripheral equipment industry and the semiconductor and other electronic 
component industry. The "All Others" residual category represents an enormous 
increase in the real value of exports for a large number of industries representing a 
large number of products. 

There is strong evidence in the literature that CUSTA and NAFTA had a 
significant impact on trade flows. A recent working paper by Romalis (2002) 
makes the point that it is difficult to measure the impact of CUSTA or NAFTA. 
Part of the problem is the level of aggregation. Romalis uses very detailed trade 
data and finds large impacts of the CUSTA and NAFTA tariff changes on North 
American trade flows. The problem with using more aggregate data is that much 
of the cross-commodity variation in tariffs occurs within quite detailed industry 
sectors. There is additional evidence based on Helliwell (1998) that the border 
effect between Canada and the United States has declined since NAFTA. Again, 
evidence that the trade agreements had some impact on the degree of integration. 
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Figure 5 
Figure 5: Exports to US for Top 25 Industries (5 Digit NAICS Code) 1993 and 2002 in 
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Source: Strategis Web Page (Industry Canada): http://strategisic.gc.cal  

Deeper bilateral integration in a regional world 
Figure 6 shows that the ratio of Canada's exports to GDP has been high 

compared to the average ratio for high income countries since 1965. However, it 
also shows that Canada's ratio of exports to GDP grew faster than the average 
ratio for high income countries after 1990. In 1965, the ratio of exports to GDP 
was approximately 19 percent in Canada and 12 percent on average among high 
income countries (representing a 53 percent differential). The increase in the ratio 
from 1965 to 1990 was similar for Canada and for the average of high income 
countries (the differential did not change much). However, after 1990 the ratio 
increased faster in Canada than it did for the averages across the other countries. 
By 2001, the ratio was 44 percent in Canada and 23 percent on average among 
high income countries — a differential of over 87 percent. 

Note, however, that comparing Canada to country averages obscures the 
fact that a large number of countries have much higher export to GDP ratios than 
Canada. In fact, out of the 166 c,ountries for which data are available, Canada's 
ratio of exports to GDP ranked 646  in 2001. Figure 7 presents a scatter plot of the 
ratio of exports to GDP against country size (measured by GDP) for the high 
income countries. 6  Canada is not at all an outlier in terms of the ratio of exports to 

6 i  income countries are defined as those with GDP measured in US dollars greater than 
$12,000 in 2001. Note that the three largest world economies (Germany, Japan and the 

20 
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GDP given the size of the country. Canada has a higher ratio than the largest 
countries in the world — but as the regression line shows — the ratio is inversely 
related to country size. The outlier countries include Luxemburg and Hong Kong 
with export  to GDP ratios greater than 100 percent. Ireland (IRL), Belgium (BEL) 
and the Netherlands (NLD) also have higher ratios of exports to GDP than their 
size suggests. On the other hand, Australia (AUS) and Greece (GRC) have lower 
than average export to GDP ratios given their economic size. 

Figure 6 

Export Share of GDP for Canada and Country Groups: 1965-2001 
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It is also important to recognize that Canada was not the only country to 
recently experience an increase in trade dependence. In fact, the rapid growth of 
world exports in the post-war period caused export revenues to be an increasingly 
important portion of domestic income for munerous countries. As Moore and 
Rugman (2001) point out, world trade flows have become increasingly regional, 
and less global in nature. Figure 8 provides an illustration of how trade flows 
became more regional between 1980 and 2000. As seen in the figure, intra-
NAFTA trade went from 34% of North American trade in 1980 to 56% in 2000. 
Europe and Asia experienced similar growth in the share of regional trade. 

United States) are excluded from the figure for scale and space considerations. The 
diagram is very similar including the slope of the regression line. 
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Figure 8: Intra-regional N s inter-regional trade 
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Although world trade flows have become more regional, Canadi an  trade flows 
became even more concentrated. 

Figure 7 

Export Share of GDP and Country Size in 2001 
Linear Regression Line Included; High Income Countries* 
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* Japan, Gemiany and the US are excluded due to scale and space constraints. These are the three 
largest countries and the picture is similar (but difficult to read) when they are included. High income 
countries are defined here as those mith GDP per capita greater than USS12,000. 
Source: World Development Indicators 
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The problems with economic dependence on the U.S. 
As noted above, at the present time, Canada is more dependent on exports to 

a single market than at any point in its history. The obvious policy question that 
arises is whether or not this is a problem. Part of the static welfare gains in 
standard neoclassical trade models is derived from specialization in production 
and trade flows. These gains can be offset by the increased risk associated with 
increased specialization. This section examines the concerns that are expressed 
over the lack of diversity in Canadian export markets. 

irreversible investments and strategic trade considerations 
There is a potentially critical strategic problem with negotiating deeper 

economic ties with a much larger trading partner. The problem is similar to what 
is known as a "hold-up" problem in the industrial organization literature. The 
basic idea is that in a world with irreversible investments, anticipated trade 
negotiations between a large country and a small country might make the small 
country worse off. Investors anticipating liberalized trade will invest in export 
opportunities making the small country dependent on trade with the large country 
and destroying the small country's bargaining position. A version of this argument 
was popularized during the CUSTA debates by the retired Judge Marjorie Bowker 
(1988) and was also expressed by economist Brian Copeland (1989). The idea was 
then formalized in economic theory by John McLaren (1997). Judge Bowker was 
part of a grass-roots movement opposed to CUSTA and pointed out that the 
abrogation clause in CUSTA (either side can abrogate the agreement on six 
months notice) could place Canada in a serious predicament regardless of who 
abrogates the deal because Canadian industry will have restructured and invested 
in export related activities. The key point is that Canada will gain from CUSTA 
by re-adjusting its economy toward the U.S. export market. When these 
investments are irreversible, however, Canada becomes extremely vulnerable to 
threats of abrogation. As Copeland (1989) points out, this weakens Canada's 
bargaining position on any trade issue. 

McLaren (1997) makes the point, however, that this trade negotiations 
case differs from the "hold-up problem" in industrial organization because in the 
latter case firms make decisions on the negotiations and on the related investment. 
In the trade case, the govemment negotiates trade policy and private finns make 
investment decisions. This is important because in the former case the firm can 
walk away from the table, if it anticipates a hold-up problem. However, while the 
government can  walk away from the negotiating table, this might not be credible 
to private investors who will invest in any event and destroy the government's 
bargaining position. McLaren (1997) points out that one alternative for a small 
country in this situation is to diversify trade with a number of other countries. 

Some commentators have raised additional concems more recently that 
Canada's trade dependence on the U.S. exposes Canada to uncertainties due to the 
increasingly evident move by the U.S. to politicize trade relations by connecting 
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trade policy to other political objectives.' In May, 2003 the then U.S. Trade 
Representative Robert Zoellick announced that co-operation in foreign policy and 
security issues are a pre-condition for any country wanting to negotiate a free 
trade agreement with the U.S., for example, confirming these concerns. 

The "Portfolio" concern with dependence on a small number of 
markets and excess reliance on natural resources 

Canada's early economic development up to 1840 was fostered by 
British mercantile policies (Navigation Acts, Corn Laws and Timber Tariffs) that 
provided Canadian products with preferential treatment and access into the British 
market_ Canada lost this privileged access to the British market after 1840 with the 
repeal of the timber tariffs and the Corn Laws a few years later in 1846 and the 
Navigation Acts in 1849. The loss of this preferential access coincided with an 
economic slump in the British North American (BNA) colonies and the 
consequences of the loss of an important market became clear. In the short nut, 
the BNA colonies responded by seeking a new market for their resources and 
eventually entered into the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854 with the United States. 
Over the period of the Treaty, 1854-1866, reported Canadian exports grew by over 
300% but the effect of the Treaty was a small one-time gain in the level of exports 
to the U.S (Norrie, Owram and Emery 2002). With the abrogation of the Treaty in 
1866, Canada continued to orient itself increasingly towards trade with the United 
States, even negotiating an ill-fated Reciprocity Agreement with the U.S. in 1911 
(see Beaulieu and Emery 2002). 

The Depression of the 1930s was a hard lesson for a small economy like 
Canada's dependent on the exports of a few commodities to a small number of 
markets. In 1929, merchandise exports represented 22% of Canadian GNP. In 
contrast, merchandise exports were only 5% of GNP in the U.S. The importance 
of exports for income was more acute in some sectors like forestry, farming and 
mining where 80% of produce was exported. Canada's wheat exports alone were 
40% of world wheat exports. Canada also had a lack of diversification in export 
goods as 80% of Canada's exports were  made  up of three primary products: 
grains, animal products and forest products. Wheat and flour alone comprised 
36% of total exports. Canada was also reliant on two export markets, the U.S. and 
the UK (In 1929, over 1 13 of exports went to U.S. while another 1/3 were destined 
for the UK) and through the gold standard, the monetary policies of the three 
countries were bound together. With the glut of wheat  and other primary products 
on vvorld markets by the late-1920s, commodity prices were low and Canadian 
exporters were not doing well. The U.S. and U.K. moves to protectionistn, the 
1930 Smoot-Hawley Tariff in the U.S. in particular, resulted in draconian 
reductions in Canadian exports. By 1932, exports to the U.S. were half of their 
1929 level and to the U.K., 2/3 of their 1929 level. \Vhile it is clear that the high 
reliance on exports of a few conunodities left the Canadian economy particularly 
vulnerable in the 1930s, it is not clear if there were arrangements that Canada 

7  See Winham and Ostry (2003). 
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could have pursued to avoid the devastating effects of the Depression. Most, if not 
all, economies were moving in protectionist directions in the 1930s and had 
experienced precipitous drops in incomes. There were no alternative export 
markets to which Canada could have turned. 

After World War II, the growling share of Canadian  exports to the U.S. 
was cause for some concern in Canada, but it was not clear what alternatives 
existed. Gibson (1956, 423) argued that: 

Many Canadians feel a little uneasy because we now send such a 
large proportion of our exports to the United States. Though a 
feeling of concern is understandable, the fact is that we have had 
no practicable alternative to increasing our exports to the 
United States. In the post-war period the big increase in 
demand has come from the United States and it must be admitted 
that the increase has been vety wekome in Canada. No 
remotely comparable opportunity for expanding our export 
markets has been available in the sterling area or elsewhere, 
particularly in the early post-war period when we were worried 
about obtaining adequate markets. 

Similarly, Simon Kuznets (1959, 378) wrote: 

There is a conflict between apprehension over the recently 
increased "dominance" of the United States in the foreign trade 
of Canada, its foreign capital, and some of its important 
industries, and recognition that these ties with its larger 
neighbor to the south are an important and increasing source of 
economic strength, a basis for past growth and a promise for the 
future which it would be irrational to forego... Yet there is 
apprehension... lest the increased dependence upon United 
States markets, for imports and particularly for exports, make 
Canada more sensitive to the vagaries of United States economic 
policy... 

Gibson (1956, 424) argued that the reliance on the U.S. as an export  
market was likely to diminish once the economies of Europe stabilized and hence, 
not reason for concern: 

The kind of goods produced by our basic industries and 
particularly our minerals and wood products are in growing 
demand throughout the world.  The  economic recovery of 
Europe has much increased the continent 's  requirements for 
industrial raw materials. The growth of nationalism all over the 
world, with its emphasis on industrialization, has added further 
to demand. The most powerful impulse is, of course, the recent 
surge in growth in the world's population, perhaps the most 
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rapid in recorded history. We are thus not so completely 
dependent on the United States for the disposal of our basic 
exports as the trade figures appear to suggest. 

Gibson's expectation that the reliance on the U.S. market for Canada's 
exports would diminish could not have been more incorrect. As noted above, 
Canada's reliance on the U.S. has grown and concerns over the reliance on trade 
with United States continue to be voiced_ "This concentration of trade c-reates 
vulnerability, much the same as a company that makes most of its sales to a single 
buyer" (Winham and Ostry (2003)). At a recent "Borderlines" conference, one 
"dooms-dayer" opined that Canadians "have pinned our prosperity to trade with a 
single convenient customer on a cheap Canadian dollar. Any of us with brains 
enough to run a lemonade stand knows the risk of a single customer."8  Although 
the logic of the argument is questionable and the analogy is completely fallacious 
(are Canadian businesses with access to a market of over 290 million people really 
selling to a single customer?), it does raise important concerns that the Canadian 
economy may be "too dependent" on the American market. Recent events such as 
the softwood lumber dispute, the "mad cow" disease scare which closed the 
border to Canadian beef exports, and tensions between the two countries over 
Canada's choice not to support the U.S. in Iraq, have shown the risk of relying on 
preferential access to one, albeit large and wealthy, economy. 

According to Winham and Ostry (2003) Canada is facing a new crisis 
due to the vulnerability created by its trade-dependence on the United States. The 
authors point out that there are two basic alternative strategies Canada can follow: 
1)move Canada to deeper economic and political ties with the United States; and 
2) diversify trade in a "second policy direction." Even the Governor of the Bank 
of Canada has argued that Canadians need to look beyond the North American 
continent. In a recent speech, David Dodge (Nov 2003) argues: 

During the 1980s and 1990s, free-trade agreements with the 
United States and Mexico focused Canada's attention on the 
opportunities south of the border. Individual Canadians and 
businesses have been making the tough adjustments that are 
necessary to face increased competition and to take advantage of . 
new opportunities. While keeping that continental focus, it is now 
important that we broaden our sights and focus on opportunities 
that are opening up in the rest of the world. 

Winham and Ostry also come down with an argument for the latter policy 
direction. They argue that the free trade agreement was the proper response to the 

8  This quote is attributed to Desmond Morton from NIcGill Univeristy in "Ideas that 
NIatter," Vol. 2 #4, p. 36 published by Zephyr Press, Toronto. This issue is devoted to 
ideas expressed at a series of conferences "BorderLines: Canada in North America" 
sponsored by the Institute for Research on Public Policy (IRPP). 
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uncertainty over trade policy in the late-1970s and early 1980s as the United 
States pursued a "unilateral" approach to international policy during that period, 
however, today, a policy of closer ties with the United States would be a rnistake. 
Their argument of vulnerability comes down to the standard analogy that treats 
Canada as one agent selling one product to one large buyer which leaves one 
vulnerable and exposed_ However, as pointed out above, Canada is not one seller 
peddling one good to one large buyer. Canadian export dependence on the U.S. is 
comprised of thousands producers peddling thousands of different goods to 
millions of American firms and consumers. According to Statistics Canada's data 
based on the Exporter Registry, 41,267 establishments exported goods in 2001 — 
up from 30,589 enterprises exporting in 1993.9  The "lack of diversification" 
argument looks pretty weak in this context. 

The impact of trade dependence on export performance 
A central question regarding the impact of Canadian trade dependence on 

the United States is whether Canadian export performance has suffered. A starting 
point from which to address this empirical question is to examine whether Canada 
managed to export more as a percentage of world trade over time. The next step is 
to decompose the change in world export  shares into structural changes and 
residual — or unexplained changes. A common approach used in the literature to 
evaluate why the exports of one country grew faster (or more slowly) than world 
exports is the Constant Market Share (CMS) analysis. The CMS analysis applies a 
"structural decomposition analysis" methodology to exports. The CMS analysis 
decomposes export growth into one of four factors: a) the general growth of world 
exports (i.e. growth in global demand for exports), b) the composition of the 
country's exports; c) the destination of the country's exports; and d) a residual 
term which includes all other factors not captured by a), b), and c). The residual 
term has become interpreted as a "competitiveness index". 

Taszynski (1951) was the first to apply this structural decomposition 
methodology to exports. Leamer and Stern (1970) provide a detailed discussion of 
CMS analysis and propose a new version of the method. The methodology has 
been used extensively in applied international applications including work on the 
United States by Bowen and Pelzrnan (1984) and more recently by Azam and 
Azam (1994). The mathematical foundation of the approach (based on Leamer 
and Stem (1970)) is presented in the appendix. 

Swisterski (2002) employs the CMS approach to decompose sources of 
export revenues in the OECD from 1972 to 1992. Some results from his analysis 
for Canada are summarized in Table 1. For the 1972-76 period, if Canadian 
exports had grown at the rate of world exports, they would have been 1.65 times 
greater than the actual level. Canada was unable to maintain its market share 
during this period primarily due to negative competitiveness (-48.5%) and 
destination (-15.0%) effects and to a much lesser extent by corrunodity (-1.5%) 
effects. 

9  See Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 65-506-XIE "A profile of Canadian exporters". 
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1972-761 1976-80 1980-8  1984-88  (1988-92  1980-88 1 1980-92 

a) World Trade 
b) Commodity 
c) Destination 
d) Competitiveness 
Total % 

	

165.0 	132.9 	-18.5 	179.2 	170.4 

	

-1.5 	-7.6 	-5.5 	14.9 	-37.1 

	

-15.0 	3.5 	61.9 	-39.6 	-53.9 

	

-48.5 	-28.8 	62.1 	-54.6 	20.6 
100 	100 	100 	100 	100 

57.4 	85.0 
3.6 	-113 

32.3 	12.3 
6.7 	13.9 
100 	100 

Table 1: Constant Market Share Analysis for Canada 

During the 1976-80 period, Canadian  export groveth was again below the 
world average, and again the conunodity and the competitiveness effects were 
negative (-7.6% and -28.8% respectively). The competitiveness e ffect increased 
by 20 percentage points, from -49% in the previous period to -29%. However, 
there was a positive destination effect on Canadian exports during the period of 
3.5%. As seen in Table 1, the destination effect was very large and positive from 
1980-84 and again from 1988-92 - although it was negative from 1984-88. 

If Canadian exports had grown at the global rate of export growth from 
1984 to 1988, they would have been 1.79 times larger than was actually the case. 
The destination and the competitiveness effects were both negative at -39.6% and 
-54.6% respectively, but the commodity effect was positive (at 14.9%). The 
positive corrunodity effect coincided with a structural change among Canada's 
principal exports. Whereas machinery was still Canada's leading export, 
manufactured goods became the second largest export group, pushing crude 
material exports into third place. 

During the 1988-92 period, however, Canada experienced a positive 
competitiveness effect of 20.6%. Notwithstanding the positive competitiveness 
effect, Canadian export growth was below the world average rate, with negative 
commodity and destination effects, at -37.1% and -53.9% respectively. The 
negative destination effect was to a great extent due to the 1991 recession in the 
United States. 

Between 1972 and 1992, Canadian exports grew at well below the world 
average rate, with negative commodity (-25.5%) and competitiveness (-18.4%) 
effects, and only a marginally positive destination effect (0.9%). One of the key 
factors contributing to the decline in Canada's market share of world exports over 
this 20 year period was the falling demand for (and thus relative value of) the 
Food and the Crude Materials commodity groups; both of which comprise a large 
share of Canadian exports. 

Table 2 from Swisterski (2002) presents the CNIS results for all OECD 
countries between 1972 and 1992. The columns show the percentage contribution 
of individual CMS effects to the overall change in exports. As Table 2 indicates in 
the first column, gowth in world trade accounted for most of the growth in trade 
for all OECD countries. Export growth can be accounted for by overall growth in 
world trade in New Zealand, Sweden, Canada, Australia and the Netherlands. 
Since this table is one of relative contributions of the four factors of trade growth, 
the overall impact of commodity, destination and competitiveness in these 
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countries will be negative. Canada's commodity composition and competitiveness 
effects are negative, but note that the destination effect is almost neutral. New 
Zealand, Australia, Iceland and Canada had high and negative commodity effects 
whereas Switzerland, Japan, Germany, the U.S. and Italy had large positive 
commodity composition effects. Although the destination effect was neutral in 
Canada, it was positive and large in Australia, Japan, New Zealand and the U.S. 
Ireland had one of the highest competitiveness effects. 

The results of the CMS analysis conducted by Swisterski (2002) provide 
some evidence that Canadian export performance from 1972 to 1992 was not 
adversely affected by the degree of trade dependence on the American economy. 
Canadian exports grew more slowly than the world growth in exports over the 
period but this had more to do with the commodity composition of Canadian 
exports and the competitiveness residual. Note that Richardson (1971) is critical 
of the CMS approach pointing out that the signs and values of the various effects 
may change depending on how the base period is constructed. That is, the values 
and signs of the effects may change if the final year, instead of the initial year of 
the period under study is used as the base year. Fagerberg and Sollie (1987) 
address the Richardson (1971) criticisms and perform a revised CMS study of 20 
OECD countries from 1961-83. Fagerberg and Sollie (1987) find similar results 
for Canada over that period — that is — they also find a positive "destination" effect 
for Canadian exports. 

Has increased dependence on the United States as a Trading partner 
increased the volatility of exports and income for Canada? 

Another approach to examining whether trade dependence on the United 
States has adversely affected C anadian export performance is to analyse the long 
term trend and variability of Canadian exports. This provides an alternative 
approach to the CMS analysis. Ideally it would be useful to conduct a counter-
factual experiment whereby the variance of exports for the actual "portfolio" of 
Canadian exports is compared to a hypothetical export portfolio with less 
dependence on trade with the United States. This approach would require the 
estimation of an export trade model which is beyond the scope of this study. 
However, we compare the variation of Canadian exports to the variation of 
exports of a similar country that is not as dependent on trade with one large 
trading partner. One way to compare the income risk associated with specializing 
on a single export market is to compare the volatility of income and exports of 
Australia and Canada since World War II. Whereas Canada was oriented towards 
the U.S., Australia went towards Asia and only recently to the U.S. 
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World 	Commodity Destination Competitiveness 
Trade 	Effect 	Effect 	Effect 

Australia 
Austria 
Belgium & Luxemburg 
Canada 
Den mark 

 Finland 
France 
Germany 
Greece 
Iceland 
Ireland 
Italy 
Japan 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
No rvi ay 
Portugal 
Spain 
Sw eden 

itzerland 
Turkey 
U.K. 
U.S.A. 

130.7 
77.7 

121.0 
143.0 
97.3 

113.2 
101.2 
99.0 
79.1 

115.1 
48.2 
94.2 
71.0 

126.4 
183.7 
84.9 
60.8 
46.5 

156.5 
93.5 
49.9 

109.2 
100.1 

-53.7 
3.8 
7.1 

-25.5 
-3.4 

-15.4 
6.5 

19.6 
-11.1 
-36.5 

-3.3 
15.6 
24.1 
15.6 

-78.9 
-4.6 
0.2 
0.0 
0.1 

25.9 
-15.7 
13.9 
16.9 

323 
-9.2 
3.3 
0.9 

-4.2 
-13.3 

-4.9 
-5.8 
-6.3 
-8.5 
3.1 

-5.1 
23.1 

0.8 
10.5 
-2.5 
-6.1 
-2.9 
-4.7 
3.4 

-0.5 
-0.9 
21.7 

-93 
27.8 

-31.4 
-18.4 

10.3 
15.5 
-2.8 

-12.8 
38.2 
30.0 
51.9 
-4.8 

-18.1 
-42.8 
-15.3 
22.2 
45.2 
56.5 

-51.9 
-22.8 
66.2 

-22.2 
-38.6 

Table 2: Constant Market Share for OECD countries: 1972-92 

Table 3: Comparing the Gromth and Variation of Canadian and Australian 
Exports, GDP and GDP per capita from 1949 to 2003 

P49-44 	 1965-73 	 1974411 	 1989-43 	 194943 

Growth 	Variation 	Grown 	Variation Grand, Variation Graven Variation Graven 	liariation  

Australia 	8.6% 	0.25 	10.7% 	0.31 	14.2% 	0.51 	69% 	031 	101% 	1.25 
Exports 

Caaada 	69% 	026 	129% 	030 	12 I% 	04 	75% 	027 	95% 	I 21  

GDP 	
Austnilia 	11.1% 	0.41 	10.7% 	0_2' 	13.1% 	0.4' 	5.9% 	0.24 	10.2% 	1 13 

Calends 	77% 	0 30 	105% 	0 25 	11 0% 	0 39 	4.7% 	0.21 	85% 	I  00 

Allerldia 	8.6% 	0.31 	8.5% 	0.22 	11 6% 	042 	46% 	0.19 	85% 	1 01 
GDP per capita 

Caasida 	52% 	019 	R6% 	0 20 	97% 	0 3 0 	76% 	016 	666 	0 0Q  

QM& • tilt ...in mend growth of the nand* over lb& pens& Variation  I the standard drantan drysded b, Ott evened of dlat....ek r. 96  mud. 

Table 3 presents the average annual growth rates and variation of 
exports, GDP and GDP per capita for Canada and Australia from 1949 to 2003 
(last column). There are several important aspects of this comparison that are 
worth mentioning. First, over the entire period from 1949 to 2003, the variation of 
exports was almost the same in Canada and Australia but the GDP and GDP per 
capita had higher variation in Australia. Second, on average over the entire period 
Australia.n exports, GDP and GDP per capita grew faster than they did for Canada 
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but that was also associated with greater variation in the measures. Although we 
do not look at causal relationships and are looking at only two countries, in this 
case there does not appear to be much of a trade-off between variability and 
growth. Third, the growth rates of the variables in the two countries follow a 
similar pattern over time: high and low growth episodes correspond with each 
other in both countries and across all three variables. The highest average annual 
growth rates of all three variables for both countries was 1974-88 while the lowest 
growth occurred in the 1989-03 period. Relative to the experience of Australia, an 
economy much less dependent on the United States as a trading partner, it appears 
that Canada does not have any greater volatility in her trade patterns and incomes. 
Recognizing that income per capita in Canada is higher than it is for Australia 
leads us to conclude that deeper integration with the United States has benefited 
Canada. 

Both the CMS analysis and the comparison of variation and growth of 
exports and income between Canada and Australia provide evidence that 
Canadian export dependence on the American economy did not adversely affect 
Canadian export performance. Australia and Canada sell their exports in a world 
market that is interconnected. Based on the evidence above, it would be highly 
dubious to argue that Canada would have benefited a great deal from pursuing 
policies designed to diversify export markets. 

There does not appear to be a large potential for Canadian exporters to 
diversify their markets. In particular, for natural resource exports, there are not 
multiple independent markets across which any country can diversify its sales. 
Natural resource demand has always been global and when one export destination 
deteriorates in its demand position, so do most of the others. The Great 
Depression showed that there were no alternative markets for exporters to exploit; 
the collapse of potash demand in the 1970s illustrated the same problem for that 
conunodity and we saw it again with respect to oil in the 1980s. Wheat has also 
had this problem for over a century. Another question to ponder is whether there 
exists an alternative market to the U.S. for Canadian produced auto-parts? All of 
this indicates that there is limited potential for diversifying the market risk across 
destinations. 

Trade policy and trade diversification 
What role is there for policy to diversify the portfolio of destination 

markets? As discussed earlier, the 1957 Final Report of the Royal Commission on 
Canada's Economic Prospects forecasts of Canada's export to GDP ratio and 
percentage of exports to the U.S. for 1980 were remarkably accurate as in 1980 
the export to GNP ratio was around 20% and the share of exports to the U.S. was 
around 70%. This would suggest that the Autopact, the abandonment of the 
Bretton-Woods fixed exchange rate system and large shocks like the OPEC oil 
crises that took place between 1957 and 1980 had little effect over the long run. 
What scope would the Canadian government have to influence the structure of 
Canadian trade flows? 

The alternative approach to trade diversion policies, or trade promotion 
to markets that currently do not import a great deal from Canada, is to continue 
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having Canada export to the markets that pay the highest prices for our produce. 
This will mean that we remain highly dependent on the U.S. market and subject to 
considerable income risk and income volatility. What a government may be able 
to do is develop institutions to smooth incomes. 

Can, or even should, the federal government encourage Canadian 
exporters to divert some of its trade away from the high price market in the name 
of greater income stability? The answer to this question is not obvious. First, in a 
global marketplace, are there many segregated markets, which is a necessary 
condition for this sort of diversification, or is there really one large 
integrated/global market? If all markets are subject to the same business cycles as 
the U.S., then there may be little scope for true diversification. The relevant policy 
issue might not be trade specialization versus diversification per se, but one of 
how Canada should address its income volatility. Incomes from trade can be 
expected to be high and low depending on demand for Canada's exports, but total 
income over time will presumably be maximized by Canada specializing in its 
comparative advantage and exporting to the highest price buyer. Thus, the issue is 
really one of smoothing income over time. This can be done by Canada not fully 
pursuing its comparative advantage, or by not putting all its exports into a small 
number of markets, but it can also be achieved thmugh other "income-smoothing" 
institutions that can be designed and run by govenunent. 

Consider that federal equalization payments in Canada were part of a 
strategy encouraging regional specialization in production within a diversified 
national economy. These payments smooth the incomes of the resource producing 
provinces. Unemployment/Employment insurance, personal savings etc... are 
ways in which individual workers smooth incomes over the business cycle. The 
Canada Pension Plan reserve fund, Registered Retirement Savings Plan, etc... are 
ways in which governments seek to have pension incomes and payouts smoothed 
over time. On a more aggregate level, oil economies like Norway, Alaska and 
Alberta have established savings/stabilization/endowment funds to smooth 
government revenues and in some cases personal incomes over the oil price 
cycles. The Canadian Wheat Board was established, following the Great 
Depression, to stabilize prices for farmers over the wheat price cycle. All of these 
arrangements are alternatives to the trade diversification strategy that smooth 
incomes over time vt hile encouraging exporters to maximize incomes by selling to 
the high price markets. Thus it would appear that the federal govemment may 
want to consider institutions for smoothing income as a practical alternative to a 
strategy of diversifying export markets. 

Conclusions 
The analysis above provides a framework for examining the desirability 

of pursuing policies aimed at diversifying Canadian export markets. The study 
confirms that the concentration of Canadian exports on U.S. markets are at an all 
time high. It also argues that this lack of diversity in export markets exposes 
Canadian exports to any barriers that arise at the U.S. border or in the U.S. market 
place. However, the study argues that there are no compelling reasons to adopt 
policies designed to diversify exports. First, at a time when over 70 percent of 
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Canadian exports went to the U.S. market, Canadian  voters endorsed a free trade 
agreement that fundamentally changed the direction of Canadian trade policy. The 
new trade policy direction contributed to even higher shares of Canadian exports 
going to the U.S. market. Furthermore, policies designed to diversify exports to 
other markets are at a minimum ineffective and rnight sacrifice income growth. 

. 	
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APPENDIX: Constant Market Share Analysis (CMS) 

In its most general form, the CMS model measures a country's total export growth 
relative to total global export growth: 

1) V2  — VI  = rVI  + (V2  - — rVI ) 
Where: V 2  = Value of the country's total exports in period 2 

V I  = Value of the country's total exports in period 1 
r = percent increase in total world exports between periods 1 and 2. 

The last term in equation 1, "(V2-V I -rV I)" captures the difference between the 
growth of exports due to the world's growth of exports (rV I ), and actual growth of 
a country's exports (V 2-VI ). This residual terrn is identified as the 
"competitiveness effect." 
A more detailed CMS model can be expressed as follows: 

2) V2 1i  — 	= 	+ (V2 ii  — 	— 
Where V24  = Value of the country's exports of commodity "i" to region "j" in 
period 2 

= percent increase in world exports of commodity "i" to region "j" 
betvveen periods 1 and 2 

Aggregating equation 2) over all exports and destinations yields: 
3) V2.. — VI .. = 	+ EiEj(V2ii  — V I 4  — ry l ki) 

Where V I .., V2 .. = Total value of the country's exports in periods 1 and 2 
respectively. 
In turn, equation 3) can be re-written: 

4) V2.. — V I .. = rV I .. + EXri  — r)V i i. + EiEj(rii  - 	+ ZiE3(V24  —  V  - 
(a) 	(b) 	(c) 	(d) 

Where ri  = percent increase in world exports of commodity "i" between periods 1 
and 2 

V I i . = Value of the country's exports of commodity "i" in period 1 

As Leamer and Stern (1970) point out, the difference between equation 
1) and 4) is the "level" of analysis. Equation 1 explains the change in a country's 
value of exports only in terms of change in world demand (i.e. general growth of 
world exports), and the competitiveness residual. Equation 4 decomposes the 
growth in the country's exports in terms of: (a) the growth of the world exports; 
(b) the composition of the country's exports; (c) export destination; and (d) the 
competitiveness residual. 

The "competitiveness residual" shows the difference between a country's 
actual export growth rate and the export growth rate it would have achieved had it 
maintained its market share of exports of each commodity group to each region. 
The competitiveness residual reveals how a country is able to compete with other 
exporters, controlling for the structural effects (corrunodity and destination 
factors). 
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NAFTA Rules of Origin 
Robert (Bob) Kunimoto & 	Gary Sawchuk 

Policy Research Initiative 	Policy Research Initiative 

Introduction' 
Over the last several years, increased public attention has focused on the 

potential for deeper North American integration. Discussions prior to 2001 had 
already demonstrated growing support for further facilitating the cross-border 
movement of goods and people given that Canada — U.S. trade had reached the 
point where traditional approaches to border administration and border 
management had become increasingly problematic. Moreover, the post September 
1 l th  environment has elicited growing Canadian interest towards rethinking the 
Canada-U.S economic relationship and NAFTA in the larger context of an overall 
security perimeter that would protect and ensure our economic security, our 
border security and U.S. homeland security. 

Much of the attention deals with the feasibility and desirability of a 
Canada-U.S. customs union, a perimeter approach and various NAFTA plus 
proposals. Proponents of a Canada-U.S customs union often stress the 
administrative and compliance cost smings and efficiency gains that would be 
associated with the elimination of rules of origin, regulatory differences and other 
barriers to trade and the difficulties arising from the application of trade remedies. 
NAFTA rules of origin (ROO), government procurement restrictions, anti-
dumping procedures, intrusive countervailing duty investigations, burdensome 
regulatory requirements, and other restrictive trade measures, discourage cross-
border investment decisions, reduce Canada-U.S. trade flows, and reduce the 
potential benefits accruing to Canada and the United States as members of a 
preferential trade agreement. 1 

The purpose of this study is to examine and assess the key issues and 
evidence associated with the growing concern related to the restrictive nature of 
NAFTA ROO. In particular this paper attempts to shed empirical light on the 
degree to which NAFTA ROO impose significant compliance costs on traders, 
restricts the use of NAFTA, and reduces the potential benefits fi-om NAFTA.2  

The authors wish to thank André Downs and Jean-Pierre Voyer of the Policy Research 
Initiative (PRI) for their helpful conunents and direction, David Dodds (Statistics Canada) 
and his staff for assistance with the Canadian data, the United States International Trade 
Commission for the US data, Antoni Estevadeordal (IADB) for the restrictiveness index 
data, and to the participants of the PRL'SSHRC Policy Research Roundtable "Nloving 
Toward a Customs Union" for their insights and suggestions. 
2  This paper is part of a larger research project on Afoving Toxard a Customs Union 
involving research partners from the Canadian Border Services Agency, Industry Canada, 
Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada, Statistics Canada, the Department of 
Finance Canada and the Policy Research Initiative. 
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Are NAFTA ROO Necessary? 
Under NAFTA, as wader other free trade agreements, each member 

country retains their respective external tari ffs and other import rest rictions 
against non-members while lowe ring or eliminating tariffs on goods "originating" 
from other member countries. All trade under NAFTA is supported by an 
extensive system of ROO. 

ROO are the criteria used to define where a product "originates". There 
are two classes of ROO: non-preferential and preferential. Non-preferential ROO 
are used to distinguish foreign from domestic products in establishing anti-
dumping and countervailing duties, safeguard measures, origin marking 
requirements and/or discriminatory quantitative restrictions or quotas.' 
Preferential ROO define the conditions under which the importing country will 
regard a product as originating in an exporting country that receives preferential 
treatment under a free trade agreement (FTA). They are used to prevent imports 
from non-member countries from taking advantage of the concessions that have 
been made by member countries of the free trade agreement. 

In the absence of preferential ROO, imports to the free trade region 
would come through the country with the lowest external tariff and, in theory, 
serve the entire free trade region. This would force a convergence of external 
tariffs and possibly a competitive decline of external tariffs. In essence, ROO are 
thus a means to operate the FTA and operate independent external trade policy. 

Preferential ROO provide the method for customs officials to determine 
which goods are entitled to preferential tariff treatment. Preferential ROO are a 
necessary and integral part of any free trade agreement. 

What Are NAFTA ROO? 
Under NAFTA, a good is considered to be an originating good and is 

entitled to preferential tariff treatment; if it meets one of the five requirements set 
out in the NAFTA R00:4  

I. the good is wholly obtained or produced in a NAFTA country 
(including those goods that are entirely grown, fished, or mined in a 
member country - it does not include goods purchased in a NAFTA 
country that were imported from a non-NAFTA country); 

2. the good is made up entirely of components and materials that qualify 
in their own right as goods that originate in a NAFTA country; 

3. the good meets the requirements of a specific rule of origin for that 
product, as listed in NAFTA Annex 401.5  With respect to Canadian 

3  The WTO agreement on ROO aims at harmonizing non-preferential rules of origin so that 
all WTO members apply the same criteria, ensuring that these rules do not themselves 
create winecessary obstacles to trade. The agreement sets out a work programme for the 
harmonization of these rules to be undertaken by the WTO in conjunction with the World 
Customs Organization (WCO). 
4  Canada Customs and Revenue Agency (1995), Information for Importers, Exporters or 
Producers. CCRA document C-144. 
5  For this requirement each of the non-originating materials used in the production of the 
good undergoes an applicable change in tariff classification set out in Annex 401 as a result 
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imports, this normally applies when goods are produced from material 
imported from countries other than the United States or Mexico; 

4. the good qualifies under NAFTA Article 401(d),6  which only applies to 
a few cases; or 

5. the good is automatic data processing equipment or parts qualifying 
under the provisions of Annex 308.1. 

Of these five requirements, the most commonly used is the specific rule of 
origin, which applies to a good that includes any non-originating materials in its 
production. 'These specific ROO are based on the substantial transformation 
criteria. There are at least three methods that are used in the NAFTA agreement 
to detertnine whether there has been sufficient transformation to warrant 
preferential tariff treatment of the good: 

• a change in tariff classification (CTC) requiring the product to change its 
tariff classification at the item, sub-heading, heading or chapter level 
under the Harmonized Conunodity Description and Coding System' 
(Harmonized System or HS) in the originating country 8; 

• a domestic or regional value content (RVC) rule requiring a minimum 
percentage of local value added in the originating country (or setting the 
maximum percentage of value originating in non-member countries); or 

• a technical requirement prescribing that the product must undergo 
specific manufacturing processing operations in the originating country. 

The first step to understanding the NAFTA Annex 401 specific rules of origin 
is to understand the Harmonized System. The HS uses a 6-digit number to 
identify basic commodities or sub-headings. The HS is organized around 96 
chapters arranged in 21 sections. The first two digits indicates the chapter, the 
first four digits indicate the heading level while six digits identifies the sub-
heading level. Within the HS structure, there are over 1200 headings and over 
5000 subheadings. 

of production occurring entirely in the territory of one or more of the Parties, or the good 
othenvise satisfies the applicable requirements of that Annex where no change in tariff 
classification is required, and the good satisfies all other applicable requirements of this 
chapter. 
6Article 401 (d) applies when the good is produced entirely in one or more of the NAFTA 
countries but one or more of the non-originating materials provided for as parts under the 
Harmonized System that are used in the production of the good does not undergo a change 
in tariff classification for either of two particular reasons, and provided the good meets the 
regional value content criteria as outlined in Article 402. 
7  The Hamionized Cotrunodity Description and Coding System (HS) was developed and is 
maintained by the World Customs Organization, an independent intergovernmental 
organization with over 150 member countries based in Brussels, Belgium. Over 170 
countries, representing about 98% of world trade, use the HS as a basis for trade 
negotiations, collecting international trade statistics, quota controls, rules of origin, and - 
statistical and economic research and analysis. 
8  We will use the notation CC to denote a change at the chapter level, CH to indicate a 
change in heading; CS to represent a change in sub-heading and CI to designate a change in 
tariff classification at the item level. 
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Each country is allowed to add additional digits to make their tariff 
classifications more specific. In Canada, an additional two digits are used for 
exports and an additional four digits for imports while the United States uses a 10- 
digit system for imports and exports. 

Most of the specific ROO require a certain HS classification change from 
the non-originating materials to the finished good. The CTC must result from 
processing in one or more of the NAFTA countries. For example, orange 
marmalade is classified under heading 20.07 while fresh oranges are 08.05. The 
specific NAFTA rule of origin for orange marmalade requires a chapter change. 
If fresh oranges from Brazil are transformed into orange marmalade in the United 
States, the orange marmalade is an originating good since a change from chapter 
08 to chapter 20 has occurred. 

Often the CTC has an additional requirement that must be met for a good 
to qualify for NAFTA status. Usually this additional requirement tests the good's 
regional value content or adds a technical requirement. RVC rules are used 
extensively for automotive goods and chemicals, but are quite limited in other 
product areas. 9  If a rule requires a CTC and a RVC test, the good must meet both 
of these requirements to qualify as an originating good. 

Moreover, in some preferential trade agreements, a choice of origin test 
is offered for some tariff items. In NAFTA and other agreements based on 
NAFTA, one test is commonly based on a CTC rule alone, while a second test, for 
the same tariff items, may involve a CTC rule at a lower level together with a 
technical test and/or RVC requirement. About 34 per cent of all tariff line items at 
the 6-digit level in NAFTA specify a RVC requirement as part of the first or 
second test. 

According to the WTO (2002) survey of ROO, the average threshold on 
domestic content or RVC varies from 40-60% using any method of calculation. 
The NAFTA RVC threshold is 60% if calculated by the transaction value method 
or 50% if calculated by the net cost method. 1°  

NAFTA introduced a highly disaggregated system of ROO with specific 
rules at the product level (generally using a HS 6 level of disaggregation). Those 
specific rules were adopted to close loopholes that might allow third country-
producers to benefit from NAFTA status by performing assembly, processing or 
minimal production operations in the territory of one of the parties (Carrére and de 
Melo (2004)). 

9 RVC may be calculated using one of two methods: transaction value or net cost. Usually, 
the exporter or producer can choose between either method. However, there are a number 
of situations where the exporter or producer cannot use the transaction value method. The 
producer can also revert to the net cost method if using the transaction value method is 
unfavourable 
io The net cost method calculates RVC as a percentage of the net cost to produce the good 
while the transaction value method calculates the value of the non-originating materials as a 
percentage of the GATT transaction value of the good. Because the transaction value 
method permits the producer to count all of its costs and profit as originating, the required 
percentage of RVC under this method is higher than under the net cost method. 
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NAFTA Certificate of Origin and Verification 
The three NAFTA members adopted a uniform certificate of origin to 

certify that goods imported into NAFTA territories qualify for the preferential 
tariff treatment accorded by NAFTA. NAFTA relies on the process of self-
certification where the certificate of origin must be completed and signed by the 
producer or exporter of the goods. When the exporter is not the producer, the 
exporter can  complete the certificate on the basis of Icnowledge that the good 
originates, reasonable reliance on the producees written representation that the 
good originates, or a completed and signed certificate of origin for the good 
voluntarily provided to the exporter by the producer. 

Only importers who possess a valid certificate of origin can claim 
preferential tari ff  treatment. A certificate of origin can cover a single importation 
of goods or multiple importations of identical goods. Certificates that cover 
multiple shipments are called blanket certificates, and can apply to goods 
imported within any 12-month period specified on the certificate. 

The certificate of origin is only one of the several documents required by 
importers of goods seeking preferential tariff treatment under NAFTA. Importers 
must maintain records pertaining to the importation for at least five years, or any 
longer period that may be specified by their country. Exporters or producers that 
provide a certificate of origin must maintain records pertaining to the exportation 
for five years. 

Under NAFTA, the importing country's customs administration can 
conduct verifications with the exporter or producer to confirm whether goods 
qualify as originating as certified by the certificate of origin. Verifications are 
principally conducted by written questionnaires and verification visits. Additional 
verification can be done by telephone, facsimile, and information from the 
supplier as well as on-site audits. Since imports claiming NAFTA status can be 
subject to post-entry audits while imports from NAFTA members using the most 
favoured nation (MFN) tariff are not subject to this process, there is a tendency for 
importers to take more care in meeting NAFTA requirements» Therefore, we 
would expect to observe higher NAFTA compliance rates. However, discussions 
with importers/exporters revealed that some might use MFN status rather than 
NAFTA in order to avoid the possibility of post-entry verification, and in 
particular verification visits. Therefore, the higher costs associated with the use of 
NAFTA and the greater the possibility of post-entry audit, the lower NAFfA 
utilization rates. 

Are NAFTA ROO Costly? 
ROO impose administrative and compliance costs on parties involved in 

international transactions. Administrative costs refer to the costs incurred by 
governments in implementing, administering, and monitoring the system of ROO 
while compliance costs refer to the financial costs incurred by impo rters, exporters 
or producers to meet the ROC)  requirements to qualify for preferential treatment. 

Compliance costs can  be thought of as the cost of "paperwork" or "red 
tape" associated with filling out forms in order to satisfy Customs requirements 

I I  Officials from Canadian Border Services pointed this out to the authors. 
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Ci = 13i ± ai (1) 

and the cost to business associated with detennining, meeting and proving origin 
(Australia Productivity Commission, 2004a). This could also include the office 
systems and computer programs for meeting and proving origin and the cost of 
maintaining records. These compliance costs are distinct from the economic costs 
associated with ROO such as the costs associated with changing production 
methods or input mixes and changing input sourcing to meet origin requirements. 
The economic effects of NAFTA ROO are examined in section 6. 

Earlier estimates of the compliance and administrative costs associated 
with ROO were often based on pre-computer technology procedures and may 
overestimate current NAFTA transaction costs. Koskinen (1983) estimated the 
compliance costs for Finnish exporters under the European Community (EC) — 
EFTA  FIA  at 1.4 to 5.7 % of the value of export transactions. Herin (1986) 
estimated the compliance cost to meet the ROO within EFTA at 3 to 5 % of the 
price of the good. Those estimates are based on a paper intensive system. Holmes 
and Shepard (1983) found the average export transaction from EFTA to the EC 
required 35 documents and 360 copies. 

In the NAFTA case, the empirical evidence on the administrative and 
compliance costs is very limited. Krueger (1997) reported, "Canadian producers 
have on occasion chosen to pay the relevant duties rather than incur the cost of 
proving origin". Recent discussions with Canadian exporters and ùnporters 
revealed that for small shipments and exporters with limited knowledge of 
NAFTA and small-sized finns are likely to pay MFN duties rather than incur the 
additional expense of meeting the NAFTA requirements. In addition, firms who 
could not get sufficient numbers of certificates of origin from their suppliers chose 
MFN and paid duty rather than claiming NAFTA status. 

Two recent studies, Cadot et. al. (2002) and Carrère and de Melo (2004), 
employ an indirect approach similar to  Hem in (1986) to estimate the compliance 
cost of NAFTA rule. Both of these studies utilize a revealed preference approach 
and both studies provide only an approximation of the compliance cost of NAFTA 
ROO for imports into the United States from Mexico. 

The authors assume that the compliance cost to import the ith  good, Ci, iS: 

where 3, is the NAFTA compliance component and a, is the non-R00 costs. i2  

If  NAFTA utilization rates U;  are 100% for the ith  good, then the NAFTA 
tariff preference is revealed larger than the compliance costs and the preference 
margin can be used as an upper bound for the compliance costs. For items with U, 
= 0%, the preference margin is revealed smaller that the cost of the compliance 
costs and provides a lower-bound estimate. 

Where NAFTA utilization rates are 0 <  U,  < 100%, Cadot et. al. (2002) 
and Carrère and de Melo (2004) assumed the firms were revealed indifferent 

12  Cadot et. al. (2002) and Carrère and de Melo (2004) use the terminology administrative 
and distortionary cost as components of trade compliance cost We follow the Australian 
Productivity Commission (2004a, b) use of terminology. 
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between shipping under NAFTA or MFN. This would imply that the expected 
cost of using NAFTA and the MFN are the same. Therefore, given revealed 
indifference between the MFN rate and cost of using NAFTA, the authors use the 
MFN rate or the difference between the MFN and NAFTA rate as a proxy for the 
costs associated with the use of NAFTA." This provides an estimate of the 
average NAFTA compliance costs. 

The authors assumed that NAFTA compliance component is negligible 
when U, is close to 100% and NAFTA ROO is not restrictive, r, < 2. The tariff 
preference when U, is close to 100% and r, < 2 would provide an estimate of the 
non-R00 administrative costs, a,. 

Employing this revealed preference approach, Cadot et. al. (2002) 
calculated the cost of compliance and other NAFTA related administrative 
procedures for imports in 2000 from Mexico into the United States at 5.06% of 
the value of Mexican exports. When non-R00 administrative costs, estimated at 
3.12%, are subtracted from the preceding estimates, the authors find that the 
compliance costs of NAFTA ROO to the private sector for exports from Mexico 
into the United States at 1.94% of value of Mexican exports. 

Carrère and de Melo (2004), using 2001 data on Nlexican exports to the 
United States, arrives at an average compliance cost estimate of 1.72% of the 
value of exports based on a total estimated cost of 6.16%. 14  

Following Cadot et. al. (2002) and Carrère and de Melo (2004) we 
employ this non-parametric indirect approach based on revealed preferences to 
approximate the upper bounds on the compliance cost of NAFTA ROO using HS 
6 digit data on imports into the United States from Canada for 2003. 

Where NAFTA utilization rates are 0 <  U.  < 100%, we find the trade 
compliance costs to be 5.37% of the price for Canadian goods imported into the 
United States. Examining cases where 95% < U, <100%% and r < 2 we find the 
non-R00 costs associated with importation to be approximately 4.32%." 
Subtracting the non-R00 costs from the trade compliance costs provides an 
estimate of 1.05% for the NAFTA ROO compliance costs. This is significantly 
lower than estimates from the Mexican  data and might be due to the wider use of 
information and communication technologies, the greater maturity of Canadian 
and American firms, and the Canada — U.S. FTA experience by firms engaged in 
trade on the northern border compared to their Nlexican counterparts. 

It should be noted that these estimates need to be viewed vb ith caution 
since they provide only an upper-bound proxy for the compliance cost of ROO. 
The question remains how much this upper bound might deviate from the true cost 
of NAFTA ROO or a statistically unbiased estimate. 

13  This applies to individual importers v% here the NAFTA tariff rate is zero. For 2002 data, 
almost 100% of NAFTA rates were duty free. 
14  Carrère and de Melo (2004) follow Cadot et. al. (2002) using the term "administrative 
costs" to the firm to refer to compliance costs. 
15  There are 68 observations meeting the requirement that 95% < u < 100 and r < 2. We 
eliminate one observation since this outlier has an abnormally high effective tariff rate and 
is not representative of the trade cost within this group. With all 68 observations the 
compliance costs are estimated at .83% of the price of U.S. imports from Canada. 
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Table 1: Non-Parametric NAFTA Compliance Cost Estimates  
Study 	 Imports to U.S 	NAFTA ROO 

from 	 compliance cost  
Cadot et. al.(2002) 	 Mexico 	 1.94  
Carrère and de Melo (2004) 	Mexico 	 1.72  
This study 	 Canada 	 1.05 

Are NAFTA ROO Too Restrictive? 
As an integral component of a free trade agreement, ROO are intended to 

ensure that the benefits from an FTA accrue to its members. However, a 
particular ROO system can be liberal, promoting the flow of intra-bloc trade, or 
restrictive, 16  acting as a non-tariff barrier to trade within the preferential trade 
region. 

Estevadeordal (2000) developed a categorical index on the restrictiveness 
of a given type of ROO ranging from 1 (least restrictive) to 7 (most restrictive). 
The index is based on two assumptions: 

1. a required CTC at the level of chapter is more restrictive than a CTC at 
the level of heading, and a CTC at the level of heading is more restrictive 
than a CTC at the level of sub-heading, and so on; and 

2. regional value content and technical requirement criteria attached to a 
given change in tariff classification add to the level of restrictiveness of 
the specific ROO. 

Estevadeordal (2000) constructed the categorical variable, r, assigning to each 
HS 8-digit category an ordered numerical value according to the observation rules 
in Table 1. 17  

Table 2: ROO Restrictiveness Index Criteria 

r = 1 	 If a change at the item level is required 

r= 2 	 If a change at the subheading level is required 

r=  3 	
If a change at the subheading level plus an additional 
requirement is specified  

r = 4 	 If a change at the heading level is required 

If a change at the heading level plus an additional requirement is 
r = 5 specified  

r = 6 	 If a change at the chapter level is required 

If a change at the chapter level plus an additional requirement is 
r = 7 specified 

'6 R00  can be restrictive in terms of the difficulty to meet the ROO criteria or restrictive in 
their effects on trade or utilization of the preferential trade agreement. 
17  This table is a simplification of the table found in Estevadeordal and Suominen (2004b). 
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The index can be aggregated to the chapter, section or agreement level. 
Examining NAFTA exports from Canada to the United States, approximately 45% 
of all tariff lines (HS 8 digit) required a change in classification at the chapter 
level or more. Correspondingly, the majority of all tariff lines (51%) were 
represented by an index of 5 or higher while 11.4% of all tariff lines have an index 
of 3 or less (see Figure 1). 18  Almost 75% of all NAFTA tariff lines applied to 
Canadian exports to the United States required a change in tariff classification at 
the heading level (1=4) or at the chapter level (r=6). 

Figure 1: NAFTA ROO Restrictiveness Index 
and Tariff Lines for Canadian Exports to the U.S. (2003) 

3 	4 

ROO Index 

Source: usr-rc data for 2003 and Este‘adeordal (2000) index. 

Estevadeordal (2000) found that compared to other FTAs, NAFTA ROO 
are very restrictive with an average restrictiveness index of 5.1 compared to the 
pan-European ROO rated at 4.5, the EFTA-Mexico" ROO rated at 4.2 and the 
non-preferential ROO average at 3.9. NAFTA ROO are stringent due to the 
predominant use of the change in chapter criterion. 

The Australian Productivity Commission (2004a, b) extended the ROO 
restrictiveness index to include 11 restrictiveness categories and normalized the 
index to a scale from 0 to 1 (see Figure 2). Since this methodology features a 
weighted sum over the 11 categories, it is particularly well suited for inter-
preferential trade agreement (PTA) comparisons of ROO restrictiveness. 

Compared to the ROO restrictiveness level associated with other 
preferential trade agreements (PTA), NAFTA ROO are the most restrictive in the 
sample of 18 PTAs. In addition, a comparison of the restrictiveness of NAFTA 

19  We have updated the Estevadeordal index at the 6-digit level to incorporate the changes 
made to NAFTA ROO up until January 2003. 
19  European Free Trade Association (EFTA) is comprised of Iceland, Liechtenstein, 
Norway and Switzerland. 
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ROO to the four other U.S. FTAs (U.S.- Israel, U.S.-Singapore, U.S.-Jordan and 
U.S.–Chile) indicates that NAFTA ROO are the most restrictive. 

Why are NAFTA ROO so restrictive? ROO can be used as a means of 
industrial policy; it is this factor that often leads to differences in restrictiveness 
between sectors and specific ROO for selected products. In this regard, ROO 
raises a larger question about the possible role of industrial policy, with the trade-
off being between less strict ROO and hence more intra-NAFTA trade versus 
stricter ROO that potentially protects domestic sectors. Restrictive ROO can be 
viewed as a new form of hidden protectionism acting as a substitute for inter-FTA 
tariff barriers that were eliminated and as tool of industrial policy.20  This appears 
to be the core of the problem with respect to restrictive ROO where some free 
trade agreements have in effect negotiated industrial policy into their free trade 
agreements by using more restrictive ROO in specific sectors and for specific 
products as substitutes for tariffs. 

In many agreements, special treatment or more restrictive ROO are found 
in sensitive sectors such as textiles and clothing, the automotive sector, agriculture 
and some electronics industries. A sectoral examination of NAFTA ROO by 
Estevadeordal and Miller (2002) documents "missed preferences"—i.e., 
utilization rates below 100 percent—between the United States and Canada, 
which they attribute to the tightening of the ROO under NAFTA in 1994. 
Estevadeordal and Miller demonstrated that agriculture, textiles and apparel, 
transportation equipment and automobiles sectors implemented stricter ROO with 
NAFTA compared to the FTA. 

Figure 2: Restrictiveness index for Preferential ROO 
0 (least restrictive) to 1 (most restrictive) 
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Source Australian Productivity Commission (20114a, b) 

For the automobile sector, NAFTA introduced stricter ROO compared to 
earlier trade agreements. While under the Auto Pact and the former Canada-U.S. 
FTA, duty-free trade between participants was contingent on a 50% Canadian or 

20  See Estevadeordal, Antoni and Kati Suominen (2004a). 
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U.S. content; the threshold increased to 56% on January 1, 1998 and to 62.5% on 
January 1, 2002 for passenger cars, light trucks, small buses (transport of 15 or 
fewer persons), their engines and transmissions. The corresponding level for 
heavy-duty vehicles, large buses and all other parts is 60% since January 1, 2002. 
Companies operating in Canada are required to meet these increased regional 
value content levels plus in most cases in the automobile sector a change in tariff 
classification at the heading level in order to export to Mexico and the United 
States at the N AFTA rates. 

For textiles and apparel, the origin criterion requires that most of the 
production occurs in North America. The production of most textile and apparel 
goods is a four-step process: 

• Fibres, hair, wool and other raw materials are gathered or harvested. 
• Fibres are spun to make a yam. 
• The yam is woven into a fabric. 
• The fabric is cut and sewn (or assembled) into a garrnent. 
The basic origin rules for textile and apparel are "yarn forward" and "fiber 

forward". This means that the yarn or fiber, whichever applies, used to form the 
fabric must originate in a NAFTA country. Put differently, apparel products 
imported into the United States must satisfy a "triple transformation" rule 
requiring domestic content of each one of three transformations stages: fiber to 
yarn, yam to fabric, and fabric to gannent. 21  

According to the WTO (2002), the NAFTA ROO might have increased trade 
diversion in favour of NAFTA partners, notably in the clothing sector (the yam 
forward rule) and the motor vehicle component sector. They may have also 
penalized Canadian clothing manufacturers using inputs from MFN sources and 
contributed to the lack of international competitiveness of the North American 
textiles and clothing industries. 

An alternative way of examining the coverage of the ROO index is to 
examine the relationship between the index and the share of imports as shown in 
Figure 3. In 2003, 67.7% of U.S. imports from Canada under NAFTA were 
covered by a restrictiveness index of 5 or more. In addition, 25% of U.S. imports 
from Canada under NAFTA required a change at the chapter 'eve' I 6) or 
higher. This compares with only 57.9% of Canadian NAFTA imports from the 
United States being covered by an index of 5 or more, while about 19% of 
NAFTA imports into Canada from the U.S. required a change of tariff 
classification at the chapter level (r=6 or 7) or higher. 

This suggests that even though Canada and the United States face the 
same set of NAFTA ROO, the composition of trade results in imports into the 
United States from Canada experiencing more stringent NAFTA ROO than 
imports into Canada from the United States. 

21  Cadet et. al. (2002) -Assessing the Effects of NAFTA Rules of Origin" 
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Figure 3: NAFTA's ROO Restrictiveness Index and 
Share of NAFTA Exports 

Percent 
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Restrictive and costly NAFTA ROO creates an incentive to use the MFN 
tariff rates rather than NAFTA in order to avoid the ROO compliance costs 
associated with the latter. As such, restrictive ROO result in reducing the NAFTA 
utilization rates and reducing the benefits resulting from the free trade agreement. 

When importers of NAFTA goods into the United States have the choice 
of paying a higher MFN tariff or using the lower NAFTA rate (positive tariff 
preferences) but incur the costs of the NAFTA ROO, the importers will have a 
preference to choose the least-cost method of importation. Without any additional 
transaction costs, when NAFTA and MFN rates are the same (i.e. no positive tariff 
preference), importers will choose to use the MFN rate since it does not involve 
the NAFTA ROO related costs and avoids the possibility of origin verification. 22 

 Hence, all else remaining equal, as MFN rates fall due to multilateral trade 
liberalization, we should observe fewer importers using NAFTA and more using 
MFN on bilateral trade between Canada and the United States. 

It is interesting to note that there appears to be a common misconception 
among the public that most intra-North American trade occurs using NAFTA. In 
2002, 54% of total U.S. imports from Canada entered under the NAFTA regime 
and 45% entered at MFN rates. 23  Similarly, approximately 50% of imports to 
Canada from the United States entered under NAFTA while 62% of imports into 

22 By choosing MFN, however, the importer must incur the Merchandise Processing Fee. 
23  WTO (2004) indicates the remaining 1% fell under a variety of programs such as civil 
aviation and pharmaceuticals 
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the United States from Mexico used the NAFTA regime and 37% at MFN rates 
for 2002. The intra-North America trade outside of the NAFTA regime may 
reflect exporters taking advantage of the prevailing zero or low MFN rates since 
the NAFTA margin of preference is not sufficiently attractive to offset the cost of 
complying with ROO requirements. 

Are There Sectional Differences in NAFTA Utilization? 
Examining NAFTA utilization rates by sector for Canadian exports into 

the United States reveals large inter-sectional differences (see Table 3). Canada 
has high utilization rates for fats and oils (98%), textiles and apparels (95%), 
plastics (94%) and transportation equipment (85%). However, Canadian 
exporters have extremely low NAFTA utilization rates for jewellery (14%), wood 
products (17%), pulp and paper (19%), arms and ammunitions (22%) and 
chemicals (26%). 

These sectional differences may be a reflection of the restrictiveness 
associated with the specific ROO, the inter-sectional differences in the NIFN tariff 
rates versus the NAFTA rate, the difference in the ability to qualify for NAFTA 
status and/or the degree of trade friction found within the sector. Carrère and de 
Melo (2004), using an econometric approach, find for Mexican exports into the 
United States that the NAFTA utilization rates are positively influenced by the 
tariff preference margins. Moreover, Carrère and de Melo find that additional 
teclinical requirements, regional value content and the change in tariff 
classification at the chapter level are an impediment to NAFTA utilization. 

In a later section of this paper, we report the findings of our econometric 
work, which takes advantage of section, chapter and sub-heading trade data. Our 
results based on U.S. imports from Canada data confirm the Carrère and de Melo 
(2004) findings, which focused on U.S. imports from Mexico. 

Are There Differences in Canadian and U.S. NAFTA Utilization? 
Do Canada and the United States differ in their pattern' of use of 

NAFTA? Importers into the United States should have a greater tendency to use 
NAFTA compared to importers into Canada due to a fee that is charged on 
imports into the United States using MFN/NTR24  that is not charged When using 
NAFTA. The merchandise processing fee (MPF) is a fee collected by the U.S. 
Bureau of Customs and Border Protection on most goods imported into the United 
States that do not qualify for any special programs such as NAFTA. This non-
refundable fee charged by U.S. Customs for administrative expenses for 
processing an imported shipment requiring formal entry is accessed at 0.21% of 
the value subject to a $25.00 minimum and a $485.00 maximum. Ilowever, 
shipments valued at less th an $2,000.00 are assessed a $2.00 fee. There is no 
comparable fee for imports into Canada. 

24  The United States adopted the term Normal Trade Relations (NTR) status replacing Most 
Favoured-Nation (N1FN) status in 1998. We use the term MFWNTR. 
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Table 3: NAFTA Utilization Rates and Restrictiveness Index 
Imports from Canada into the U.S.  

NAFTA 	Estevadeordal 
Utilization 	Restrictiveness 
Rate' 	Index2  

1.Live Animals, Animal Products 	33 	 6.0  
2. Vegetable Products 	 72 	 6.0  
3. Fats and Oils 	 98 	 5.9  
4. Prepared Food, Beverages, Tobacco 	64 	 5.7  
5. Mineral Products 	 45 	 5.6  
6. Chemicals 	 26 	 3.1  
7. Plastics 	 93 	 4.8  
8. Leather Goods 	 57 	 5.6  
9. Wood Products 	 19 	 4.1  
10.Pulp and Paper 	 26 	 5.4  
11.Textiles and Apparel 	 94 	 6.0  
12.Footwear, Headgear, etc 	 72 	 4.8  
13.Article of Stone, Plastic, Glass, etc 	58 	 5.1  
14.Jewellery 	 14 	 5.3  
15.Base Metals 	 62 	 4.8  
16.Machinery, Electrical Equipment 	41 	 3.8  
17. Vehicles,Transport Equipment, etc 	85 	 4.2  
18.Optical, Photographic, etc 	40 	 4.3  
19.Arms & Ammunition 	 22 	 5.4  
20 Miscellaneous 	 15 	 5.8  
Average 	 52 	 5.1  
1  Authors' calculations based on 2003 USITC data. 
2  Estevadeordal (2000) and updates on the restrictiveness index. 

Discussions with large Canadian exporters of goods into the United 
States indicate that the MPF is one factor taken into consideration when deciding 
between using NAFTA preferences and MFN rates. It is viewed as a major irritant 
to Canadian shippers but makes using NAFTA status marginally more appealing. 

A preliminary comparison between Canadian and U.S. NAFTA 
utilization rates for bilateral trade (see Table 4) reveals that, based on the sections 
average, imports from the United States into Canada use NAFTA preferences 
about 48% of the time compared to 52% for imports from Canada into the United 
States. More striking are the large inter-country differences for NAFTA utilization 
rates between Canada and the United States at the section level. Out of the twenty 
sections compared, six sections reflect an inter-country difference in NAFTA 
utilization rates of less than 10 percentage points, six sections with an inter-
country difference between 10 and 20 points and eight sections with an inter-
country difference in NAFTA utilization rates of greater than 20. 

To date, these large inter-country differences within sections have not 
been explained. We speculate that inter-coun try differences in MFN rates, trade 
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patterns within sections, and trade policy di fferences may be partly responsible for 
these differences. 

Using overall NAFTA utilization25  rates reveals that 57% of all imports 
into the United States from Canada used NAFTA status while only 44% of all 
imports into Canada from the United States used NAFTA. Given the relative size 
of the Canadian market, Canadian producers and manufacturers tend to be more 
export orientated with a particular focus on the United States. More importantly, 
a small number of large firms account for a major share of Canada's exports to the 
United States. According to Sulzenko (2003), in 2001 the top five exporters 
accounted for almost half, and the largest 2,000 firms accounted for over 
80 percent of Canada's exports to the United States. With the paramount 
importance of the United States as Canada's principal export market and the 
concentration of firms who export to the U.S. market, Canadian producers and 
exporters tend to be more focused on meeting NAFTA ROO requirements in 
production and manufacturing and, as a matter of course, provide the necessary 
certificates of origin to U.S. importers. This is reflected in the higher NAFTA 
utilization rates. 

Has the Pattern of NAFTA and MFN Imports Changed? 
The growth in U.S. imports from Canada tmder both the NAFTA26  and 

MFN programs during the period 1990-2003 is illustrated in Figure 4. This period 
was witness to considerable trade liberalization, including the implementation of 
the Canada-U.S. FTA, NAFTA, and the general downward drift of MFN tariffs as 
a result of multilateral initiatives. However, there are two distinct sub-periods over 
this 14-year span. The period from 1990 to 1999 witnessed spectacular grovîth in 
U.S. imports from Canada under NAFTA; rising over 300% from $29 billion to 
$127 billion (constant 2000 U.S. dollars). NAFTA imports from Canada to the 
United States levelled off and remained relatively stable at $180 billion (constant 
2000 U.S. dollars) over the period 2000 to 2003. MFN imports also increased but 
at a somewhat slower pace tuitil 1997 at which time they grew more quickly than 
NAFTA imports until 2000. By 2000, however, MFN imports into the United 
States from Canada levelled off. Since the mid-1990s most U.S. imports from 
Canada has taken place under NAFTA. But by 2003, the difference between 
NAFTA and MFN imports amounted to only some US$ 14 billion on total imports 
of some US$ 226 billion. 

25  The NAFTA utilization rate base on the average of section rates, the most common rate 
reported, provides a biased estimate of the actual NAFTA utilization rate when compared 
to the overall NAFTA utilization rate based on HS 6 data. The former is calculated as the 
average of the 20 or 21 sections utilization rates while the overall NAFTA utilization, for 
example for imports into Canada from the United States, is calculated as the total value of 
imports using NAFTA status from the United States divided by total value of imports into 
Canada from the United States. The overall utilization rate can be viewed as a trade 
weighted measure of utilization. 

26 In this section, we will use `NAFTA' when referring to either the NAFTA or its 
predecessor, the Canada-U.S. FTA. 
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Table 4: NAFTA Utilization Rates by Sectors for 
Canada — United States Trade, 2003  

U.S. 	Canadian 	Inter- 
Imports 	Imports 	Country 
from 	from U.S.2 	Difference 
Canada'  

1.Live Animals, Animal Products 	33 	50 	-16  
2. Vegetable Products 	 72 	21 	 51  
3. Fats and Oils 	 98 	93 	 5  
4. Prepared 	Food, 	Beverages, 
Tobacco 	 64 	81 	 -16  
5. Mineral Products 	 45 	24 	21  
6. Chemicals 	 26 	53 	 -27  
7. Plastics 	 93 	82 	 11  
8. Leather Goods 	 57 	37 	21  
9. Wood Products 	 19 	30 	-11  
10.Pulp and Paper 	 26 	28 	-2  
11. Textiles and Apparel 	94 	84 	 10  
12.Footwear, Headgear, etc 	72 	71 	 0  
13.Article of Stone, Plastic, Glass, 
etc 	 58 	43 	 15  
14.Jewellery 	 14 	17 	 -3  
15. Base Metals 	 62 	49 	 14  
16. Machinery, 	Electrical 
Equipment 	 41 	 23 	 18  
17. Vehicles,Transport F,quipment, 
etc 	 85 	55 	 30  
18.Optical, Photographic, etc 	40 	16 	25  
19.Arms & Ammunition 	22 	52 	 -29  
20 Miscellaneous 	 15 	55 	 -40  

Average utilization rate based on 
sections 	 52 	48 	 6  
Overall utilization rate: 3  aggregate 	57 	44 	 13  
I  Authors' calculations based on 2003 USITC data 
2  Authors' calculations based on 2003 Statistics Canada data 
3  Overall utilization rate does not include section 21 
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Figure 4: U.S. Imports from Canada By NAFTA and MFN 
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Disaggregating NAFTA imports into dutiable and duty-free imports, we 
observe that the spectacular rise in NAFTA imports till 1997 was due to the 
growth in the duty-free component (see Figure 5). Although the NAFTA duty-
free component was initially the smaller of the two components, the duty-free 
component has risen quickly so that by 1997 NAFTA imports were almost 
exclusively duty-free. This pattern of NAFTA duty-free imports is a reflection of 
the phase-in of FTA and NAFTA tariff reductions between Canada and the United 
States. 

Figure 5: U.S. NAFTA Imports from Canada 
(Dutiable and Duty Free) 
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Source: Authors' calculations based on USITC data in 2000 US constant dollars 
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An alternative way to examine the growth in the use of NAFTA is to 
focus on utilization rates. The grovvth in the use of NAFTA by Canadian exporters 
to the United States during the first half of the 1990s was outstanding; utilization 
rates moved from less than 25% in 1989 to approximately 68% in 1998 (see 
Figure 6). For the period 1998 to 2003, approximately 54% of all imports into the 
United States from Canada used NAFTA status. 

Figure 6: NAFTA Utilization' 1989-2003 
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1 NAFTA utilization based on subheading data excluding section 21. 
Source: Authors' calculations based on Statistics Canada and USITC data 

What comes as a surprise is the peak in the NAFTA utilization rate by 
U.S. importers in 1998 and the subsequent decline in the late 1990s. In 1997, 
NAFTA utilization by U.S. importers was 56%, jumping to 68% in 1998 but 
declining to 62% in 1999 - averaging around 57% in the post-1998 period. 

Comparing Figures 4, 5 and 6 provides a revealing story. The year 1997 
witnessed the start of the accelerated growth in imports under MFN duty-free 
while U.S. imports from Canada under NAFTA peaked in 1997 and declined 
slightly in dollar value. Taken together, this resulted in a decline in the NAFTA 
utilization rate. Given the choice between NAFTA duty free and MFN duty free, 
importers will choose the latter since it costs less to import despite the additional 
cost of the Merchandise Processing Fee. 

The pattern of NAFTA utilization for Canadian imports from the United 
States reveals a slightly different pattem.27  The grovvth in the use of NAFTA was 
considerably less pronounced for imports into Canada from the United States 
moving from a 40% utilization rate in 1992 and peaking at a 48% utilization rate 

27  We use 1992 to 2003 data only for Canadian imports from the United States provided by 
Statistics Canada. 
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Figure 7: NAFTA Utilization Rates of U.S. Irrports from Canada 
(Sirri14e Averages of Sections) 
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in 1997. Post-1997 shows a declining utilization rate to the 44% range in 2001 to 
2003. From 1992 to 2003, NAFTA utilization rates for imports into Canada from 
the United States remained in the 40 to 50% range. 

Comparing NAFTA utilization on Canada—U.S. bilateral trade shows that 
U.S. imports from Canada had a significantly higher NAFTA utilization rate than 
Canadian imports from the United States. During the period 1997 to 2003, 56% 
of U.S. imports from Canada used NAFTA status while only 44% of Canadian 
imports from the United States used NAFTA. NAFTA utilization rates peaked in 
1997 on Canada-U.S. bilateral trade and have subsequently declined since then. 
Overall, Canadian importers of U.S. goods use NAFTA about ten percentage 
points less than U.S. importers of Canada goods. 

Do MFN Rates Influence NAFTA Utilization? 
The level of NAFTA utilization has changed over the 1989-2003 time 

period as tariff rates under both NAFTA and the MFN have fallen. The average 
overall NAFTA utilization rate rose steadily between 1989 and 1997, declined 
thereafter until 2000, and has been relatively stable since then. This was 
illustrated earlier in Figure 6. 

In order to gain additional insight into the behaviour of NAFTA imports, 
we segment the NAFTA import data into situations where tariffs are positive or 
zero. In particular, we calculate NAFTA utilization rates through time for five 
cases: 

• Overall NAFTA utilization (U) 
• MFN tariffs rates are positive (U when MFN>0) 
• MFN tariffs rates are zero (U when MFN4) 
• NAFTA tariff rates are positive (U when NAFTA>0) 
• NAFTA tariffs rates are zero (U when NAFTA) 
These NAFTA utilization rates are shown in Figure 7. Several strilcing 

features become apparent. First, NAFTA utilization is very high at around 80% 
when the MFN tariff is positive. Firms attempting to minimize costs will weight 

1989 1990 1991 WM 1993 NW 1995 W% WW  1998 1999 WW xe  2002  

U 	U_AFN+ ■ • U NFN=0 U_NPFTAF U NPFTA=0 

Source: Based on USITC data. 
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the cost of NAFTA ROO against the cost of the MFN tariff. The higher the 1VIFN 
tariff, the more likely firms will use NAFTA. Second, NAFTA utilization rates 
have been relatively stable but low when the MFN tariff was zero. In this case, 
NAFTA utilization has been around 15% since the mid 1990s. When both the 
MFN tariff and NAFTA tariff rate are zero, it costs less to use MFN than NAFTA. 
Hence firms will import MFN duty free rather than NAFTA duty free since the 
former does not involve the additional costs associated with NAFTA ROO. Third, 
FIA  utilization for those commodities that had not yet become NAFTA duty free 
pltunmeted around 1998. NAFTA utilization fell where NAFTA duty was 
positive since the number of dutiable NAFTA goods fell rapidly as a result of the 
fmal phase in NAFTA duty-free status for Canada—U.S. bilateral trade. Finally, 
the overall NAFTA utilization rate increased through 1990s peaking during the 
late 1990s. Since then, NAFTA utilization has fallen to the 50% range where 
about half of all goods imported into the United States from Canada use NAFTA. 

A Disaggregate Look At NAFTA Utilization 
We examine the frequency of subheadings and its relationship to NAFTA 

utilization rates over the 1989-2003 period for U.S. imports from Canada. Our 
results are illustrated in Figure 8a. 

Comparing the two extremes through time, we observe that zero or low 
NAFTA utilization has increased since 1998 while high or 100% NAFTA 
utilization has fallen since 1998. Moreover, there has been a "hollowing" out of 
the middle of NAFTA's utilization range over time (commodities in each of the 
10-20 to 80-90 utilization levels). This represents the distribution across 
subheadings of the declining in the use of NAFTA particularly from 1998 to 2002. 

The data for Canadian imports from the United States reveal a different 
story as shown on Figure 8b. NAFTA utilization rates for Canadian imports is 
clustered at the upper end while the remainder is distributed relatively uniformly 

Figure 8a: HS Subheadings and FTA-NAFTA Utilization 
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Source: Based on USITC data. 
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across the spectrum of utilization. Historically we observe utilization rates 
declining for those sectors with utilization rates greater than 50% while utilization 
rates are growing for sectors with less than 50% NAFTA utilization. 

We must note that the utilization rates vary among sections and through 
time. For U.S. imports from Canada, as illustrated in Table 5a, NAFTA 
utilization rates in some HS sections such as Fats and Oils remained high and 
stable throughout the time period while others sections such as Vegetables 
reflected continual growth. The most dramatic growth in NAFTA utilization has 
been in Transport Equipment, from 4.4% in 1989 to 91.7 in 1998 and 85.0% in 
2003. NAFTA utilization for Footwear was high until 1998 but has fallen back to 
its pre-FTA level. NAFTA utilization in several other HS sections fell right after 
1998 with the most dramatic decrease occurring in Arms and Anununition from a 
90% NAFTA utilization rate to 22 % between 1998 and 2003. The 33% NAFTA 
utilization rate recorded for Live Animals in 2003 marked the first time in ten 
years that its NAFTA utilization rate fell below 40% and might reflect the mad 
cow fall-out. 

Figure 8b: HS Subhead ngs and FTA-NAFTA Ulilization 
Canachan Irnputs from the United States 
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Source: Authors' calculations based on Statistics Canada data. 

In fact, in 9 out of the 21 sections for U.S. imports from Canada, NAFTA 
utilization rates fell more than 10 percentage points between 1998 to 2003 pulling 
down the overall 2003 utilization average. NAFTA utilization rates peaked in 

1998 for 13 of the 21 sections causing the average NAFTA utilization rate also to 

peak. The question remains; what caused this peak in NAFTA utilization rate and 

what caused the subsequent decline? 
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Table 5a: NAFTA Utilization By Section, 1989-2003 
U.S. Imports from Canada  

1989 	1992 	1995 	1998 	2003  
1 Live Anùnals, Animal Products 	35 	54 	49 	49 	33 
2 Vegetable Products 	 49 	65 	68 	71 	72 
3 Fats and Oils 	 86 	97 	96 	97 	98 
4 Prepared Food, Beverages, Tobacco 	58 	74 	70 	71 	64 
5 Mineral Products 	 47 	57 	54 	47 	45 
6 Chemicals 	 30 	44 	45 	43 	26 
7 Plastics 	 70 	84 	87 	93 	93 
8 Leather Goods 	 47 	42 	48 	52 	57 
9 Wood Products 	 4 	5 	17 	26 	19 
10 Pulp and Paper 	 6 	12 	17 	23 	26 
11 Textiles and Apparel 	 66 	89 	90 	96 	94 
12Footwear, Headgear, etc 	 76 	95 	97 	98 	72 
13 Article of Stone, Plastic, Glass, etc 	44 	57 	69 	81 	58 
14 Jewellery 	 1 	21 	40 	37 	14 
15 Base Metals 	 42 	59 	57 	69 	62 
16Machinery, Electrical Equipment 	23 	42 	53 	63 	41 
17 Vehicles,Transport Equipment, etc 	4 	11 	49 	92 	85 
18 Optical, Photographic, etc 	 22 	43 	57 	72 	40 
19 Arms & Ammunition 	 6 	48 	89 	90 	22 
20Miscellaneous 	 44 	66 	86 	93 	15  

Average of Sections' 	 38 	53 	62 	68 	52  

Overall Utilization 	 28 	34 	50 	68 	57  
1  Average of sections and overall utilization are calculated excluding section 21. 

Source: Authors' calculations with USITC data for various years 

The historical usage of NAFTA across HS sections for imports from the 
United States into Canada shows a different pattern as illustrated in Figure 511. In 
18 out of 20 sections for imports into Canada from the United States, NAFTA 
utilization rates fell from 1998 to 2003 with 12 sections falling more than 10 
percentage points. Transport equipment (section 17) posted the only increase in 
NAFTA utilization moving from 20% to 55% while Plastics (section 7) remained 
the same at 82%. The overall utilization rate for imports into Canada, calculated 
as the value of imports using NAFTA divided by the value of imports from the 
United States, has remained relatively constant over the last ten years while the 
utilization rate calculated as the average of sections shows a rising trend, peaking 
in 1998 and subsequently declining. 
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, 
Table 5b: NAFTA Utilization By Section, 1992-2002 	 , 
Canadian Imports from United States  

1992 	1995 	1998 	2002 	2003  
1 	Live Animals, Animal Products 	67 	66 	65 	49 	50 
2 	Vegetable Products 	 68 	70 	64 	26 	21 
3 	Fats and Oils 	 85 	92 	95 	93 	93 
4 	Prepared 	Food, 	Beverages, 

Tobacco 	 80 	84 	86 	83 	81 
5 	Mineral Products 	 20 	33 	34 	19 	24 
6 	Chemicals 	 65 	67 	65 	56 	53 
7 	Plastics 	 70 	81 	82 	82 	82 
8 	Leather Goods 	 63 	58 	58 	46 	37 
9 	Wood Products 	 31 	33 	37 	30 	30 
10 	Pulp and Paper 	 54 	60 	61 	43 	28 
11 	Textiles and Apparel 	 81 	87 	89 	87 	84 
12 	Footwear, Headgear, etc 	70 	78 	81 	74 	76 
13 	Article of Stone, Plastic, Glass, etc 60 	61 	56 	43 	43 
14 	Jewellery 	 20 	20 	41 	19 	17 
15 	Base Metals 	 64 	69 	67 	56 	49 
16 	Machinery, Electrical Equipment 	39 	44 	37 	25 	23 
17 	Vehicles,Transport Equipment, etc 18 	15 	20 	53 	55 
18 	Optical, Photographic, etc 	28 	28 	26 	20 	1  16 
19 Arms & Ammunition 	 22 	44 	62 	59 	: 52 
20 	Miscellaneous 	 71 	68 	67 	58 	

1 56  
Average of Sections' 	54 	58 	60 	51 	, 48 
Overall Utilization 	 41 	45 	44 	46 	' 44  

i Average of sections and overall utilization are calculated excluding section 21. 
Source: Authors' calculations based on Statistics Canada data for various years 

What Are the Economic Effects of NAFTA ROO? 
There are several drawbacks to the use of restrictive ROO as 'outlined in 

the research literature. The three most often cited adverse effects created by 
restrictive ROO are that they restrict trade, misdirect investment, and distort 
sourcing and production decisions.28  

First, with restrictive ROO and high transaction costs, there can be 
significant resource costs associated with the application of ROO. As noted 
earlier in this chapter, the private sector incurs compliance costs (broker fees, 
additional accounting costs, audit costs, etc.) to meet the origin requirements 
while the public sector incurs administrative costs (customs costs, audit costs, 
etc.). The costs associated with ROO would have the effect of raising consumer 

28  See Australian Productivity Commission (2004b), Krishna (2004), Krueger (1993, 1997, 
1999) and Estevadeordal and Suominen (2004a) for example. 
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prices, lowering producer returns and decreasing the volume of exports that 
otherwise would have occurred thereby directly reducing the net benefits accruing 
to NAFTA members. The more restrictive and costly the ROO, the greater the 
reduction in net benefits from a free trade agreement. In this case, restrictive 
ROO serve as a traditional barrier to trade, i.e.,  to protect domestic producers of 
final goods when the rules of origin are so administratively or technically difficult 
to comply that they serve as a non-tariff barrier to trade (LaNasa (1995)). 

Second, restrictive ROO may distort the location of production and 
investment decisions. Estevadeordal and Suominen (2004) identify two types of 
investment diversion that could occur as a result of restrictive ROO. First, there is 
the case where final goods producers from outside the FTA "jump" the ROO by 
locating plants within a FTA region in order to satisfy the ROO even if the FTA 
region was not the optimal location for investment Second, ROO can  result in 
investment diversion within the FTA area since outside producers could have an 
incentive to locate in the largest FTA market or the FTA member region with the 
lowest external tariffs such as the United States in the context of NAFTA. 

NAFTA ROO can create a bias toward investment in the United States 
since multinational firms seeking larger markets have the incentive to minimize 
the uncertainty and resource costs associated with ROO. The costs associated with 
ROO, border costs, additional transportation charges for goods targeted for the 
U.S. market and investors' desires to secure access to the U.S. market add a bias 
towards investing in the United States compared to Canada or Mexico. This may 
be a contributing factor explaining why Canada witnessed a decline in the share of 
North American  bound FDI. 

Third, restrictive ROO can create incentives for producers to use member 
country inputs to satisfy ROO requirements rather than third country inputs even 
though third country inputs may be available at lower cost. The incentive is to 
increase the amount of intermediate and final good manufacturing, processing and 
assembly done within NAFTA, when regional value content requirements are 
binding, at the expense of facilities in other countries that would otherwise have a 
comparative advantage. This distortion of the sourcing and purchasing decision 
causes policy-induced allocation inefficiency where firms and industries are 
producing goods at a higher cost even though less costly inputs are available 
(trade diversion). Krishna (2004) indicates that that this provides hidden 
protection to suppliers within an FTA. 

Estevadeordal and Suominen (2004), employing a 156-country gravity 
model, carried out the most extensive investigation to date regarding estimating 
the trade effects of ROO. The  authors find that regimes with restrictive ROO and 
with high degrees of sectoral selectivity disc,ourage aggregate trade flows. In 
addition, they find that at the sectoral level (in vehicles), restrictive ROO in final 
goods encourage trade in intermediate goods, and could thus engender trade 
diversion in inputs. 

What do the quantitative studies reveal about the economic costs of 
NAFTA ROO? Appiah (1999) incorporated the NAFTA ROO into a multi-sector 
general equilibrium model, modeling NAFTA ROO as an RVC requirement he 
found, in his intermediate case, the welfare costs of the NAFTA ROO to be 1.5 to 
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2.3% of GDP.29  The author finds that the more restrictive the ROO, the more the 
cost in terms of forgone GDP. With non-restrictive ROO, the cost of ROO to the 
Canadian  economy is 0.3 to 0.61% of GDP while restrictive ROO could cost the 
Canadian  economy 2.8% of GDP. In addition, Appiah (1999) found that welfare 
costs of the NAFTA ROO to the U.S. economy are approximately 0.47% to 
1.22% of U.S. GDP in the intermediate case. 

Cadot et. al. (2002) employed data on Mexican exports to the United 
States, exports to the rest of the world, NAFTA preferences, Estevadeordal's 
restTictiveness index, and dummy variables to estimate a model explaining the 
effects of NAFTA ROO on Mexican exports to the United States. The authors 
found that relaxing the NAFTA ROO would increase Mexican exports to the 
United States between 17.8% and 35%." In addition, relaxing the change in tariff 
classification at the chapter level would increase Mexican exports by 35.3%. This 
suggests that NAFTA ROO significantly reduce exports from member countries. 

Ghosh and Rao (2004), assessing the likely effects from a Canada—U.S. 
customs union in a dynamic multi-sector, multi-country general equilibrium 
model, find that eliminating the NAFTA ROO alone between Canada and the 
United States would increase Canada's GDP by 1.04%, U.S. GDP by 0.13% and 
would increase Canadi an  exports to the United States by 19% and American 
exports to Canada by 22.7%.31  In addition, the simulations indic-ate that the 
elimination of NAFTA ROO between the two countries would increase 
investment into Canada by 1.3% and the United States by 0.23%. 

Examining NAFTA ROO and Bilateral Trade 
In this section, we explore the relationship between NAFTA utilization 

rates, Estevadeordal's ROO restrictiveness index, and tariff preferences. To 
simplify, we can conceptually view the producer/exporter facing a two-stage 
problem. 

In the first stage, the producer/exporter must make a sourcing and'or 
production decision. We can think of this sourcing and production decision 
when ROO are binding within the framework of the producer's/exporter's profit 
maximization problem with the additional ROO binding constraint The 
formulation of the constraint(s) is different depending on whether ROO are 
characterized by CTC, CTC plus RVC, or CTC plus technical requirements. It is 
the producer/exporter that provides the certificates of origin to the 
purchaser/importer of the good. 

29  Appiah (1999) models the NAFTA ROO as changes in the tariff classi fication and as 
regional value content requirements. The change in tariff classification is approximated by 
the percentage increase in value added per unit of foreign inputs to achieve the tariff 
classification change. His intermediate case simulates a change in tariff classification (tariff 
shift) equal to 30% in value added per unit cost of foreign input. Two other simulations are 
a tariff shift of 20% and 40% in value added per unit cost of foreign input. 
3°  Cadot et. al. (2002) found that relaxing ROO to r  = 3  would increase Mexican exports to 
the United States by 17.8% but setting it to r= 2 would increase exports by 35%. 
31  Ghosh and Rao (2004) provide upper-bound estimates and denotedle maximum values 
that may occur. These are preliminary results and are subject to subsequent modification. 
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In the second stage, the choice of using NAFTA with its compliance 
costs versus MFN can be thought of in the context of a cost minimization 
problem of the importer. If the good for importation satisfies the ROO binding 
constraint within stage one, the importer can choose between NAFTA and MFN 
status. However, not satisfying the binding ROO constraint in stage one implies 
that the importer is only entitled to MFN status. It is the importer that must 
provide the necessary documentation to customs for clearance of the imported 
shipment. 

We separate the choice of input mix in the production decision and the 
sourcing problem by producers/exporters from the importers' decision to use 
NAFTA or MFN. For our analysis, we focus on the use of NAFTA or MFN as a 
means to import into a member country and abstract from the sourcing and 
production decision. 

The importer will seek the mode of importation, NAFTA versus MFN, 
which minimizes the cost of importation. It is assumed the logistical costs 
(transportation charges, insurance, brokers' fees, etc.) are the same under 
NAFTA and MFN. As mentioned before, the key cost factors that influence the 
choice of using NAFTA versus MFN are tariff preferences and the requirements 
associated with ROO. 

It is expected that NAFTA utilization is positively related to tariff 
preferences since the greater the difference between MFN and NAFTA tariffs, the 
greater the cost savings from not paying MFN duty net of NAFTA ROO costs if 
one uses NAFTA. It is also expected that NAFTA utilization is negatively related 
to the degree of restrictiveness of ROO so that the more restrictive ROO, the less 
the use of NAFTA. The predominant use of the CTC at the chapter level makes it 
more difficult to satisfy compliance with ROO requirements compared to CTC at 
lower levels within the HS code and hence should result in lower utilization rates. 

To capture the effects of ROO restrictiveness on utilization rates, we first 
employ the Estevadeordal restrictiveness index. The Estevadeordal index 
performs well in regressions with cross-country aggegate data (Estevadeordal 
and Suominen 2003). With single country trade data, the index performs well 
with disaggregated data (Anson et. al. 2003). 

In addition, given the large percent of ROO requiring a chapter change, 
we also employ a chapter change dummy as an alternative to the restrictiveness 
index. Our regression strategy is to use the restrictiveness index and to compare 
these results to our regressions where dummies capture the CTC at the chapter 
level as specified in Annex 401 of NAFTA. Following Cadot et. al. (2002) and 
Carrère and de Melo (2004), we also include a sector specific dtunmy variable to 
capture the heterogeneity within certain sectors. 

Our regression equation is: 

lii0 = f30 + 13 1 1nr + [321nr + SD 

where: 
T is the tariff preference rate calculated as 
(tmF1.4 - tI*4AFTA)/(1+ tNAFTA) where t is the tariff rate 

(2) 
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r is the Estevadeordal restrictiveness index of the id' good 
Dis a sector dummy 

It is expected that  13f>  0 and 132 <0.  

Our first set of regressions, reported in Table 6, use section level data. 
The results show that tariff preferences are positively related to NAFTA 
utilization - the greater the tariff preferences (the higher the MFN rate) the greater 
the use of NAFTA. In all cases, tariff preferences are statistically significant. With 
every 1 percentage reduction in tariff preferences, there would be approximately 
'A percentage reduction in the NAFTA utilization rate as importers find it 
relatively less costly to use the MFN and relatively less attractive to use NAFTA. 

_ 
Table 6: NAFTA Utilization Regressions 

1 	1 2 	1 3 	1 4 	1 5 	1 6  
Independen 	Dependent Variable NAFTA Utilization Rates 
t variables  
Constant 

3.177* 	2.951** 	3.192* 	3.203** 	2.959** 	3.175** 
(2.336) 	(15.76) 	(2.126) 	(17.26) 	(3.245) 	(19.59)  

Tariff 
preference 	0.538** 	0.578** 	0 •354* 	0.391 	0.411** 	0.405** 

(3.837) 	(4.074) 	(2.126) 	(2.081) 	(3.544) 	(3.492)  
Restrictiven 	-0.159 	 0.016 	 0.156 	. 
ess index 	(-0.185) 	(0.026) 	 (0.274)  
Section 	0.702* 	0.861* 	0.572* 	0.604* 	0.553* 1 	0.570* 
dummy 	(2.336) 	(2.495) 	(2.177) 	(2.212) 	(2.327) - 	(2.484)  
CC dummy 	 -0.363 	 -0.105 	 .099 

(-1.024) 	(-0.382) 	(.533)  
Country 	 -0.078 	-0.076 
dummy 	 (-0.420) 	(-0.409)  
adj R2 	.57 	.60 	.48 	.48 	.44 	f 	.45  
Data 	U.S. HS 	U.S. HS 	Canada 	Canada 	Pooled 	Pooled 

sections 	sections 	HS 	HS 
sections 	Sections  

t-ratio in parenthesis 
* and ** denotes significance at the 5% and 1% level, respectively 

The Estevadeordal restrictiveness index is not statistically significant 
This finding is not surprising given the data sets that we are using for these 
regressions. As a result, we replace the restrictiveness index with a restrictiveness 
dwnmy following Carrère and de Melo (2004). For our second regression 
equation, we replace the Estevadeordal index with a restrictiveness dwnmy (CC 
dummy) which takes on the value of 1 when  r>  6 and 0 otherwise. The results 
indicate that the restrictiveness diunmy has the correct sign, suggesting that CTC 
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at the chapter level reduces NAFTA utilization. However, the coefficient is not 
statistically significant. The section dummy captures the effects of selected 
sections on NAFTA utilization and is positive and statistically significant. 

Running the regressions with pooled Canada—U.S. bilateral trade data 
reveals no change in the value of the estimated parameters compared to the single 
country analysis (see column 5 and 6). Again the restrictiveness index and the 
change in chapter dummy are not statistically significant. It is interesting to note 
that the country dununy is not statistically significant, suggesting similar 
behaviour in both countries. This would suggest that composition differences may 
explain the sectoral differences in utilization between the two countries. 

We take an initial look at 2002 data for U.S. imports from Canada at the 
chapter level. Although there are 99 chapters designated, chapter 77 is reserved 
for future use while 98 and 99 are reserved for special use. Consequently, the 
chapter data allows for 96 observations. Inspecting the chapter data, we observe 
the dependent variable, NAFTA utilization rates U„ with values 0 <  U-  1 ?2  

With a dependent variable that is zero for a significant fraction of the 
observations, conventional regressions fail to account for the qualitative difference 
between limit (zero) observations and nonlimit (continuous) observations. 33  If we 
only use the observations where U, > 0 to estimate the regression equation by 
ordinary least squares, then the mean stochastic error would not equal zero 
violating the first assumption of the classical linear mode1. 34  Therefore, vee 
estimate the coefficients using the Tobit regression model applied to HS chapter 
import data set. 

This disaggregated data allows us to expand the range of durruny 
variables in an attempt to capture the effects of NAFTA ROO on utilization rates. 
Our strategy will be to run our first regression with the Estevadeordal 
restrictiveness index and then a second regression with the change in chapter 
durnmy variable, reflecting the value of 1 when r > 6 and CC dummy = 0 
otherwise. Our third regression includes three restrictiveness dununies: CC 
dummy for chapter changes, CHplus dummy for heading changes including a 
regional value content requirement, and a technical requirement and CH dummy 
for changes in headings. The results are reported in Table 7. 

Tariff preferences and the sector dummy are statistically significant and 
hence NAFTA utilization rates are positively related to tariff preference in all 
three regressions. We find that the restrictiveness index has the right sign but 
again is not statistically significant. Similarly, none of change in tariff 
classification dummies are significant in regressions 8 and 9. 

32  There is no HS chapter with a NAFTA utilization rate of I. 
33  Greene (1990) provides an in-depth explanation of several limited dependent variable 
models. 
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Table 7: NAFTA Utilization Regressions 

7 	18 	1 9  

Independent variables 	Dependent Variable 
NAFTA Utilization Rates  

Constant 	 2.10** 	2.727** 	2.237** 
(2.785) 	(7.302) 	(4.240)  

tariff preference 	0.308** 	0.307** 	0.308** 
(3.837) 	(3.751) 	(3.743)  

restrictiveness index 	-0.123 
(-0.1855)  

sector dturuny 	 1.419** 	1.443** 	1.390** 
(4.678) 	(4.775) 	(4.538)  

CC dummy 	 0.085 	0.584 
(0.389) 	(1.322)  

CHplus durnmy 	 0.505 
(1.181)  

CH durnmy 	 .571 
(1.344)  

Data: USITC chapter import data for 2002, Estevadeordal index 
aggregated to the HS2 chapter level, 96 observations 
Coefficients estimated with the Tobit model. 
t-ratio in parenthesis 

** denotes significance at the 1% level. 

The empirical results regarding the restrictiveness index and the CTC 
dummies are to be expected given the level of aggregation in the data. The 
influence of the restrictiveness index on utilization rates should show up with 
the single country trade data at the import transaction level, the item level and 
the subheading level. Anson et. al. (2003) and Cadot et. al. (2002) statistically 
find the inverse relationship between NAFTA utilization rates and the 
restrictiveness index employing sub-heading data on U.S. imports from Mexico. 

Similarly the effects the CTC dummies on utilization are more likely to 
be captured in the econometric results the greater the degree of disaggregation. 
Carrère and de Melo (2004), using HS 6 data for U.S imports from Mexico, found 
the CTC dummies to be highly significant This micro data also allowed the 
authors to explore how the stages of production (intermediate and final goods) 
influence utilization rates and the cost of compliance. 

Does ROO Reduce U.S. NAFTA Imports From Canada 
In this section, we will rely on the 2003 HS 6 data for imports into the 

United States from Canada in our regressions. 35  This data poses some challenges 
given the large number of subheadings where NAFTA utilization rates are zero or 

35 We will not use the data for Canadian  imports from the United States since the Canadian 
data contains noise in the tariff revenue component that may bias the econometric results. 
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100%. 'There are 1492 subheading observations where the NAFTA utilization rate 
is zero and 743 subheading observations where the NAFTA utilization rate is 
100%. 

The restrictiveness index was updated to incorporate the various changes 
in the NAFTA ROO that have occurred since 1998. 

We chose to estimate our model using a two-limit Tobit model. This 
approach allows one to use the entire sample including observations where the 
dependent variable, the NAFTA utilization rate, might take on values of zero, one 
or any value in between. 

Our regression equation is: 

U=  Po+ PIT+ 132r + I33F + SIDI + S2D2+453D3 + ...+ S„D„ 

where: 
T is the tariff preference rate calculated as 

- tNAFTA)/(1+ tNAFrA) where t is the tariff rate 
r is the Estevadeordal restrictiveness index, 
D, are section dummy variables representing 19 sections.36  

Again it is expected that the greater the tariff preference, the greater the 
use of NAFTA (13, > 0) and the more restrictive ROO the less the use of NAFTA 
(132 < 0). The section dummies should pick up the extent to which NAFTA is used 
more or less than average after correcting for the influence of the restrictiveness 
index, tariff preferences and freight and insurance charges. 

The results are shown in Table 8. The coefficients associated with tariff 
preferences and the restrictiveness index are statistically significant and have the 
expected signs. Nine dummies are significant at the 1% level of confidence while 
an additional two section dummies are significant at the 5% level. 

Section 2 (Vegetable Products), section 3 (Fats and Oils), section 4 
(Food, Beverage and Tobacco), section 7 (Plastics), section 11 (Textile and 
Textile Articles) and section 15 (Base Metals) all reflect greater NAFTA 
utilization after correcting for the influence of the restrictiveness index, tariff 
preferences, and freight and insurance charges.37  On the other hand, section 5 
(Mineral Products), section 9 (Wood and Articles of Wood) and section 16 
(Machinery and Mechanical Appliances) have a statistically smaller utilization 
rates after correcting for the restrictiveness index, tariff preferences and freight 
and insurance charges compared to the average section. 

36  See appendix 1 for a listing of chapters and sections. Section 21 has been eliminated 
from the data set since there are no index numbers assigned to this section. 
37  Each of these sections have a dununy coefficient that is statistically significant at the 1% 
level. 
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Table 8: Determinants of NA-FTA Utilization 

Independent 
Independent 	 Variables 
Variables 	 (continued)  

0.6720** 	 -03973** 
Intercept 	(6.78) 	 D9 	 (-3.35)  
Restrictiveness 	-0.0784** 	 0.0651 
index 	(-6.48) 	D10 	(0.68)  

0.0194** 	 0.6537** 
Tariff preference (7.69) 	 D11 	(8.40)  

-0.0555 	 0.1162 
DI 	 (-0.60) 	D12 	(0.90)  

0 4759** 	 0.2008* 
D2 	 (5.27) 	p13 	(2.05)  

0.6723** 	 -0.0695 
D3 	 (4.64) 	 D14 	(-0.50)  

0.4467** 	 0.4263** 
D4 	 (4.84) 	 D15 	(5.41)  

-0.7943** 	 -02718** 
D5 	 (-6.68) 	D16 	(-3.41)  

0.0861 	 -0.0911 
D6 	 (1.02) 	 D17 	(-0.89)  

0.3331** 	 -0.0526 
D7 	 (3.77) 	 D18 	(-0.58)  

0.2531* 	 -0.2860 
D8 	 (2.16) 	 D19 	(-1.39)'  

Observations 	4489 	, 
Log likelihood 	-4385 '  

USITC trade data for 2003 
Coefficients estimated with Two-Limit Tobit 
T-ratios in brackets 
** and * denotes 1% and 5% level of significance 

To assist in our understanding of these parameter estimates, we undertake 
the following conceptual experiments of hypothetically decreasing: 

i. the average restrictiveness index from 5 to 4, and 
ii. the average tariff preference by 1 percentage point 

separately and examine the impact on NAFTA utilization. 38  Reducing the average 
NAFTA ROO restrictiveness index from 5 to 4 would result in a 13% increase in 
the use of NAFTA. This would be equivalent to relaxing NAFTA ROO to the 

38  We calculate the relevant elasticity evaluated at the mean of the data and simulate the 
effects of each scenario based in these elasticities. 
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point where the average NAFTA ROO would be a change in tariff classification at 
the heading level and would be equivalent to the ROO restrictiveness level of the 
Canada-Israel FTA. Similarly, redrafting NAFTA ROO so that average 
restrictiveness index fell to 3 would result in a 26% increase in NAFTA exports 
from Canada to the United States. 

Reducing tariff  preferences by 1 percentage point would decrease 
NAFTA utilization by 3.4%. As MFN rates fall, this makes the use of MFN more 
attractive. Our results indicate that reducing the restrictiveness of NAFTA ROO 
would bring about considerably larger increases in NAFTA imports compared to 
reducing MFN tariffs. 

These results are consistent with the general conclusions of Ghosh and 
Rao (2004) who found that the gain from the reduction in NAFTA ROO was 
significantly larger than the gain from tariff harmonization. The econometric 
results confirm our earlier expectations that the restrictiveness of NAFTA ROO 
have dampened the use of NAFTA while the remaining MFN rates have 
encouraged the use of NAFTA. 

Concluding Remarks 
For Canada and the United States, improved access to each other's 

market has been beneficial. The security concerns in the wake of September 1 i th  
have made Canadians acutely aware of the strategic importance of the border and 
introduced new issues that must be resolved to facilitate the movement of goods 
and individuals between Canada and the United States. 

The available empirical evidence suggests that NAFTA ROO, although 
intended to distinguish between NAFTA originating goods and non-originating 
goods, can result in significant, unexpected economic costs that alter the expected 
net benefits from trade. Importers are using NAFTA less than expected given that 
NAFTA utilization is around 50% of Canada-U.S. bilateral trade. NAFTA 
utilization for U.S. imports from Canada peaked in 1998 and has declined since 
then. About half of the Canada-U.S. trade is imported under NAFTA while almost 
all tariff lines under NAFTA are duty free. When MFN rates are zero, importers 
use NAFTA only to a very limited extent, likely as a result of costs of using 
NAFTA; when MFN rates are positive, importers rely more heavily on NAFTA. 

Other studies based on data related to U.S. imports from Mexico 
indicated that NAFTA ROO are costly. Our analysis suggests that NAFTA 
compliance costs for U.S. imports from Canada are about 1% of the exports. In 
addition, Anson et. al. (2003), Cadot et. al. (2002) and Carrère and de Melo 
(2004) demonstrate that NAFTA ROO have significant negative effects on 
NAFTA utilization rates for U.S. imports from Mexico. For U.S. imports from 
Canada, we also find that NAFTA ROO significantly reduce NAFTA utilization 
rates. 

The maturity of the bilateral trade relationship between Canada and the 
United States as reflected in the success of the Auto Pact, the FIA and the 
NAFTA, coupled with liberalized tariff environments witnessed by the historical 
reductions of Canadian MFN and U.S. NTR tariff rates over the last 15 years, may 
be eroding the usefulness of NAFTA as demonstrated by the declining NAFTA 
utilization rates on both sides of the northern border. If we want to capture 
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additional gains from trade, reduce inefficient and costly sourcing and production, 
and reduce compliance and administration costs associated with NAFTA rules of 
origin, then action is required to change the current NAFTA ROO environment 

There are several approaches that could be employed to address the 
adverse effects of ROO. The elimination of ROO for all intra-bloc trade between 
Canada and the United States could occur by moving toward a Canada-United 
States customs union. Altematively, ROO could be eliminated for intra-bloc trade 
on a sectoral basis where the difference in level of MFN between the two 
countries is small or zero. Some have suggested that this as a potential option 
where the inter-country differences in tariffs are less than 1 percentage point. Our 
earlier work on a potential customs union suggested that the relative small 
differences in the external tariff between Canada and the United States for non-
agriculture would make a sectoral approach towards the removal of NAFTA ROO 
attractive. Sensitive sectors such as automotives, agriculture and textiles might 
require special consideration. Reducing MFN rates could also eliminate some of 
the adverse effects of the NAFTA ROO. As we have seen as MFN rates decline, 
importers move from using NAFTA towards using MFN tariff rates. 

At a minimum, NAFTA rules of origin should be liberalized in order to 
make it easier, less costly, and less burdensome for firms to establish origin, to 
comply with ROO and to use NAFTA. Although there are nwnerous options and 
variations to be considered in liberalizing NAFTA ROO, we explore three 
possible options below. 

The first option to liberalize NAFTA ROO is to reduce the current 
regional value content threshold, currently at 60% if calculated by the transaction 
value method or 50% if calculated by the net cost method. Lowering the RVC 
threshold would allow greater choice in sourcing inputs, reduce ROO-induced 
inefficiency in production, and reduce some of the barriers to trade caused by 
NAFTA ROO. Nloreover, reducing the RVC threshold would be relatively simple 
to implement and would involve minimal transaction costs. Currently, 35% of the 
tariff items have a RVC component. 

Currently under the Canada—Chile FTA, the RVC is 251'0 (net cost 
method) and 35% (transaction value method) and for the Mexico — Israel FTA the 
RVC is 35% (net cost method) and 45% (transaction value method)., The United 
States bilateral agreements with Israel and Jordan diverge markedly from the 
NAFTA model, operating with only RVC rules. The RVC threshold is 35% in 
both agreements. The application of a single test across all activities and the 
relatively low RVC requirement would be reflected in a lower restrictiveness 
index. 

A second option to reduce the restrictiveness of NAFTA ROO would be 
to diminish the discriminatory nature of NAFTA CTC rules by dovtnward 
harmonization. Estevadeordal (2000), Estevadeordal and Suominen (2004a, b) 
and the Australia Productivity Commission (2004a,b) identified the CTC ROO at 
the chapter level as a major cause of the restrictiveness of NAFTA ROO. The 
incidence of CTC ROO at the chapter level in the first test is significantly lower in 
the United States—Singapore FIA  at 33% and the United States—Chile  FIA  at 
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37% compared to NAFTA at 54%." Downward harmonization of the NAFTA 
CTC rules would require the modification of those CTC rules currently at the 
chapter (and perhaps heading) level downwards to CTC at the headings (or sub-
heading) level. Again this option would reduce the policy-induced inefficiencies 
created by the current NAFTA ROO. 

A third option would be to re-examine the exceptions to the CTC rules 
with the objective to eliminate these exceptions. About 50% of NAFTA ROO in 
the first test are CTC alone while 38% contain exceptions. Exceptions in CTC 
rules serve to restrict the application of the particular  ROC). 

A fourth option would be to simplify the second rule or test for the same 
tariff' item. As outlined earlier, there is a wide range of tariff items where there is a 
choice of rules given. In NAFTA, the first test is commonly based on a CTC rule 
alone, while a second test, for the saine  tariff item, may involve a CTC rule at a 
lower level, together with a technical test and/or RVC requirement For any tariff 
item where a choice of rules is given, simplification could involve CTC for rule 
one and a RVC only for rule two. 

These options could be implemented independently or combined as a 
NAFTA ROO reform package. 

It should be noted that although RVC threshold reduction, downward 
harmonization of CTC and the simplification of the second rule would all generate 
efficiency gains to the economy and benefits to producers and traders. However, 
these options would not address, to any large extent, the compliance and 
administration costs associated with NAFTA ROO. A review of NAFTA ROO 
transaction requirements for customs purposes and business and customs 
operational procedures to meet NAFTA ROO is required to identify any potential 
sources of administrative and compliance gains. 

In conclusion, our present analysis suggests that NAFTA rules of origin 
are restrictive, create policy-induced inefficiencies in sourcing and production, 
impose compliance costs on firms engaged in intra-NAFTA trade, and inhibit 
NAFTA trade. The elimination or reduction of these costs associated with the 
NAFTA rules of origin would provide positive economic benefits to Canada by 
lowering costs to producers and prices to consumers, by increasing intra-NAFTA 
trade, and by reducing NAFTA ROO-induced inefficiencies. 

39  See Estevadeordal and Suiminon (2004b) or the Australia Productivity Commission 
(2004b) 
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Introduction 
A number of respected analysts and economic commentators in Canada 

have been calling for deeper Canadian economic integration with the U.S. Wendy 
Dobson, Director of the Institute for International Business at the Rotman School 
of Management, has argued that deeper bilateral integration with the U.S. would 
remedy some of the economic weaknesses that became apparent in Canada during 
the 1990s, as evidenced by lagging standards of living in Canada in comparison to 
the U.S. and a decline in Canada's share of North American foreign direct 
investment (FDI) inflows'. Dobson argues that the post-September 11 context 
provides a window of opportunity to propose a "big idea" with respect to 
economic integration that would at once create new economic opportunities for 
Canada while addressing the U.S.'s overwhelming interest in irnproved homeland 
security. 

Michael Hart and William Dymond argue that current cross-border 
arrangements for the management of common trade, security and immigration 
issues are inadequate to the demands being placed upon them 2. They contend that 
integration will continue to deepen between Canada and the U.S. in virtually every 
area where the two countries connect; the question for government, in their view, 
is whether to actively further that integration. They propose that 'Canada take 
advantage of the increased importance that the U.S. now attaches to border issues 
to negotiate comprehensive fomul agreements for a more open and secure North 
America—whether Mexico joins such an effort or not. 

The Govemor of the Bank of Canada, David Dodge, while making it 
clear that he was not speaking as an advocate for greater North American 
integration—which he emphasized is very much a political decision for 
Canadians, argued from the economist's perspective as follows: "For me, free 
world trade is still the ideal. We in Canada cannot, and should not, lose sight of 
that goal by focusing only on free trade in North America. But, if we cannot tear 
down barriers multilatemlly, we should at least continue to tear them down 
between provinces in Canada, between Canada and the U.S., between Canada and 
Mexico and, indeed, throughout the Americas. 3" He argued that the key issue for 
Canada was to reduce border risk (which in his words amotuited to "guaranteeing 
Canadian producers and service providers access to U.S. markets without hassle 

' See Wendy Dobson (2002). 
2  See Michael Hart, and William Dymond (2001). 
3  See David Dodge, Governor of the Bank of Canada (2003). 
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and expense at the border, and without the risk of suddenly being shut out of those 
markets by some discretionary U.S. action."). Mr. Dodge also suggested that 
broadening and deepening NAFTA would be "extremely valuable"—while at the 
same time recognizing that this would not be straight forward as the easier steps 
towards integration had already been taken. Concrete steps towards this would 
involve harmonization of regulatory standards and practices, particularly with 
respect to capital and labour markets. And, in a context in which there already 
existed "a true single market for goods and services, labour, and capital", 
consideration could be given to moving to a common currency insofar as the then-
prevailing industrial structures of Canada and the U.S. would make that an 
efficient arrangement (i.e., that reduction of transactions costs would outweigh 
potentially higher adjustment costs). 

Most proponents of deepening economic integration favour the European 
progressive approach4. With respect to trade and the market for goods and 
services, the progressive approach would involve the following steps, as outlined 
by Governor Dodge 5 : 

• A common external tariff and common border practices for imports from, 
and exports to, overseas markets (which we will term a "basic" customs 
union); 

• Harmonization of trade and commercial policies and regulation 
("intermediate" customs union); 

• An end to the application of trade remedies within North America ("full" 
customs union); and 

• A uniform policy with respect to federal and state/provincial subsidies. 
An "intermediate" customs union would, in the opinion of some 

observers, be the most that could be realistically attained in the foreseeable 
future6. The next stage of economic integration would be along the lines of the 
"single market" that Europe forged in 1992; this would basically involve free 
movement of, and harmonization of regulatory regimes for, not only goods and 
services, but also labour and capital. 

Finally a full-blovvn economic union, as in the latest stage of the 
European experiment, would involve harmonization of competition, structural, 
fiscal and monetary policies and possibly a common currency. 

The complexity of negotiating and implementing these arrangements 
increase from one step to the next. Harmonizing external tariffs is much easier 
than harmonizing regulatory regimes in areas as diverse as cultural, legal, 
financial and communication services at the various levels of government. 
Removal of the use of trade remedies within a customs union could be quite 
problematic: some observers' argue that the U.S. would in fact insist on 
maintaining its right to use trade remedies such as countervailing and antidumping 

4  See, for example, the discussion in the Report of the Standing Conunittee on Foreign 
Affairs and International Trade (2002). 
5  See David Dodge, ibid. 

6  See Report of the Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Trade, ibid. 
7  See for example the comments of Professor Hill quoted in: Report of the Standing 
Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Trade, ibid. 
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duties. The creation of a common market would necessitate the creation of various 
new bilateral or NAFTA-based political and legal institutions. An economic union 
would be considered both impractical and undesirable as long as the structures of 
the North American economies remain divergent8. 

Without prejudging the outcome of the debate over deeper integration, 
which as Govemor Dodge stressed is a political decision, it is nevertheless useful 
to ground the discussion of the economic costs and benefits of further economic 
integration on as rigorous a basis as possible. In this chapter, we use a Computable 
General Equilibrium (CGE) model to shed quantitative light on two hypothetical 
scenarios of closer economic integration with the U.S:9  

1. Harmonisation of external tari ffs towards the rest of the world, coupled 
with the elimination of remaining tariff protection in bilateral trade 
between the two countries; that is, the "basic customs union". 

2. Elimination of "unobserved trade costs" resulting from, inter alia, 
administrative border measures and costs that arise from national 
differences in technical standards and regulations. 

CUSFTA and NAFTA in a Nutshell 
The Canada-United Sates Free Trade Agreement (CUSFTA) came into 

effect on January 1, 1989. It marked an important step in the development of 
bilateral trade relations between the two countries'''. The stated objectives of the 
Agreement were to "eliminate barriers to trade in goods and services between 
the...Parties", to "facilitate conditions of fair competition within the free-trade 
area", to "liberalize significantly conditions for investment" and to "lay the 
foundation for further bilateral and multilateral cooperation to expand and 
enhance the benefits of this  Agreement".  

As of January 1, 1998, virtually all tariffs on Canada—U.S. trade in goods 
originating in the two countries were eliminated. Exceptions involved tariffs that 
remained in place for certain products in Canada's supply—managed agricultural 
sectors (e.g., dairy and poultry), as well as for sugar, dairy, peanuts and cotton in 
the U.S. 

CUSFTA was incorporated into the North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA) in January 1994, which extended the free trade 

8  See David Dodge, ibid. 
9  As demonstrated by previous studies of the impact of NAFTA, it is the changing 
relationship with the U.S. that has and will have the largest impact in the Canadian 
economy (see T.J.,Kehoe. 2002). For this reason, not withstanding the added complexity of 
negotiating a trilateral agreement, only the Canada-U.S. case is considered at this stage of 
our research. However, in the future, by expanding our data set to include Mexico, we will 
be able to extend our analysis to a potential trilateral trade agreement. 
I°  Prior to the CUSFTA, the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT) and several 
bilateral sectoral agreements primarily governed Canada-U.S. trade relations. Duty free 
trade in farm machinery was approved in 1944. The Defence Production Sharing 
Agreement of 1958 provided for cooperation weapons development and manufacture. The 
most important sectoral agreement, prior to the CUSFTA, was the Automotive Products 
Trade Agreement of 1965. 
I I  For a full text of the agreement see: 
http://wehner.tamu.edu/mgmt.www/NAFIAlindex.htm   
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arrangements to Mexico. Almost all tari ffs on goods originating in Canada, the 
U.S. and Mexico will be eliminated by January 1, 2008. NAFTA, however, goes 
beyond the C'USFTA to include substantially expanded coverage of government 
procurement (to services and construction), intellectual property and investor 
rights (introducing binding investor-state arbitration), as well as a higher local 
content requirement to meet the rules of origin test for NAFTA products. NAFTA 
also created some two-dozen working groups, committees and subconunittees to 
advance the objectives of the Agreement to reduce "barriers to trade" beyond the 
phasing out of duties to the reduction of non-tariff barriers to trade in goods and 
services by harmonizing procedures, recognizing standards as equivalent, and 
encouraging the exchange of infonnation 12. 

Since 1989, the year in which the CUSFTA came into force, Canada-
U.S. trade has risen by a factor of 2.7, from C$235 billion to C$644 billion in 
2003. In 2003, the U.S. accounted for 80 percent of Canada's exports of goods 
and services and 68 percent of its imports. How much of this expansion of 
bilateral trade is due to the CUSFTA/NAFTA is disputed. Some analysts argue 
that the long and sustained decline in the value of the Canadian dollar from the 
mid 1970s through 2002 contributed importantly to the increase in Canada's 
export intensity with the U.S.—although this would not explain the associated rise 
in the share of Canada's market accounted for by imports from the U.S. or the 
lack of an increase in foreign direct investment inflows from the U.S. (inward 
foreign direct investment from the U.S. decreased from 72 percent in 1986 to 67 
percent in 2001, while outward foreign direct investment in the U.S. in 2001 was 
at the same level as in 1986' 3). The unprecedented economic boom in the U.S. 
during the 1990s, especially in technology-intensive sectors such as 
teleconununications and Internet related businesses, is also held to explain the 
sectorial distribution of Canadian exports that developed post-FTA, and in 
particular the significant increase in export intensity in such sectors as industrial 
goods and materials, sectors that had very low tariff rates prior to the CUSFTA. 

Certain developments post-CUSFTA have not evolved as predicted by 
economic theory. In particular, given the spectacular increase in trade, 
productivity and real wage growth in Canada would have been expected to 
converge towards U.S. levels whereas in fact they lagged, resulting in an 
unexpected relative decline in Canada's standard of living compared to the U.S. 
From 1977 to 1994, the Canada-U.S. gap in output per hour in manufacturing 
averaged 14 percent. Since 1994, however, the gap has widened14. 

Canada's adjustment to free trade also appears to have been more 
difficult and costly than advocates of free trade had expected or economic theory 
would have predicted. Indeed, Canada's growth performance in the 1990s was 
worse than in any other decade of the last century except the 1930s. Living 
standards as expressed by average per capita income fell steadily in the first seven 
years of the decade and only regained 1989 levels by 1999. By comparison, per 

12  For further detail on theses committees and a swmnary description of how various issues 
related to the cross-border trade in goods are being managed through the NAFTA see: 
http://www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca/nafta-alena/2800216b-en.asp?#1   
13  See Globerman (2003). 
14  Source: Statistics Canada 
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capita income in the U.S. grew 14 percent during this period' s. Thus Canadian 
 GDP per capita in 2001 was 84.7 percent of the U.S. level, down from 90.7 

percent at its peak in 1975 16. The unemployment in Canada in the 1990s averaged 
9.6 percent, higher than in any other decade since the 1930s; the gap with the U.S. 
rate, at 5.8 percentage points, was double that of the 1980s17. 

The impacts of the CUSFTA and NAFTA have been analyzed using ex-
ante general equilibrium models. The estimated impacts have been influenced 
heavily by the assumptions incorporated in the models. Early models based on the 
assumption of constant returns to scale showed very modest gains for Canada; 
later models that incorporated economies of scale showed significantly larger 
gains for Canada in terms of welfare and every major economic indicator' s . New 
generation models that varied the type of pricing rule employed by the firms, that 
included capital mobility, and dealt with types of protection other than nominal 
tariff rates, showed positive welfare gains ranging from a modest 0.7 percent of 
GDP to a quite spectacular 3 percent of GDP. Table 1 compares the estimates for 
major economic indicators such as welfare, trade volumes, terms of trade, based 
on variants of CGE models employed to capture the impact of CUSFTA and 
NAFTA. 

Ex-post, the evidence is persuasive that the CUSFTA/NAFTA increased 
trade. Trefler (2001) found that over the 1988-1996 period, half of the decline in 
manufacturing employment and output in sectors subject to the largest tariff cuts I9  
was due to the CUSFTA. Furthermore, he found that the CUSFTA tariff 
concessions raised labour productivity in these sectors by an average compound 
rate of between 1.7 and 3.3 percent per year. Trefler also found that the CUSFTA 
tariff cuts explain most of the change in imports in the post-FTA period for the 
most impacted industries but not for those least impacted. However, it would also 
appear that the magnitude and scope of the benefits flowing from expanded trade 
did not meet expectations. 

15  See Sharpe (2000). 
16  Centre for the Study of Living Standards (2002). 
17  See Sharpe, ibid. 
18  The major reason for the larger welfare effects in imperfectly competitive models with 
increasing retums to scale versus perfectly competitive models with constant returns to 
scale, stem form the fact that tariff reductions in the CUSFTA lead to a ternis of trade 
deterioration for Canada (as average tariffs were higher at the begining of the 
implementation period in Canada than the U.S.) which in the latter case dominate the 
welfare effects, leading to welfare losses or small welfare improvements. To the contrary, 
in models with increasing returns to scale, firms facing foreign competition and having 
access to larger markets will reduce their price-average costs mark-ups and move down 
their average costs producing larger output at even lower prices. These additional consumer 
and efficiency gains overcompensate for the welfare losses resulting from the tenus  of trade 
effect 
18  These sectors are what Trefler calls the “most impacted" and correspond to industries for 
which tariff cuts exceeded 8 percent on the 1988-1996 period. To the opposite, the 'least 
impacted" industries are those  industries for which tariff cuts were between 4 percent and 8 
percent. 
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Against that  background,  we now turn to a consideration of remaining 
gains from trade in Canada's economic relationship with the U.S. 

TABLE 1 
Impact of CUSFTA and NAFTA, Summary of CGE Results  

CUSFTA Simulation Results 	NAFTA Simulation Results  

Cox &, 	Hamilton & 	Cox & 
W. , 	igle , 	Cox I 	BDS i  

Hams 	 Whalley 2 	Harris - 

Real GDP 	 4.57 	 4.93 	5.11 

Gross Output 	 7.80 	 8.74 	9.05 

Labour Productivity 	 9.96 	 11.21 	10.82 

Total Factor Product 	 4.27 	 4.48 	4.47 

Trade Volume 	 14.77 	 14.81 	19.28 

Trade Volume (Canada-USA) 	25.70 	 25.32 	22.95 

Imports 	 4.20 

Exports 	 4.30 

Terms of Trade 	 -0.92 	-2.60 	0.70 	0.03 	0.01 	-0.70 

-0.1 bil. 
Welfare 	 3.09 	 3.14 	3.18 	0.70 

CNDS" 

' Imperfect competition 

2  Perfect competition 

*Percentage change if not specified 

Source: Brown,Deardorff and Stern (BDS) (1992/1995 ).  Cox & Harris (1992), David Cox (1995), Hamilton & Whalley (1985) 

and Randall Wigle (1988) 

Methodology: Description of the CGE model 
The CGE model utilized in this paper is standard in its general approach. 

Its framework has been inspired by a generation of models following the seminal 
work of Mercenier (1995). The model is static, featuring perfect competition, 
constant returns to scale, and national product differentiation. 

A unique feature of the model is that it disaggregates Canada into three 
regions20. Canada's recent experience has demonstrated that free trade agreements 
can have differential effects at the national and provincial level. Econometric 
studies have shown that the Canada-U.S. free trade agreement has diverted East-
West inter-provincial trade to North-South state-province trade 21 . A CGE model 
with regional specification thus enables us to assess the impact of hypothetical 
policy changes not only on inter-provincial flows, but also on the industrial 
structure, revenue and welfare of the Canada's diverse regions. 

The model consists of a multi-region, multi-sector applied general 
equilibrium model with perfectly competitive markets and constant retums to 
scale. The regions of the model currently consist of three Canadian regions, the 
U.S. and the Rest of the World. 

20  Though a three Canadian  region model is presented here, a six Canadian region model 
has been also developed. 
21  John F. Helliwell, Frank C. Lee, and Hans Messinger (1999). 
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In the model, we first define different cotrunodity sets. Sectors of activity 
are identified by s and t, with S representing the set of all industries so that s, t 
=1,...S . Regions are identified by indices i  and],  with W representing the set of 
all regions so that  j, j=1 ,..,W. In a multicountry, multisector frameworlc, it is 
necessary to keep track of trade flows by their geographical and sectoral origin 
and destination. Thus, a subscript isjt indicates a flow that originated in sector s of 
country i with industry t of country j as recipient. Since it will be necessary more 
than once to aggregate variables with respect to a particular subscript, to avoid 
tumecessary proliferation of symbols, occasionally we substitute a dot for the 
subscript on vehich aggregation has been performed; for instance, csi  is an 

aggregate of cis;  with respect to the first subscript. 

Household 
Final constunption decisions in each region are made by a representative 

household (consumer), which considers products of industries from different 
regions as imperfect substitutes [Armington (1969)]. The household's preferences 
are given by a log-linear transformation of a Cobb-Douglas utility function 

u1 =Eps1 log c.5i  where E p si  = 1 	 (1) 
seS 	 seS 

whereas its preference between local and external origin of a given good s are 
given by a CES function 

C .si = [EgJSI JSI 
jEW 	

.e  .(cr,-1V )(e.i -1 ) 

where  c 	the consumption in region i of goods s produced in region  j , c.si  is 

the composite of domestic and imported goods, 8. are consumption share 

parameters in region i of goods s produced in region j, crsi  are the Annington 

elasticities of substitution for consumption in region i for good s . 
In fact, consumption decisions are made at two levels. At the first level, 

the household chooses the optimal amount of a composite good c.si  'given 

constant expenditure shares psi  . At the second level it chooses the optimal 

composition of the composite goods in terms of geographic origin (Armington 
specification). Final demands cfri  are given by maximization of (1) subject to (2) 

and to the consumer's budget constraint, that is to say, the sum of wage earnings, 
capital rental and the proceeds of tariff revenues, distributed as a lump sum 
transfer from the govemment. 

(2) 
jeW 
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(5) 

(6) 

.EcoiL, +EriK i, +EErpcjsi +EEEr..p.-X.. 
In la es 

SES 	 SES 	 jeW  SES 	 jEW tES  SES  

where p  denotes the price in region i of goods s produced in region j;  L 1 , ,  

K are labour and capital supply in region i of sectors s, respectively;  a, ,  ri  are 

wages and rental rates of capital of region  j,  respectively and r  are tariff rates 

that region i impose on good t of region j. In this formulation it is assumed that 
both capital and labour are mobile between sectors but not between regions. 

Firms 
Each region is characterized by perfectly competitive industrial sectors. 

Demand for capital, labour and intermediate inputs by producers result from 

minimization of variable unit costs vis  

= E E (i  + 	)19 ffix ifis  + coi l,i, + riK 	 (4) 
jEW tES 

subject to a Cobb Douglas production function 

log 	= aL.  log Lis  + a K.  log Ki, + afis  log x,,, 
SES  

where a are share parameters and where 

esi 

[
co., -0/ 

	

-1 
x.fis = E eifis xpis A,„ 

fEw 

are composite intermediate inputs in terms of geographical origin, xisis  is the 

amount of intermediate goods purchased by sector s of region i from sector t of 

region j, and p111  is the price of goods t sold by region j to region i, and a-  si  is 

the elasticity of substitution of sector s in region i (as households, firms consider 
intermediate inputs from different regions as imperfect substitutes). 

To guarantee homogeneity of degree one of the unit costs in prices, we set 

+ a K  +Ect, i, .1 
res 

(7) 
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where a and j3 are share parameters and P = 0, Vj # i if t is non-tradable. 

Profit maximization, in this perfect competitive setting, implies prices equal 
marginal cost 

= 

Equilibrium conditions 
There are two types of production conditions in the model. First, in each 

region detnand for primary factors must equal their supply. Second, supply for 
goods and services equals its demand in each market (i,$). The Rest of the World 
(ROW) rental rate of capital is the numeraire. 

Dataset and calibration procedure 
The base year is 1999. The current model consists of five regions, three 

Canadian regions, the U.S., and the rest of the world (ROW) aggregated as one 
region. The three Canadian regions are: 

(i) Canada East comprising Atlantic Canada and Québec. 
(ii) Ontario 
(iii) Canada West comprising the Prairies, North West Territories, Nunavut, 

Alberta, British Columbia and Yukon. 
The fifty-five commodities, level Sn, from the trade flow data were 

mapped into 24 sectors. Table 2 sets out the elasticities of substitution adopted in 
this study, and describes how they were constructed. 

Data requirements for our model consist of nominal,  bilateral 
(international and inter-regional) trade flows; input-output tables, national 
accounts data (consumption demand by sector, labor and capital eamingsn). 
Moreover, consistency among the sources must be ensured. This is a challenging 
and time-consuming task. Therefore, many CGE models have used existing 
databases such as the Global Trade Assistance and Production (GTAP) data 
package. Despite the convenience, GTAP data has some major disadvantages: the 
latest update of the database at the time of model building for this study was 
199724; furthermore, the GTAP database does not provide us with Canadian 
provincial data. For this reason, we opted to develop our own database, collecting 
data from a variety of national and international sources. 

22  Level S accounts for the small level industrial category according to NAICS, 
North-American Industrial Classification System 
23  Labour and capital remunerations, value added, in Canada and The United States, were 
extracted from the Input-Output tables and double checked with the respective Nationals 
Income Accounts. For ROW, we used the “Sources of Factor Income" from GTAP data-
base as a proxy for labor and capital earnings. 
24 A new database based on the year 2001was released in 2005. 
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TABLE 2 
Elasticity of Substitution between Domestic Goods and Services and Imports 

Canada USA 	ROW' 

Agriculture and Forestry 	 5.3 	5.3 	3.5 

Food, Beverages and Tobacco 	 5.4 	5.4 	3.6 

Textiles 	 6.2 	6.2 	3.3 

Clothing 	 4.5 	4.5 	3.0 

Wood Products 	 6.4 	6.4 	4.2 

Furniture and Fixtures 	 6.8 	6.8 	43 

Paper Products 	 4.1 	4.1 	2.7 

Printing and Publishing 	 5.6 	5.6 	2.7 

Chemicals, Fertilizers and Pharmaceuticals 	4.8 	4.8 	3.3 

Petroleum Products and Mineral Fuels 	4.4 	4.4 	2.9 

Leather, Rubber and Plastic Products 	 5.0 	5.0 	3.3 

Non-metal Mineral Products 	 8.3 	8.3 	4.2 

Metal Products 	 5.1 	5.1 	4.2 

Non-electrical Machinery 	 8.6 	8.6 	4.2 

Electrical Machinery 	 6.3 	6.3 	4.2 

Transport Equipment 	 73 	7.5 	5.0 

Miscellaneous Manufacturers 	 6.3 	6.3 	4.2 

Mining and Quarrying other than Petrol. 	6.3 	6.3 	4.2 

Communication Services and Other Utilities 	5.3 	5.3 	3.6 

Construction 	 4.3 	4.3 	2.9 

Wholesale Trade 	 4.3 	4.3 	2.9 

Transportation and Storage 	 4.3 	4.3 	2.9 

Financial Services 	 4.3 	4.3 	2.9 

Personal, Business and Other Services 	4.3 	4.3 	2.Si 

• Values in italics: the elasticities of substitution were calculated using the 
average of the elasticity of substitution between domestic and composite 
imported goods, and between the different sources of imports from the GTAP 5 
for the ROW. As per convention, we multiplied the ROW estimates by 1.5 to 
derive the Canadian and U.S. elasticities. Values in bold: were retrieved from 
Erkel-Rousse H. and Daniel Mirza, (2002) for Canada. We assumed the same 
elasticities as for the U.S. The ROW estimates were obtained by dividing the 
Canadian estimates by 1.5. 
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The Canadian inter-provincial and international trade flows data were 
obtained from the National Accounts Division of Statistics Canada and Industry 
Canada Trade Data25 . The trade flows of the U.S. and the Rest of the World were 
retrieved exclusively from Industry Canada Trade Data. 

The three Canadian economic regions were assumed to share the same 
production technology as Canada as a vehole; therefore the Canadian input-output 
table was used to derive the production technology coefficients; i.e., the share of 
intermediate inputs, labour and capital in final production. Due to confidentiality 
issues, provincial input-output tables have many cells with non-available data 
("suppressed") that renders their use not always convenient26. The Canadian 
Input-Output tables were retrieved from CANSIM II database (tables 381009 and 
3810010) for 1999. The Bureau of Economic Analysis provided the U.S. Input-
Output tables. We have approximated a technological profile for the Rest of the 
World economies as one region, retrieving information on the "intermediate goods 
purchases" of firms in the Rest of the World economies, as provided in the GTAP 
database. 

Information on tariffs originates from GTAP version 5, which provides 
us with weighted average tariffs for trade flows with the U.S. and the Rest of the 
World (and tariff equivalents of some non-tariff barriers) for the year 1997. 

As data is collected from various sources, a major challenge consists of 
ensuring consistency of the dataset, or otherwise balancing the social accounting 
matrix for every region. This implies that: a) supply equals demand for all goods 
and services; b) budget constraints for firms and consumers are satisfied; c) 
domestic extemal trade balances equal to zero; and, d) firms in all sectors make no 
excess profits. 

Once consistency of the dataset is established, the next step is the 
calibration of the model; determination of the share parameters in the supply side 
(a L. ,a K. , crus ) and demand side of the model  (p ,, g,fl), such that the 

various supply and demand equations given the benchmark year dataset are 
satisfied. This approach is quite standard (see for instance, Srinivasan and 
Whalley 1986) for the case of the experiment of extemal tariff harmonization-
customs union. 

However, the calibration procedure for the experiment of abolishment of 
unobserved trade costs (UTCs) diverges from the norm. Unobserved trade costs 
are calibrated using a variation of a procedure that has been adopted by various 
researchers to estimate the impacts of EU enlargement 29. The basic methodology 
uses gravity results for Canada-USA trade to estimate the potential trade flows in 
the absence of any UTCs. Appendix 1 describes in more detail the gravity 
equations and the approach adopted in this paper. Preference (demand side) 
parameters are calibrated such that the demand equations are consistent with the 

25  Industry Canada Trade Data. Canadian Trade By Industry- NAICS codes: 
http:/strategis.ic.gc.ca  
26 Though not available at the time of the construction of our database, Wilfrid Laurier 
University, has since produced a micro -consistent input-output data for Canada's 
provinces:  CREAP 1998 Version 2 data (Snoddon and Wigle, 2004) 

9  See A.M. Lejour. et al (2001) and Dihel, N. P. Walkenhorst (2002). 
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new dataset Using the new set of preference parameters, and the original 
benchmark data, tariff equivalents of the unobserved trade costs that are consistent 
with the demand and supply equations are calibrated. 

Scenario 1: A "Basic Customs Unions" 
In scenario 1, we model a "Basic Customs Union" - A common extemal 

tariff and abolition of all remaining tariff protection in Canada-U.S. trade. 
Conunon extemal tariff harmonization implies reconciliation of 

Canadian and U.S. MFN rates, of general preferential rates extended to 
developing countries, and of preferential tariffs facing countries with which either 
Canada, or the U.S., or both has/have a bilateral FTA or other preferential 
arrangement32. With few exceptions33, there are significant similarities between 
Canadian and USA lists of actual and expected preferential trade agreements; 
accordingly, the latter task would not be exceptionally difficult. 

In economic terms, the impact of regional trade agreements (RTAs) is 
measured in terms of their welfare-enhandmg effects. Generally speaking, a 
positive global welfare result obtains if the trade creation effects of an RTA are 
greater than its trade diversion effects. If trade diversion is greater, welfare losses 
can exceed the welfare gains for the members of the RTA. In the latter case, 
lower-cost production in the Rest of the World might well be displaced by higher-
cost producers within the RTA who gain an expanded market within the RTA 
zone under the protection of MFN tariffs applied to third parties. Empirical 
evidence suggests that the trade created by CUSFTA/NAFTA exceeded the 
amount of trade diverted; that being said, the amount of trade diverted by 
CUSFTA/NAFTA was not insignificant—studies suggest that as much as 35 
percent of the increased Canadian and Mexican exports to the USA following 
CUSFTA/NAFTA was due to trade diversion34. 

Insofar as moving to a common extemal tariff decreases average tariff' 
rates, a "basic" customs union would be expected to reduce the trade diversion 
effects generated by the CUSFTA and NAFTA. 
Indeed, this is likely the case for two reasons: 

1) Most Canadian and USA MFN rates are "bound" under GATT/WTO 
agreements; accordingly, any increase in rates requires negotiated 
compensation to other trading partners. Harmonizing tariff rates within a 
customs union by lowering the higher rate is thus much less complicated 
than by raising the lower rate. While the tariff rates of one or the other 

32  They would also have to reconcile rates on Mexican agricultural exports because the 
agricultural provisions of NAFTA were not negotiated trilaterally. In principle, a customs 
union would also involve eliminating tariffs between Canada and the U.S. on agriculture, 
which did not occur under NAFTA. 
33  For example, the U.S. has a current bilateral agreement with Jordan, is pursuing FTAs 
with Morocco and the South African customs union, and has initiated discussions with 
Bahrain. In the case of Chile, though both Canada and the U.S. have bilateral agreements, 
the Canada-Chile agreement applies to fewer categories. For a list of similarities and 
differences, see Goldfarb (2003), Table 2, page 14. 
34  See John Romalis. (January 2004), Kimberly A. Clausing (2001). 
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partner to a customs union could potentially rise for certain goods, on 
average they would be expected to fall. 

2) Negotiating asymmetries between Canada and the USA imply that it is 
more likely for Canada to harmonise its levels to the USA levels than 
vice versa. Given that in general Canadian rates are higher than USA 
rates, a customs union is likely to produce lower tariff rates. 

It is therefore expected that Canada-USA harmonization of external tariffs would 
have a welfare enhancing effect, both for the partners and also for the rest of the 
world. 

Furthermore, it is argued that the gains provided fi-om the application of a 
common external tariff (CET) could be minimal compared to the potential gains 
from elimination of Rules of Origin NAFTA provisions. Rules of origin impose 
significant administrative costs on exporters, create production inefficiencies by 
inducing producers to buy from higher cost NAFTA sources than from "tariff 
ridden" cheaper world sources, and may also affect firms location decisions in 
favour of the largest market, the U.S. in the NAFTA case". Estimating the cost of 
rules of origin and modelling its various transmission mechanisms, however is an 
extensive endeavour, beyond the scope of this paper. 

Design of the experiment 
We use our CGE model to simulate the impact of a hypothetical policy 

change that consists of: a) adoption of a common external tariff (CET) between 
the USA and Canada against all third countries, and b) and the elimination of 
remaining tariffs in Canada-USA trade. The combination of these two policies 
would resemble a basic customs union36  between the two countries. Taking into 
consideration the GATT provisions and negotiating asymmetries discussed above, 
we have adopted two alternative assumptions for a CET, which we will henceforth 
refer to as: scenario a when CET is set equal to the USA external tariff; and 
scenario b when CET is set equal to the minimum of Canada-USA 11,IFN tariff 
rates. 

Table 3 sets out the bilateral export and import tariffs between Canada 
and the U.S. (columns 2 and 3), the tari ffs applied to the Rest of the World by 
Canada and the U.S. (columns 3 and 4), and vice-versa (columns 5 and 6). There 
are only two sectors that would be affected by elimination of remaining tariff' 
protection in bilateral trade: the primary sectors and the food sector. Furthermore, 
the food sector is considerably more protected in Canada than in the U.S. In terms 
of tariffs applied to imports from the Rest of the World, the sectors mostly 
protected in both countries are the primary sectors, food, textiles and clothing. 

With the notable exception of the primary sector, and to a much lesser 
degree the non-metal mineral products and non-electrical machinery sectors, tariff 
protection in Canada remains greater than it in the U.S. 

35  See Appiah (1999). 
36  As mentioned earlier, a customs union would also eliminate the ROO provisions. In a 
forthcoming paper, we have used a conventional methodology for capturing —upper bound" 
estimates of gains from elimination of NAFTA's ROO. 
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Bilateral trade effects 
The results of the simulations are reported in terms of the impact of the 

hypothetical policy change. In scenario la, Canadian  tariffs imposed on imports 
from the Rest of the World decrease in all sectors but those of agriculture, non-
metal mineral and non-electrical machinery  whose tariff  protection to the contrary 
increases. These changes lead to an overall larger inflow of Canadian importations 
from the Rest of the World (see Table 4). Thus, Ontario's imports from this region 
increase by 4.08 percent and Canada's East by 5.55 percent. Though there will be 
some diversion of imports from the U.S. to imports from the Rest of the World 
following the CET, the later will be overcompensated by an increase in trade 
between Canada and the U.S. following the bilateral tariff elimination in the 
agricultural and food sectors, leading to an overall increase of imports from the 
U.S. Thus, Ontario's imports from the U.S. increase by 1.47 percent while those 
from Canada's West increase by 5.01 percent37 . As expected, some of the increase 
in international trade is trade diverted from Canadian regions: trade between 
Canadian regions decreases across Canada. 

A CET does not affect tariff levels imposed on U.S. imports from the 
Rest of the World. However, the Canada-U.S. bilateral tariff elimination leads to 
an increase of U.S. demand for Canadian goods, ranging from 2.61 to 3.66 
percent. This will happen at the expense of imports from the Rest of the World, 
which decrease by 0.22 percent. 

Results in scenario lb are similar to those of scenario la, as in most 
cases the U.S. external tariff is indeed the minimum of the current Canadian and 
U.S. external tariffs. The only substantial policy differences among the two 
scenarios are relevant to the agricultural sector. Under a CET in this scenario, 
tariff protection of this sector towards the Rest the World remains unchanged in 
Canada and decreases in the U.S. In the aggregate, this leads to slightly larger 
increases in imports from the Rest of the World for most Canadian regions, and 
only a slight decrease in U.S. imports from that region. 

37  We break down scenario 1 into its components: a) a CET and b) CAN-US zero bilateral 
tariff.  . These tables are not presented in this paper, but are available from the authors upon 
request. 
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TABLE 3 
Import Weighted Average Tariff Rates, 1997, in percent.  

Canada 	USA 	Canada 	USA 	ROW 	ROW 
on 	on 	on 	on 	on 	on 

USA 	Canada ROW 	ROW Canada USA  
Agriculture and Forestry 	 3.4 	3.6 	2.9 	11.9 	51.4 	31.3 

Food, Beverages and Tobacco 	 25.4 	8.8 	33.7 	11.7 	35.4 	35.4 

Textiles 	 0 	0 	15.0 	9.7 	10.3 	9.7 

Clothing 	 0 	0 	20.9 	11.9 	12.7 	14.8 

Wood Products 	 0 	0 	4.9 	1.7 	2.5 	4.4 
Furniture and Fixtures 	 0 	0 	3.3 	2.1 	5.6 	4.8 

Paper ProduCts 	 0 	0 	1.9 	1.0 	2.6 	4.1 

Printing and Publishing 	 0 	0 	3.3 	2.1 	5.6 	1.6 

Chemicals, Fertilizers and Phannaceuticals 	0 	0 	7.0 	6.1 	5.1 	5.1 

Petroleum Products and Mineral Fuels 	 0 	0 	6.1 	2.2 	5.4 	4.0 

Leather, Rubber and Plastic Products 	 0 	0 	7.0 	6.1 	5.1 	5.1 

Non-metal Mineral Products 	 0 	0 	5.2 	5.4 	63 	6.0 

Metal Products 	 0 	0 	3.5 	2.7 	2.6 	4.6 

Non-electrical Machinery 	 0 	0 	5.2 	5.4 	63 	6.0 

Electrical hlachinery 	 0 	0 	1.1 	1.1 	5.5 	3.6 

Transport Equipment 	 0 	0 	3.6 	1.9 	8.0 	4.2 

Miscellaneous Manufacturers 	 0 	0 	3.3 	2.1 	5.6 	4.8 

Mining and Quarrying other than Petrol. 	0 	0 	0 	0.3 	0.8 	1.0 

Communication Services and Other Utilities 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0.4 	0.4 

Construction 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0.2 	0.1 

Wholesale Trade 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0.4 	0.3 

Transportation and Storage 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0.1 	0.1 

Financial Services 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0.2 	0.2 

Personal, Business and Other Services 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0.2 	0.2 

Source: GTAP 5. 1997. 
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TABLE 4 
Impact of a Canada-USA Customs Union on Bilateral Trade Flows 
(Percentage change over the base case) 

Scenario a: CET is set to USA MEN rates.  

Importers  

	

Exporters 	Canada East 	Ontario 	Canada West 	USA 	ROW  

	

Canada East 	-0.82 	-2.65 	-2.24 	3.66 	1.07  
Ontario 	-1.56 	-1.18 	-1.62 	2.61 	0.88  

Canada West 	-2.03 	-1.85 	-0.74 	3.53 	0.79  
USA 	 1.91 	1.47 	5.01 	-0.04 	0.11  
ROW 	5.55 	4.08 	5.23 	-0.22 	0.00  

Scenario b: CET is set to the minimum of Canada-USA MFN rates. 

	

Canada East 	-0.84 	-2.62 	-2.24 	3.67 	1.67  
Ontario 	-1.56 	-1.20 	-1.66 	2.64 	1.45  

	

Canada West 	-2.01 	-1.85 	-0.79 	3.52 	1.45  
USA 	 1.91 	1.49 	4.98 	-0.07 	0.59  
ROW 	5.57 	4.06 	5.67 	-0.02 	-0.07 

Sectoral trade effects 
In terms of imports, the most obvious difference between the two CET 

scenarios is their relative impact on the sector of agriculture. Under scenario la, 
protection of this sector towards the Rest of the World actually increases. \Vhile 
this increase is compensated by the elimination of Canada-U.S. tariffs, the overall 
impact is a slight decrease in the international agricultural imports of all three 
Canadian regions, in the range of 0.24 to 1.89 percent (Table 5). In scenario lb, 
tariff protection towards imports from the Rest of the World in the agricultural 
sector does not change in Canada, but it decreases by 75 percent in the U.S. As a 
result, across C anadian regions international imports of agricultural goods will 
rise, by a modest 9.27 percent in the case of Canada West, whereas agricultural 
imports in the U.S. will increase by a more impressive 37.49 percent (Table 6). 

In both scenarios, the sector most impacted in Canada is food, whose 
tariff protection is reduced by 100 percent with respect to imports from the U.S., 
and by 65 percent with respect to imports from the Rest of the World. 
Subsequently, international imports of food rise by a spectacular 147.20 percent in 
the case of Canada West (scenario /b)38. The second most impacted sector in 
Canada as a whole is clothing whose tariff protection from imports from Rest of 
the World declines by 43 percent. Thus, in scenario lb, our model estimates that 

38  The increase of international trade is of course compensated by a decrease in inter-
Canadian regional trade, leading to smaller increases in total trade. Thus, in the case of 
Canada West, total imports of food (including imports from other Canadian regions) 
increase by 37.03 percent (tables of total sectoral trade impacts are available upon request). 
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imports of clothing increase by 18.35 percent in Canada East, and by 19.46 
percent in Canada West39. 

TABLE 5 
Impact on Trade Flows for Selected Sectors' 
(Percentage change over the base case) 
Scenario a: CET is set to USA MFN rates. 

Food, Agriculture 
Beverages and 	Textiles 	Clothing and Forestry 

Tobacco  

Canada East 	
EXP. 	18.61 	46.71 	1.64 	1.72  
IMP. 	-1.10 	133.30 	9.08 	18.83  
EXP. 	19.89 	57.36 	1.25 	1.11  Ontario 
IMP. 	-1.89 	114.50 	2.95 	11.90  
EXP. 	11.96 	46.10 	0.81 	0.92  Canada 	rest 
IMP. 	-0.24 	147.40 	6.18 	20.01  
EXP. 	3.45 	19.27 	-0.59 	-0.48  USA 
'NIP. 	3.96 	10.04 	-0.01 	-0.07  
EXP. 	-3.56 	6.11 	1.48 	0.96  ROW 
IMP. 	0.44 	0.43 	0.20 	0.16  

• Interprovincial trade is not taken into account 

TABLE 6 
Impact on Trade Flows for Selected Sectors' 
(Percentage change over the base case) 

Scenario b: CET is set to the minimum of Canada -USA MFN rates. 
Food, Agriculture 

and Forestry 	
Beverages 	Textiles 	Clothing 

and Tobacco  
EXP. 	13.58 	46.96 	1.95 	1.89  Canada East 
IMP. 	8.05 	131.50 	8.67 	18.35  
EXP. 	13.01 	57.37 	1.70 	1.47 '  Ontario 
IMP. 	5.41 	114.20 	2.76 	11.59 '  
EXP. 	10.06 	45.97 	1.32 	1.21  Canada West 
IMP. 	9.27 	147.20 	5.84 	19.46  
EXP. 	4.01 	20.52 	-0.22 	-0.11  USA 
IMP. 	37.49 	8.54 	-0.55 	-0.58  
EXP. 	39.01 	4.24 	0.79 	0.42 -  ROW 

_ 	IMP. 	1.60 	1.69 	0.62 	0.55  
• Interprovincial trade is not taken into account 

Following the elimination of remaining Canada-U.S. tariffs, international 
exports of food increase by 57.37 percent in Ontario and by 45.97 percent in 

39  When inter-Canadian region imports are taken into account, the respective increases are 
12.29 percent in Canada East and 4.52 percent in Canada West. 
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TABLE 7a 

Impact of a Canada-USA Customs Union on SectoraI Output 

(Percentage change over the base case) 

Scenario a: CET is set to USA MFN rates. 

Canada 	 Canada 
Ontario 	 USA ROW 

East 	 West 

Agriculture and Forestry 

Food, Beverages and Tobacco 

Textiles 

Clothing 

	

1.91 	4.15 	2.43 	0.04 	-0.61 

	

-4.13 	-7.30 	-4.81 	0.52 	0.68 

	

-2.76 	-1.80 	-1.49 	-0.13 	0.17 

	

-6.39 	-5.76 	-5.88 	-0.04 	0.24 

TABLE 7b 

Impact of a Canada-USA Customs Union on Sectoral Output 

(Percentage change over the base case) 

Scenario h: CET is set to the mintunim of Canada-USA MFN rates. 

Canada 	 Canada 
Ontario 	 USA ROW 

East 	 West 

Agriculture and Forestry 	 0.22 	0.73 	1.31 	-2.31 	8.82 

Food, Beverages and Tobacco 	 -3.89 	-7.16 	-4.89 	0.81 	0.37 

Textiles 	 -2.53 	-1.47 	-1.21 	0.06 	0.08 

Clothing 	 -6.21 	-5.42 	-5.62 	0.16 	0.10 

Canada West, while agricultural exports rise by 13.58 percent in Canada East 
(scenario lb). In the U.S. exports of food and agricultural goods increase by 
20.52 percent and 4.01 percent respectively. 

Sectoral output effects 
As the sectors most impacted by the proposed policies are those of 

agriculture, food, textile and clothing, we focus on these sectors for the following 
discussion of sectoral effects. Thus in scenario la, agricultural output increases 
across regions from 4.15 percent in Ontario to 1.91 percent in Canada East (Table 
7a). This is the result of reduced competition from imports from the Rest of the 
World and an increased demand for agricultural exports in the USA. In the sectors 
of food, textiles and clothing, output decreases as local producers face increased 
competition from imported goods. The biggest decline is experienced in Ontario's 
food production, by 7.30 percent. 

The only substantive difference in scenariolb is again relevant to the 
agricultural sector: agricultural output increases by less in scenario b, as local 
producers do not benefit from the tariff protection from the Rest of the World 
afforded to them in scenario la (Table 7b). 
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Aggregate economy effects 
Overall, the impact of the proposed policies on the economy of Canadian 

regions (Table 8) are of a very small magnitude, as Canadian  trade with the Rest 
of the World consist only a small percentage of total Canadian trade, and Canada-
USA bilateral liberalization affects only two sectors, agriculture and food. 

In scenario la, international imports increase in all three Canadian 
regions: from 2.06 percent in Ontario to 5.08 percent in Canada West. The smaller 
increase in total import flows (in parenthesis, in Table 8) ranging from 1.30 to 
2.16 percent demonstrates the shift form West-East trade to North-South trade. 
As in the aggregate tariff protection towards international imports declines, there 
is deterioration in the terms of trade in all Canadian  regions, particularly so with 
respect to its international trade partners. However, real revenue increases in all 
Canadian regions, leading to an increase in real consumer spending (welfare). 
The largest gains are witnessed in Canada West, with increases in real revenue 
and real spending of 0.12 to 0.09 percent respectively, or the equivalent of C$ 
879.48 million and C$ 508.65 million. 

The slight aggregate decline in output in Canada F-ast is mostly due to a 
decline in domestic demand in three sectors in particular: food, textiles and 
clothing. These sectors contribute more to value added in Canada East than in 
Canada West and Ontario. 

The U.S. economy, in the aggregate, is hardly impacted at all in this 
scenario as its external tariff towards the rest of the world is not affected and the 
impact of U.S.-Canada bilateral tariff has a negligible impact in the U.S. economy 
as a whole. However, because of the later, the impact on its terms of trade is 
positive rather than  negative as in the Canadian case. 

TABLE 8 
Impact of a Canada-USA Customs Union on Awegate Economic Variables 
(Percentage change over the base case) 

Scenario a: CET is set to USA MFN rates.  

Terms of 	 Real 	
welfare Exports' 	Imports' 	 Output 

Trade' 	 Revenue 

Canada East 	3.27 (1.53) 	3.76 (1.48) 	-0.27(-0.17) 	-0.01 	0.10 	0.08 

	

Ontario 	2.48 (1.42) 	2.06 (1.30) 	-0.21 (-0.18) 	0.01 	0.07 	0.05 

Canada West 	2.94 (1.86) 	5.08 (2.16) 	-0.19 (-0.09) 	0.01 	0.12 	i 	0.09 

	

USA 	0.44 	0.33 	0.01 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 

	

ROW 	 0.07 	0.14 	0.04 	0.01 	0.01 	0.01 

Scenario b: CET is set to the minimum of Canada-USA MFN rates.  

Canada East 	3.37 (1.60) 	3.78 (1.49) 	-0.37(-0.23) 	0.00 	0.08 	0.06 

	

Ontario 	2.56 (1.47) 	2.07 (1.31) 	-0.26(-0.22) 	0.02 	0.05 	0.03 

Canada West 	3.07 (1.97) 	5.21 (2.22) 	-0.27 (-0.14) 	0.01 	0.10 	0.07 

	

USA 	0.84 	0.50 	-0.12 	0.01 	-0.01 	-0.01 

	

ROW 	 0.26 	0.62 	0.20 	-0.01 	0.05 	0.06 

'For  Canadian regions. numbers in bracket take into account interprovincial trade. 
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The overall impact on the Rest of the World is also positive, slightly 
larger than the USA, but considerably smaller than in Canada as whole. 

In scenariolb, agg-egate tariff reduction on goods imported to Canada is 
larger, leading to a further deterioration in the tenns of trade of all Canadian 
regions. As a result, the gains in real revenue and real consumer spending are 
smaller than in scenario la. 

As the external tariff towards U.S. imports from the Rest of the World 
declines, USA tenns of trade deteriorate in this scenario, leading to a slight 
decrease in its real revenue and real consumer spending. The reduction in tariffs 
imposed on exports of the Rest of the World region to the U.S. lead to a further 
improvement in the terms of trade of the ROW region and a further improvement 
in its real revenue and real consumer spending. 

Scenario 2: The Elimination of Unobserved Trade Costs 
Given the long history of Canada-U.S. trade, the huge bilateral trade 

volume boosted by a free trade agreement and significantly reduced transportation 
and communication costs, economists expected that the Canada-USA border 
would no longer be an important determinant of geographic trade patterns. 
Accordingly, John McCallum's (1995) fmding that, after controlling for distance, 
trading partner sizes and a small number of other factors, trade between two 
individual Canadian provinces was on average 22 times larger that trade between 
Canadian provinces and USA states, became one of the most puzzling empirical 
findings in the recent international trade literature. Subsequent research 
challenged both the measurement and theoretical underpinnings of the McCallum 
estimates. Though more recent estimates have reduced the "border" effect to more 
than half the size estimated by McCallum, they nevertheless have confirmed the 
existence of a sizable "border" effect in Canada-USA merchandise trade. 

While the existence of a "border effect" in Canada-USA trade has now 
become generally accepted, its interpretation is still a matter of debate. Two 
popular interpretations have competing policy implications: (a) the border effect 
could be due to differing national preferences: i.e., consumers prefer to buy from 
domestic producers; or (b) the border effect could be due to unobserved trade 
costs (UTCs), such as costs due to customs controls and administrative 
formalities, costs that arise out of national differences in technical standards and 
regulation, transactions costs related to currency exchange and hedging of 
currency rislcs, and costs associated with developing trade relations in different 
cultural and legal environments. 

The first interpretation would imply that further integration between 
Canada and the USA would not provide any further economic advantages to either 
of the two countries. The second implies, however, that co-coordination of 
regulatory, monetary and transportation policies to lower or remove these implicit 
costs of trade could facilitate cross-border exchange. 

Efforts to empirically test the alternative hypotheses in the Canada-USA 
context and more generally have been hampered by two factors. 4°  First, the lack 

4°  See Head and Ries (1999) for a demonstration of the linkages and attempt to separate the 
two factors on the border effect. 
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of reliable data on "unobserved" trade costs has led to a reliance on proxies that 
only poorly reflect the real size of these costs. Secondly, estimation complexities 
have been encountered in establishing a causal link (covariance issues arising 
between the estimated border coefficients and measures of border related costs). 

Even though empirical research has not yet succeeded in providing a 
definitive answer on the source of the border effect 41 , it is generally accepted that 
even apparently small trade impediments can potentially have large effects on 
bilateral trade42  if traded goods are close substitutes, which recent research 
evidence seems to confirm to be the case. As the CUSFTA has significantly 
reduced the border effect in Canada-USA bilateral trade", the "border" gravity 
literature suggests that reduction or elimination of UTCs by means of a conunon 
market, monetary union, or even smaller scope agreements such as closer 
regulatory co-operation would lead to significant increases in bilateral trade. 
Gravity models, however, casmot predict the impact of policy change on other 
aspects of the economy such as gross domestic product, industry structure, prices, 
etc. This is one area where a computable general equilibrium model can provide 
useful insights on the impact of trade policy on economic factors besides bilateral 
trade flows. 

Design of the experiment 
We use our CGE model to simulate the impact of a hypothetical policy 

change that completely abolishes the unobserved trade costs in Canada-USA 
trade. Given that unobserved trade costs arise from a broad range of sources, only 
the most ambitious economic union scenarios, including a common currency, 
would likely come close to eliminating them. 

Our model calibrates the UTCs as ad-valorem tariff  equivalents 
following the methodology described under `dataset and calibration proceedure'. 
Given that we are implicitly assuming that the border effect captured by the 
gravity models is fully due to unobserved trade costs, these calibrated values can 
only be considered as upper bound approximations. The resulting UTCs are 
reported in Table 9. We observe that in most sectors, UTCs are larger trade 
impediments to U.S. exports in Canada than vice versa. 

In the wholesale trade sector for instance, UTCs are the equivalent of a 
45 percent tariff facing U.S. exports to Canada. As expected, UTCs in the services 
sectors (communications, finance/business and personal services) are also 
particularly high, especially so in Canada. The same observation applies to the 

41  Two alternative explanations: a) Canada and the U.S. are very similar countries, thus 
unlikely to trade (the comparative advantage hypothesis) and b) the border induces changes 
in the composition of trade are either not tested directly or their estimations are also prone 
to the criticism mentioned above. 
42  See Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000). 
43  Helliwell (1998) examines the impact of the CUSFTA on border effects for Canada's ° 
trade flows. His estimates cover the period 1988-1993. He finds that the average border 
effect was constant from 1988-1990 and then fell substantially from 1990-1993. The 
border effect was the same as in 1973 and about 60 percent of the estimated 1990 value. 
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petroleum industry. UTCs according to our estimations are higher in the U.S. only 
in the electrical and leather sectors. 

TABLE 9 

Calibrated Unobserved Trade Costs, in percent. 

USA 	Canada 
Agriculture and Forestry 	 10.05 	22.57 
Food, Beverages and Tobacco 	 8.61 	19.43 
Textiles 	 5.65 	10.35 
Clothing 	 3.98 	5.96 
Wood Products 	 6.89 	18.88 

Furniture and Fixtures 	 3.83 	8.74 
Paper Products 	 13.22 	26.33 

Printing and Publishing 	 10.13 	27.21 
Chemicals, Fertilizers and Phannaceuticals 	 8.68 	17.95 
Petroleum Products and Mineral Fuels 	 7.83 	37.80 
Leather, Rubber and Plastic Products 	 12.06 	10.31 
Non-metal Mineral Products 	 4.50 	9.99 

Metal Products 	 10.44 	15.36 
Non-electrical Machinery 	 3.18 	3.28 

Electrical Machinery 	 7.45 	4.66 
Transport Equipment 	 2.97 	5.11 
Miscellaneous Manufacturers 	 4.45 	11.37 
Mining and Quarrying other than Petrol. 	 6.64 	17.95 
Communication Services and Other Utilities 	12.68 	36.47 
Construction 	 7.34 	9.54 
Wholesale Trade 	 16.70 	45.43 
Transportation and Storage 	 15.22 	27.77 
Financial Services 	 12.56 	42.50 
Personal, Business and Other Services 	 15.05 	38.79 

Bilateral trade effects 
As UTCs are of significant magnitude, their elimination leads to a large 

increase of Canadian exports to the USA (Table 10). Ontario increases its exports 
to the USA by 48.62 percent while Canada East and Canada West increase their 
exports by 62.15 and 72.84 percent, respectively. 

Canadian imports from the U.S. are even more impacted as UTCs in 
Canada are larger. Canada East and Canada West experience the largest increases 
in imports, following the elimination of UTCs, as high as 162.80 percent in the 
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case of Canada West. Ontario's imports from the USA increase by less, at 53.55 
percent. 

TABLE 10 

Impact of Elimination of all UTCs bet-ween Canada-USA on Bilateral Trade Flows 
(Percentage change over the base case) 

Importers  

Exporters 	Canada East 	Ontario 	Canada West 	USA 	ROW 

Canada East 	-14.00 	-16.30 	-19.90 	62.15 	-1.94 

Ontario 	-16.60 	-18.10 	-23.50 	48.62 	-4.66 

Canada West 	-9.59 	-13.20 	-15.20 	72.84 	0.19  

USA 	 152.30 	53.55 	162.80 	-1.16 	-0.88 

ROW 	 -6.82 	-7.33 	-13.80 	0.15 	0.07 

The lowering of costs of doing business with the USA results in some 
degree of trade diversion. For example, Canada West's imports from the Rest of 
the World decrease by 13.80 percent in this simulation. By the same token, 
aggregate imports from the Rest of the World decrease in Canada East and 
Ontario. As expected, the rise in Canada-USA trade is also accompanied by a 
significant decline in intra-regional trade within Canada. 

Sectoral trade effects 
Sectoral trade effects are very impressive, in particular with regards to 

imports (Tables I la and 11 b). Thus, international imports in Canada West will 
increase by 200 percent or more in the sectors of agriculture, Petroleum, 
communications and financial services. Increases in international exports, though 
of smaller magnitude, exceed 80 percent in the food sector and range between 
95.33 to 110.50 percent in wholesale trade. 

In the U.S., increases in trade volumes are of smaller magnitude. The 
largest increases in terms of imports are in the sectors of mining and wholesale 
trade, by 29.48 and 33.88 percent, respectively. U.S. exports of financial services 
increase by 83.86 percent, while agricultural exports increase by 41.05 percent. 

Aggregate economy effects 
As expected, the economic impact of the elimination of UTCs in the 

economy as a whole are of an impressive magnitude (Table 12). Given the large 
volume of Canadian exports to the USA, the elimination of UTCs leads to a slight 
improvement in the terms of trade of two out of three Canadian regions. Real 
revenue increases in all Canadian regions by 6.01 percent to 7.29 percent. 
Consequently, real consumer spending rises by as high as 7.15 percent in the case 
of Ontario. The U.S. will also experience positive gains in terms of increases in 
real output, real revenue and real consumer spending, but the size of these gains 
are comparatively very small. As expected, the Rest of the World will be 
negatively impacted from "freer" trade between Canada and the USA. 
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TABLE lia  
Impact of Elimination of all UTCs between Canada-USA on Sectoral Trade Flows' 
(Percentage change over the base case) 

Canada East 	Ontario 	Canada West  
EXP. 	IMP. 	EXP. 	IMP. 	EXP. 	IMP.  

Agriculture and Forestry 	 61.58 161.30 	45.11 	69.20 	54.28 	203.00 

Food, Beverages and Tobacco 	 80.97 	83.43 	85.71 	75.83 	86.44 	144.70 

Textiles 	 22.71 	23.67 	5.37 	19.05 	-0.46 	30.43  

Clothing 	 13.96 	6.22 	8.37 	9.84 	16.86 	9.34 

Wood Products 	 48.65 128.00 	32.71 	69.24 	51.49 	132.80 

Furniture and Fixtures 	 44.12 	71.99 	32.75 	26.14 	53.08 	52.00 

Paper Products 	 53.39 122.30 	52.47 	50.84 	35.97 	104.60 

Printing and Publishing 	 86.79 176.20 	67.77 	118.40 	79.60 	228.50 

Chemicals, Fertilizers and Pharmaceuticals 	29.72 	32.39 	31.13 	17.17 	31.64 	72.30  

Petroleum Products and Mineral Fuels 	27.83 	68.14 	23.12 	186.00 	44.39 	263.30 

Leather, Rubber and Plastic Products 	60.23 	28.06 	51.49 	16.48 	57.82 	34.13 

Non-metal Mineral Products 	 38.80 	72.09 	27.82 	35.96 	45.75 	95.76  

Metal Products 	 64.86 	47.90 	54.55 	37.38 	44.25 	57.26 

Non-electrical Machinery 	 1.44 	8.94 	-4.27 	5.92 	11.06 	12.35 

Electrical Machinery 	 47.96 	10.02 	36.51 	5.44 	43.06 	11.26 

Transport Equipment 	 25.69 	13.28 	33.11 	12.17 	23.96 	8.14  

Miscellaneous Manufacturers 	 24.75 	24.04 	17.56 	12.52 	25.48 	20.85  

Mining and Quarrying other than Petrol. 	24.01 	9.31 	34.65 	57.49 	54.16 	193.90 

Communication Services and Other Utilities 	75.18 134.20 	59.73 	63.67 	79.75 	227.30 

Construction 	 56.43 	51.56 	54.53 	36.13 	65.88 	88.77  

Wholesale Trade 	 95.98 144.60 	95.33 	70.71 	110.50 	138.40  

Transportation and Storage 	 64.69 157.30 	52.82 	100.60 	75.60 	186.00 

Financial Services 	 62.19 189.40 	65.22 	137.10 	65.19 	250.50 

Personal, Business and Other Services 	76.74 161.10_ 73.53 	95.45 	84.92 	198.90 

' Interprovincial trade is not taken into account 
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TABLE I lb 

Impact of Elimination of all UTCs between 
Canada-USA on Sectoral Trade Flows' 
(Percentage change over the base case) 

USA 	ROW  

EXP. IMP. EXP. INIP.  
Agriculture and Forestry 	 41.05 15.75 	-1.13 	-0.51 

Food, Beverages and Tobacco 	 21.46 18.05 	-1.60 	-0.67 

Textiles 	 4.19 	2.98 	0.79 	-1.20 

Clothing 	 1.38 	1.20 	0.71 	-0.89 

Wood Products 	 29.53 18.49 	-1.53 	-1.18 

Furniture and Fixtures 	 13.71 	8.88 	-0.44 	-1.69 

Paper Products 	 19.21 19.18 	-2.22 	-0.66 

Printing and Publishing 	 35.42 16.01 	0.34 	-0.84 

Chemicals, Fertilizers and Pharmaceuticals 	6.45 	5.83 	-0.46 	-0.91 

Petroleum Products and Mineral Fuels 	29.86 	2.26 	0.12 	-0.71 

Leather, Rubber and Plastic Products 	 4.47 10.71 	-0.55 	-0.85 

Non-metal Mineral Products 	 15.39 	5.45 	0.92 	-1.39 

Metal Products 	 16.17 13.41 	-1.76 	-1.06 

Non-electrical Machinery 	 0.03 	1.20 	1.21 	-1.07 

Electrical Machinery 	 1.67 	7.72 	0.24 	-1.18 

Transport Equipment 	 5.31 	7.82 	-1.52 	-1.30 

M iscellaneous Manufacturers 	 0.61 	1.79 	0.86 	-1.14 

Mining and Quarrying other than Petzol. 	19.51 29.48 	-0.57 	-1.76 

Communication Services and Other Utilities 	33.06 15.66 	-0.61 	-0.81 

Construction 	 14.77 10.80 	-0.96 	-0.49 

Wholesale Trade 	 13.03 33.88 	-0.89 	-0.55 

Transportation and Storage 	 8.57 	5.55 	0.02 	-0.54 

Financial Services 	 83.86 14.96 	-0.93 	-0.62 

Personal, Business and Other Services 	26.82 19.44_ 	-1.18 	-0.76 

' Interprovincial trade is not taken into account 

TABLE 12 

Impact of Elimination of all UTCs between Canada-USA on Aggregate Economic Variables 
(Percentage change over the base case) 

Real ' 
Exports' 	Imports' 	

Terms of 	
Output 	 Welfare 

Trade' 	 Revenue 

Canada East 	52.55 (31.55) 	71.07 (34.49) 	0.23 (0.09) 	1.63 	6.01 	5.94 

Ontario 	44.65 (27.91) 	39.73 (30.16) 	0.79 (0.84) 	2.82 	7.29 	7.15 

Canada West 	57.25 (41.83) 	105.10(50.66) 	-0.45(-0.66) 	1.31 	6.62 	6.62 

USA 	 13.39 	9.80 	0.14 	0.14 	0.18 	0.19 

ROW 	 -0.34 	-0.92 	-0.29 	-0.01 	-0.09 	-0.13 

' For Canadian regions, numbers in bracket take into account interprovincial trade. 



TABLE 13 
Sensithity Analysis for Scenario 1 
(Percentage change over the base case) 

CET is set to the minimum of Canada-USA MFN rates.  

With Original Elasticity Substitution Parameters  
Terms of 	 Real 

Exports' 	Imports' Output 	 Welfare 
Trade' 	 Revenue 

Canada East 	3.37 (1.60) 	3.78 (1.49) 	-0.37 (-0.23) 	0.00 	0.08 	0.06 

Ontario 	2.56 (1.47) 	2.07 (1.31) 	-0.26 (-0.22) 	0.02 	0.05 	0.03 

Canada West 	3.07 (1.97) 	5.21 (2.22) 	-0.27(-0.14) 	0.01 	0.10 	0.07 

USA 	 0.84 	0.50 	-0.12 	0.01 	-0.01 	-0.01 

ROW 	 0.26 	0.62 	0.20 	-0.01 	0.05 	0.06  

Elasticity Substitution Parameters Decrease by 25%  

Terms of 	 Real 
Exports' 	Imports' Output 	 Welfare 

Trade' 	 Revenue 

Canada East 	2.45 (1.19) 	2.63 (1.05) 	-0.36 (-0.22) 	0.00 	0.03 	0.01 

Ontario 	1.87 (1.10) 	1.46 (0.92) 	-0.26(-0.22) 	0.02 	0.01 	-0.01 

Canada West 	2.24 (1.44) 	3.63 (1.57) 	-0.27(-0.14) 	0.01 	0.07 	0.03 

USA 	 0.62 	0.35 	-0.12 	0.01 	-0.02 	-0.01 

ROW 	 0.17 	0.48 	0.20 	0.00 	0.05 	0.05 

Elasticity Substitution Parameters Increase by 25%  
Terms of 	 Real 

Exports' 	Imports' 	 Output 
Trade

, 	 Revenue 	Welfare 

Canada East 	4.37 (2.06) 	5.06 (1.99) 	-0.38 (-0.23) 	-0.01 	0.12 	0.10 

Ontario 	3.28 (1.86) 	2.71 (1.71) 	-0.26(-0.22) 	0.01 	0.09 	0.07 

Canada West 	3.98 (2.55) 	6.96 (2.93) 	-0.27 (-0.15) 	0.00 	0.14 	0.11 

USA 	 1.09 	0.67 	-0.12 	0.02 	-0.01 	-0.01 

ROW 	 0.36 	0.78 	0.20 	-0.01 	0.05 	0.06 

' For Canadian regions, numbers in bracket take into account interprovincial trade. 

Sensitivity Analysis 
The magnitudes of the elasticities of substitution are critical determinants 

of the direction and size of the impact of any hypothetical trade policy change. 
The higher the degree of substitution between goods produced locally and 
imported goods, the larger the impact of a reduction in the extemal tariff or tariff 
equivalent protection on trade flows and consequently on domestic production, 
prices and economic welfare. Furthermore, the value of the elasticity of 
substitution directly affects the size of the unobserved trade costs: the smaller the 
elasticity, the larger the UTCs calibrated and vice versa. To check for the 
robustness of our model, we have run sensitivity results for the different 
experiments that we have undertaken. We have first reduced the values of the 
elasticities of substitution by 25 percent and then increased them by 25 percent 
Sensitivity analysis for scenario lb of CET (Table 13) demonstrates that trade 
flows fluctuate by approximately 25 to 35 percent from the base case scenario in 
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each case. Changes in real income and welfare also vary in the expected direction, 
offering a minimum and a maximum bound to the base case scenario. Finally, 
Table 14 illustrates the impact of a variation of the elasticity of substitution 
relative to the value of the unobserved trade costs. 

TABLE 14 
Sensitivity Analysis of Calibrated Unobserved Trade Costs (UTCs)  

	

Elasticity Substitution 	Elasticity Substitution 
Parameters Decrease by Parameters Increase by 
25% 	 _25%  

Calibrated UTCs, in percent.  

	

USA 	Canada 	USA 	Canada  
Agriculture and Forestry 	 9.85 	35.44 	7.93 	17.52 
Food, Beverages and Tobacco 	 7.70 	31.72 	6.81 	15.19 
Textiles 	 4.71 	18.03 	4.46 	8.11 
Clothing 	 1.69 	14.69 	3.16 	4.74 
Wood Products 	 6.47 	29.62 	5.46 	14.78 
Furniture and Fixtures 	 2.54 	14.72 	3.04 	6.88 
Paper Products 	 13.35 	41.77 	10.47 	20.57 
Printing and Publishing 	 10.33 	42.74 	8.00 	21.08 
Chemicals, Fertilizers and Pharmaceuticals 	7.97 	29.28 	6.88 	14.06 
Petroleum Products and Mineral Fuels 	6.70 	60.76 	6.21 	29.10 
Leather, Rubber and Plastic Products 	12.51 	17.92 	9.45 	8.07 
Non-metal Mineral Products 	 3.92 	16.01 	3.57 	7.87 
Metal Products 	 10.62 	25.06 	8.22 	12.02 
Non-electrical Machinery 	 2.31 	6.39 	2.52 	2.59 
Electrical Machinery 	 7.23 	8.70 	5.88 	3.67 
Transport Equipment 	 1.66 	9.19 	2.36 	4.02 
Nliscellaneous Manufacturers 	 3.26 	18.38 	3.52 	8.92 
Mining and Quarrying other than Petrol. 	6.06 	27.60 	5.24 	14.00 
Communication Services and Other Utilities 	13.48 	24.55 	10.05 	28.19 
Construction 	 10.11 	13.36 	5.75 	, 	7.42 
Wholesale Trade 	 18.39 	73.01 	13.07 	34.42 
Transportation and Storage 	 16.66 	44.85 	11.93 	j 	21.34 
Financial Services 	 12.65 	66.82 	9.83 	32.50 
Personal, Business and Other Services 	16.09 	61.20 	11.79 	29.72 

Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter, we have attempted to contribute to the debate over closer 

economic integration with the U.S. We have developed a computable general 
equilibrium model and dataset to implement the hypothetical scenarios of: a) 
Canada and the U.S. adopting a common external tariff towards imports from 
third countries; and, b) the elimination of remaining bilateral trade protection 
between Canada and the U.S. In order to assess the differential impact of these 
scenarios on Canadian  regions, our model features three such regions: Canada 
West, Ontario, and Canada East. Our findings suggest that due to previous free 
trade agreements between Canada and the U.S., the impact of these policy 
scenarios, with respect to the economy as a whole, was generally positive, as 
expected, yet of almost negligible size. However, certain sectors, food in 
particular, but also agriculture and clothing, will experience notable impacts, 
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mostly in terms of a significant increase in trade activity. Our results also capture 
the differential impact of these policies on Canadian regions and the trade-off 
between international and inter-Canadian trade. However, our model does not 
capture the gains that would result from the elimination of the NAFTA provisions 
of rules of origin. 

In combination with econometric "gravity" results, we have used our 
CGE model to calibrate "unobserved" trade costs between Canada and the U.S., 
and subsequently assessed the impact of elimiriation of these costs following the 
adoption of ambitious economic integration/union policies. The impact of such a 
hypothetical policy scenario is substantive for all Canadian regions in tenns of 
increased trade flows, and positive gains in real revenue, output, and real 
consumer spending. One may want to interpret these substantive results as an 
upper bound to "deep" integration between Canada and the U.S. as the border 
effect detected by gravity models is assumed to be fully due to unobserved trade 
costs. 
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Appendix 1: The Gravity Model 

Economic Gravity models are based on an analogy to the law of gravity 
in physics: "after controlling for size, trade between two regions is decreasing in 
their bilateral trade relative to the average barrier of the two regions to trade with 
all their partners. Intuitively, the more resistant to trade with all others a region is, 
the more it is pushed to trade with a given bilateral partner". 

In his pioneering article, McCallum (1998) estimated the following 
gravity equation in a Canada-USA context: 

In xu  = al  +a2  ln y, +a3  In y + a4  In du  +a5 5e +eu 	(i) 

where  x stands for exports from region i to region j , yi  and yi  are gross 

domestic product per capita of the importing and exporting regions, de  is 

distance between the capitals of regions and Su  is a dummy equal to 1 for inter-

provincial trade and zero for state province trade. The exponential of the dummy 

variable coefficient,  a5 ,  is the "border effect", or the effect of the border on the 

ratio of inter-provincial trade to state province trade after controlling for distance 
and size. Based on 1988 data, McCallum estimated that inter-provincial trade is 22 
times larger than state-province trade. 

Anderson and Wincoop (2001) have criticized McCallum's work and 
subsequent studies based on "theoretical" gravity models on the grounds that they 
failed to capture the key implication of the theoretical gravity equation that "trade 
between regions is determined by relative trade barriers" and therefore have 
overestimated the border effect. Anderson and Wincoop (2001) estimated a non-
linear regression that is consistent with the theoretical underpinnings of the 
gravity model as developed by Anderson (1979). In effect they develop a terrn 
they call multilateral resistance variable that effectively measures the average 
barrier implied in the gravity theory. Based on the assumption that the exporter 
passes on to the importer the trade costs they incur (nominal information costs, 
design costs, transport costs, legal and regulatory costs) Anderson and Wincoop 
take into account two price index terms (in a two country model) that take the 
following form3°  

pi  = [E[ 	 
where a is the elasticity of substitution between imported and domestic goods, 

are the trade costs that the authors proceed in assuming they are symmetrical ty 

30 This is derived from a CES preferences and goods that are differentiated by 
region of origin. The authors also assumed that each region is specialized in 
producing one good following Deardorff (1988). 

/3; te pi
)l-al 

Pi 

1-a•  

(ii) 
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and fli  is a positive distribution parameter implied by the CES utility function 
assumption. Using 1993 data, they estimate the following theoretical gravity 
equation in the context of Canada-USA trade (two country model): 

lnz =in[ 	
xe

- k +(1- cr)p ln du- + Kl- cr)ln 	- Se  )- ln p i l-o- 
- ln pi l-a + 

yjyf  

(iii) 

where ( b  -1)  represents the ad-valorem tariff-equivalent of the USA-Canada 
border barrier, and Se  is the same variable as in equation (i) above. 

To talce into account the fact that the U.S. and Canada also trade with 
other countries, A&W also estimate a multi-country model that includes a total of 
22 industrialized countries. A&W estimate a border effect of 10.2 and 10.7 for the 
two-country and multi-country mode respectively. They also re-estimated the 
McCallum gravity equation border effect for the same year, which as expected 
yielded a considerably larger estimate of 16.4. After estimating the tariff 
equivalents of the border barriers for bilateral trade, A&W also consider the 
implications for bilateral flows. Their estimated ratios of trade flows with border 
barriers to that under borderless trade (BB/NB) for the multi-country model is 
reproduced below 

Ratio BB/NB 

USA-USA 	CAN- 	USA- 	USA- 	CAN- 	ROW- 
CAN 	CAN 	ROW 	ROW 	ROW  

1.25 	5.96 	0.56 	0.40 	0.46 	0.71 

Source: Anderson & Wincoop, 2001 

In this paper we have used these ratios to produce "predicted" trade flows 
on the base of actual trade flow dataset 1999. In a world without unobserved trade 
costs (UTCs), trade between Canada and the U.S. would be 1.78 (1/0.56) times 
larger than actual trade flows where UTCs are present 
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